


REPLACEMENT TYPE
TRANSFORMERS S REACTOR.

PIONEERS IN 
MINIA TURIZA T ION

CHANNEL FRAME FILAMENT/TRANSISTOR TRANSFS.
Pri. 115 V 50/60 Cycles—Test Volts RMS: 1500

Type 
No.

m Ul tiri-«Hl

UHI!» •’

W M Lbs.D HSecondary
; FT-1 2.5VÇT-3A 2’4 14 1% 24 «
J FT-2 6.3VCT-1.2A 2« 14 1% 24
ï FT-3 2.5VCT-6A 3M. 14 2 2% 1

FT-4 6.3 VCT-3A 3M. 1’4 2 2’M. 1
FT-5 2.5 VCT-10A 34 24 2«. 34 14
FT-6 5 VCT-3A 34 2H 2M. 34 14
FT-7 7.5 VCT-3A 3% 24 24. 34 14
FT-8 6.3 VCT-8A 4 2Ì4 24 3M. 24
FT-10 24 VCT-2A 

or 12V-4A 4 2% 24 3M. 24
FT-11 24 VCT-1A 

or 12V-2A
34 24 2M. 34 14

FT-12 
______ .

36 VCT-1.3A 
or 18V-2.6A

4 2% 24 34. 24

VERTICAL SHELL POWER TRANSFORMERS

nifaT HH-F

UMflIFklUIlkteitM HMm

CHANNEL FRAME FILTER REACTORS
Inductance Shown is at Rated DC ma—Test Volts RMS: 1500

DC 5V. G.3VCT Wt.
ma Fil. Fil. W D H M N Lbs.

Type Induct. 
No. Hys.

iÎMÎUiœ' la

ut liti Wt

•it ItlHHcn

& «I*

CHANNEL TYPE

DOUBLE SHELL TYPE

VERTICAL SHELL TYPE

Taps on pri. of FT-13 & FT-14 to modify sec. nominal V, 
—6% 4-6%, + 12%

FT-13 26 VCT-.04A 24 1 ’4 14 1’4 ri
FT-14 26 VCT-.25A 24 14 I'M. 2’i /•4

DOUBLE SHELL POWER TRANSFORMERS
Type High DC SV. 6.3 VCT Wt.
No. V. ma Fit. Fil. W D H M N Lbs.

R-101 275-0-275 50 2A 2.7A 3 24 3 24 2 24
R-102 350-0-350 70 3A 3A 3 24 34 24 2 34
R-103 350-0-350 90 3A 3.5A 34 24 3% 2’M. 24 44
R-104 350-0-350 120 3A 5A 34 34 34 34 24 54

: R-105 385-0-385 160 3A 5A 34. 34 4M. 34 2J4 7

Type High
No. V.

R-H0 [300-0-300 50 2A 2.7A 2% 2% 34 2 14 24
R-111 1350-0-350 70 3A 3A 2^4 34. 34 2 24 34
R-112 1 350-0-350 120 3A 5A 3M. 3% 4 24 2M. 54
R-113 j 400-0-400 200 3A 6A 34 4M. 44 3 34 8

Resistance Dimensions, in. Wt 
Current Ohms W D H M Lbs.

R-55 6 iOma 300 2% 1% 14 2 4
R-14 8 40ma 250 2Z% 1^! 1% 2% 3Z
R-15 12 30ma 450 2% ll/l I'M. 24
R-16 l5.......... 30ma 630 2/8 m 1% 2^4 4
R-n 20 40ma 850 3M« i% 2 2’M. 1
R-18 8 soma 250 3M. 2 2'4. 1
R-19 14 lOOma 450 3% 17Ä 24. 34 14

: R-20 5 200ma 90 4V# 2U 24 34. 24
R-21 15/3 200ma 90 4^ 21/4 2’4 3M. 24
R-220 100/8 Mhy

25/2 Mhy
2.5A 

5A
.6
.16

3% 2 24« 34 14



Efficient filters and selected injection frequencies 
make the new SR-46A and SR-42A virtually immune 
to FM and TV interference. Squelch, too!
interference-free reception is only one of many 
advantages in the new SR-46. Complete six meter 
band coverage is another. Or full two meter 
coverage, if you prefer, in the companion SR-42 
unit. Both give you double the usual bandspread, 
through use of dual tuning ranges. A neutralized 
nuvistor front end boosts sensitivity, and eleven 
tuned circuits increase selectivity while sup
pressing interference. Push to talk, of course.

Thorough field testing, before production, by 
hundreds of operators, assures you of years of 
trouble-free performance. It all adds up to your 
top VHF value. See the SR-46, or the SR-42, at 
your distributor today.

»0 
»

Export: International Division; Canada, Gould Sales Co.

FEATURESFrequency Coverage: 50 to 52 Me and 52 to 54 Me (144 to 146 Me and 146 to 148 Me in the SR-42). Power Input: 10-12 watts. Power Supply: 115 VAC and 12 VDC (vibrator and line cord optional extra). Transmitter Crystals: high frequency type; provision for four (one furnished), plus external VFO, switch- selected from front panel. Tubes: 10, plus zener diode oscillator control and four diodes (11 tubes, 2 zeners and four diodes in the SR-42). "S” Meter automatically switches to RFO. Cabinet: "snap-off’ type for easy access. Size: 5%" high, 12%'' wide, 8%" deep. Shipping Weight: 17 lbs. Amateur Net
Price: $199.95

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation 
5th & Kostner Aves., Chicago, Illinois 60624
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It’s a mobile transceiver and a fixed station. It reaches out — SSB and CW 
— to collect QSL’s. The KWM-2 lets you work all the 80- to 10-meter 
amateur bands. Like all Collins equipment, the KWM-2 is designed for 
system use. Put a 62S-1 VHF Converter on the table next to a KWM-2 and 
you are up on the 6- and 2-meter bands. Add a 30L-1 Linear Amplifier to 
the system for a full-powered fixed station. That’s only part of the KWM-2 
story. Ask your Collins distributor about the rest.
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Outstanding Radiators
You may not fancy your 
Webster C-B antenna as the 
radiator ornament — an ar
rangement this lady is ob
viously considering! But

she was strongly influenced by a quality
conscious owner of a custom mobile KW
station who spent hours convincing her 
that a Webster BIG-K isn’t just any an
tenna. Indeed not! It's streamlined—attrac
tive—actually adds a little verve and inter
est to any car. He pointed out the con
venience of the high quality hinged column 
that can be tipped down for overhead clear
ance-strengthened his argument with 
sketches of the precision-machined hinge

and the quick-thread-on collar that con
trols release and lockup. Just to cover all 
the bases he tossed in a quick description 
of the Webster Band-spanner, 6-band super
streamlined antenna.
Now isn't it just like a woman to protest 
any antenna on “her" car—and then when 
she's convinced that BIG-K is essential to 
the effective performance of the family 
mobile unit—intuitively to arrange the 
Webster antenna up front with the other 
excellent radiator?
Rolls Royce? V-W? Sceptical wife? Webste" 
antennas are the answer.
Write for descriptive brochure.

RAYTHEON COMPANY
213 East Grand Ave. South San Francisco, Calif. 94080

RAYTHEON
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(instant on-no warmup)
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An exceptionally fine receiver for the short wave listener and amateur 
operator. Covers .54 Mc through 54 Mc in five continuous bands. This 
includes the standard broadcast band, all foreign broadcast bands, all 
amateur bands from 160 through 6 meters, all 27 Mc CB channels, all 2- 
way radio frequencies from 30 to 50 Me including many police and fire 
departments. Fully transistorized, has a built-in power supply for AC oper
ation! and with optional accessory may also be used for portable operation 
on internal batteries or automobile battery. Compare these features.

Continuous coverage .54 to 54 Mc 
Plus Beat Frequency Oscillator 
Includes the 6 meter ham band 
And the 30 to 50 Mc police bands

■ Fully transistorized
■ Band Spread
■ Noise Limiter
■ AC and portable*

J ’optional

AVAILABLE AT LEADING DISTRIBUTORS 
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE

! H ' r ' i
WIRED AND TESTED $79.95

AMECO EQUIPMENT 
CORPORATION

SUBSIDIARY OF 
AEROTRON

U. S. HIGHWAY 1, NORTH RALEIGH, N. C. 27608
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* Official appointed to act temporarily in the absence of a regular official

Section Communications Managers of the ARRL Communications Department
Reports Invited. All amateurs, especially League members, are invited to report station activities on the first of each 

month (for preceding month) direct to the SCM, the administrative ARRL official elected by members in each Section. 
Radio club reports are also desired by SCMs for inclusion in QST. ARRL Field Organization station appointments are 
available in areas shown to qualified League members. General or Conditional Class licensees or higher may be appointed 
ORS, OVS, OPS, OO and OBS. Technicians may be appointed OVS. OBS or V.H.F. PAM. Novices may be appointed 0 VS. 
SCMs desire application leadership posts of SEC, EC, RM and PAM where vacancies exist.

........ ................ ................................  .......... ATLANTIC DIVISION.......................... .... ...................... ............. .......................  
Delaware*..............................K3NYG John L. Penrod RFD 1........................................................... Townsend 19734
Eastern Pennsylvania W3ELI George S. Van Dyke. Jr. 4607 Convent Lane Philadelphia 19114
Maryland D. C. K3JYZ Carl E. Andersen 14601 Claude Lane Silver Spring. Md. 20904
Southern New Jersey W2Z1 Edward G. Kaser 19 Blackwood Drive WHburta Gardens,

Trenton 08628
Western New York K2HUK Charles T. Hansen Warner Gulf Rd. Holland 14080
Western Pennsylvania W3NEM Robert E. Gawryla 1463 N. Allen St. State College 16801

CENTRAL DIVISION
Illinois 
Indiana 
Wisconsin

W9PRN 
K9IVG 
K9GÖC

Edmond A. Metzger 
Mrs, M. Roberta Kroulik 
Kenneth A. Ebneter

. ____ DAKOTA

1520 South 4th St.
401 El Portal Drive
822 Wauona Trail

DIVISION

Springfield 62703 
Michigan City 46361 
Portage 53901

Minnesota 
North Dakota 
South Dakota

W0TCK 
W0DM 
K0TXW

Herman R. Kopischke, Jr. RFD 2
Harold L. Sheets 21 Euclid Ave.
Seward P. Holt Box 58

DELTA DIVISION.

Janesville 56048 
Grand Forks 58201 
Clear Lake 57226

Arkansas 
Louisiana 
Mississippi 
Tennessee

K5GKN 
W5PM 
W5EMM 
K4RUT

Don W. Whitney 1117 North Drive
J. Allen Swanson, Jr. RFD 1. Box 354-E
S. H. Hairston 2321-27th Ave.
Harry A. Phillips 5200 Oak Meadow Ave.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION

(P.O. Box311), Osceola 72370
Covington 70433
Meridian 39301
Memphis 38128

Kentucky 
Michigan 
Ohio

WA4KFO 
W8FX 
W8AL

Lawrence F. Jeffrey 1605 Antler Ave.
Ralph P. Thetreau 27209 W. Six Mile Road
WUson E. Weckel 1317 Logan Ave., N.W.

HUDSON DIVISION

Owensboro 42301
Detroit 48240
Canton 44703

Eastern New York 
N. Y. U. & Long Island 
Northern New Jersey

W2EFU 
K21DB
W2LQP

George W. Tracy 
Blaine 8. Johnson 
Louis J. Amoroso

MIDWEST

1138 North Country Club Drive
266 Cypress ?St.
180 Pleasant. Ave.
DIVISION

Schenectady 123Ö9
Massapequa Park, L. I. 11762
Bergenfield 07621

Iowa 
Kansas 
Missouri 
Nebraska

W0BDZ 
K0BXF 
W0TPK 
W0GGP

Owen G. Hill RFD
Robert M. Summers 3045 North 72nd
Alfred E. Schwaneke Edgar Star Rte.
Frank Allen Box 272

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION

Gilman 50106 
Bethel 66009 
KoUa 65401 
Gering 69341

Connecticut W1GVT
Eastern Massachusetts W1ALP
Maine K1DYQ
New Hampshire W1SWX/K1DSA
Rhode Island K1AAV
Vermont K1MPN
Western Massachusetts W1STR

John J. McNassor 218 Barlin Ave.
Frank L. Baker. Jr. 85 Solar Ave.
Herbert A. Davis RFD 1
Robert Mitchell Box 137-A, RFD
John E. Johnson 30 Fruit St.
E. Reginald Murray 3 Hillcrest Drive
Norman P. Forest 36 Valley Rd.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION

Southington 06489 
Braintree 02185 
FranKlln 04634 
Chester 03036 
Pawtucket 02860 
Montpelier 05601 
Springfield 01119

Alaska* 
Idaho 
Montana 
Oregon 
Washington

KL7AEQ 
W7ZNN 
W7TYN 
K7WWR 
K7JHA

Albert F. Weber 
Donald A. Crisp 
Joseph A. D’Arcy 
Dale T. Justice 
William B. Watson

PACIFIC

Box 735 
3408-8th St. F 
1916 Haggtn Ave, 
310 S.E. 24th Ave. 
1005 E. 1st Ave.

DIVISION

College 99735 
Lewiston 83501 
Anaconda 59711 
Hillsboro 97123 
Ellensburg 98926

East Bay 
Hawaii 
Nevada 
Sacramento Valley 
San Francisco 
San Joaquin Valley 
Santa Clara Valley

K6LRN 
KH6BZF 
W7PBV 
WA6JDT 
WA6AUD 
W6JPU 
W6ZRJ

Richard WUson 
Lee R. Wical 
Leonard M. Norman 
John F. Minke, HI 
Hugh Cassidy 
Ralph Saroyan 
Jean A. Gmelin

ROANOKE

107 Cordova Way 
45-601 Luluku Rd.
652 Utah St.
6230 Rio Bonito Drive 
77 Coleman Drive 
6204 E. Townsend Ave.
10835 Willowbrook Way
DIVISION

Concord 94521 
Kaneohe 96744 
Boulder City 89005 
Carmichael 95608 
San Rafael 94901 
Fresno 93702 
Cupertino 95014

North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Virginia 
West Virginia

W4BNU 
K4LNJ 
W4SHJ 
W8JN

Barnett S. Dodd 420 West Franklin St.
Clark M. Hubbard 124 Fant Lane
H. J. Hopkins 8600 Hammett Ave.
Donald B. Morris 1136 Morningstar Lane

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION ... ___

Salisbury 28144 
Union 29379 
Norfolk 23503 
Fairmont 26554

Colorado 
New Mexico 
Utah 
Wyoming

K0FDH 
WA5FLG 
W7VSS 
W7CQL

Richard Hoppe Star Route
Bill Farley 1306 Spruce
Gerald F. Warner 4765 South 275 West
Wayne M. Moore 142 South Montana Ave.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION

Idaho Springs 80452 
Alamogordo 88310 
Ogden 84401
Casper 82601

Alabama 
Canal Zone 
Eastern Florida 
Georgia 
West Indies (P.R.-V.I.)

Western Florida

K4WHW 
KZSTT 
W4MVB 
W4RZL 
KP4DV

W4RKH

Edward L, Stone 1806 Spring Ave., S.W.
Mrs. Lillian C. Smith P.O. Box 191
Jesse H. Morris P.O. Box 1241
Howard L. Schonher P.O. Box 1902
.Albert R. Otimley, Jr. P.O. Box 10Ö73

Frank M. Butler, Jr. 494 Elliott Rd.
SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION

Decatur 35601
Balboa
Jacksonville Beach 32050
Columbus 31902
Canarra Heights

San Juan. P.R 00922.
Fort Walton Beach 32548

Arizona 
Los Angeles 
Orange 
San Diego 
Santa Barbara

W7FKK 
K6UMV 
W6DEY 
W6LRU 
WA6OKN

Floyd C. Colyar 3411 West Pierson St.
Donald R. Etheredge 12040 Redbank St.
Roy R. Maxson 1434 South OUve St.
Don Stanslfer 4427 Pescadero
Cecil D. Hinson 1933 Coventry Court

........ WEST GULF DIVISION

Phoenix 85017
Sun Valley 91352
Santa Ana 92707
San Diego 92107
Thousand Oaks 91360

Northern Texas 
Oklahoma 
Southern Texas

W5BNG
K5CAY
W5AIR

L. L. Harbin 4515 Calmount
Daniel B. Prater 1401 E. Oklahoma Ave.
G. D. Jerry Sears 5634 Eskirdge St.

___ CANADIAN DIVISION

Fort Worth 76107 ------
Enid 73701
Houston 77023

Alberta
British Columbia 
Manitoba
Maritime 
Ontario 
Quebec 
Saskatchewan

VE6TG
VE7FB
VE4JT
VE1MX
VE3NG
VE2OJ
VE5QÜ

Harry Harrold 
H. E. Savage 
John Thomas Stacey 
J. Harley Grimmer 
Richard W. Roberta 
Jim Ibey 
Mel Mills

1834-5th Ave.. N. 
4553 West 12th Ave. 
19 Cottonwood Cres. 
40 H Rosedale Ave. 
170 Norton Ave.
209 Brookdale Ave. 
P.O. Box 801

Lethbridge, Alta.
Vancouver 8, B. C.
Brandon
Fairview. Halifax Co., N. S 
Wlliowdale. Toronto, Ont.
Dorval. P. Q.
Saskatoon 1
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NOW
International

A low cost Crystal for 
the Experimenter

• LOW COST
• MINIMUM

DELIVERY TIME

3,000 KHz to 60,000 KHz

SPECIFICATIONS: International Type 
“EX" Crystal is available from 3,000 
KHz to 60,000 KHz. The “EX" Crystal 
is supplied only in the HC-6/U holder. 
Calibration is ±.02% when operated in 
International OX circuit or equivalent.
CONDITIONS OF SALE: All “EX" Crys
tals are sold on a cash basis, $3.75 
each. Shipping and postage (inside U.S. 
and Canada only) will be prepaid by 
International. Crystals are guaranteed 
to operate only in the OX circuit or its 
equivalent.

COMPLETE OX OSCILLATOR KITS
Everything you need to build your own 
oscillator. Two kits available. ‘‘OX-L’’ kit 
3,000 to 19,999 KHz. "OX-H” kit 20,000 
to 60,000 KHz. Specify “OX-L” or “OX- 
H" when ordering.

™ Postage Paid

MINIMUM DELIVERY TIME We guaran
tee fast processing of your order. Use 
special EX order card to speed delivery. 
You may order direct from ad. We will 
send you a supply of cards for future 
orders.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Use one order card for each fre
quency. Fill out both sides of card.
(2) Enclose money order with order.
(3) Sold only under the conditions 
specified herein.

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102
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the AMERICAN
DIRECTORS
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LEAGUE INC.,
is a noncommercial association of radio amateurs, bonded for 
the promotion of interest in amateur radio communication and 
experimentation, for the relaying of messages by radio, for the 
advancement of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the 
representation of the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for 
the maintenance of fraternalism and a: high standard of conduct.

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered 
under the laws of Connecticut Its affairs are governed by a Board 
of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. 
The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The League 
is noncommercial and no one commercially engaged in the many» 
facture, sale or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership 
on its board.

"Of, by and for the amateur,” it numbers within its ranks pracH- ■ 
cally every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history of 
glorious achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs.

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A bona fide 
interest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; owner- ..  
ship of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not 
prerequisite, although full voting membership is granted only to 
licensed amateurs.

All general correspondence should be addressed to the adminis
trative headquarters at Newington, Connecticut.

Past Presidents
HIRAM PERCY MAXIM, WIAW, 1914-1936

EUGENE C. WOODRUFF, W8CMP, 1936-1940
GEORGE W. BAILEY, W2KH, 1940-1952

GOODWIN L DOSLAND, W0TSN, 1952-1942
HERBERT HOOVER, JR. W6ZH, 1962-1966

Officers
President . / . . . . . . ROBERT W. DENNISTON, W0NWX 

Box 73, Newton, Iowa 50208
First Vice-President ... . WAYLAND M, GROVES, W5NW 

1406 West 12th Street, Odessa, Texas 79760
Vice-Presidents . , . . . CHARLES G. COMPTON, W0BUO

GILBERT L. CROSSLEY, W3YA
Secretary. , . . . . . ... . JOHN HUNTOON, W1LVQ 
Treasurer. .............................  DAVID H. HOUGHTON

225 Main St., Newington, Connecticut 06111

Canada
NOEL B. EATON.................................................VE3CJ

Box 660, Waterdown, Ontario
Vice-Director: Colin C. Dumbrille,...............VE2BK

116 Oak Ridge Drive. Bale d’Urfe, Quebec

Atlantic Division
GILBERT L. CROSSLEY............ .................. W3YA 
734 West Foster Avenue. State College, Pa. 16801
Vice-Director: Jesse Biederman.................. W3KT 

RD 1 Valley Hill Road. Malvern, Pa. 19355

Central Division
PHILLIP E. HALLER.................................... W9HPG

6000 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111. 60629
Vice-Director: Edmond A. Metzger..............W9PRN
1520 South Fourth St.. Springfield. Illinois 62703

Dakota Division
CHARLES G. COMPTON...........................W0BUO 

1011 Fairmount Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55105
Vice-Director:

Delta Division
PHILIP P. SPENCER...............W5LDH/W5LXX
29 Snipe St., Lake Vista, New Orleans, La. 70124
Vice-Director: Max Arnold.............................. W4WHN

612 Hogan Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37220

Great Lakes Division
DANA E. CARTWRIGHT...........................W8UPB 

2979 Observatory Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45208
Vice-Dirceior: Charles C. Miller....................W8JSV

4872 Calvin Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43227

Hudson Division
HARRY J. DANNALS....................................W2TUK

RFD 1, Arbor Lane, Dix Hills. Huntington,
N. Y. 11743

Vice-Director: Stan Zak....................................... .K2SJO
13 Jennifer Laue, Port Chester, New York 10573

Midwest Division
SUMNER H. FOSTER.......................................W0GQ
2110 Goblin's Gully Dr.. 8.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

52403
Vice-Director:

New England Division
ROBERT YORK CHAPMAN____ ..... W1QV 

28 South Road, Groton, Conn. 06340
Vice-Director: Bigelow Green.... .....................W1EAE 

11 Law’s Brook Rd., South Acton, Mass. 01771

North western Division
ROBERT B. THURSTON............................W7PGY

7700 31st Ave., N.E.» Seattle, Wash. 98115
Vice-Director: R. Rex Roberts.......................W7OPY

837 Park Hill Drive. Billings, Mont. 59102

Pacific Division
HARRY M, ENGWICHT............ .......................W'ßHO

770 Chapman, San Jose, Calif. 95126
Vice-DVector: Ronald G. Martin, ........ ,WßZF 

1573 Baywood Lane, Napa, Calif. 94558

Roanoke Division
VICTOR C. CLARK.......................................W4KFC

12927 Popes Head Road, Clifton, Va. 22024
Vice-Director: L. Phil Wicker..........................W4ACY

4821 Hill Top Road, Greensboro, N. C. 27407

Rocky Mountain Division
CARL L. SMITH.............................................. W0BWJ

1070 Locust St., Denver, Colo. «0220
Vice-Director: John H. Sampson, Jr.......... .... W70CX 

3618 Mount Ogden Drive, Ogden, Utah 84403
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It Seems to Us...”

THE WOUFF HONG
In an institution as old as amateur radio, 

traditions and symbols of the art appear and 
become a part of it. Our traditions are many, 
among them our long record of self-policing, 
our dedication to public service in emergencies, 
our amazing versatility in experimentation, 
our instant response to the call of our country 
in time of war. But of the 
symbols, only one-. aside 
from the ARRL diamond — 
has become a part and parcel 
of the framework of amateur 
radio, the symbol of its finest 
traditions, its long and glori
ous history.

That symbol is the Wouff 
Hong. Every ham should 
know its origin.

It seems to us that now is a 
good time to retell the story 
of this famous and beloved 
part of the very fabric of 
amateur radio. Visitors to 
Headquarters and to WlAW, 
seeing either the original or 
one of the many replicas in 
our buildings, ask what it 
means. New members of the | 
Royal Order of the Wouff 
Hong, initiated during the । 
midnight convocations of the I 
Order at League Conven
tions, ask, “But where did I 
it come from, in the be
ginning?”

It started back in 1917, in the very earliest 
days of ARRL and QST, when an anonymous 
amateur, writing under the title “The Old 
Man, ” created a wonderful series of humorous 
stories in the magazine. In a pithy, irascible 
style he assailed all that struck him as criticiz
able about ham radio operation of the period 
iu his famous “ Rotten Radio” series beloved 
to this day by all who read them. He pitilessly 
exposed the poor operating practices of the 
day, yet did it in a way which drew chuckles 
even from those recognizing themselves as the 
special targets of his ire.

In one of those stories, “Rotten QRM,” he 
launched forth with examples of some of the 
poor sending cluttering up the band in a 
particular QSO to which he was listening. The 
gibberish included the words “wouff hong” 
which, apparently, was being used by some
one on somebody else.

It turned out to be one of 
those priceless pieces of spon
taneous word invention. In
stantly, it caught on with the 
gang. Although T.O.M. him
self admitted at the time he 
didn’t know exactly what a 
wouff hong was, it quickly be
came something with which 
both to attack bad operating 
practices and to discipline 
their perpetrators. Within 
three months, the editor of 
QST found it necessary to 
write an editorial on the 
growing demand from the 
gang for wouff hongs. How 
rapidly this situation might 
have developed had not World 
War I intervened is a matter 
of speculation. But the 
tradition had been es
tablished, the Wouff Hong 
created in the minds of 
thousands of amateurs as 
some mythical instrument 
of torture to be used in 
enforcing good operating 

practice in amateur radio.
When QST resumed after the war, one of its 

first contributors was T.O.M. In an early 1919 
issue he contributed an article “ Rotten Start
ing” to work off steam on the slowness with 
which our government was getting around to 
let us operate again. At the conclusion of this 
article appeared the following: “In the mean
time ... I am sending you a specimen of a 
real live Wouff Hong which came to light out 
here when we started to get our junk out of 
cold storage. Keep it in the Editorial sanctum 

(Continued on page 136)
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League Lines . . .

Hear ye! Hear ye! Nominations for the offices 
of director and vice director are now open in the 
Atlantic, Canadian, Dakota, Delta, Great Lakes, Midwest, 
Pacific and Southeastern Divisions. See "Happenings of the 
Month" of this issue for full details.
Most ARRL-Affiliated clubs are still "on vacation,” but 
now is a good time for the activities manager, officers 
or executive committee to study program schedules for the 
autumn and see where training aids from the League's 
library might be useful. If your Training Aids list is out- 
of-date or missing, another copy can be obtained from Head
quarters .
Are you ready? Ready for any emergency? This year jet 
stream patterns have differed from those of recent years, 
and consequently the weather has been especially erratic. 
If happenstance brings a tornado or a hurricane to your 
area this fall, will you be able to provide an emergency 
radio service to your community?
Have you had to wait a long time for that new ticket or 
renewal? FCC's computer acted up for a while, and the 
agency is also having difficulty getting sufficient help at 
the Gettysburg office. The result was to slow down license 
processing for a while this summer — in other automated- 
issuance services as well as amateur.
The industry group which was formed as an outgrowth of 
its meeting in Hartford to discuss amateur matters, has now 
decided to become affiliated with the Electronic Industries 
Association. This in effect revives the "amateur activities 
section" of EIA which has existed from time to time 
in the past. One area of early exploration is expected to 
be the long-debated question of standards — measurements, 
etc.
Applications for ARRL Life Membership can be filed 
at any time, but this is last call for "Charter" Life 
Memberships which must be received by the Secretary on or 
before August 1.
Publicity is always a good topic for discussion among 
hams. Recently there's been plenty: on the bad side, the 
security breach by amateurs aboard ships near Vietnam ... 
mixed, (often depending on the skill of the local headline 
writer) as in the case of "the meanest ham" and Dear 
Abby ... emphatically good, as with Field Day and 
Amateur Radio Week. The first two kinds we amateurs have 
virtually no control over, but the latter is directly 
proportionate to club and individual amateur effort in 
each area. How about you? Headquarters will supply you with 
its "Publicity Kit" if you'll promise to put it to work.

10 QST for



The Connecticut Longhorn

The ’’Connecticut Longhorn” is a horizontal roof-top car antenna with a 
matching system at the base, remotely controlled for shifting frequency 
over a 200-kc. range on 75 meters. The station-wagon roof, along with the 

rest of the car body, is the counterpoise for the quarter-wave antenna.

Horizontal 75-Meter Mobile Whip with Remote Tuning
BY ANDREW PFEIFFER*, K1KLO

T
he 75-meter transceiver that Santa Claus 
brought all the way from Michigan worked 
fine on the regular station antenna — but 
the idea was to go mobile! I backed the 1964 Ford 

Country Squire out of the garage — 209.9 inches 
of uncompromising antemia platform. Couldn’t 
mount a vertical whip on the rear bumper be
cause the rear deck wouldn’t fold down: couldn’t 
move it over in front of the taillight because the 
State Police take a dim view of such modifications 
to safety devices. Mounting the whip on the 
hump over and above the taillight would have 
started it some 30 inches above ground, making 
it a prime target for the garage opening, trees, 
low bridges, and low-flying UFOs.

I decided to take advantage of that afore
mentioned 209.9 inches and go horizontal. The 
autenna described and pictured is the fourth one 
built and tested in about as many months. It can 
lie resonated over the 200-kc. transceiver range 
from the driver’s seat, and can cover the low end 
of 80 merely by adjusting the setting of the 
capacitive hat near the end of t.he antenna. The

1 Box 385. RFD 4, Old Lyme, Conn. 06371

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

“ Some of today's station wagons offer 
b a good-sized platform for an antenna, but 
■ how to take advantage of it without going ■ 
“ to unrealistic heights? K1KLO solved the “ 
a problem with a horizontal whip. ® 

best testimonial to its effectiveness as a radiator 
was the accusation: “You ain’t mobile, ya 
clown; an’ yer runnin’ a kilowatt!”

The secret of the wide frequency range is a 
remotely-tuned coil at the base of the antenna. 
Referring to Fig. I, most 75-meter mobile an
tennas consist of a loading coil, L^, a capacitive 
extension, li, and the support whip, In. The 
three combine to resonate the antenna to the 
desired frequency. It is generally considered 
section Zj does the radiating: Lt and I: are there 
to tune out the reactance, and contribute prac
tically nothing to the outgoing signal. Obviously, 
the longer one can make ¿2 the more effective 
the autenna.

The writer’s antenna is shunt fed, as also 
shown in Fig. 2. The value of this shunt, Li, is 
very critical if a proper match is to be obtained 
between the output of the transceiver and the 
very low impedance offered by the radiator. A 
quarter of a turn, plus or minus, makes a con
siderable difference in match, as indicated by an 
s.w.r. bridge.1 A small adjustable ferrite slug 
inside 7,; makes this critical adjustment a simple 
matter.

The Q of tliis antenna is high. An excursion 
of 10 kc.. or less was all that was possible, while

1 The installation includes an s.w.r. bridge which is in 
the line at all times, and is used to determine exact reso
nance and maximum output. Actual tests run at a distance 
of about two miles have indicated maximum power output 
when minimum reflected power showed on the s.w.r. bridge 
indicator.
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The rear support for 
the antenna consists of 
two rods clamped to 
the roof-top carrier. 
Nylon inserts at the top 
insulate the rods from 
the antenna. Three 
hinged pairs of rods, 
operated umbrella
fashion, serve as a 
capacitive hat imme
diately next to the 
loading coil. At each 
end of the Lucite tube 
containing £3 there is a 
1 -inch thick Lucite disk, 
threaded at the center. 
The coil is mounted on 
a mating threaded end 
on the antenna, and the

extension rod, with hat, screws into the disk at the other end. Connections to the ends of the coil are brought
through the disks.

Fig. 3—The remote variable-inductor assembly. Tlie 
threaded drive rod, Z, has a flat milled its full length and is 
prevented from rotating by means of a nylon set screw at 
X, The hole in bevel gear A is tapped for 14-40 threads

Fig. 1—The schematic of the conventional vertical whip 
antenna is the section above ¿2 in this drawing. £1 and 
£2 are adjustable inductances used for shunt feed, £2 for 

resonating and £1 for matching.
per inch and mates with the drive rod, Z. 
Energizing the motor drives bevel gear B, 
which in turn drives the “captured nut” 
bevel gear A, raising or lowering the 

ferrite rod inside £2.

Tata/ /evgth of Radiator 13 feet x

721^3-59 5^
(Rog coryeriert 

' tength)

Car Roof

Fig. 2—Mechanical layout of the Con
necticut Longhorn. "X" indicates an 
8-inch length of 114-Inch diameter linen 
Micarta tubing. The “hat” elements, 
totalling six, are each 8 inches long, 

14 by 14 inch aluminum.
Li—6 turns No. 18, 1 inch dia., 8 turns/in. (Polycoils 1746 or equivalent).
£2—16 turns No. ¡8, % inch dia., 8 tums/in. (Polycoils 1740 or equivalent).
£3—75 turns No. 16, 214 inch dia., 10 turns/in. (Polycoils 1776 or equivalent).
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Close-up of the feed end, which is supported by suction 
cups on the cor roof just bock of the windshield. Ii is inside 
the micorto tube at the left; the adjusting screw for the 
ferrite slug can be seen ¡ust above the far suction cup. The 
remote variable inductor and driving motor are to the right 
of the micarta tube. The horizontal support is a 1 X 
inch aluminum bar which runs to the luggage carrier near 

the rear of the car.

still being able to tune the output pi network 
of the transceiver. The physical position of 
the capacitive hat made it impractical to make 
the necessary QSY adjustments at that point; 
aside from this, it is the mobileer’s ideal to 
l>e able to work any segment of the band from 
the driver’s seat. The remote variable-inductor 
unit, is (see Fig. 3 and photograph), serves this 
purpose. Inside Lj is a H-inch diameter, 2-inch 
long ferrite rod that can be remotely moved in 
and out of ¿2 by a small reversible 12-volt d.c. 
motor mounted on the car-top carrier assembly. 
The in-line s.w.r. bridge indicates the proper 
positioning of this ferrite slug, and minimal re
flected power can be maintained from 3.8 to 4.0 
Me. In this connection, it is interesting to note 
that the setting of the ferrite rod in ¿2 is greatly 
influenced by the road surface: for example, the 
settings will differ when the car is on a concrete 
highway reinforced with steel as compared with 
an oiled surface.

Is the thing directional? I have run a number 
of tests where I have been in a large parking 
lot and driven in a complete circle while trans
mitting, and the indications are that with the 
model in question the antenna does not seem 
to be directional. In some of these contacts, a 
large group was on at locations at all principal 
compass points. An early model, sloping from 
front to back at an angle of about 40 degrees, 
did have definite directional characteristics.

The Connecticut Longhorn antenna described 
and shown in the sketches and photographs is 
presented only as a guide to those who may wish 
to “go horizontal”! The overall height of the 
radiator above ground was determined only by 
the author’s garage-door opening.

I wish to thank sincerely the many radio 
amateurs both in this country and in Canada 
whose patience, helpful comments, and sugges
tions during the early frustrating phases made 
possible the final development of this antenna 
system.

M^-StravslS
For Tesla fans, there is available literature from 

“T'he Tesla Society”, Box 4058, Minneapolis, 14, 
Minnesota. Write for Tesla Bibliography and list of 
all new Tesla Books. We recommend Prodigal 
(leniut by J. J. O’Neil, especially. Tesla was quite a 
guy.

If you will send your QSL to VE3GG, 20 ByngAve., 
Willowdale, Ont., Canada he will send you a copy 
of the poem, “Silent Keys.”

The Post Office Department promises faster mail 
service with the new Zip codes. Use yours when you 
write League Headquarters. Use ours, too. It’s 
06111.

Stolen Equipment
Recently the Stanford Radio Club station W6YX, 

was broken into and the following pieces of Collins 
Radio equipment were stolen:

Type Description Serial No.
32S-1 Transmitter 10790
75S-1 Receiver 3018
312B-4 Station Control 293
516F-2 Power Supply 3611
75A-4 Receiver 5091
The cabinets of the S-line equipment were sprayed 

with red and orange paint. The 75A-4 receiver had a 
home-built crystal filter in place of the mechanical 
filters.
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Preventing Receiver Overload,

Cross Modulation,

and Spurious Generation

For the ordinary amateur, building filters 
such as the ones used by the author would 
be about as practical as making tran
sistors or tubes. But although a good filter 
is a relatively expensive component, it can 
solve a problem no receiver by itself can 
handle — eliminating the receiver front
end susceptibility to the presence of a 
kilowatt next door.

Front-End Receiving Filters
BY E. H. CONKLIN,*  K6KA

S
ix stations were operating simultaneously 
during the 100th anniversary celebration of 
I.T.U. at Geneva — sometimes with two 

or three in the 14-Mc. band, all kilowatt jobs in 
the same room, with antennas on the same roof. 
Without something new and unusual, this would 
have been impossible.

This paper reviews the author’s experience 
with this relatively new development in reception 
— the front-end r.f. filter. It gives promise of 
ranking with the major advances in receiving 
equipment over the past fifty years.

Unwanted-signal Problems

As congestion in our bands has increased we 
have encountered more interference from strong 
nearby stations, and preselection and other aids 
that it was hoped would permit operation 
have been only partially successful. In the last 
few years, however, the development of crystal
lattice filters has progressed to the point where 
they can be placed between the antenna and the 
receiver without adding a tube, transistor, or 
any other device that might be subject to over
loading or other undesirable effects.1 Front-end 
overload in receivers may cause blocking or 
actually cause grid current in the early stages, 
thereby reducing the gain and resulting in 
temporary loss of sensitivity, as well as producing 
spurious responses. Our present multiple-con
version techniques pass very many off-channel 
signals, in a band several hundred kilocycles 
wide, through the tuned circuits in the early 
stages. These may be amplified, mixed, and 
sometimes even accidentally frequency-doubled 
before there is an opportunity to reject them in 
the later stages.

Front-End Filters

The new crystal-lattice filters are inserted in 
the antenna circuit and pass only a relatively 
small portion of an amateur band. They can, 
and do, attenuate off-frequency signals 100 db. 

* Box 1. LaCanada, Calif. 91011
- Rockwell, “Station Design for DX,” Part III, QST, 

November, 1966, p. 51.

or more before they reach the receiver. Further
more, the attenuation is available to reduce the 
effect of nearby transmitters, provided the trans
mitters do not produce key clicks or s.s.b. 
“buckshot.” But even when the transmitter is 
poorly adjusted it may be possible to listen 
through the interference, without reducing the 
receiver’s sensitivity to a desired weak signal.

Each filter provides a small band of frequencies 
— 10 to 4U kc. wide depending on the design — 
in which a receiver acts as it normally does with 
an antenna connected. Outside this band the 
receiver sounds as though its antenna had been 
grounded. Just how quiet it is depends upon the 
r.f. leakage around the filter, into the coaxial line 
to the receiver, and into the circuitry in the 
receiver chassis. While such leakage, until elimi
nated, may reduce the attenuation to only 60 
or 80 db., the results still are outstanding. No 
longer need one wonder whether the neighbor's 
key clicks and splatter are generated in the 
transmitter or in one's own receiver —■ the filter 
will disclose this by attenuating everything out
side its passband.

Filter Characteristics

Those interested in early designs may refer 
to two papers particularly relating to s.s.b. 
filters 2 and to test methods.3 Also, an excellent 
reference publication4 5 discusses design, and an
other paper covers the half-lattice development6 
which with only two crystals provides balanced- 
to-unbalanced conversion from the basic balance 
of the 4-crystal lattice bridge.

The current designs are almost as small as a 
package of five sticks of chewing gum. Fig. 1

2 Taylor. “SSB crystal filters.” Electronics, October, 1948. 
Abstracted by Zeluff and Markus in Electronics Manual for 
Radio Engineers, p. 306.

3 Lowrie, “Lattice-type Crystal Filter.” Electronics. 
April. 1951. Abstracted by Markus and Zeluff in Electronics 
for Communication Engineers,

* Reference Data for Radio Engineers, 4th edition (1956), 
7th printing, July 1961. International Telegraph and Tele
phone Corp., 320 Park Avenue. New York, N. Y.

5 Dishal, “ Practical modem network theory design data
for crystal filters,” Institute of Radio Engineers*  1957 
National Convention Record, Part 8.
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Fig. 1—Circuit of the front-end crys
tal filter for the 14-Mc. band produced 
by C-F Networks, Inc. It consists of four 
half-lattice filters in series, with 50-ohm 

unbalanced input and output.

shows the circuit of the four half-lattice filters, 
with eight crystals, which produce 8-pole, 4-zero 
elliptical characteristics. Approximate specifica
tions 6 are as follows:

Shape factor — Under 1.8 for 60 db./6 db. 
bandwidth ratio; under 2.7 for 100 db./6 db.

Passband insertion loss — Less than one db.; 
typically, 0.25 db. The inband ripple is the 
same.

Stopband rejection — Greater than 100 db. be
yond the initial 100 db. points. Spurious re
sponse attenuation is greater than. 80 db.

The above are from laboratory-type measure
ments. In amateur practice, we are concerned 
with the performance of the entire receiving 
system. The best available rejection presumably 
would be with the filter mounted with r.f. 
gasketing on a “water-tight” box which would 
provide shielding of the input from the output 
and space for the connectors, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The unit available to the author, however, is a 
turret, containing a 12-position coaxial switch, 
on which is mounted a set of eleven filters. 
Each of these is nominally 33 kc. wide at the 
l-db.-down points, and the set is designed to 
cover the entire 14-Mc. band with a bit left 
over on the high end. BNC connectors were at
tached to two short cables into and out of the 
assembly.

S+N/N Ratio

A test was made with a setup consisting of a 
Measurements Model 80 signal generator, a 
6-db. T-pad attenuator, a 20-db. T-pad attenu
ator, the filter turret with additional lengths of 
cable attached, a receiver, and an a.c. meter to 
indicate signal input necessary for doubling the 
receiver audio output voltage. The usual phono 
connector, which certainly is inferior to the BNC 
series, remained ou the receiver. The major

$ As given by the manufacturer, C-F Networks, Inc., 3102 
North 29th Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85017.

Fig. 2—Mounting for a single filter, using BNC connec- 
tors for the coax cables. At least one compartment should 

be soldered to make it "water tight."

problem with this arrangement is that of setting 
the output noise accurately, inasmuch as the 
random nature of the uoise causes the meter 
needle to jump a bit? Nevertheless, there were 
no wild results; the minimum filter attenuation 
measured was exactly zero, and there never was 
an apparent gain.

The curves for a number of the filters were 
obtained with this setup in order to observe the 
performance within the passband, the rejection 
just outside of the passband, and the ultimate 
rejection. The filters in the phone section of the 
14-Mc. band required as much as 8000 microvolts 
into the 20-db. T-pad attenuator and the filters, 
on the skirt frequencies, in order to double the 
receiver output. This compared with around 0.3 
microvolt for the receiver with no filter, aud 
for the filter pass-band frequencies. In the c.w. 
range the leakage around the filters appeared 
to be slightly greater in this particular setup. 
Fig. 3 shows one of the curves. The bottom 
line represents the measured receiver sensitivity 
(which must be corrected for the 20-db. pad 
attenuation). Sometimes as many as five con
secutive points produced an identical sensitivity 
reading. Line-voltage changes probably were 
more likely to have been the cause of the slight 
variations than the fluctuations in random noise 
on the a.c. output meter, particularly since the 
sensitivity in the filter passband usually followed 
the. same variations. Most of the. data show a 
total loss of only one db. in the filter passband. 
The passband is reasonably flat, the corners 
sharp, and the skirts steep.

Receiving Performance

When this filter is used with an antenna, the 
coaxial line should not present sufficient reactance 
to degrade the filter performance. The cubical 
quad that was used certainly was not ideal. 
Nevertheless, no signal — however weak with
out the filter — sounded any different in the 
pass band of the correct filter. Frequency doubling 
in the receiver’s second mixer, which can bring 
s.s.b. signals into the c.w. band 228 kc. lower, 
disappeared. Several other types of spurious re
sponse also disappeared. Cross modulation and 
“monkey-chatter” (false signals formed by com
bination, such as FSK teletype mixed with a 
manually-keyed c.w. signal) usually disappeared. 
The latter improvement occurred when any one 
of the components was rejected by the filter, 

7 Also, a true-r.m.s.-reading a.f. voltmeter has to be used 
if the signal-to-noise ratio is to be measured accurately. 
However, only relative values with and without the filters 
were of importance in these tests. — Editor.
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but did. not when all components were within 
the passband.

On an s.s.b. signal from a station 100 yards 
away-—literally “in the back yard” — nothing 
was heard when the receiver was timed to the 
c.w. band with the filter for the s.s.b. frequency

FREQUENCY

Fig. 3-—Attenuation of a typical filter as measured with 
the setup described in the text. Signal-voltage readings 

are for constant signai-plus-noise-to-noise ratio.

switched into the antenna circuit. When the 
filter for the c.w. frequency was used, there was 
some “buckshot” from s.s.b. splatter. However, 
the S-meter no longer moved a small amount 
while the desired weak signal disappeared; with 
the filter, the S-meter swung up farther on the 
“buckshot,” but the desired weak signal re
mained undisturbed at its previous level and 
could be copied. Apparently, the receiver front 
end no longer was overloaded, and its sensitivity 
continued to be high. In short, the filter proved 
that the transmitter was actually radiating in
terference components on the c.w. frequency, 
and that the receiver was not generating spurious 
responses. Another s.s.b. station, farther away, 
previously had caused excessive interference 
throughout the band; with the filter it no longer 
was heard over most of the band, although there 
were a few frequencies on which there was 
spurious radiation.

No other receiver or device, in the author's 
experience, has so improved the ability to operate 
almost completely without spurious receiver 
responses iu the presence of close-by amateur 
signals. It is hoped that a sufficient market will 
develop for the individual filters to reduce the 
price from the present $50 region; and for the 
full-band turrets in order to influence the manu
facturer to produce them.

Ultimately, it may be possible to extend the 
design to include coverage of the 7-Mc. band, 
with a possibility of 21-Mc. and 3.5-Mc. cov
erage to follow. Consideration of the problems 
of crystals, inductances, capacitors, and shield
ing indicate that the complete filter network 
will cost less commercially in its completed form 
than would the construction of an equally 
efficient device by the amateur himself. [qgfrTE]

• Tl&w ÛppaJïaÎLU

New Vacuum Relay

T
he type RFID vacuum relay, shown actual size 
in the accompanying photograph, is a new low- 
priced (in the $20-25 range) addition to the well- 
known Jennings line. It has an obvious application 

as an antenna changeover relay iu amateur equip
ment. It is small — less than 1 inches body length, 
with a mounting-flange diameter of 1.4g inches — 
and weighs only % ounce. The insulation is ceramic 
in the high-voltage section, with the actuating coil 
enclosed in a metal cylinder on the opposite side of 
the flange. The s.p.d.t. contacts are rated at 2000 
volts and will carry 4 amperes continuously at 16 
Me. (6 amperes at 2.5 Me.). The coil has a resistance 
of 1300 ohms and operates from 26.5 volts d.c. 
Nominal capacitance between contacts is 1.6 pf. 
and from contacts to ground is 2 pf. Maximum 
operate and release time is 10 milliseconds, according 
to ratings, but general experience with relays of

this general type has been that the rated operating 
times are quite conservative. Contact resistance is 
0.02 ohms maximum.

The RFID is manufactured by ITT Jennings, 970 
McLaughlin Ave., San Jose, California 95108.

— W1DF
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The Micro-TO KeyerM
ore than fifteen articles on electronic 
keyers have appeared since 1960 in QST 
alone. The designs range in complexity 

from the simplest relay-plus-capacitor analog 
keyers to keyboard-actuated digital computers 
which make entire letters automatically. Few 
hams have the resources to build one of the 
keyboard monsters, and the analog keyers, while 
simple, do not make perfect characters and are 
difficult to adjust and operate. The most practical 
keyer lies between the two extremes: it should be 
capable of generating perfect characters, yet it 
should be simple enough so that the average 
ham can build it. Probably the first satisfactory 
keyer of this kind was invented by W9T0.* 1 
A modern version of his design is presented in 
this article. First, however, some aspects of the 
TO design and its variations will be discussed.

TO Keyer Operation
All keyers of this general type employ some 

kind of dot generator. Dashes are made by 
filling in the space between two dots with digital 
circuitry, and latching circuits are used to insure 
that a dot or dash will be completed once it has 
been started. Dot and dash memories may be 
added,2 although their usefulness is debatable. 
The various designs differ primarily in the method 
of generating dots.

An astable multivibrator is often used for this 
purpose because it is relatively simple. The key
ing speed is varied by changing both time 
constants in the astable multivibrator together, 
while the weight, or dot-to-space ratio, is adjusted 
by changing one of the time constants inde
pendently. The weight control makes it possible 
to compensate for nouuniform tracking of the 
time constants, asymmetry in the transmitter 
shaping, and relay closure delays; however, the 
control must be readjusted whenever the keying 
speed is changed appreciably.

Alternatively, a pulse generator may be used 
to toggle a flip-flop. The keying speed is then 
determined by changing the pulse repetition rate. 
Dots formed by this method are perfectly 
symmetrical and consequently there is no provi
sion for adjusting the dot-to-space ratio (with 
proper shaping and fast relays or electronic 
switching there is no need for a weight control 
anyway ). Perfect words, as well as perfect char
acters, can be made if the dot generator is left 
on all the time and is allowed to key the trans
mitter only when the keyer paddle is pushed, 
but this can be a nuisance with a memoryless 
keyer, since it is all too easy to leave out a dot

*42 W. Biddle St., Baltimore, Md. 21201
1 Ricks never published his design, although copies of the 

originai schematic have been circulating since the early 
1950’s and a commercial version has been marketed. The 
first QST reference to the TO keyer is by Old, “Transis
torized Electronic Key and Keyer” (QST, May, 1959).

2 A. rather elaborate keyer using relays to perform logic 
and memory functions was described almost 15 years ago 
by Kaye, “Ultimatic — Key with a Memory” (QST, Feb
ruary, 1953).

An electronic ZKeyer using 

integrated Circuits

BY CHET OPAL,* K3CUW

Here is an inexpensive (under $25) elec
tronic keyer in which no compromises 
have been made with performance. The 
circuit is functionally similar to the W9TO 
keyer, but for constructional simplicity the 
original vacuum tubes have been re
placed by silicon integrated circuits and 
germanium diodes.

at low keying speeds. In any case, if a keyed dot 
generator is used it is a simple matter to provide, 
for the free-running mode. Since it is harder to 
design a good keyed astable multivibrator than 
a good keyed pulse generator,3 the latter is used 
in the Micro-TO keyer.

3 It is virtually impossible to key an astable multivibrator 
without making an extra-long first dot: the first 50-w.p.m. 
dot from silicon transistor astable multivibrators can be as 
long as a dash!
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PULSE GENERATOR

+3.0

2N3642

2N3643

2N3638

Tsv

EXCEPT AS INDICATED, DECIMAL 
VALUES OF CAPACITANCE ARE 
IN MICROFARADS (/jf.); OTHERS 
ARE IN PICOFARADS ( pf. OR/J/jf.),' 
RESISTANCES ARE IN OHMS; 
K* 1000

DOT FLIP-FLOP DASH FLIP-FLOP OUTPUT GATE

+ 3.6

+ 3.6

100 
R5 ZILS23 /JL923

NOT 
USED

+ 3.6

R6 CR| RZ

IN64s

CR2

R8

Si

PADDLE

C2
IN400IS

6.3V

CR5
O

-LINE3/4 AMP.

117 V 
A.C.

C3 C4 + IQO/jf
~ SV,

Fig. I —Schematic of the Micro-TO keyer. Capacitances are in pf., polarity indicates electrolytic, others are ceramic. 
Resistances are in ohms (K = 1000); resistors are '/2-watt. Component designations not listed below are for identification 

in board layout, Fig. 2.

4 3.0

lOOO/jf. 
6 V,

CRj, CRz—Must be germanium diodes.
FF;, FFs—J-K flip-flop (Fairchild pL923).
Gl—Dual-input gate (Fairchild pl914).
h—Neon glow pilot lamp.
Ki—S.p.s.t. reed relay (Magnecraft Wl 02X1 ).
LSi—3-inch 10-ohm speaker (Philmore).
Qi-Qs, incl.—Must be silicon transistors.

ÎN64
CR3

RELAY 

+ 3.6
DRIVER

220

KI

2N3643

TO 
TRANS.

S2
MONITOR?

MONITOR
BROWN

+ 3.0

2N3643
6800

270
■VW 

RII

OR DENT

BASING DIAGRAMS 
(BOTTOM VIEW)

Ri—100,000-ohm control, linear taper, 2 watts, compo
sition.

St—S.p.s.t. switch on Ri.
Sa—S.p.d.t. center-off toggle switch.
Ti—6.3-volt 0.6-amp. filament transformer (Stancor 

P-6465 or equivalent).
Ta—Transistor output transformer, 500 ohms c.t. to 16 ohms 

(Lafayette Argonne AR-118).

The Circuit
The logic functions in the Micro-TO keyer 

(Fig. 1 ) are performed by silicon integrated 
circuits. The boxes labeled Fb\ and FF. (pL923) 
are called J-K flip-flops, and contain some 15 
transistors and 17 resistors; the details of the 
inner workings need not concern us. For our 
purposes, the flip-flops behave in the following 
way: Whenever the trigger input (Pin 2) is 
brought from positive (more than 0.7 volt) to 
ground (less than 0.2 volt) the flip-flop can go 
into a new state, (f both the inputs (Pins 1 and 3) 
are held at ground during the negative-going 
trigger pulse, the outputs (Pins 5 and 7) will 
complement (assume opposite states), while if 
Pin 3 is grounded and Pin 1 is held positive the 
flip-flop will go into the state in which Pin 5 
is grounded no matter what the initial state. 
Whenever the dot lever is closed and Pin 1 of 
the dot flip-flop Fb\ thereby grounded, the 

pulse generator, which will be discussed in greater 
detail below, begins to deliver a string of pulses 
into the dot flip-flop trigger input. Groundingthe 
dash contact also grounds tbe dot contact 
through CB.. A series of dots will appear at the 
dot flip-flop outputs as long as one of the levers 
is closed. The output of the dot flip-flop feeds 
through some gates in <71, |uL91-l (which consists 
of two pairs of paralleled transistors) to key the 
relay. When the dash lever is closed, Pin 1 on the 
dash flip-flop FF. is also grounded and this flip
flop is ready to change state whenever Pin 7 of the 
dot flip-flop goes to ground. Thus, when the dash 
lever is closed, the dot flip-flop changes state with 
the first trigger pulse and this in turn triggers 
the dash flip-flop. At the end of the first dot, 
the dash flip-flop is still set and holds the relay in 
via the output gate. CB, keeps the dot generator 
going even if the dash lever is released, and the 
keyer goes on to make a second dot. This time
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when Pin 7 goes to ground it resets the dash 
flip-flop and, finally, after the end of the second 
dot the relay opens and the keyer is ready to 
generate the next character. A little thought will 
reveal that once a character has started it is 
impossible to alter it with the keyer paddle. 
Also, there is no space in the middle of a dash, 
as is found in some keyers, so dashes are self
completing without a need for filters on the 
paddle leads (except, of course, for some 0.001's 
to keep r.f. out of the keyer ).

The pulse generator is somewhat novel. Ignor
ing Qi for the moment, the combination of Qi 
and Qi resembles a unijunction transistor. Both 
Qi and Q^ are normally off, and the base of Qi 
site at 1.5 volte as determined by the 100-ohm 
divider resistors. Ci charges through lit until 
the Qi emitter reaches about 2.1 volte (1.5 volts 
plus the base-emitter voltage drop), at which 
point Qi begins to turn on. Current begins to 
flow into the base of Qa and it also begins to turn 
on. This lowers the base voltage on Qi, making 
it come on a little more; Qi then feeds more cur
rent to Qs, making it come on harder, and so on: 
a cataclysmic collapse occurs which discharges 
Ci and generates the negative pulse required by 
the dot flip-flop. When there is not enough charge 
on Ci to keep things going, Qi and Qx turn off, 
the base of Qi goes back to 1.5 volts, and the 
whole process repeats. Now putting Qi back 
into the circuit, we see that with the key levers 
open it is normally conducting and, since the 
collector-emitter voltage on a saturated silicon 
transistor is less than the base-emitter drop 
required to turn it on, it diverts any current 
that otherwise would go into the base of Qa. 
The collapsing process cannot begin, and Ci is 
clamped at 2.1 volte by the base-emitter diode 
of Qi. The instant the dot or dash lever is closed, 
however, Qi is turned off and the collapse takes 
place immediately. The circuit is insensitive 
to dirty paddle contacts, and once the clock 
has started the interval between pulses is always 
the same. If a free-running pulse generator is

Wiring of the board is visible in this view inside the top of 
the box. Flea clips serve as tie points in the punched board.

desired, a switch can be installed to open the 
base lead of Q«. A. speed range of 10 to 50 w.p.m. 
is obtained with the constants shown.

An inexpensive reed relay is used to key the 
transmitter. It has operate aud release times of 
less than 1 millisecond, including contact 
bounce, causing negligible keying delays at 
speeds below 100 w.p.m. The relay contacts 
occasionally stick together if the relay is used 
with transmitter keying lines having large bypass 
capacitors. A 220-ohm resistor has been added in 
series with one of the leads to eliminate the surge 
that causes the sticking. This small resistance has 
a negligible effect on the usual high-impedance 
grid-block keying line. The relay is not recom-
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A look Into the bottom of the enclosure 
shows the speed control (upper left), 
tone-sidetone switch (upper right) and 
the power supply, as well as the com
ponent side of the circuit board. The 
transistors and integrated circuits are 
along theedgesof the board at the left.

mended for use with cathode-keyed transmitters 
running much more than 30 watts.

The monitor is a makeshift affair depending on 
speaker resonance and transformer inductance to 
generate an audio tone. The values indicated 
work for the particular speaker-transformer com
bination indicated; if other parts are used the 
values of the 6.800-ohm resistor and 0.22-yf. 
capacitor will probably need to be changed. 
The waveform is a series of pulses which are 
damped out by the speaker resonance, and the 
resulting tone, while rough, is not, annoying. 
The waveform can be made sinusoidal, but the 
keying then becomes clicky. The volume is 
determined by the value of resistor /in in the Qi 
emitter lead.

Construction

The keyer is housed in a 3 X 4 X 5-inch 
aluminum utility cabinet. The small components 
are mounted on a 2?-^ X 41$-iB-inch piece of 
Vectorbord. A suitable layout for the card is 
shown in Fig. 2 (since none of the wires cross, the 
diagram may also be used for the design of a 
printed-circuit card). The speaker is bolted to 
the bottom of the box, in which a few holes are 
drilled, and the box is mounted on rubber feet 
so the sound can get out. The controls are 
mounted along the lower part of the box, and 
the wiring board is fastened with small brackets 

near the top so it. will clear the controls and 
speaker. The relay is held to the side of the 
cabinet with a pair of cable clamps. Another 
version of the keyer, wliich did not include a 
monitor, was housed in a 2 X 4 X 4-inch utility 
cabinet with room to spare.

The Fairchild economy epoxy-cased integrated 
circuits used may be hard to find. The name of 
the nearest distributor can be obtained from 
Fairchild Semiconductor, Marketing Services 
Dept., P.O. Box 4058, Mountain View, Califor
nia. The Motorola HEP integrated circuit line, 
which is available at many electronics stores, 
could probably be used if the power supply and 
relay voltages were, changed. Other silicon 
transistor types could be substituted. The total 
cost of the keyer, including the monitor, is under 
$25.00.

Conclusions

Three Micro-TO keyers have been built, and 
all have performed well. One unit has been used 
for several months by operators of various levels 
of experience at a club station (WA3EPT, the 
Johns Hopkins University Radio Club), and 
the members seem to have no difficulty in getting 
used to the “feel” of the keyer.

The author would like to thank K2KFF for his 
assistance in designing the pulse generator 
circuitry and for his helpful criticism.

Recent articles in QST on antenna rotators 
mentioned “Azimuthal Maps." The U.S. Naval 
Oceanographic Office currently offers fifteen azimu
thal charts at $1.20 each, some of which are listed 
below by order number and center point.

6700 Fairbanks, Alaska
6701 Seattle, Washington
6702 Honolulu. Oahu, T.H.
6704 San Francisco, California
6705 Washington, D.C.
6711 San Diego, California
6714 Cutler, Maine

All these charts are large, in the 30- to 40-ineh 
category. If you are ordering from the Pacific areas 
or west of t.he .Mississippi (but not the Gulf of 
Mexico or Canal Zone) send your order to:

Officer in Charge
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Distribution Office 
Clearfield, Utah 84015

All other orders should go to: 
Oceanographic Officer
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Distribution Office 
U.S. Naval Supply Depot
5801 Tabor Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19111
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An RTTY Bandpass Filter For 
1275/2125 c.p.s.

BY EDWARD E. WETHERHOLD,* W3NQN

I
—pR RTTY reception of 850-cycle frequency- 
H shift keying, the r.f. tuning and b.f.o. re- 
- ceiver controls are usually adjusted to give 

audio tones of 2125 and 2975 cycles per second. 
A bandpass filter* 1 designed for these frequencies 
is connected to the receiver output to provide 
audio selectivity. Some of the newer receivers 
have a roll-off of the high-frequency audio re
sponse starting around 2500 cycles, thus not 
permitting optimum reception of the 2975- 
cycle tone. If the receiver controls are adjusted 
to give audio tones of 1275/2125 the RTTY 
signals will be easier to tune but a new bandpass 
filter with cutoff frequencies of about 1200/2200 
cycles will be required.

An excellent filter with the desired response 
is commercially available from Electrocom In
dustries2 and the response of this filter, type 
BPF 155QK, is shown by curve .4 in Fig. 1. This 
filter, designed for 600 ohms, is contained in a 
2 X 2 X 3-inch hermetically sealed can with 
octal header and sells for $45 net. The purchase 
of this filter is a quick and convenient way of 
obtaining the 1275/2125-cyele audio bandpass 
selectivity: however, an equally suitable filter 
may be constructed for less than $S. This article 
discusses the construction of such a filter.

* Honeywell Inc.. Annapolis Operation, Test Instruments 
Division, P.O. Box 391, Annapolis, Maryland 21404

1 Hoff, “ Mainline TT/L FSK Demodulator,” Fig. 2, 
QST, August, 1965.

2 1105 North Ironwood Drive, South Bend, Indiana 46615

Filter Circuit Description, and Design 
Parameters

The bandpass filter to be discussed results 
from the application of modern filter design 
techniques previously employed by the author3. 
The filter schematic, shown in Fig. 2, is obtained 
from the transformation of an elliptic-function 
low-pass filter prototype to a bandpass filter. 
The prototype design parameters are: fco = 1090 
c.p.s.; minimum stop-band attenuation (Aa) = 
40 db.; maximum pass-band attenuation (A p) = 
0.5 db.; and source and load resistances (RQ) — 
600 ohms. The low-pass prototype filter com
ponent values were calculated from data given 
in Table A4-2 of Simplified Modern Filler De- 
sign^ Space does not permit discussion of the 
low-pass prototype-to-bandpass transformation 
procedure; the reader is referred to Chapter 3 
of Geffe's book for details.

The calculated parameters of the bandpass 
filter are: - 1140 and 2230 c.p.s.; /mean = 
1594 c.p.s.: skirt frequencies at 40’db. attenua
tion = 697 and 3654 c.p.s.: and the frequencies 
of theoretically infinite attenuation = 632 and 
4022 c.p.s. The bandpass filter values of A,, .lp, 
and R„ are the same as for the prototype filter. 
Special efforts were made to obtain a bandpass 
design which would permit use of the currently 
available 41- and 88-mh. toroids.

3 Wetherhold, “ An Amateur Application of Modern Filter 
Design,” QST, July, 1M66.

4 Geffe, “Simplified Modern Filter Design,’’ John F. 
Rider Publisher, Inc., New York City, 1963.

Completed bandpass 
filter, less cover. The 
capacitor and toroid 
arrangement is shown 

in this view.
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Fig. 1—Response curves of relative 
attenuation versus frequency for the 
Electrocom BPF 1550K (curve A) and 
the Elliptic-Function (curve B) band

pass filters.

Construction
All the inductances specified in the schematic 

are obtained with the low-cost 44- and 88- 
millihenry toroids. It is suggested that five 
44-mh. and five 88-mh. toroids be ordered from 
Buchanan6 at a total cost of $3.50 postpaid. 
The toroids come unpotted, five of one value 
in a cylindrical metal case. After removing four 
of the 44-mh. toroids and two of the 88-mh. 
toroids from their cases, take one 88-mh. toroid, 
scrape the insulation from the four wires and 
connect the two windings ou the toroid in series 
aiding. Repeat this procedure for the second 
88-mh. toroid and also for two of the 44-mh. 
toroids. Information regarding this procedure 
is available in Lewis McCoy’s article.6 The two 
132-mh. inductances required by the filter are 
obtained by connecting the 44- and 88-mh. 
toroids in series. To obtain the 40.3-mh. value, 
remove 10 turns from each of the two windings 
of a 44-mh. toroid and then connect the windings 

6 Buchanan and Associates, 1067 Mandana Blvd., Oak
land, California 94610

«McCoy, “The Selectoroid,” Figure 3, page 20, QST, 
December, 1966.

in series aiding. To obtain the 8.94-mh. value, 
remove 26 turns from each of the two windings 
of the fourth 44-mh. toroid and connect the 
windings in parallel aiding. This completes the 
modification of all the toroids.

The required capacitances are made up of 
either mylar or polystyrene capacitors connected 
in parallel, where necessary, to get the design 
values within a few percent.

Two phenolic boards, L1^ X 4J4, were cut 
from a sheet of type 32AA18 Vectorbord. The 
six toroids were sandwiched between the boards 
and the whole assembly held together by three 
2-inch long 6-32 machine screws and nuts. The 
toroids comprising the 132-mh. inductances were 
placed near the octal plug. The 8.94-mh. toroid 
was placed between the 0.247-pf. capacitor and 
the 40.3-mh. toroid. The capacitors were mounted 
on top of the toroid sandwich and the filter 
component leads wired together in accordance 
with the filter schematic. After installing an octal 
plug in the 2J4 X 2J4 X 5-inch Minibox, the 
filter assembly was bolted inside the box and 
connections made to the octal plug as specified

Underside view of filter 
showing how the toroid 
mounting screws are 
also used to bolt the 
filter assembly inside 

the Minibox case.
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Fig. 2—Circuit diagram of the bandpass filter. Inductances 
are in millihenrys and capacitances are as indicated. 
Encircled numbers indicate octal-plug pin connections.

in Fig. 2. The nuts which hold the toroid sand
wich together also act as spacers to keep the 
wiring tie-points on the bottom phenolic plate 
from shorting to the aluminum box.

Brass eyelets (14 luido long, stock no. 31F2221, 
$0.37/100, Newark Electronics Corp.) were used 
as wiring and component lead tie-points. Prior 
to assembly of the toroid sandwich, the eyelets 
were inserted at appropriate points and secured 
to the boards by flaring the eyelet with an awl 
and then peening with a ball peen hammer. 
The component leads and interconnecting wires 
were then inserted in the eyelets and soldered 
to make neat and compact tie-points. Flat 
rubber washers were used on each side of the 
toroids to provide custuoning and also to provide 
some degree of physical separation between the 
toroids to m’nimize coupling. Additional details 
may be obtained from the photographs.

Filter Performance and Application

The elliptic-function filter was evaluated in a 
600-ohm system and the attenuation response 
versus frequency is shown by curve B of Fig. 1. 
The excellent agreement between the calculated 
arid measured attenuation (typical of all filters 
designed in accordance with modern filter design 
techniques) is primarily due to the use of the 
high-Q toroids and the adjustment of component 
values to within a few percent of the design 
values.

Al though the bandpass filter was not tested 
in an RTTY system under actual operating 
conditions, the filter response curve indicates 
that satisfactory performance should result if 
the source and load resistances are within 10 
percent of 600 ohms. For this reason, a pad 
designed to provide the proper filter source 
resistance and having a loss of 6 to 10 db. is 
recommended for insertion between the RTTY 
receiver and the filter. Generally, the resistance 
seen looking into the average receivers 600- 
ohm transformer winding is several times greater 
than 600 ohms, and the recommended pad should 
be designed to compensate for this. In addition 
to providing the proper source for the filter, 
the pad will tend to minimize reactive compo
nents of the receiver output transformer from 
affecting the filter operation and also will tend 
to isolate the receiver audio output amplifier 
from the widely-fluctuating input impedance of 
the filter.
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WStraxsM,
I would like to get in touch with . . .
. . . radio amateurs seriously interested in UFOs. 
WB6RPL.
. . . doctors or health personnel in remote areas 
who would Like to have medical consultations 
with qualified medical specialists via ham radio. 
WB2NIN.
. . . anyone interested in playing chess on the 
air. K2DDK.
. . . amateurs who are members of the Rotary 
International. WA0GXY.
. . . YLs interested in the International Teenage 
Net. WA7FDF.

QST congratulates . . .
Jack B. Harvey, K2HNY, on his appointment as 
Senior Scientist for Communications Systems, Inc., 
Paramus, N. J.
Dr. George H. Reifenstein, W3GKN, on his pro
motion to the rank of Rear Admiral, USNR. He is 

Technical Director, Clinical Research and Medical 
Education, U.S. Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, 
Md.
Sheldon A. Glick, WB2OHH, on becoming in
structor of radio-electronics and amateur radio at 
the Talcott Mountain Science Center, Avon, Con
necticut.
Burt J. Bittner, K0WQN, who was elected Presi
dent of the Board of Education, Air Academy School 
District, Colorado.
Gerald Wade, WB4CMK, for being the only U.S. 
winner in the Radio Canada QSL card design 
contest.
Arthur A. Collins, W0CXX, President of Collins 
Radio Co., who received a University of Iowa Dist- 
i uguished Service Award.
Clayton Bane, W6WB, who was elected president 
of the Northern California Advertising Agencies 
Association.
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A Simple 
Step Attenuator
BY BYRON GOODMAN,*  W1DX

T
he attenuator to be described is for use 
between antenna and receiver,. to reduce 
overloading by extremely strong signals.1,2,3 

Attenuation between 3 and 33 db. can be ob
tained in 3-db. steps by closing one or more of 
four slide switches. A more elaborate design 
might include 1- or 2-db. intervals, but the sole 
intent here was to make the device simple and 
inexpensive. Common ,10-per cent-tolerance com
position resistors are used.

Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 1, 
when all of the switches are in the “ up ” position 
there is a direct connection between Pi and P-2. 
Moving Si “down” introduces a 3-db. pi-section 
pad, moving St introduces 6 db. attenuation, and 
Ss and St each add 12 db. attenuation. When 
two or more switches are “down” the attenua- 
tion is the total of the attenuations for the active 
sections. It should be noted that the design is 
based on the assumption that the receiver looks 
like 50 ohms; if it is higher, the lower values of 
attenuation will be less than stated above. But 
just because your receiver doesn’t look like 50 
ohms (or because you don’t know what it looks 
like) doesn’t mean the attenuator won’t, work; it 
will, but the attenuation values will be different. 
So what?

* 75 Holland Lane, East Hartford, Conn. 06118
1 Andrade, “Recent Trends in Receiver Front-End De

sign,” QST, June. 1962.
'■•’Talley, ‘‘Receiver Front-End Attenuator,” QST, Jan

uary, 1964.
3“The ITT Mackay Marine 3010-B Receiver,” QST, 

April, 1967.

The use of the 12-db. maximum section is 
based on measurements made when the switches 
were first installed. They had been wired for the 
straight-through connections but no attenuating 
resistors had been installed; an “open circuit” 
position was available at each switch. Opening 
one switch, the attenuation was 39 db. (measure
ment at 28 Me.). As the switches were progres
sively opened, the additional attenuation per 
switch decreased, and opening the last switch 
introduced only 12 db. additional attenuation 
over that obtained with three switches open. It is 
unlikely that the next step (24 db.) is practical 
with this simple construction, and that’s why two 
12-db. sections are included.

The unit was built on a piece, of 5 X 8-inch 
sheet aluminum bent into a I J^-inch deep and 
2-inch wide channel. The switches are mounted 
2 inches apart. Coaxial line (RG-58/U) was 
secured at. each end by small aluminum cable 
clamps bent from scrap aluminum. The ends of 
the coaxial lines were terminated in a BNC plug 
for the receiver and an 80-239 receptacle and 
UG-177/U hood for the antenna connection. 
Obviously these connections would vary with 
the station and application.

Using a signal generator and receiver for 
measurements at 28 Me., no differences in at
tenuation could be detected with a bottom plate 
on or off.

Anyone who wishes to confirm the attenua
tions of the various sections can use a signal

Resistor networks for the attenuator are mounted on the switches and grounded to lugs held by the switches. Note that
outer conductor of coaxial cable is fanned out and grounded either side of switch.
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Fig. 1—Circui- diagram of the step attenuator. All resistors are 'A-watt composition. 
Pi, Ps—See text.
S1-S4—D.p.d.t. slide switch (Continental-Wirt or equiv.)

generator (it must have an accurate attenuator), 
an audio oscillator and oscilloscope, or a source 
of d.c. and a voltmeter. Connect a 50-ohm 
resistor or other termination across the output 
(receiver) plug. The voltage at this point, meas
ured by receiver, oscilloscope or voltmeter! 
should be 0.71 times the input voltage for the 
3-db. section, 0.50 times the input voltage for 
the6~db.section, and 0.25 times the input voltage 
for the 12-db. section. But again, if it doesn’t 
work out right on the button, so what? It will 
still work and it will help you on more than one 
occasion when the QRM gets heavy.
(Anyone interested in a more precise step at

tenuator — and who has the facilities for measur
ing r.f. resistance values — can design his ate 
tenuator sections from the following:

Rserie.
,|2 ..- 1

. R,

Ml*'

where Ra = characteristic resistance, e.g., 50 
ohms

.1 = reciprocal of output/input voltage 
ratio; e.g., 1.414 for 3 db., 2.0 for 6 db., 4.0 for 
12 db., and so on.)

NEW BOOKS
RCA Linear Integrated Circuit Funda

mentals, by staff at Commercial Engineering, 
RCA Electronic Components and Devices, 
Harrison, New Jersey 07029. Technical Series 
IC-40. 5% by 83X inches, 240 pages including 
index, white paper cover. Price, $2.00.
An integrated, circuit is a collection of components 

fabricated as a complete entity to perform some electronic 
function. From which definition the layman might assume, 
with some reason, that what this amounts to is primarily 
a one-piece realization of an ordinary multi-component 
circuit—especially when such-and-such an “IC” contains 
14 transistors, 21 diodes, 6 resistors. 9 capacitors, and 
heaven only knows what else No doubt about it, the IC is 
a miniaturized marvel However, there’s a lot more to the 
story than getting a heaping handful of components for the 
price of one
The fact is that the IC calls an entirely new philosophy 

of design into being. Integrated construction has some very 
definite limitations as well as equally important advantages. 
The circuit designer must recognize one outstanding tact: 
in ICs it is far less costly to make multiple transistors than 
it is to make any other kind of component. In fact, only 
two other kinds can be made, resistors and capacitors — 
resistors up to perhaps 20,000 ohms, and capacitors up to 
a few hundred. B'urthermore, since the cost of any compo
nent on the semiconductor “chip” is proportional to its 
area, resistors and capacitors cost more than transistors 
because they take more space, especially in the higher 
values. The optimum integrated circuit, therefore, is one in 
which transistors (or diodes, since each transistor readily can 

be connected as a diode) are. substituted for resistance and 
capacitance. This explains, partially, why an IC often has 
such an apparently excessive number of transistors in one 
small package.
The second reason has to do with the nature of semi

conductor material. When all the fabrication is done with 
microscopic dimensions on one tiny piece of silicon, two 
side-by-side transistors will have almost identical character
istics. and so will other devices on the same chip. This is 
especially important when temperature effects are con
sidered; excellent temperature characteristics can be 
obtained by suitable circuit design. “Suitable design” 
generally means that two or more transistors are used in 
balanced circuits to a job that would be done by only one 
transistor in conventional circuit layouts, but the extra 
complications are worth it because of the improved tempera
ture stability. Thus most integrated amplifier circuits are 
“differential” amplifiers—out old friend push-pull in a 
new hat.

All this and much more is covered in “RCA Linear 
Integrated Circuit Fundamentals”. Basic design considera
tions are discussed for the benefit of the circuit designer who 
must have a tailor-made IC, and in addition a little over half 
the book is spent on applications of a number of standard
ized ICs marketed by RCA. The book does not range the 
entire IC field, being limited to linear circuits — i.e., linear 
amplifiers — of monolithic construction, where the entire 
circuit is made by diffusion techniques on a silicon chip. 
Nonlinear circuits such as flip-flops are not covered, nor 
are circuits made by the thin-film and other methods. 
However, the monolithic linear circuit would appear to be 
enough for a first gulp. There is plenty of design information, 
liberally sprinkled with mathematics, as well as performance 
data on RCA linear integrated circuits. —• WIDE
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432-MC. SOLAR PATROL
A Study of Solar Noise in Relation to Radio Propagation

BY PAUL M. WILSON, W4HHK/A4HHK *

I
n the spring of 1966, the “big dish” at 
W4HHK was comparatively idle. Oscar' IV 
was silent, moonbounce activity on 432 Me. 

was nil, and there were no tropo-scatter schedules 
in prospect. Then an item in Sky and Telescope 
caught my eye. It told how NASA planned to 
maintain a solar-flare patrol as part of the space 
program. Why not a solar patrol on 432 Me.?

This seemed like a worthwhile effort. Though 
the flux density of radio noise from the sun is 
measured daily by observatories, their records 
are not immediately available to the amateur. 
Our project would be a means of keeping track 
of solar activity on a day-to-day basis. In addi
tion, it would be a way to evaluate the antenna 
and receiving system, and periodically check it.

Until now only an occasional “look” at the 
sun had been made. Observation had been incon- 
venieut because each session meant trips up aud 
down the tower to release and stow the dish. 
By the middle of April, 1966, several events had 
made daily observations feasible. A stowing 
device was built that permitted operation from 
the ground. A commercial step attenuator was 
obtained for calibrating solar noise recordings 
accurately. Last but not least, a 432-Mc. preamp
lifier built with low-noise kMc. transistors made 
a noticeable improvement in 432-Mc. receiver 
performance.    

Solar Signals
At this point it is desirable to examine the 

source of the noise to be observed and measured. 
The sun is some 92 million miles from, earth, or 
8,3 minutes of travel at the speed of light and 
radio emissions. It is not a true point source, but 
for most amateur purposes can be considered as 
one. According to Bray and Kirchner,1 it can 
be represented as a ring of about one degree 
angular diameter on the outside, and about one- 
half degree on the inside. The sun is a source of 
noise on radio frequencies, caused by plasma 
oscillations and gyro-oscillations in the solar 
atmosphere, as well as noise originating in random 
collision of electrons. Noise from the quiet sun is 
of the latter type.2 3 A solar noise recording made 
when the sun was relatively quiet is shown in 
Fig.1.

Noise from a quiet sun appears to have random 
polarization, but bursts of high intensity at 432 
Me. are elliptically to linearly polarized? Sunspot 
activity of the current 11-year cycle (Cycle 20) 
is expected to peak some time in 1968. The quiet 

1 Bray and Kirchner, “Antenna Patterns from the Sun,” 
July, 1960. QST, p. 13.

2 NBS Monograph 80. “Ionospheric Radio Propagation,” 
April 1, 1965, p. 38. Price $2.75, from Supt. of Documents, 
Washington, D. C, 2U402.

3M. H. Cohen, Cornell University, “Measurement of 
Solar Radiation at 430 MeQuarterly Statu* foport, 
Eeb.l-July 31, 1965.
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sun looks like an approximate 500,000-degree 
Kelvin source, rising to about 1,000,000 degrees 
K. when disturbed.4 s The amplitude of solar 
emission may remain relatively constant for long 
periods, and then will be greatly enhanced during 
a “noise storm.” Such storms are often asso
ciated with solar flares and certain geophysical 
disturbances, and may last for hours or days.6 *

Solar flares are sometimes, but not always, fol
lowed by aurora some 20 to 40 hours later. The 
rotation period of the sun is about 27 days, and 
there is a tendency for aurora to recur at this 
rate. Some sunspots may survive several rotations 
before disappearing. In a 1951 QST article,6 
Moore pointed out that correlation between 
sunspot number and aurora is not as great as one 
might expect. But what about solar noise and 
aurora, or sporadic E, or transequatorial 
v.h.f. propagation? It was hoped that regular 
solar noise observation might serve as an indica
tor of propagation conditions, and possibly give 
advance warning of events such as major auroras.

Equipment Evaluation

Besides helping you to keep up to date on what 
the sun is doing, regular solar noise measurements 
are a means of evaluating system performance, 
from antenna to receiver output. For given 
antenna size, feed line loss and receiver tempera
ture (or noise figure) a certain minimum amount 
of solar noise should always be obtainable. 
W1FZJ described how a 17-foot parabohi and a 
receiver-feed line combination with a 751-degrees 
Kelvin temperature would observe a 3-db. 
increase in noise when aimed at the quiet sun.1 
Another reference gives the quiet-sun noise level 
at 432 Mc. as 21 db. below the receiver noise, 
level when using a perfect receiver and a dipole 
antenna. An increase of 10 db. could be expected 
from an active sun.8

* “ The World Above 50 Me.,“ October, 1965, QST, p. H2*
s Reference 2, p. 43.

Moore, “Aurora and Magnetic Storms,“ June, 1951, 
QST, p. 16.

r“Tbe World Above 50 Me.,“ October, 1965, QST, p.
112.

*“I T & T Reference Data for Radio Engineers,“ 4th 
Edition, p 764.

Fig. 1 — Noise of the sun on a relatively-quiet day, Dec. 1, 
1 966. Noise was running between 3 and 3.5 db. American 
sunspot count was 32. A 1-db. calibration dip is seen near 

the center of the recording. A burst of ignition noise 
is seen at the left.

At the outset several questions were raised. 
Was the writer’s dish performing up to specifica
tions? What short-term variations would be 
observed? Could solar noise be used for reason
ably accurate comparisons of equipment? Text 
books on hand didn’t have all the answers. Thus 
one goal of the project was to resolve some of 
these questions.

The Noise-Observing Setup

Tho equipment used for solar noise measure- 
meut at W4HHK is shown in block-diagram form, 
in Fig. 2. It doesn’t have tho simplicity of visual 
devices such as the Auroraseope9 for checking 
sunspot activity, but. it does work, ram or shine. 
The antenna is an 18-foot parabola, with a focal 
length of 90 inches, and a diameter-to-focal-length 
ratio of 2.45. The slide-ride specifications for 432 
Mc. are 26 db. gain over isotropic, and a beam
width of 9 degrees at the half-power points. It 
was made by the D. S. Kennedy Company, and 
obtained through the Army MARS program. 
The center is 35 feet above ground, at a 380-foot 
elevation. Geographic location is latitude 35 02 48 
North and longitude 89 40 04 West. The dish is 
fully steerable in azimuth and elevation by an 
SCR-584 pedestal.

A modified FPS-3 radar platform supports the 
'’Tomcik, “The Aurorascope,” July, 1964, QST, p 43. 

18- Ft. Disk,
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pedestal and dish. Selsyn indicators at the control 
point show the azimuth and elevation in one- 
degree intervals. Steering is done by applying 
d.c. power to the W-h.p. pedestal motors.

The feed for the dish is a horizontal folded 
dipole, with a plane reflector Itj inches in diam
eter. An air-dielectric balun mounted at the feed 
matches 50-ohm coax to the balanced 300-ohm 
dipole. A 38-foot length of foam RG-8 connects 
the balun to a 60-foot run of %-inch Heliax, 
from the base of the pedestal to the shack. Over
all line loss is about 2.25 db., according to pub
lished figures.

Since the antenna is also used for transmitting, 
a coaxial relay, not shown, is employed for 
transmit-receive switching. It is worth men
tioning that after several months of operating 
a kilowatt transmitter alongside, no measurable 
change in receiver noise figure has been observed. 
The feed line is disconnected manually when the 
equipment is not in use, as a precaution against 
damage from lightning and heavy static.

Each r.f. stage is in a separate aluminum box, 
with power supplied by individual 9-volt bat
teries. The first r.f. amplifier uses a KMC n.p.n. 
experimental transistor, with a factory-measured 
noise figure of 2.8 db. (for the transistor ). The 
second uses a TIXMO5 p.n.p. transistor. Gain 
per stage is about 9 db. Each has the common- 
emitter configuration, and is unneutralized. 
Both are stable, even in the absence of input 
load. Both have double-tuned input circuits, to 
minimize response to ouGof-band signals. In- 
band signals are not a problem, as the nearest 
432-Mc. station is 70 miles distant.! The second 
r.f. stage feeds a 1N21F mixer, which works into 
a 50-Mc. converter at 49.5 Me., convertingagain 
to 7 Me., and followed by a 75A3 receiver and 
chart recorder. The converter and 75A3 are 
always kept on standby when not in use, to 
minimize trouble. The r.f. amplifiers and 432-Mc. 
converter were built by the writer.

A constant-voltage line transformer was found 
to be necessary to maintain reasonably good 
gain stability. Without it a recording of a 
constant-amplitude signal would vary consider
ably, especially during lengthy recordings. Ap
parently the main cause of this was heater
voltage change, as the converter plate voltages 
are all regulated. The converter seemed more 
sensitive to line-voltage change than did the 
75A3. This and other problems were ironed out 
before regular observations began on June 1, 
1966.

A 20-db. fixed pad is used at the converter 
output and a 10-db. fixed pad at the receiver 
input, with the step attenuator in the 50-ohm 
line between them. This was done to insure 
operation of the attenuator at its design impe
dance. The 75A3 mode switch was modified to 
permit reception with the b.f.o. and a.v.c. off. 
The receiver 500-ohm output is connected to a 
bridge rectifier, which drives the Esterline-Angus 
1-ma. strip-chart recorder. Rectifier output is not 
linear, crowding at the low-signal end of the 
scale. hsterline-Angus chart paper, type 132020,

Fig. 3—Solar noise level of 5 db. recorded March 3,1967. 
Read chart from right to left A chart speed of 3 inches per 
hour was used at the start, as the dish was centered on the 
sun for the recording in the upper right corner of the 
chart, then changed to 3 inches per minute for the measure
ment. Next come three levels of attenuation, inserted for 
calibration, and another 15 seconds of solar noise. The dish 
is then turned away from the sun, and the quiet-sky noise 
is recorded. A 50-ohm termination is then substituted, 
giving about 0.5 db. more noise than the quiet sky.

that closely matches the rectifier response, was 
obtained surplus. A chart speed of 3 inches per 
minute has been found a good compromise 
between easily-read recordings and paper con
servation. For long-duration recordings a speed 
of 3 inches per hour has been used.

Making Measurements
Radio observatories measure the flux density 

of solar radio emissions by using the unit of 10-22 
watts per square meter per cycle per second. 
The method used by the writer measures the 
ratio of solar noise to quiet-sky (background) 
noise in decibels. The results of a typical measure
ment, made as described below, are shown in 
Fig. 3. The feed line is connected to the first r.f. 
amplifier and power is applied to both r.f. stages. 
Converter crystal mixer current is adjusted to 
read 0.5 ma. The 75A3 S-meter is observed to 
verify that two S-units of converter noise is read 
with the receiver in the a.m. mode. The 75A3 
a.v.c. and b.f.o. are turned off, and the a.m. and 
c.w. limiters are disabled. Audio gain is advanced 
to 75 percent of full volume, and the “r.f.” gain 
is reduced until the chart recorder reads about 
one-third scale, as seen at the right edge of the 
recording.

The dish is then steered toward the sun, and 
the azimuth and elevation controls are adjusted 
until maximum noise is indicated on the recorder. 
Audio gain is readjusted for a meter reading of 
about 0.9 ma. Chart speed is shifted from the 
3 inches per hour, used while steering, to 3 inches 
per minute, and solar noise is recorded for about 
30 seconds. This is the first 5-db. peak at the 
right. At this point several steps of attenuation 
are inserted to calibrate the chart, usually begin
ning with the 3-db. step. Normally the 3-, 4-, 
and 5-db. steps are each recorded for 15 to 30 
seconds, depending on the undesired responses 
that may bn present, such as from ignition or 
radar. In this instance steps of 4, 5 and 6 db. 
were used. The audio is monitored on a speaker,
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and the chart trace is observed, to make certain 
that interference is not spoiling calibration and 
reception in general.

Following the last level of calibration the 
attenuator is switched out of the circuit, and 
full solar noise is again recorded on the chart. 
If nothing has changed (dish heading by wind 
gust, solar noise level, etc.) the reading will be 
about the same as at the start. Though, the 
sim is not tracked during the measurement, the 
noise amplitude should remain constant, because 
of the antenna beam width and the shortness of 
the measurement period.

The dish is then steered away from the sun to 
a point in the northwest sky, the quietest heading 
for this location. Quiet-sky noise level is recorded 
for 30 seconds to a minute, again making certain 
that unwanted noise does not obscure the quiet
sky noise level. As each measurement is being 
made the GMT date-time, calibration steps, and 
other information are noted quickly on the 
moving chart. Three to six measurements are 
made each day in this manner, the entire opera
tion taking 30 minutes or so. More measurements 
are made if conditions warrant. Recordings are 
examined at the end of the session, or later, and 
solar noise readings determined. Periodically the 
noise of a 50-ohm termination at the receiver 
input is recorded, in addition to quiet-sky noise, 
to confirm receiver performance. Termination 
noise is usually about 0.5 db. higher than quiet
sky noise, as seen at the left edge of Fig. 3.

All readings are »altered in the solar noise log, 
and the section of chart with the highest reading 
is mounted and filed. The highest reading is of 
particular interest because it shows maximum 
solar activity during the observing period, and 
because it is usually the most accurate. Any

errors caused by steering, noise, and equipment
failure tend to degrade readings.

A solar noise recording made while the sun 
moved across the dish is shown in Fig. 4. This 
was obtained by pointing the dish at a point 
in the sky where the sun would be at a later time. 
The Greenwich hour angle and declination of the 
sun were determined from the Nautical AL 
manacP This information was converted to 
azimuth and elevation by tables found in a 
Hydrographic Office publication.10 11 Receiver gain 
was adjusted so that background noise deflected 
the recording pen about one-third scale, and the 
chart speed set for 3 inches per hour. Recording 
was started about an hour in advance of the time 
for which the dish was positioned. When the sun 
came into view the solar noise rose from the 
background level, peaked, and then slowly fell. 
Insertion of suitable levels of attenuation, in this 
instance 4 and 5 db., provide a check on the per
formance and establish the accuracy of the 
recording. Only the main lobe is seen at present 
levels of solar activity. Minor lobes of the 
antenna are too far down to show.

The sun’s position can be used to “boresight” 
an amateur antenna. The dish is peaked carefully 
on the sun at a time and date listed in the 
Nautical Almanac, and the azimuth and eleva
tion indicators are adjusted to read the azimuth 
and elevation given in the tables for that moment. 
This requires knowing the latitude and longitude 
of the antenna site precisely, and making the test 
at the correct time.

10 ” Nautical Almanac for 1967,” Supt. of Documents, 
Washington. D, C. 20402. Price $3.50.

11 “U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office Tables of Computed 
Altitude and Azimuth,” Latitudes 30 to 39 degrees, in
clusive. Pub. No. 214, Vol. IV. Order volume applicable to 
your latitude, from Supt. of Documents, Price $3.00.

Fig, 4—Movement of the sun across the dish 
is shown in this 3-hour recording made with 
slow chart speed. The antenna was aimed 
at a point where the sun would be later, 
and left there to record the rise in noise 
level as the sun passes. Calibrations of 4 
and 5 db. inserted at the noise peak show 
the strength of the solar noise. Numerous 

spikes are ignition and other noise.

Fig, 5—Correlation between 
sunspot number and 432-Mc. 
solar noise is shown clearly by 
this graph. Dates when aurora 
was observed are indicated by 

the circled A.
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A. Quiet Summer Ends Dramatically

Noise varied monotonously between 3 and 4 
db. through, the summer of 1966. QST reported an 
aurora on July 7 -8, and Sky and Telescope 
mentioned a big flare on July 11, but solar noise 
recordings on or about these dates gave no hint 
of anything out of the ordinary. Obviously meas
urements made during a brief period daily do 
not tell the whole story, and short-term events 
can be missed entirely. By late August the daily 
routine of shooting the sun had become just that: 
a routine. Interest was lagging.

Then on /August 29 a reading of 4.7 db. was 
obtained. Sunspot, records indicate that it. was 
probably higher the previous day, when a Class 3 
flare and associated sudden ionospheric dis
turbance (SID) occurred, but the 28th had been 
missed by this observer. Here was the big change 
sought all summer. Would there be an aurora? 
Indeed there was! QST reported auroral v.h.f. 
communication on Aug. 29, 30 and Sept. 1 
through 4. The evening display of Sept. 3 was 
the best aurora in years, according to Sky and 
Telescope?“ and amateur results on 6 and 2 bear 
this out. ¿An inconvenient work schedule and too 
much reliance on “ NT” transmissions by WWV 
caused the writer to miss the big event!

This called for careful monitoring of the sun 
for the remainder of the month, with results 
shown in Fig. 5. Solar noise is plotted by the 
solid line, and American sunspot numbers13 
by the broken line. Aurora dates are identified 
by the symbol, ¿A. Note the high level of solar 
noise and sunspot, number on Aug. 29, followed 
by a rapid drop to the low point Sept. 3, the 
period of auroral activity. Solar noise peaks were 
observed again on the 16t.h aud 20th, and corre
sponding sunspot maxima occurred on the 17th, 
19th and 21st. Both started dropping, and 
reached a low point on the 27th and 28 th. No 
radio aurora was reported around the noise peaks 
of the 16th and 20th, but visual sightings were 
reported by Sky and Telescope. QST reported 
50-Mc. DX Sept. 21.

The graph indicates that 432-Mc. solar noise 
and sunspot numbers are related, and vary in 
the same general way. One can see readily that 
there is also a correlation with aurora. It would 
also appear that during September the sunspot 
maxima and minima tended to trail solar noise 
highs and lows by a day or so. This is not always 
the case. Records for eight other months show 
noise peaks and sunspot maxima coinciding, and 
occasionally the sunspot count has peaked a 
day in advance of the noise.

Fall and Winter

During October solar noise was measured every 
day but three. Auroral propagation on 50 and 
144 Me. was reported by W1HDQ Oct. 3, but 
noise and sunspot figures for the period didn’t 

“ Auroral Activity Increases,” Observer’s Page, Sky 
and Telescope, December, 1966, p. 380.

13 American sunspot numbers derived by the American 
Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO), solar di
vision, reported monthly in Sky and Telescope.

Fig. 6—90-second burst of solar noise recorded at 1613 
GMT Feb. 23, 1967. Peaks were some 3.5 db. above 

the normal solar noise level.

indicate it. Presumably this was a 27-day re
currence of the disturbance of early September. 
There was a noise peak on the 20th that coincided 
with maximum sunspot number (82) for the 
month. The Ottawa Algonquin Radio Observa
tory report for October shows solar flux at 2800 
Me. also peaked this day, but there were no radio 
aurora reports. Sky and Telescope confirms that 
there was a small aurora ou the 20th. Trans- 
equatorial propagation on 50 Me. was observed 
by PV5GK on 14 days in October, including the 
21st, but not the 20th.

Shortened daylight hours reduced our oppor
tunities for daily observations in November and 
December. Solar noise high for November was 
only 4.1 db., but activity picked up in December. 
High noise reading for the last month of the year 
was 4.75 db. at 1900 GMT, Dec. 13. There were 
no reports of aurora. (Statistically, aurora is 
rare in this hemisphere in December — Editor). 
Sagamore Hill Observatory reported an out
standing solar radio emission on 2695 Me. at this 
time, and American sunspot numbers were at 
their month high on the 13th. A week later noise 
readings reached a low point, and then began an 
upward climb toward the end of the month. ¿A 
good indicator of general solar activity, for the 
writer, has been the number of days per month 
that solar noise reached 4 db. or higher. December 
had 13 such days, compared with only 5 in No
vember, for almost the same number of observing 
days.

No observations were made the first few days 
of 1967, but when they were resumed Jan. 5 a 
whopping 5.1 db. was recorded, and it was up to 
5.6 db. the following day. The alert was sounded, 
and participants in the V.h.f. Sweepstakes the 
weekend of Jan. 7-S don’t need to be told what 
happened. Working schedules the next few days 
prevented observations, but on Jan. 10 a high of 
4.75 db. was recorded. Three days later, Jan. 
13—14, another auroral session was reported. 
Like that of Jan. 7-8, it was violent and wide
spread, yet January is normally a relatively quiet 
mont h for aurora. Solar activity continued high, 
and every day when observations could be made 
found noise exceeding 4 db.

The first day of February a high noise reading 
of 4.6 db. was obtained, and on the 4th an all
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time high of 6 db. was logged! Three days later, 
on the 7th, another anrora was enjoyed by the 
v.h.f. gang. Activity continued high, with read
ings of 4.7 db. on the 7th and 4.5 db. on the 8th. 
Readings then settled down to about 4 db. There 
was no indication of aurora on Feb. 16, about 
the time that a recurring disturbance might have 
been expected. It would appear that some of the 
“repeaters” (auroras recurring on the 27-day 
solar rotation cycle) are not associated with 
solar noise readings, or the related noise peaks 
are of short duration and are easily missed.

Readings continued at 4 db. until Feb. 23, 
when a moderate rise to 4.5 db. was observed. 
Something new to the writer was recorded on 
this date: a noise burst some 3 db. above the 
average level, lasting about 90 seconds. See 
Fig. 6. On the 25th solar noise was peaking at 
4.6 db. A minor aurora was reported on the 27th.

The Overall Picture
Highlights for the period June 1, 1966, to 

March 1,1967, are shown in Table I. The monthly 
mean value for American sunspot numbers is 
included to show the relationship of sunspot 
count to solar noise. No doubt results might have 
been different if noise readings had been made 
every day, or for longer periods of time. Never
theless, the figures do show that solar radio noise 
and solar activity have been increasing since 
June, 1966, and are still climbing. During the 
entire period there were no changes made in 
equipment or measuring procedure. Any known 
causes of error have been noted. Various r.f. 
amplifiers were tested and compared from time 
to time, but only the units described were used 
for the recorded data. Periodic checks of tubes 
and regular measurement of noise figure was 
done in an effort to obtain consistent results. 
The unchanging performance of the transistor 
r.f. stages contributed much to the system re
liability.

Our 432-Mc. solar patrol has provided some 
answers to questions raised at the beginning, 
but more information is needed. The receiving 
system has performed about as expected, except

Table I — 432 Mc. Solar Noise 
June, 1966—February, 1967

(*) From Sky & Telescope Magazine.

Month

No. Days 
Measure

ments 
were 
made

No. Days 
Solar 
Noise 

was 4 DB 
or Higher

Maximum 
Level 

Recorded

American 
Sunspot 
Numbers 

Mean 
Value (*)

June 25 9 4.0 DB 36.6
•July 99 1 4.0 47.2
August 14 2 4.7 46.1
September 2S 9 5.6 40.9
October 27 6 5.0 50.6
November 19 5 1.1 50.0
December 18 13 4.75 64.3
January 19 19 5.6 101.4
February 23 29 6.0 85.6

Paul Wilson, W4HHK, at work on the 1 8-foot dish used 
to make solar noise measurements on 432 Mc. The driven 

element and its circular plane reflector are 
just above the author's head.

that the azimuth beamwidth of the antenna is al
most double what it should be, probably because 
an 18-foot dish is ‘‘small” in terms of wavelength 
at 432 Me., and thus the dipole does not simulate 
a point source, as it must for optimum perform
ance with a parabolic reflector. Vertical beam
width is correct, about 9 degrees.

A minimum of about 3 db. of solar noise was 
always obtained, even during periods of little 
or no solar activity. When used with care, solar 
noise readings under quiet conditions can be 
used to evaluate systems, and make comparisons 
between antennas, r.f. amplifiers and so on. By 
comparing readings with other amateurs, a v.h.f. 
operator can determine if his system is ‘‘in the 
ball park,” which can be very helpful in setting 
up for moonbounce work, for example. But be
ware! Solar noise measurements are. subject to 
error and variations, just as noise figure measure
ments are.

Regular observations do give an indication of 
solar activity, but the solar noise level is not an 
exact indicator of sunspot number. For example, 
the AAVSO daily sunspot count has varied from 
1 to 89 for noise readings of 3.5 to 3.6 db. Sunspot 
number is usually in the range of 1 to 50 for a

(Continued on page 140)
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High-Power
Keyed

Antenna Relay

I
t was remarked in an earlier article1 that the 
series-parallel operation of currently available 
reed switches was not the best solution to the 

high-power r.f. keying problem, and the hope 
was expressed that manufacturers might be able 
to make a more rugged reed switch. This hope 
does not seem to have been realized yet. However, 
high-voltage vacuum switches — not of the reed 
type — have bsen commercially available for 
many years, with voltage and current ratings 
fully adequate to handle the highest legal ama
teur power. At first glance, though, these vacuum 
switches appeared to have some potential draw
backs: first., the stated operating times seemed 
rather slow for high-speed break-in keying; next, 
t.he quoted lifetimes, while in the millions of 
operations, were nevertheless considerably short
er than those of the reed switches: and last, but 
certainly not least, then1 prices fall in the fifty
dollar range. Experimental tests have shown the 
first two fears to be groundless, but the last ob
jection still remains, of course, and can only be 
overcome by a dedicated pocketbook!

Either (he Kilovac (formerly HyVac) HC-1 
or the similar Jennings RT1A relay was found to 
work very well.2 At 16 Mc. these relays have an 
advertised r.f. voltage breakdown of about 2 kv. 

1 “A Keyed Antenna Relay,” QST, p. 29, July, 1964.
2 The ultimate in keying relays appears to be the 

Jennings RB1R. It is rated at 8 kv. and 6 amperes at 16 
Me.*, expected lifetime is 10 million operations, and ad
vertised operating time is 3 to 5 milliseconds. However, the 
price of the RB1R is around §120.

and a current-carrying capacity of about 7 
amperes. This represents a power capability of 
several kilowatts under “cold-switching” con
ditions. The relays are also rated at several hun
dred watts under “hot-switching” conditions 
where the power flow is actually interrupted by 
the relay. With a kilowatt input at 14 Mc. to 
the test amplifier it was not found possible to 
break down either relay, internally or externally, 
with the most violent load mismatches that 
could be dreamed up — open circuit, short circuit 
or highly reactive loads. This was indeed a pleas
ant change after the little reed switches, which 
worked fine at high powers provided everything 
was nicely matched but tended to disintegrate 
explosively if one did something stupid, such as 
c,onnecting either the wrong antenna or no an
tenna.

The advertised operating times of the relays 
are given as 6 to 8 milliseconds which, if true in 
practice, could reduce the length of a dot quite 
noticeably at 50 words per minute. However, 
when used in the keying circuits shown here 
(Fig. 1), or in the earlier articles1’3, the actual 
measured closing times of the relays were found 
to lie between 1 and 2 milliseconds, which has a 
negligible effect, at. any speed up to 50 w.p.m.

The lifetime question can be answered satis
factorily only by controlled tests on a statistically 
significant number of samples, which is a pro
gram. beyond the financial means of the average
3 “High Power Version of the Keyed Antenna Relay,” 

QST, p. 20, December, 1964.

Latest version of 
VE3AU'S keyed an
tenna relay. The vac
uum relay is mounted in 
the center of the parti
tion extending between 
the sides of the chassis. 
The partition shields 
the r.f. section, right, 
from the d.c. wiring. 
In the r.f. compartment, 
Ji and J3 are at the 
top of the r.f. compart
ment in this view; h 
is at the lower left, and 
the fuse is in the lower- 
right corner. Arrange
ment of the d.c. circuits, 
left, is not critical.
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Fig. 1 —Circuit of the high-power keyed antenna relay 
and power supply. Capacitances are in /if.; capacitors 
are 500-volt disk ceramic except for those with polarity 
indicated, which are electrolytic, and those listed below; 
0.06-pf. capacitors are three 0.02-pf. disks in parallel. 
Resistances are in ohms (K — 1000); fixed resistors are Vz 
watt except as indicated.
Ci, Ca—Feed through type;any value of the order of 0.002 

pf. satisfactory.
CRt-CRs, inc.—Silicon, 600 volts p.i.v., 750 ma. (1N2071 

or equivalent).
Ji, Js—Chassis-mounting coax connector (SO-239).
h—Phono ¡ack.
Ji, Js, J«—Phone jack, open-circuit.
Jr—Pin jack.
Ki—Vacuum relay; see text.
Qi — Silicon n.p.n.; 5 watts, 60 volts (2N3053 or equiva

lent).
Ri—500-ohm variable, 2 watts.
Ti—40 volts, 12 va. (Hammond 56712 or equivalent).

experimenter! All that can be said here is that the 
first relay tried is still working perfectly after a 
year of service, representing considerably more 
than the million or so operations conservatively 
claimed by the manufacturer. Of course, the r.f. 
power is "cold-switched” and the relay is re
quired to "hot-switch” only a few milliamperes 
of d.c. in the bias circuit, which is far below its 
rated hot-switching capacity, and this un
doubtedly adds to its life.

In Fig. 1 the only essential change from the 
circuit diagrams of the earlier versions using reed 
relays is the inclusion of t.he transistor amplifier, 
Qi. Both the HC-1 and the RJ1A relay have a 
standard coil resistance of 335 ohms and are 
intended to work from a nominal 26-volt d.c. 
supply. The circuit of Fig. 1 is designed to apply 
about —50 volts initially to the coil to speed up 
contact closing, and the resultant 100 to 150 ma.

surge of coil current may be more than the aver
age user would want to key directly. The simple
d.c. amplifier reduces the keyed current to a few
milliamperes.

The shaping of the rise and fall of the r.f. 
envelope to achieve clickless keying should be 
done as usual by means of one of the conven
tional differential keying systems. One then 
needs only to ensure that the antenna remains 
connected to the transmitter for a few milli
seconds after the key is opened to allow the 
decaying waveform to drop to a negligible level. 
Suitable capacitance across the relay coil did the 
trick in the previous models. Here, the same 
effect is produced by diode CRj, which (besides 
suppressing transients potentially harmful to 
the transistor) allows the stored energy in the 
coil to circulate through it and the coil, thus 
delaying the opening of the relay just like a 
capacitor.

One other minor innovation is the provision of 
J a, to which the keyed oscillator may be connected 
instead of to J4 in parallel with the amplifier. This 
gives the oscillator an extra 1 to 2 milliseconds 
head start on the amplifier while the relay is 
closing, which may be all that is needed to re
move any residual chirp.

The photo shows the 2 X 4 X 8-inch chassis of 
the keying relay with an IIC-1 relay mounted in 
place. All r.f. and d.c. jacks and connectors are 
on top of the chassis. IostA

(Just recently the Jennings Division of ITT has 
announced a new moderately-priced relay which 
should be quite satisfactory in VE3AU’s circuit. 
See description under “New Apparatus” else
where in this issue. — Editor.)

Back Copies and Photographs
Back copies of QST referred to in QST 

issues are available when in print from 
our Circulation Department. Please send 
cash, money order or cheek — 75p for each 
copy — with your order; we cannot bill 
small orders nor cat» we ship c.o.d.

Full size (8 by 10) glossy prints of equip
ment described in QST by staff members 
(only) can be furnished at 81.50 each. 
Please indicate the QST issue, page num
ber, and other necessary identification 
when ordering, and include full remittance 
with your order — we do not bill nor ship 
».••.o.d.

' Sorry, but no reprints of individual QST 
articles are available, nor are templates 
available unless specifically mentioned in 
the article.
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A Phased End-Fire 4-Element Quad

for 14 Me.

BY WALT KNOOP*, W2PXR

Here's a new twist on quad design — 
driven directors with a parasitic re
flector. The antenna has given highly 
satisfactory results at W2PXR.

E
xtensive listening on 14 Me. convinced us 

that the quad antenna seemed to offer 
a superior degree of performance, and might 

be a likely candidate to replace our ancient 
W3DZZ tribander. A review of the literature 
indicated conflicting reports with respect to the 
gain that could be achieved by adding parasitic 
directors to the widely-used two-element quad 
having a parasitic reflector. While W0AIW 
found adding parasitic directors a worthwhile 
proposition* 1, W6SAI indicated that adding 
parasitic directors did not provide the increase 
in gain typical iu a Yagi because of the low-Q 
nature of the quad and the resultant lesser 
induced currents in the parasitic elements2. This 
observation seemed to make intuitive sense to 
us, so we got to thinking about how to overcome 

$11 East Greenbrook Road. North Caldwell, N. J. 07007
1 Bergen, The Multi-element Quad. QST, May 1963.
“ Orr, All About Cubiai Quad Antenna, Radio Publications, 

Inc., Wilton, Conn.

the problem. Why not drive three elements with 
phased transmission lines and retain the parasitic 
reflector?

The ARRL Antenna Book? in discussing 
end-fire arrays in general and unidirectional 
end-fire arrays in particular -..wliich is basically 
what this configuration would be — states that 
the adjustment process is tedious and that the 
difficulty of fe.eding the elements resulted in no 
application of multielement driven end-fire arrays 
in amateur work. So, being on the stubborn and 
determined side, we decided we would put to
gether a four-element quad, with three elements 
driven in the proper phase for unidirectivity and 
t.he currents in all loops made equal, a primary 
requirement for this configuration.

For the basic dimensions we used those devel
oped by W0AIW for his driven element and 
parasitic reflector. Scuttlebutt at. several hamfests 
had indicated that these dimensions were sound 
and could not be significantly improved upon. 
Also, bis method of feeding at the bottom apex 
of t.he. diamond would lend itself nicely to our 
proposed mechanical structure for the matching 
and phasing transmission lines.

Fig. 1 sketches a single loop assembly, and 
Fig. 2 shows the essential dimensions as seen in 
t.he plane of the boom._____________ ___

3 1919 edition pp. 148-150.
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Fig. 1 —(A) General arrangement of quad loop, matching 
stub and phasing line. (B) How the matching stub is 

supported from the fiberglass cross arm.

Fig. 2—Dimensions of the quad elements, matching stubs 
and phasing lines.
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We constructed the quad loops and the trans
mission lines from aluminum clothesline which 
measures to be No. 0 AWG. The quarter
wave stubs were included, one continuous length 
of wire being used to form the loop and the stub, 
thus eliminating soldering and splicing where; 
possible. The fiberglass crossarms and hubs were 
by U.S. Fiberglass Co. and the vertically-oriented 
matching stubs are supported at the top end by 
! S-inch aluminum tubing, 18 inches long, an
chored with tube pipe hangers, American Tube 
No. 601, which just happened to have the right 
inside diameter to mate with or grasp the tapered 
fiberglass arm at the proper distance out from 
the hub.

The stubs are skewed somewhat in order to 
clear the boom. This gives the assembly an 
unsymmetrical appearance, although it doesn’t 
seem to cause any noticeable electrical un
balances.

The inverted-U-shaped wood assembly visible 
in the photograph is fastened to the vertical 
mast to hold the phasing lines away from the 
tower, horizontally.

We decided to include a conventional 21-Mc. 
four-element parasitic quad as part of the struc
ture since the supports were already there to be 
used.

Since the impedance at the junction of the 
sending ends of two phasing lines and the driving 
point on what would normally be considered the 
driven element is about 200 ohms, we placed a 
4:1 Tenna Bal at this point and fed the balun 
with 50-ohm coax. This worked out nicely, as 
will be seen hi v.s.w.r. measurements appearing 
further on.

Setting Up
As the Antenna Book predicted, adjustment 

was a tedious process.
We reasoned that the length of the phasing 

lines was inviolate, sitiee it was calculated to 
provide a phase delay equal to the free-space 
distances between the two forward elements 
and the first element. Therefore we would not. 
attempt to change this parameter.

In oar first attempt to find the proper tap 
point on the open matching stub, flashlight-bulb 
current indicators were hung across 8 inches of 
the three driven loops as shown in Fig. 3. We 
arbitrarily connected the ends of each of the 
phasing lines to the matching stubs about 3 feet 
up from the bottom apex and applied trans
mitting power. Lo and behold, the bulbs lighted, 
but hardly with the required equal brilliance 
which would indicate equal currents. The three 
taps all interacted with each other, and no 
amount of fussing would bring them together.

Then we reasoned that if the system were in 
balance, the impedances at the tap points should 
be purely resistive and should look like 206 ohms, 
since in essence we were paralleling three 600- 
<ihm loads and there should be no s.w.r. on the 
phasing lines. We converted our single ended 
“Antennascope” into a balanced bridge with a 
1:1 balun and excited it with a grid-dip oscillator.

Leaving all lines connected, and with a 50-ohm
termination at the sending end of the coax feed
line, we proceeded to search each stub for the
200-ohm point, connecting the phasing lines at
these locations.

The second element kept showing reactance on 
the Antennascope so we blindly clipped off 10 
inches from what, had been 17 foot 2-inch open 
matching stubs on all three driven elements, 
on the premise that the stub length was not 
optimum for proper matching. As it turned out, 
we “cut the pants too short” and the natural 
resonant frequency of the array turned out to be 
i l. t Mc. We were able to eliminate most of the 
reactance, however, and had reached the point 
where we said “this has gotta be it.” Besides, 
trying to add length to the stub was an impos
sible mechanical proposition.

With lots of backing and filling we finally 
found the 2(J0-ohm points on all three stubs and 
decided to run an air check with W2MJ, a mile 
away, to put the final touches ou the tap points. 
We were able to get one S unit improvement 
with movements of the tap points in the order of 
2 inches.

After final adjustment for maximum gain, the 
relative brightness of the three bulbs was 
observed to be almost equal, and certainly more 
uniform than had been the case in the earlier 
adj ustment process.

The next measurement was to determine the 
v.s.w.r. on the coax feed at the sending end. This 
was calculated from measurements with a forward 
and reverse, power meter, Sierra Model 16-1. 
The results were remarkable:

frequency ITO
14.0 1.15
14.1 1.12
14.2 1.05
14.3 LOO
14.350 1.00

Pattern Checks
Since we never could buy the idea that relative 

S-meter measurements from a ground-based local 
receiver were significant in describing sky- 
wave directivity and front-to-back ratio, we 
decided to attempt an aerial survey utilizing 
our Piper Apache.

We calibrated a National NG-270 receiver 
with a strip chart recorder hung across the S 
meter, aud installed it temporarily in the Apache 
with a single-wire antenna running from the 
cabin, up to the tail and out to one wing tip. 
A 2-meter transceiver was used for coordination 
between the plane and the transmitting station. 
Hours were spent in Hying a circular orbit with 
a 2-mile radius, at various altitudes representing 
5-degree vertical increments up to a 45-degree 
vertical angle.

It should be noted that W2PXR is located on 
a hillside, with the ridge above aligned northeast 
and southwest and a slope of about 10 percent 
for Jj mile to the top. The horizontal pattern 
was run only with the antenna pointed north,
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Fig. 4—Relative field strength ¡n horizontal plane at 
various vertical angles, antenna pointed north into ridge 
running NE-SW about one-fourth mile away. Effect of 

ridge at low angles is clearly indicated.
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Fig. 5—Vertical profile of quad 
taken in front of the antenna. 
Beam pointed north into ridge for 
this measurement. Angles shown 
are those at which field strength is 

maximum in that lobe.

Fig. 6—Same as Fig. 5, but with 
antenna pointed south.

Fig. 7-—Vertical profile of 4- 
element Yagi at W2MJ.

obliquely into the hill. The results of this survey 
are shown in Fig. 4. It is most unfortunate that 
the low-angle patterns fell into the vertical-tingle 
nulls, which we didn't know about until later 
when we ran a vertical profile. 1 would be inclined 
to discount the practical validity of the 5-, 10- 
and 15-degree horizontal patterns. However, it 
seems clear that there is a decided bulge or 
‘•spillover” in the pattern in the general direction 
of the downhill slope, which iu itself is interesting.

We then wanted some information on t.he 
vertical profile on our quad at 70-foot height 
compared with the 4-element Yagi of W2MJ 
at 90-foot elevation. Three runs were made at 
constant altitude along the course of the anten
na's direction. Two of these were at W2PXR, 
looking into and out of our hill, and one at W2MJ 
since he has more level terrain. The result of this 
work is seen in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.

It is interesting to note that terrain has a 
decided effect, on the vertical radiation pattern. 
Note that W2PXR when pointed into the hill 
has only two low-angle lobes and too much 
energy at a high (20-degree) angle. Pointed out 
of the hill, we lower the low-angle lobes and pick 
up an extra “fat” one at. 7.8 degrees.

Note also that W2MJ’s Yagi has but one low- 
angle lobe, and that t.he vertical directivity is 

almost classical, right out of the text books.

Results
In conclusion, I would say that the 4-element 

end-fire quad is roughly similar in actual per
formance to the 4-element wide-spaced Yagi. It 
is certainly a much broader-band affair, although 
a mechanical monstrosity. It’s the best antenna 
I’ve ever used, and I can raise the rare ones in 
much less time than it used to take. It seems to 
compare reasonably well with t.he good signals 
produced by my friends of the North Jersey DX 
Association. I hear signals now that 1 couldn’t 
hear previously, and my S meter has an added 
punch of about, two 8 units that, it didn’t have 
before. No claims are made with respect, to for
ward gain over a dipole, and the front-to-back 
ratio of about 19 db. depends on the vertical 
angles involved.

Listen for W2PXR and judge for yourself.
1 would like to extend my thanks to Leo Cunniff, 

W20EH, for his help in assembling the structure 
and for the photographs: to Wil Angermeier, 
W2MJ, for his patience in running the pattern 
measurements, and to my colleagues Orv Toler 
and Bob Mezger, W2BLL, for their encourage
ment as well as assistance with the measurements.

Iqsf—]
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Hints and Kinks
For the Experimente

ANOTHER ADAPTER FOR MIKES 
WITHOUT P.T.T. SWITCH

A
n adapter for microphones without push-to-
- talk control, described by W1DJV in the 

“Hints & Kinks” column of QST for October 
1966, employed two toggle switches, ¿ks shown 
in Fig. 1, a single lever switch can be used in
stead. The desired mode of operation is achieved 
simply by switching Si to either vox or p.t.t.

A small Minibox makes a suitable container 
for housing the adapter. The numbered terminals 
should go to a shielded cable that terminates in 
a microphone plug that mates with the micro
phone fitting on the equipment used. Ji ought 
to match the existing plug on the user’s mike. Si 
is a 2-pole, 3-posit.ion lever switch....  J. A. Loy, 
VEJMH

^taopiwne
Inout !

voxo—-—
OOt-F

Maophone
2 Relay, Control

voxo
I—ooff 4o Ground

PT.T.O-------- J

Fig. 1 —VE2MH's microphone adopter.

COPYING C.W. AND S.S.B. WITH A V.H.F. 
RECEIVER LACKING A B.F.O.

U
sers of the many simple a.m. transceivers for 

50 and 144 Me. miss out on much of t.he 
v.h.f. fun because their equipment is unsuitable 
for copying c.w. and s.s.b. Manufacturers of 

those rigs have a point in their contention that 
enough stability to do a good receiving job on 
these modes is impractical in a moderately- 
priced unit. If you’ve tried putting a conventional 
b.f.o. into one of these units, you’ve already 
found this out, but there are ways to do the job.

One of the best methods is to inject a signal at 
the frequency of the c.w. or s.s.b. station. If 
you have a good v.f.o. with a spotting switch 
you have a usable system. If there is a “spotting 
level” control you really have it made, as op
timum reception does require that the level of 
injection be set with some care, and the injection 
may need to be varied somewhat for different 
signal levels. It should be no great problem to 
rig up some method of controlling the injection 
level to the receiver.

The prime advantage of signal-frequency in
jection using a v.f.o. harmonic is that it elimi
nates the stability of the receiver as a factor in 
beat-note reception. If the signal is stable, and 

the v.f.o. has a good slow tuning rate, you can 
zero-beat the signal easily and get quite good 
sideband or c.w. reception, even with considera
ble oscillator instability in the receiver. Using a 
v.f.o. in this way may give you a better chance of 
working “cross-mode” with the s.s.b. fraternity 
on 6 or 2, but don’t use it for voice transmission 
when the station vou’re listening to is below 50.1 
Me.!— W1I1DQ'

ANOTHER REMEDY FOR SLIDING KEYS
A uey, bug or electronic keyer that won’t stay 

put is most annoying. I found a solution to 
this problem in 3M “Scotch-Tred,” a nonslip 
surfacing used primarily to insure surefootedness 
on boat decks, ladders and docks. It is available 
at most marine supply stores in 6-inch widths 
at $.50 a foot, ¿k half-foot length is ideal for most, 
keys. It has a pull-off backing, adheres to almost 
any surface, applies like tape and comes in an 
off-white color that can be repainted to match 
any table top. Try “Scotch-Tred”; you’ll be 
pleased with the results. — S.J. Knox, WB2M HA

KEY BASE
qtck and tired of your key creeping all over the 

operating desk? One way to keep a key in one 
place is to mount it on a chunk of iron. And, 
an excellent base is the sole of an electric iron. 
The sole is made from east iron, so it is easy to 
drill and machine.

In the unit shown in Fig. 2, a Brown Brothers 
paddle for an electronic bug is mounted at one 
end of the sole. At the other end are three E. F. 
Johnson insulated jack-top binding posts. Three 
rubber feet are mounted on the. bottom. De
pending on the size of the iron, almost any key 
or bug could be mounted on the sole. — W1LCP

Fig. 2 — A key base that will stay put.
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MAKESHIFT RUBBER FEET

T
emporary feet for a piece of home-built 
equipment can be made from Dr. Scholl’s 
Adhesive Foam. This material is made of foam 
rubber with adhesive on one side and comes in 

6 by 6-inch sheets. It is available from most 
drugstores and can be cut to any desired shape. 
1 have used it on the underside of my transmitter 
chassis aud on the bottom of my key-mounting 
board to keep it stationary during use. -Jeff 
Bauman, WB3WRH

MORE TIE TABS

I.v reference to KlYSD’s hint in QST for April 
1967 on using tie tabs from bread wrappers, 

you’d have to eat an awful lot of bread to collect 
many of these ties. You can buy exactly similar 
stuff at any garden center. They’re called 
“Tyems” and come in 6- to 12-inch lengths which 
can be cut up into shorter lengths with shears. 
They're used to tie plants to stakes and are very 
cheap.-- WITS

SB-200 TIP

M
y fleathkit SB-200 linear amplifier worked 

fine except for one thing: the meter illumina
tion lamp generated enough heat to melt the 
meter's case. I remedied this situation by remov

ing the lamp aud taping it to the filter capacitors 
directly behind the meter. Of course, the hole had 
to be plugged to keep dust out. - Kenneth Ray 
Fleming, WAOXLN

NYLON-LINE INSULATORS

T
here have been several articles in QST »n 
“ invisible” antennas of small wire and various 
ingenious supporting insulators. For several 
months this writer has used an 80-meter antenna 

of No. 28 wire with three-foot lengths of nylon 
fish-line leader as end insulators. This nylon line 
is more “invisible” and stronger than the 28- 
gauge wire. A square knot ties the two together, 
and the wire will break or need to be replaced, 
due to stretching, long before an insulator gives 
up. ■ Edgar L. Parkhurst, W6IY

IMPROVED BREAK-IN MONITORING

ipia. 3A is an abbreviated version of the circuit 
■ for full break-in operation shown on page 239 

of the 1967 Handbook. If you inspect this circuit 
carefully, you will see that any change in the 
setting of the receiver gain control will also 
affect the monitor gain when the key is down. 
This can be distracting. When a strong station 
is tuned in, the receiver gain control will normally 
be turned down, causing a loss in monitor gain. 
The opposite also holds true: when a weak signal 
is being copied, the receiver gain will be increased, 
causing an equivalent rise in the strength of the 
monitored signal. If the circuit is modified as 
shown in Fig. 3B, the gain of the monitor will 
remain the same under all settings of the receiver 
gain control, a condition conducive to much more 
pleasant operation. Note, however, that the wires 
going to the two outer terminals to the receiver 
gain control must be reversed or the control will 
work backward. — K. J. IFaZion, Wo AI CI

ANOTHER SIMPLE CB CONVERSION

T
here is no need to purchase transmitting 
crystals when converting the Lafayette HE- 
20C and HE-90 CB transceivers to i.(J meters. 
In each case, the transceiver’s receiver oscillator 

operates 1650 kc. above the channel frequency. 
For 10-meter operation, just replace the receiver 
crystals with the transmitter crystals and vice 
versa and adjust the appropriate stages. — 
Donald E. Huber, WBSUKA

BATTERY CONNECTORS

A ready supply of battery connectors for the 
rectangular 9-volt batteries in common use 

can be had by removing the terminal end of 
discarded batteries of this type and wiring the 
connectors appropriately. Don’t forget that the 
formerly positive terminal now goes to the nega
tive contact of the battery, and vice versa.
J. Paul Alexander, K5LZT

Fig. 3—Circuit for full break-in 
operation, before (A) and after (B) 
modification for improved monitor
ing. Ri is the receiver manual gain 
control, and Rs is a 5000- or 
10,000-ohm wire-wound control. 
Ki is a s.p.d.t. keying relay.
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80-Meter Handicapper
BY LEWIS B. GILMER,* K2ETM

C
omputer predictions for sky-wave com
munication give the odds for obtaining a 
desired signal-to-noise ratio over a point- 

to-point circuit at a given hour of the day during 
a month, on a specified frequency. They call it 
Circuit Reliability.

The computer programming developed by 
ITSA at. Boulder, Colorado, has always been 
impressive. The agreement between predicted 
and measured results has been shown to be 
very good.1 Wide use of the new predictions is 
made in engineering and scheduling traffic over 
administrative, public aud press point-to-point 
radio systems.

If you have worked out a circuit prediction 
using manual methods you know how drawn-out 
and tedious the process is. You also know that 
in order to make a prediction, you had to base 
it on use of given power, use of specific antennas, 
man-made radio noise at t.he receiving site, 
and that you had to know the bandwidth of the 
receiver. This sort of information must be fed 
to the computer, and since it lacks imagination, 
it is a one-answer device.

The 80-meter prediction shown by Fig. I 
covers the Northeastern part of the United 
States. It is based upon data obtained from 
performance computed for five pilot circuits. 
Results obtained by use of this Zone prediction 
have been checked against sixteen point-to-point 
performance computations and the results agree 
sufficiently for many applications.

The pilot circuit computations were made on 
the basis of the following conditions:

1. The power delivered to the antenna ter
minals is 100 watts.

2. Transmitting and receiving antennas are 
horizontal half-wave dipoles, elevated 33 
feet above ground.

*% Communications Engineering, 17 Adams St., Carden 
City. N. Y. H530.

1ESSA Technical Report ITSA—1.

I For some time now, the ITSA (for- I 

merly CRPL) propagation predictions J 
have been available in a form suita- J 
ble for electronic computers. While ? 
the computer method is beyond the i 
reach of most hams, it can lead to cir- ( 
cuit evaluation of the type described J 
in this article. If you haven't ever ) 
attempted to work out predictions for c 
freguencies well below the maximum J 
usable freguency, you 'll get an intro- J 
duciion here to some of the many fdc- / 
tars that must be included. C

3. The antennas are oriented in the on-axis 
direction.

4. The required predetection signal-to-noise 
rat io is 7 db.

5. The effective bandwidth of the receiver is 
2 kc./s.

6. The man-made noise level at the receiving 
site is that, found in a typical rural area.

In order to make Fig. 1 useful when conditions 
other than those given above exist, we have 
introduced a decibel scale along the left-hand 
margin of the chart which permits the effect of 
changes in system gain on transmission quality 
to be taken into account.

To use the chart, enter it at the bottom with 
the desired time. As a starter, use Eastern Stand
ard Time. Move upward until you intercept 
t.he desired distance curve. Hold this point, 
and move to the left margin and note the trans
mission quality factor, Qt. Return to the point 
on the distance curve and move to the right, 
into the noise reliability scales in the margin. 
Using the appropriate Day or Night scale, deter
mine the number of days within the month on 
which the S/N ratio can be expected to be at 
least 7 db. This will be the answer when the 
conditions used in computing the data exist 
over your circuit.

The Non-Standard Case
When you operate under “non-standard” 

conditions for the chart, you will introduce gain 
and loss, or both into the communication system. 
If you increase the power, you will add “gain.” 
If you decrease power, you will add “loss.” 
11 will simplify the use of the chart under non
standard conditions to keep in mind that the 
noise reliability scales which give the answer 
are related to the transmission quality factor, Qt, 
When Qt is increased, the noise reliability is 
increased, and vice versa.

The scale along the left margin is a circuit 
performance index which changes when condi
tions at. t.he radio terminals are changed. We 
call it CPI and say

CPI = Qt. + G - L db. (1) 
where CPI = circuit performance index used to 

obtain noise reliability
Qt. = transmission quality factor under 

“standard” conditions
G = total gain added to the standard 

system, db.
L = total loss applied to the standard 

system, db.
Assume that you wish to communicate at 3 

p.m. EDST over a distance of 200 miles. You 
would enter the chart using EST or 14 hours. 
At 200 miles Qts — 0. Under standard conditions,
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the Day scale at the right shows that you might 
expect a 7-db. S/'N ratio circuit (or better) on 
15 days. If you increase power t.o lUOO watts 
at the antenna terminals, your CPI would be 

CPI Qt. + 1?p
= 0 + 10 db.

CPI = 10 db. (2)
From the reliability scale for daytime operation 
we see that the 7-db. S/N ratio minimum could 
be expected on 28 days when CPI = 10 db.

Logically, we would proceed in the same man
ner if we introduced a loss in the system. Sup
pose, for example, that iu the above-mentioned 
ease the antennas were standard but were orien
tated at right angles to each other. Using the 
ARRL Handbook, we find that the gain of 
each antenna can be expected to be down 6 or 7 
db. off the ends. Since we must consider the 
response of both transmitting and receiving 
antennas, the combined loss due to the orien
tation might be taken to be, say, 13 db. Using 
Up for power gain and for the antenna loss, 

CPI = Qta + Up - U db.
= 0 + 10-13
= — 3 db. (3)

The reliability for CPI = —3, during the day
time, is about 10 days.

The importance of man-made noise at the 
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receiving site, during periods when it exceeds 
atmospheric noise, will be clearly evident when 
we increase the standard “rural” noise level 
to that found in a typical residential area. The 
effect is to add a loss of 12 db. When this is 
applied to the solution given by Eq. (3), CPI 
becomes —15 db. and the daytime reliability is 
decreased to less than one day.

Changes in the receiver bandwidth introduce 
relatively small errors. When the bandwidth is 
made less than 2 kc. a gain is taken. When the 
bandwidth is made greater than 2 kc. a loss 
should be applied. Halving the bandwidth gives 
a 3 db. gain. Doubling the bandwidth gives a 
3 db. loss.

Corrections for changes in antenna height, or 
for use of antennas of other types, requires use 
of reference material which gives antenna gain 
characteristics. One of the more complex changes 
would be to substitute a mobile whip antenna 
for one of the standard half-wave dipoles. It 
is necessary to know not only the difference in 
the gain characteristics, but to know something 
about the losses in the mobile ground system, 
and in the loading element.

For example, the gain of the standard 4-Mc. 
half-wave dipole in the on-axis direction is 
about 1.1 db. referred to an isotropic antenna, 
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at a verlieai radiation angle of 40’. The gain 
of a 6.5-foot. vertical mobile antenna under the 
same conditions is about — 18.1 db. Hence a 
loss of at least 19 db. would be introduced by 
substituting the mobile antenna for the half
wave. Assuming that no other losses were pres
ent except for those in the loading element, the 
overall loss at 4 Mc. would be approximately as 
given in Table I.

Loading Coil Q
35
50

100
150
200
250
300

Tabic 1

A ntenna System Loss, db.
25.4
24.2
21.9
20.8
20.1
19.7
19.3

The loss values shown in Table I are referred 
to the standard horizontal half-wave dipole. 
They may be taken as minimum values, since 
other losses in a mobile system may be expected.

When a mobile unit receives signals in an area 
where “industrial” grade noise is present, the 
loss correction to be applied is 21 db.

Errors in Zone Predictions

The principal errors which occur in zone 
predictions depend upon the geographical limits 
of the zone, and the geographical region in which 
the zone is located. In the case of the present 

prediction, it is recommended that when the 
chart is used for short-haul work in areas when 
Central Time is used, the time selected in enter
ing the chart be Central Standard Time. The 
reason for this is that the short-distance pilot 
circuits are located nearer to the eastern end of 
the zone. In the morning, the effects of daytime 
absorption are experienced in this area before 
they are farther to the West. In the afternoon, 
the absorption decreases in the eastern end of the 
zone before it does in the western end.

There is some variation in the intensity of the 
median atmospheric noise witinn the zone which 
may at times affect, the true CPI values by 
several decibels. Variations in m.u.f. within the 
zone can be expected to have occasional effect 
upon the accuracy of the prediction, but as 
shown by the circuit probability figures ou the 
chart, this should only be evident on short
distance circuits during the early morning hours.

Some 196 comparison checks have been made 
between pilot and point-to-point circuit per
formance. The discrepancy did not exceed 2 CPI 
units during 80 percent of the time when no 
time correction was applied.

Distance Curve Characteristics

The distance curves in Fig. 1 will be seen 
to have two maxima, at about 0500 and 1900 
hours. During these periods, near sunrise and 
sunset, absorption caused by radiation from the 
sun is low and nighttime atmospheric noise, 
which is most intense between 2000 and 0400, 
has not generally affected communication.

Absorption, which greatly attenuates signals 
in the daytime, is responsible for the marked 
decrease in CPI with distance at noon. iq"s+1"|

NEW BOOKS
Transistors: Principles and Applications, 

by R. G. Hibberd. Published by Hart Publishing 
Company, Inc., 510 Sixth Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10011. 304 pages, including index, photo
graphs and drawings, 5% by 8)4 inches, cloth 
edition, $6.95. Paperback, $2.95.

There seems no better language for a capsule description 
of this book than that quoted in the Preface as the objective 
set by the publishers: “. , , , intended mainly tor students 
and technicians, the treatment should be kept free of 
mathematics and emphasis should be placed on practical 
considerations.” The author, who is Manager of the 
Research and Development Department of Texas Instru
ments Ltd. (England), has succeeded in this remarkably 
well, in our opinion. The book can be heartily recommended 
to the amateur who really wants to learn something about 
transistors and how to use them in circuits. It fills a 
gaping hole in transistor literature — the area between the 
popularized hobbyist offerings and the abstruse techni
calities of most serious texts.

Divided into eighteen chapters, the book opens with 
a brief historical review of semiconductors and quickly 

plunges into a discussion of basics, transistor characteristics 
and manufacturing technology, and semiconductor devices 
of associated nature. Then follows a discussion of equivalent 
circuits and parameters, d.c. operating conditions, low- and 
high-frequency amplifiers, oscillators, and the application 
of transistors in radio equipment. Transistor switching 
comes next, describing such things as Hip-flops and their 
application in counting circuits, and there is then a chapter 
on power supplies of various types, including voltage 
regulators. The book concludes with a chapter on handling 
transistors, another highly-illuminating one on the basic 
considerations in integrated-circuit problems, and a final 
chapter on recent developments such as AIOS and thin-film 
techniques. Throughout, numerous applications are 
described along with simplified design procedures; the reader 
is never left out on a limb with a tempting circuit and no 
information on what values to use in it.
To get the most out of a hook of this sort it must be 

conscientiously studied. Mere reading is not enough; it 
rarely is when one wants to learn something. The point 
is that here no extensive technical background is needed, 
beyond what an ordinary amateur should be expected to 
have. A little familiarity with elementary chemistry would 
help — what “valence bonds” are. for instance — but lack 
of it is not. fatal if the reader is willing to think. WiDF
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The Millimatch

This is the completed Millimatch. At the left is the sensi
tivity control, Rr>. Si is in the center, and Mi at the right.

A Sensitive Version of The Monimatch Mark II.

BY LEWIS G. McCOY,*  W1ICP

I
N the last year or so the cost of transistors 
that can be used in transmitters has dropped 
to a point where more ami more hams, bot h 

newcomers and old timers, are becoming in
terested in low-powered transistorized rigs. And 
hy low power, we mean transmitters whose out
put is measured in terms of milliwatts, not watts.

Several very low power transmitters have re
cently been described in QST, and our mail 
bag attests to the popularity of these units. 
Such equipment is easily portable, and many 
hams, particularly v.h.f. operators, have dis
covered that extremely low power can be lots of 
fun.

One problem in using very low-powered trans
mitters is the difficulty in making autenna adjust
ments or checking output when tuning up. 
There “just ain’t any” test equipment available 
to do the job. The regular garden variety of 
reHectometer, such as the Monimatch, isn't sen
sitive enough. The Millimatch, described in this 
article, provides adequate sensitivity — even for 
rigs with output levels as low as ID milliwatts!

The Millimatch — What It Is
The Millimatch is similar to the Monimatch 

Mark II1, except that a transistor current am
plifier has been added. Fig. 1 is the circuit of the 
Millimatch. Of all the reHectometers that have 
been described since the original Monimatch, 
the Mark II is one of the best designs for ac- 
r.-iracy of readings at v.h.f., up to and including 
the 144-Mc. band. For the benefit of the new
comer who is not familiar with reflectometers, a 
short description is in order.

When you attach a coaxial line of, say, 50- 
ohms characteristic impedance to an antenna aud 

* Bn^inner & Novic? Editor.
1 McCoy, “Monimatch Mark II,” Fob, 1957, QST,

feed power through it to the antenna, a certain 
,-imount of power will be reflected back down the 
line toward the transmitter if the impedance of 
the antenna is anything other than 50 ohms. The 
larger the difference between the impedance of 
the line and the impedance of the antenna, the 
greater the ratio of reflected power to forward 
power. One method of cheeking this ratio is with 
a reflectometer which, when inserted iu the 
coax line, in effect samples the forward and re
flected voltages separately. From these relative 
voltage values the relative forward and reflected 
power, as well as the standing-wave ratio on the 
line, can be determined.

Referring to Fig. 1, the Ji end of the Milli
match is connected to the transmitter and the 

■h end to the antenna. When the transmitter is 
turned on, r.f. current flowing along the con
ductor between tlie fittings induces voltages in 
bi and bi. The voltage induced in hi is pro
portional to the forward line voltage, and the 
voltage induced in Lt is proportional to the re
flected line voltage. The Li voltage is rectified 
by CRi, and the d.c. is applied to the base of Qi. 
Ql amplifies tliis d.c., which is then read on M\. 
When St is switched to read reflected voltage, 
the voltage in Lt is rectified by (Hit and fed 
through the amplifier.

The standing-wave ratio on the coaxial line 
is found b.y first switching Si to read forward 
voltage aud adjusting sensitivity control, Hr„ 
so that JZi reads exactly full scale; then Si is 
switched to reflected voltage and the meter 
reading noted. Let’s assume the meter is cali
brated from I) to 10 in even divisions. The 
formula for determining the s.w.r. is quite simple:

x. J » r r • 1 b » T T*  T
r o — I r

where is the forward voltage and Vr is the 
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rellecfed voltage. For example, suppose that we 
set l{6 so that Mi reads full scale, or 10, in the 
forward position, aud when we switch to reflected 
we have a reading of 3. This would amount to

10 + 3
10 - 3 = 1.8 to 1.

However — aud this is a point that some TRANS-
amateurs overlook — many reflectometers are 
not truly accurate instruments for measuring 
s.w.r. They are excellent for showing when a 
matched condition (an s.w.r. of 1 to 1) exists, 
but under any other condition the voltage read
ings are not dependable, because of poor linearity 
of the diode rectifiers used at CRi and CRi. If 
the diodes were perfectly linear over the entire 
range of reflected and forward voltages being 
measured, the formula above would give accurate 
s.w.r. checks. If sufficient resistance is used 
in series with the diodes, their output tends to 
become more linear, but thesensitivity is reduced. 
We used Rt and Ri to improve the accuracy, 
aud the loss in sensitivity is more than made up 
for by the amplifier, Qj. In the Millimatch, an
other factor that gets into the act to upset the 
accuracy of s.w.r. readings is the linearity of the 
transistor used as an amplifier. However, re
gardless of the accuracy of s.w.r. readings, the 
bridge is excellent for showing when a match is 
achieved. Additionally, by setting Si in the for
ward position, the relative r.f. output of the 
transmitter can be observed on Mi. This is a 
valuable tool when tuning up a transmitter.

Construction Information
The Millimatch is enclosed in a 2J< X X 

5-inch Minibox. The transmission-line section 
consists of an inner conductor (a piece of 14-inch 
o.d. copper tubing, 4?/$ inches long) aud two 
pieces of copper flashing for the outer conductor. 
These two pieces measure 1 inch wide and 4/^ 
inches long, plus a 1^-inch lip at each end for 
mounting under the screws that secure ,/t aud 
Jo. Separation between the copper strips and 
inner conductor is maintained by two insulated 
spacers, Fig. 2. These spacers also serve to space 
the pickup wires Li and Li at the correct distance 
from the inner conductor. Any available in
sulating material of reasonably low loss, such

ACRI

SENSITIVITY

R5 
I8K

TWO 
OTTO

SIA

Fig. 1 —Circuit diagram of the Miiiimatch. Resistances are 
in ohms (K = 1000). The 0.001-qf. capacitors are disk 

ceramic.
CRi, CRs—1N34A germanium diode.
Ji, Jz—Coax chassis receptacle, SO-239.
Li, La—See text.
Mi—0-1 milliammeter. A more sensitive type can be used, 

but is not required.
Ri, Ra—150 ohms, ks waff carbon or composition for 50- 

ohm bridge, 100 ohms for 75-ohm unit.
Ra, Rs— 18,000 ohms, Yi watt
Ro—10,000-ohm control, miniature type.
Si—2-pole, 3-position switch (Mallory 3223J or similiar.)

as bakelite or polystyrene, can be used for the 
spacers.

Mounted on the front of the Minibox are Mi, 
Si, and Ra. .Almost any of miniature panel meters 
available from radio distributors can be used 
for Mi as long as they don’t protrude more, than 
11inches behind the panel. We checked several 
types and found that most of them protruded 
I inch or less.

Mount Ji and Ji as close to the rear of the 
Miuibox as possible, as shown in the photographs. 
Slide the spacers over the copper tubing aud 
then tin the inside ends of the tubing with solder.

This shot shows the "innards” of the 
Millimatch. Pickup line Li is mounted in 
the grooves on the insulated spacers. 
CRi is at the left. At the right, just in 
front of the sensitivity control, is Qt in 
its socket. The 1 '/s-volt Penlite cell is 

at the rear.
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Fig. 2—Dimensions of the insulating spacers used to hold 
bridge wires and outer conductor strips in place.

Also tin the inner-conductor terminals of J\ 
and .!■>. Slide the ends of the tubing over t.he 
conductor terminals and solder. You can then 
mount the copper strips in place.

The pickup wires, Li and L«, are 3:,^-inch 
lengths of No. 14 tinned wire. The wires are 
centered in the spacers as shown in the photo
graph and cemented in place with Duco cement. 
Ri and A’? are 1 j-watt. resistors and must he 
carbon or composition, not mre-u'oiind. For a 
50-ohm bridge use 150-ohm resistors and for a 
75-ohm unit, use 100-olun resistors. (No, that 
last isn’t a typographical error!) The ends of the 
resistors that are soldered to Li and ¿2 are J's 
inch long. Tin the ends of the pickup wires and 
the ends of the resistors with solder and solder 
the resistors in place. Don’t overheat the re
sistor as too much heat can change the value. 
The remaining ends of the resistors are soldered 
to iugs mounted under screws that hold Ji and 
J2, keeping the leads as short as possible.

When connecting CRt and CRt to the pickup 
wires, use a heat sink on the lead between the 
body of the diode and the lead being soldered. 
Too much heat can easily ruin the diode.

We used a transistor socket for mounting Qi, 
but it could be mounted by its own leads if de
sired. The 1 '¿-volt battery was installed by 
soldering wires to both ends, no holder being used.

Some penlite cells have a pressure-type contact at 
the base, or negative, end. This is a circular plate 
that must have pressure on it to make contact. 
If you get that type battery, take a knife and 
slice away the plate to get at the actual base of 
the battery.

Almost any p.n.p. type transistor will work 
for Qi. We tried several tvpes from the junk 
box —2N114, 2NH7, 2N705, and 4JD1A67 — 
and they all had more than adequate gain. As a 
matter of fact, we had removed about 51) different 
transistors from surplus computer boards, and 
every p.n.p. type had adequate gain for full-scale 
deflection of .1/i with 25 milliwatts input at 28 
Me.

Testing and Using The Millimatch
Connect the Millimateh to your transmitter, 

using 511- or 75-ohm coax as required. Leave the 
antenna end of the bridge unconnected. Turn 
on the rig, switch 8'1 to forward and set the 
sensitivity for about half-scale reading. Next, 
swit ch to reflected. The readings for forward and 
reflected should be about the same. Next, if .you 
want to cheek the accuracy of the bridge, connect 
a 1-watt carbon resistor of the appropriate value, 
50 or 75 ohms, between the inner hole and outer 
shell of Ji. Switch Si to forward and adjust the 
sensitivity to full scale. Then switch to reflected 
and the reading should drop to zero.

You may find that when you first turn on the 
Millimatch, you will get a slight reading on the 
meter without the transmitter being on. Tliis 
is the “no-signal current” in the transistor. 
Whatever the no-signal current reading is, and 
it will be very small, assume this value as “zero ” 
when the transmitter is turned on and worked 
into a matched load.

You can check the accuracy of the s.w.r. 
readings with the formula previously mentioned 
by using dummy load resistances of various 
values. For example, a 150-ohm resistor will 
represent a 3 to 1 s.w.r. with a 50-ohm bridge.

As we stated earlier, the Millimatch will en
able you to match your antenna system, and 
just as important, provide an excellent output 
indicator for that flea-power rig.

NEW BOOKS
RCA Silicon Power Circuits Manual, 

No. 8 P-50, published by Electronic Com
ponents and Devices, Radio Corporation of 
America, Harrison, New Jorsav. 416 pages, 
including index, paper cover, 53g inches. Price, 
$2.00.

This book is a real bargain for anyone interested in the 
applications of power transistors, rectifiers, and thyristors 
(the best-known type of which is the silicon controlled 
rectifier). It. is full of useful design information on power 
conversion — a.c. to d.c., d.c. to a.c., d.c. to the. arid 
power-supply regulation, on power amplifiers for both audio 
ami r.f.. and on control amplifiers. In addition, a good deal 
of attention is paid to the basic characteristics and ratings 
ot the semiconductor devices, by way of introduction to the 

design section. Of special interest to amateurs is the treat
ment of high-frequency power amplifiers, a chapter of al
most 100 pages dealing with the use of transistors in trans
mitters.

It is unavoidable that in any book which takes up design 
on a serious basis there must be a good deal of emphasis on 
formulas and their application. However, the hobbyist for 
whom even the simplest mathematics offers an excuse for 
throwing a book away, after riffling the pages, has a good 
reason for taking a second look in this case. There is plenty 
of plain text that anyone with a very modest knowledge of 
electronics can understand. And it should remain useful 
for a long time — no space is spent on tabulating detailed 
characteristics of devices current at the time the book was 
written, but which in most cases, untortunately, become 
obsolescent almost as soon as the publication is off the 
presses, -— If I DP
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A Microphone Preamp 
Using the FET

BY DOUGLAS A. BLAKESLEE,* W1KLK

Have a yen to tryfield-ejject transistors? 
This little preamplifier will provide an 
evening’s enjoyment experimenting with 
this new device, and the finished 
product will boost the output of low- 
level microphones.

H
igh-quality microphones almost invariably 

have low output, often 10 to 15 db. below the 
inexpensive crystal types. Many ham rigs, the 

author's Gonset Communicator II included, do 
not have enough audio gain to be usable with a 
“good” mike, unless you yell at the thing. A 
preamplifier is the obvious answer.

The relatively-new field-effect, transistor is 
a natural for a preamp circuit because of its high 
input impedance, low internal noise, and low 
distortion. Until recently these new devices have 
had rather astronomical prices and little gain, but 
manufacturing techniques have now improved 
to the point where both gain and price tags 
look attractive. The Motorola MPF103 ($1 each) 
was used in our unit. Higher gams may be ob
tained, if required, by using the MPF104 or 105. 
The current drain of the FET circuit is so low 
that the battery will last almost its shelf life.

The circuit, shown in Fig. 1, has been designed 
to minimize hum problems. The use of a transis
tor, of course, eliminates heater-supply hum. 
The coupling and bypass capacitors have been 
chosen for a roll-off below 300 c.p.s. to get rid of 
power-line harmonies induced in the microphone 
itself and its connecting cable.

The bias value for maximum gain was found 
to be quite critical. Some experimentation with 
t.he value of Ri may be necessary to get the most 
gain from individual FETs, because of the wide 
differences in forward transfer admittance 
itransconductance, to tube-thinkers). MPF103s 
vary between 1000 and 5000 ^nihos, with typical 
transistors around 3000.

$114 Shelley Road, Meriden, Conn.

Construction
The FET preamplifier is built in a 2% X 2)4 

X 1J4-inch Minibox; the small components are 
mounted on a 2J4 X 1-inch piece of Vector- 
bord. No suitable battery clip for vertical 
mounting was available, but it worked out 
(happily) that the battery made a good press fit 
behind the on-off switch. The output trimmer- 

(Continued on page 144)

Fig. 1 —The FET preamplifier. Resistances are in ohms; 
all resistors are!4-watt composition. Capacitors are paper, 
except the one marked with polarity, which is electro
lytic; values are in microfarads. RFC; is a Millen 34300-2.7, 
a 2.7 microhenry choke. See the text for a discussion 
of this choke, Ri and R2. Ji and h are phono jacks.
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Mlecent Equipment^
To <3.cqu<3.int you with, the technical features of current amateur"gecar.

The Star SR-700E
and ST-700E

fniRLY new to the American market is the Japa
nese-built SR-700E receiver and ST-700E 

transmitter combination. These pieces can be 
usjd together as a matched pair, or singly as 
independent units. Both are designed for use on 
a.m., c.w., and s.s.b.

Receiver Description

.■tithough neat and functional in appearance, 
the SR-700E has that slightly “different” look 
that is common to most imported ham gear. 
That is to say, the knobs, meter face, main tuning 
dial, and style of lettering on the controls look 
j .ist different enough from American equipment 
trimming to identify it as an “import.” The 
interior of the receiver has a clean appearance 
because of the orderly way the circuit is laid out 
and wired. The chassis is rugged and well built. 
It is finished with gold-tinted zinc plating.

Most of the modern-day features found in 
American-built receivers have been included in 
the circuit. The SR-700E has variable-decay

A look of the top of the receiver chassis. The receiver's 
front-end circuit is housed in the subassembly at the upper 
right. Crystals for the conversion oscillator protrude from 
the top of the box. The v.f.o. is located ¡ust left of the front
end box (front-center of chassis). A box to the immediate 
left of the v.f.o. houses the variable-selectivity bandpass 
filter. The i.f. stages and the b.f.o. are located along the 
left side of the chassis, ¡ust ahead of the power transformer.

a.g.c., variable i.f. selectivity, variable b.f.o. tun
ing, T-notch filter, and a built-in 100-kc. calibra
tor. The main-timing dial operates a rugged gear 
train which in turn controls the movement of t he 
v.f.o. tuning capacitor.

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the receiver in 
block form. The incoming signal from the an
tenna is amplified by IT and passed on to the 
mixer, i T v. Output from the crystal-con trolled 
oscillator, ITb, is heterodyned with the incoming 
signal at ITa, producing an i.f. whose range is 
from 3.1 to 4 Me, The band switch selects the 
correct crystal at ITb to beat with the 3.5- 
to 29.7-Mc. signal frequency to produce the 3.4- 
to 4-Mc. i.f. The main-tuning oscillator, ITa, 
tunes from 5950 to 5650 kc. This v.f.o. output is 
routed through a cathode-follower, IYb, offering 
a degree of v.f.o. isolation between TTa and U3, 
the second mixer. A second i.f., 1650 kc., is pro
duced at V%. This signal is fed to the third mixer, 
IYa, where either a 1705- or 1595-kc. oscillator 
signal beats with it to give a third i.f. of 55 kc. 
Upper- or lower-sideband reception is established 
by selecting one or the other of the two oscillator- 
frequencies at TYb.

The remainder of the stages are more or less 
conventional. Output from the third mixer, 
Usa, is routed through on LC bandpass filter 
whose switch positions provide 0.5, 1.2, 2.5, anil 
4-kc. selectivity. This filter does not have the 
sharp skirt selectivity that is possible with 
crystal-lattice or mechanical filters, but does offer 
a worthwhile degree of control over the width 
of the i.f. passband. After the signal leaves the 
filter, it is amplified by IT and Vt. During s.s.b. 
and c.w. reception, the 55-kc. i.f. signal is de
modulated by the product detector, IYb. !Ta 
serves as a variable b.f.o. at that time. During 
a.m. reception, a crystal diode performs as an 
envelope detector while the product detector 
and b.f.o. are switched off by removing their 
B-plus voltage. Output from whichever detector 
is being used is fed to I'd, the noise limiter. When 

is in use the clipping level can be controlled 
from the front panel of the receiver by means of 
a potentiometer. IT is a shunt-type audio 
limiter and both the positive- and negative-going 
pulses are clipped. Fig. 2 provides a closer look 
at the detector and noise-limiter circuits. Audio 
output from IT is amplified by Km and is then 
brought up to loudspeaker or headset level by ITt.
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Fig. 1—Block diagram of the Star receiver. The arrows indicate the direction in which the signal travels.
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Fig. 2—-Schematic diagram of the product detector, the a.m. defector, and the noise limiter.

A bottom view of the receiver. The i.f. section of the re
ceiver is on the right of the chassis. Terminals and jacks 
along the rear apron are for antenna, speaker, and trans

mitter connection.

The crystal calibrator, Vt2> supplies 100-kc. 
energy to the input circuit of r.f. amplifier Ft. 
Output from F12 is fed through a diode before 
it. reaches l’i, enhancing the level of the cali
brator’s harmonics. This method helps to insure 
against insufficient 100-kc. marker amplitude in 
the higher frequency ranges of the receiver.

Control of the receiver r.f. gain is effected by 
a front-panel control that places a negative 
voltage in parallel with the a.g.c. bus. As the 
r.f. gain control is turned toward minimum, 
counter clockwise, the negative voltage on that 
part of the circuit is increased. This puts as 
much tis —15 volts on the grids of F« and Ft, 
and up to —10 volts on the grid of the r.f. 
amplifier, Fi, at the minimum gain setting.

The front, panel of the SH-700E has a satin- 
uluminum finish. The knobs and the lettering 
are in black, offering good contrast to the panel. 
The cabinet has a dark gray wrinkle finish.

Performance tests indicated good receiver 
sensitivity, good electrical and mechanical sta
bility, and satisfactory immunity to front-end 
overload from strong signals. The dial cali
bration provides 1-kc.-per-division increments.
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Fig. 3—Block diagram of the ST-700E transmitter. The sig
nal path is indicated by the arrows.

Transmitter Description

The circuit of the Star ST-700E is compatible 
with, that of the SR-700E receiver, permitting 
the two units to be used in combination for 
transceiving. The transmitter, however, can be 
used independently with other styles of receiver. 
Physically, the Star transmitter closely resembles 
the SR-700E receiver. The likeness of the two 
pieces is apparentfrom the photo at the beginning 
of this article.

Five-band coverage, 3.5 through 29.7 Me., 
is available. Upper and lower sideband selection 
is made possible from the front panel by means 
of a function switch. An additional switch po

sition places the transmitter in the c.w. mode 
There is no provision for a.m. operation.

The transmitter circuit is rather straight
forward: the block diagram of Fig. 3 illustrates 
how the signal is generated and shows the route 
over which it travels in the circuit. The triple
conversion technique is employed, the basic 
signal starting at 455 kc., being heterodyned 
to 2950 kc.., then to 8000-8600 kc., and finally 
to the desired operating frequency. The v.f.o. 
tuning range of the transmitter is 5050 to 5650 
kc., the same as that of the SR-700E receiver, 
making it possible to transceive with the two 
units.

Considerable emphasis was placed on the re
duction of spurious responses from the trans
mitter. The designers used a balanced mixer at 
V:it thereby reducing the level of the 2496.5- 
and 3403.5-kc. energy in the output of the 
first mixer. The circuit is shown iu Fig. 4. An 
oscillator-frequency trap of the T-uotch variety, 
tuned to 2490.5 kc., follows the first mixer stage.

Looking at the top of the transmitter chassis, the power 
supply is at the right-rear of the chassis. The p.a. com
partment is at the left-rear of the chassis. The conversion 
oscillator, mixer, and driver stages are along the left edge 
of the chassis. A sturdily-built subassembly contains the 
v.f.o., front-center of the transmitter. Just to the right 
of the v.f.o., the 455-kc. mechanical filter can be seen. 
Phono ¡acks are located at the center of the rear apron 
of the chassis. These connectors are used to mate the SR- 
700E to the ST-700E when the transceive mode is em
ployed. The key ¡ack is to the right of the phono ¡acks. 
The antenna connector and a ground post are at the far 

left of the rear apron.
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Fig. 4—Details for the balanced mixer stage are shown 
in schematic form. A 2496.5-kc. T-notch type trap is used 
between the balanced-mixer output and the grid of V6 
to help eliminate spurious output from the transmitter. 

RI is a balance control.

It. offers a considerable amount of rejection to 
that unwanted frequency, aiding further in the 
reduction of spurious energy. Another contribute 
ing factor to clean output is a low-pass filter 
between the v.f.o., Fy, and the second mixer, 
R>. The filter greatly attenuates harmonic energy 
generated by t.he v.f.o. The driver stage, F», 
and the p.a., Fio and Fn, are suppressed for 
parasitica. The p.a.. stage is neutralized. These 
measures aid in transmitter stability while offer
ing added insurance against spurious output.

Looking into the bottom of the transmitter chassis, the p.a. 
compartment is at the lower right. Ahead of the compart
ment are the conversion-oscillator, the mixer, and the 
driver stages. Metal plates shield the stages from one 
another. The remainder of the circuit is along the left 

side of the chassis. The power supply is located 
at the lower left.

The power amplifier uses two 6146 tubes in 
parallel and has a standard pi-network output 
circuit. The p.a. exhibits good stability on all 
bands, although the first model that was avail
able in the U.S.A., the ST-700, was unstable on 
SO meters. Because a circuit modification was 
made to correct t he difficulty, the model ST-700E 
was born and it is this model that is currently 
available.

Structurally, the transmitter is very rugged. 
The v.f.o. is housed in a heavy-gauge metal 
chassis which is a subassembly of the .main 
chassis. Extensive shielding is used above and 
below the main chassis to isolate the various 
sections of the circuit from one. another, thus 
lessening the chance for instability and spurious 
output. Because the layout is neat aud in logical 
sequence, the circuit is easy to trace from be
ginning to end — an aid to I he user should re
pairs be necessary.

A rocker-type switch is mounted on the rear- 
top of the chassis, enabling the user to select 
either 115 or 230 v.a.c. <60 c.p.s. ) operation. A 
metal plate mounts over the switch after the 
selection is made, thus preventing the switch 
position from being accidentally changed once it 
is set.

Both the transmitter and the receiver are 
finished in the same colors. Each cabinet is 
equipped with four plastic feet, two of which 
(front ) are longer than the others. This feature 
raises the front of the cabinet higher than the 
rear, offering better operating convenience as 
far as reading the meter scale and the control 
labels is concerned.

All of the VOX controls — vox gain, vox 
delay, and anti-trip — are located on the front 
panel. A panel meter enables the operator to 
monitor p.a. grid and plate currents, and relative
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power output. A switim located just below the 
meter selects the three monitoring positions. 
Plate-current, bias and relative-power meter- 
adjustment, con trols are located on the rear apron 
of the chassis. The sidetone control is on the top 
of the chassis, near the front panel.

Garner suppression, and v.f.o. stability — 
both mechanical and electrical — cheeked out 
satisfactorily. When tested with a spectrum 
analyzer, the third and fifth order products were 
within acceptable limits. The signal quality, as

Star ST-700E Transmitter
Height: 7*4 inches.
Width : 15)4 inches. 
Depth : 11 )/2 inches. 
Weight: Approx. 55 Ihs.
Power Requirements: 115 or 230 volts 

a.c.. 50/60 cvcles, 285 watts.
Price Class: $555.
Importer: Interstar Corp., 5300 21st Ave., 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201.

Star SR-700E Receiver
Height: 7)4 inches.
Width: 15)4 inches.
Depth: 11)4 inches.
Weight: 30 pounds.
Power Requirements: 115 .oils or 230 

volts a.c., 50/60 cycles. 65 watts.
Price Class: $100.
Importer: Interstar Corp., 5300 21st. Ave., 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201. 

monitored on a receiver, was good. Suppression 
of the unwanted sideband is good.

The equipment is easy to tune up and get 
operating. All of the front-panel controls are 
convenient to adjust because they are not 
crowded together as are those on some of the 
more compact equipment these days. A large 
main-tuning dial controls the transmitter fre
quency. It has smooth action and is calibrated 
in I-kc. steps. The instruction book is complete 
and is easy to understand. — WICER

-------------- ------- QST - --------- --------  Q$T

Heathkit Crystal Filter Modification Kit SBA-100-2

O
wners of the Heathkit SB-100 transceiver1 
will be glad to learn that a crystal filter 

modification kit is available which makes it 
possible to select either a 2.1-Mc. or 400-cyele 

crystal filter by turning a single front panel 
switch. The 2.1-Mc. bandwidth is, of course, 
•'stock” on the SB-100. The modification in
cludes the new 400-cycle filter for use in c.w. 
reception.

Fig. I shows the filter switch which mounts 
concentric to the r.f. gain control. The old r.f. 
gain control is removed and discarded and the 
new r.f. gaiii/tilter switch assembly replaces it. 
An escutcheon plate with switch position and 
gain control markings is held in place by the 
assembly.

Behind the panel, the old filter is removed and 
is replaced by two new filters wliich take up about 
the same amount of space as the single old one. 
A new switch bracket assembly must be installed 
and this requires removal of the entire front 
panel. However, the job requires only a few 
minutes’ time and the entire modification 
shouldn't take more than an hour or so. Fig. 2 
shows the new intel's installed.

Operation of the SB-100 remains essentially 
the same. When changing modes from s.s.b. to 
c.w., the filter switch is positioned to agree with 
the mode switch setting.

The modification kit price is $59.05. After 
making the installation, you can return your old 
s.s.b. filter (if it is in good condition) for a 
$25.00 credit or refund from Heath.

... IHC’L/r

Fig. 1 —The new filter switch is part of the r.f. gain control. 
The switch label plate comes with the modification kit.

Fig. 2—The two new filters take up about the same space 
as the old single filter.1 “Recent Equipment,” QST, September i960, p. -15b
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EMERGENCY COAX CONNECTOR
Technical Editor, QST:

I would like to comment on the brief article in the 
“I Tints Ar Kinks” section of April QsT entitled 

Emergency Coax Connector.”
According to my calculations the adapter de- 

.-'cribed has a characteristic impedance close to 
100 ohms. Generally speaking, the discontinuity 
presented to a 50-ohm transmission line by the 
adapter will be small at h.f. and v.h.f. frequencies 
and one should obtain good v.s.w.r. characteristics. 
However, for use in the u h.f. region the mismatch 
will be more significant.

An improved match can. be attained by soldering 
a sleeve over the two inner conductors such that the 
ratio of outer to inner coaxial conductor diameters 
will be approximately 2.3. ThE will result in an 
adapter with a 50-ohm characteristic impedance.— 
hrnni# d. Aosa.kntl\ 11'4.1711', 3 .7 ax Halloa ¡trln. 
1 rtando, Florida.

USING AIRCRAFT REFLECTIONS IN 
V.H.F. COMMUNICATIONS

Technical Editor, QST:
Most v.h.f. enthusiasts are familiar with “air

craft flutter.” Combination of direct and reflected 
rays produces a fluttering that begins fairly weak, 
with a rapid rate, then grows stronger, with the 
rate reducing to nearly zero. Then the rate builds 
up again, and the fluttering grows weaker and 
finally disappears. This all occurs in a time span 
of from 10 seconds to as much as several minutes.

That a reflected signal of such strength is ob
served at random suggests that, with optimum 
techniques, it could be used for v.h.f. communication 
over paths where direct-ray signals are weak, or 
nonexistent. This has probable happened on oc
casion, perhaps without the amateurs involved 
realizing it. Gur intent here will be to give some 
indication of signal levels to be expected when 
aircraft reflections are used intentionally, and to 
describe methods for this.

Aircraft flutter is observed normally on. short 
paths, where communication is relatively good, but 
it should be usable over distances of 100 miles or 
more, on circuits where terrain obstructions make 
normal communication difficult. Vapor trails we 
often see are at an altitude that allows the pilot 
to see some 300 miles in any direction. Horizon dis- 
rances for aircraft altitudes are given in Fig. 1. 
These great horizon distances do not necessarily 
imply use of aircraft reflections over similar paths. 
The beamwidth of amateur antennas is such that 
the percentage of the total radiated power is too 
small to produce a significant reflection over dis
tances much greater than can be covered readily 
over open terrain.

I have conducted simple tests with TV signals to 
gain an insight into what may be reasonably ex
pected. Stations 45 to 65 miles away were used. 
At these distances signals are normally weak on

Fig. 1—’Distance to the horizon, as seen from aircraft 
at elevations up to 103,000 feet.

receiving antennas close to the ground, the optimum 
situation for high-angle pickup. TV signals were 
tuned in, and the antenna was rotated for weakest 
direct pickup. This makes aircraft reflect ions much 
more obvious, and the first time I tried it there 
were enough aircraft present to make it difficult to 
tell when I had really minimized the direct, signal. 
Here in the Northeast 1 have found these reflectors 
to be present for sustained periods, day in and day 
out. Based on depth of fluttering I estimated the 
reflected signals to range from 30 db. below the 
direct signal to equal to it.

I computed what the worst-case area of reflection 
might be, then applied this to voice and c.w. band- 
widths for amateur use. The information of Fig. 2 
implies 100 watts transmitter power, 3-kc. band
width for voice, 10-db. receiver noise figure, and 
antenna gain no greater than 10 db. over isotropic. 
This for a reflecting area of only 2 square meters. 
It can he seen that under these conservative esti
mates, stations A and B, 5 and 39 miles, respec
tively, from an aircraft would have a 10-db. signal- 
fo-noise ratio in 50-Mc. communication on voice. 
With c.w. about 10 db. more margin would prevail.

Special circumstances are encountered with TV 
signals, as most TV stations concentrate their ra
diation along the horizon. Beam patterns max’ be 
only about 3 degrees above the horizon at Channel

(Coutiuucd on page 14G)

Fig. 2— Signal-to-noise ratios to be expected from 
aircraft reflections at 50 Mc. Information is for voice. 
Use of c.w. would produce about 10 db. greater margin 
over noise. In the example indicated, Station A at 5 miles 
from an aircraft and Station B, 39 miles, would have a 
10-db. signal-to-noise ratio, with average 50-Mc. setups.
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The Life You Save e 
May Be Your Own •

Electrical :
©

Safety J

Safety is a prerequisite for all of us. *
A knowledge of safety rules and first • 
aid procedures may well save your life • 
or that of a member of your family • 
today. This article, compiled mainly • 
from the Collins Radio Company’s • 
manual Electrical Safety, discusses ® 
the nature and effect of an electric # 
shock. Read it. Apply the safety rules 
to your home and shack. Know the * 
first aid techniques. Switch to Safety! ® 

•

• •••••••••••••••••••••a

T
his hobby of ours — ham radio — is exciting.
Depending on the individual's taste, it may 

mean traffic handling, DX chasing, chewing the 
rag, or building and testing new equipment. No 
matter what your favorite, chances are that you 
often handle electricity-carrying parts and wires, 
and often put yourself within a few inches of 
death.

Now, as long as those few inches remain be
tween you and the accident, it's all right. But 
suppose your hand slips, and you haven’t turned 
the power off. Or suppose you touch the lead to a 
filter eapaeitor, and .you didn’t discharge it first

Or suppose the ring you’re wearing gets stuck 
between a couple of live components. Or suppose 
that ground connection isn’t clean, and your 
“safe” circuit has become a lethal weapon with
out your knowledge. ¿Almost any way you look at 
these things, you’re DEAD!

There are a few simple dos and don't» to make 
electronics as safe as possible. We’ll list them 
later. But let's talk first about what happens 
when you accidentally touch a live circuit.

Effects of Electric Shock

Death from electric shock may result from any 
one or a combination of medical causes. The 
most common are paralysis of respiratory muscles 
and asphyxiation; hemorrhage, produced by in
creasing blood pressure during passage of an 
electric current; heart failure, resulting from 
ventricular fibrillation; respiratory failure re
sulting from damage to the nervous system; and 
skin and flesh burns and their complications.

The first of these causes, asphyxiation due to 
paralysis of the respiratory system, is usually 
associated with one of the other causes, although 
on occasion it’s a killer by itself. When this hap
pens, the respiratory muscles contract, stopping 
normal functioning of the lungs. Its victim 
suffocates.

When a current passes through the blood
stream, the temperature of the blood is raised, 
and blood pressure increases, sometimes to the 
point of breaking the walls of the blood vessels, 
causing a hemorrhage. This is usually associated 
with higher voltages or currents, but sometimes 
results from prolonged contact with lower- 
power circuits.

Of chief concern when dealing with low- 
voltage shock (which permits only a low current 
to pass through the victim) is a medical phe
nomenon called ventricular fibrillation. When 
this occurs, the heart loses its vital rhythm and 
muscles quiver in an uncoordinated manner, even 
after the current stops; and the heart cannot 
regain its rhythm. The victim is sure to die in 
this ease, unless lie is given immediate medical 
aid that only a fully informed and competent 
physician is qualified to administer. Artificial 
respiration is of no use to restore heart rhythm. 
Scientific groups estimate that current in excess 
of 10 ma. through the body can cause ventricular 
fibrillation or result in severe shock, or both.1

Respiratory failure resulting from nervous 
inhibitions or actual damage to the nervous 
system are usually associated with higher volt
ages (which allow higher currents to pass through 
the body). When the body receives a high- 
intensity electrical shock, the nervous system is 
temporarily paralyzed. The most common result 
is respiratory failure, which may often be coun
teracted by artificial respiration or a bodily jolt 
or jar. Paralysis of other parts of the body is 
often involved, sometimes for considerable pe
riods after the current has been removed.

1 As reported in Electrical Safety, a nonpublic manual of 
the Collins Radio Company Research and Development 
Laboratories, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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Skin and flesh bums resulting from electrical 
shock do not differ much from other burns. If 
anything, they are apt to be deeper, and thus 
more serious. They usually occur at the. point 
of contact with the electrical circuit and result 
from the passage of current through a body area 
of high resistance. Burns may also result from 
rings or other jewelry which, after being heated 
by contact with an electric circuit, dissipate 
their intense heat through the finger, wrist, or 
hand of their wearer. Such burns are deceptively 
dangerous, since the layman does not understand 
how much heat his old high school or wedding 
ring can absorb; and he usually does not feel the 
pain for a moment, after it. has begun, by which 
time the burn may be quite severe.

Whatever the type of reaction to an electric 
shock, it requires immediate remedial action. 
Since, a layman cannot distinguish the various 
possibilities, he should administer resuscitation 
if the victim is not. breathing. This should con
tinue until the victim revives, death has been 
diagnosed by a physician, or rigor mortis sets in.

The Nature of a Shock

Electricity works for you 24 hours every day 
... it’s your slave. But if it is carelessly handled 
for as little as one one-hundredth of a second, you 
may be its victim. Generally speaking, factors 
wliich determine t.he seriousness of an electrical 
shock include body resistance, magnitude and 
frequency of current, path of the current through 
the body, contact time, and anticipation on the 
part of the handler. Some of these factors are 
self-explanatory; others could bear discussion.

Body resistance is found mainly in the skin 
surface, but when t.he skin is moist, resistance 
drops drastically. Once the skin resistance is 
broken down, current flows freely tlirough the 
blood and body tissues. Resistance is very de
pendent on the condition of the skin. For exam
ple, the skin of the back of the hand, although 
apparently much thinner than that of the palm, 
is often very dry, and somewhat hairy, and offers 
very high resistance. Another part of the body —- 
the back of the neck, for example — is not usually 
as dry as the back of the hand. Hence the re
sistance is much lower.

High voltages can almost instantly puncture 
the skin, leaving as little as 400 ohms resistance 
path for the current to travel through the body.

The chief difference between t.he physical 
effects of a.c. and d.c, is that direct current 
causes much less contraction of the muscles. 
Laboratory tests indicate that an individual can 
withstand a decidedly liigher value of direct 
current and still maintain control of bis muscles. 
At. higher voltages (both a.c. and d.c.) the con
traction of muscles at the moment of contact is 
so violent that, it has the effect of a repelling 
blow. Mixtures of a.c. and d.c. have varying 
effects, but in every case, the higher the a.c. 
component, the less tolerant is t.he body to its 
passage. In particular, the common 60-c.p.s. 
alternating current is a very dangerous wave 
form., (The most dangerous range is between 10 

c.p.s. and 1000 c.p.s.) There is a continuing de
crease in muscular response as frequency is in
creased beyond 10 kc. At 2 Me. and above, it is 
negligible. As the frequency rises through these 
high a.c. and r.f. ranges, dielectric heating effects 
become increasingly important.

Table A

Subject
Voltage 

A.C.
Current in 

Ma.

Calculated 
Body 

Resistance, 
Ohms

A 40 6.0 6670
B 32 7.5 4260
c 25 6.0 4170
D 20 8.0 25 M)
B 20 8.0 2500
F 33 9.5 3470
O 21 10.0 3500
H 30 8.0 3000
I 29 9.0 3620
,1 31 6.0 5160
K 30 10.0 3000
L 21 9.0 2330
M 30 8.0 3750

Maximum 40 10.0 6670
Minimum 20 6.0 2330
.Average 27.8 7.8 3560

Table A shows the results of a series of Under
writer's Laboratories tests in 1930, depicting the 
maximum currents at which subjects could retain 
control of their muscles. Members of the UL 
staff were used as subjects (ouch!). Electrodes 
consisted of a pair of pliers held in each hand. 
Current was 60-cycle a.c. in each case. (Other 
tests indicated that direct, current could be with
stood for a slightly longer time — until a hot spot 
occurred at the point of contact.)

The path tlirough which the current flows is a 
factor in predicting the severity of a shock. It, 
is less likely to be fatal if the current does not 
flow through or near nerve centers and vital 
organs. However, since the majority of shack and 
shop accidents involve currents which pass from

WEGE THEGUWEAPlGS
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hands to feet, thus involving both the heart and 
lungs, there is a great possibility of a serious or 
fatal shock.

in general, the longer the current flows through 
the body, the more serious will be the result. 
Because considerable current will flow when a 
high-voltage shock is sustained, only a short ex
posure can be tolerated if the victim is to be 
revived. Time is especially important in regard 
to the severity of body tissue burns. Burning 
voltages which break down the skin resistance 
allow very large currents to flow, thus creating a 
more dangerous shock situation. Large currents 
— 10 amperes or more — may flow through the 
body. Even if fibrillation does not begin, severe 
burning of tissues, poisoning by combustion 
products, and possible hemorrhage may result.

The ability to let go decreases with time, as a 
result of fatigue and pain associated with the 
harsh, involuntary contraction of the muscles. 
Prolonged contact with currents only slightly 
in excess of the “let-go" limit may cause exhaus
tion, asphyxia, and unconsciousness followed by 
death. Hence, even a relatively small current 
becomes dangerous with time.

(. ¿.nd replace those Blown Bleeders / )

One of the factors we listed was the element 
of anticipation. This may or may not be present 
in a shock accident. Anticipation means that the 
victim had time to prepare himself to handle Ids 
muscular reactions to the limit of his ability. 
Shock under such controlled conditions cun be 
relatively minor. On the other hand, some people 
feel they can absorb an electric current through 
paths which do not involve the vital organs. This 
practice can be extremely dangerous. Not only 
might the victim fling equipment being held in 
his hands, endangering other people, but muscu
lar actions and balance are imcontrollabl e for an 
instant; and a momentary loss of balance has 
resulted in many deaths by falling. And a shock 
cun be fatal in as little as 1/100 second.

Happiness Is a Tight Ground Connection
“Happiness is a safe three-way grounded 

plug,” to paraphrase Charlie Brown. “ Happiness 
is a brand-new bleeder resistor, and a discharged 
filter capacitor in the h.v. supply. Happiness is a

tamper-proof interlock switch. And happiness is
staying alive.”

There are a few simple rules to follow to stay
happy and healthy. ¡Some are dos and some are
donts, but all are absolutely necessary.

Do turn off the power to a unit when it is not 
needed.

Do discharge capacitors — und don’t assume 
they are disch;u-ged until you have shorted the 
circuit terminals to ground.

Do consider all bare wiring as live.
Do beware of high voltage anywhere, anytime.
Do keep one hand in your pocket while adjust

ing “live” circuits.
Do stay alert.
Do develop safe habits. Make it a rule to ad

here. to safety practices.
Do know your job. Study the circuit you’re 

working on. Know the test equipment you’re 
using.

Do think safety.
Do know artificial respiration and first aid 

measures.
Don't use faulty test equipment (or make

shift line cords or plugs, or worn and frazzled 
wires).

Don’t work on high-voltage circuits when you 
are tired, dizzy, nauseated, feverish, or under the 
influence of drugs which cause drowsiness.

Don’t work on high-voltage circuits alone. 
Have, someone else there who knows first aid and 
artificial respiration techniques.

Don’t assume a circuit is dead. Remember 
that filter capacitors do not discharge immedi
ately when they are part of an RC network. If 
there is any doubt about the circuit, test it with 
a voltmeter or other suitable indicating device.

Don’t wear earphones while working on elec
tronic gear.

Don’t wear jewelry.
Don’t assume the equipment is grounded. (A 

simple test? Next time you’re in your shack, take 
a look at some of your ground connections. If you 
haven’t cleaned them recently, they may be 
crusted with oxides, virtually isolated from 
ground.) There should be no more than an ohm's 
resistance between your chassis and the ground. 
And do not rely on visual inspection for secure 
grounding. It can be misleading. Use a volt
meter if the power is on, and check the security 
of the ground connections.

Don’t be careless.
Don’t perpetrate jokes. Jokes involving hu

man life are not funny.
Don’t short out interlock switches unless ab

solutely necessary.
There are more rules, but these provide a 

framework for safety. Observe them.

First Aid
If you see someone overcome by an electric 

shock, the first thing to do is to kill the. circuit. 
Unless you do so, his rescuers may be in danger.

If you are unable to kill the circuit, then care
fully remove the victim from it, using insulation 
to protect yourself. Do not touch his body (even
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if you have turned off the circuit — you might 
have hit the wrong switch in tho excitement ).

When the victim, is safely away from the 
power, turn him on his back. I fnless it is impossi
ble to give artificial respiration in that location, 
or you are endangering .your own life, do not 
bother to remove the victim to another location 
(assuming he is unconscious). Every second of 
delay is serious.

(Hear his throat. If there is foreign matter in 
his mouth or throat, wipe it out. quickly, using 
your fingers or a. cloth wrapped around your 
fingers. If a foreign body is suspected after failure 
of resuscitation, the victim should he placed on 
his side and a sharp blow delivered between the 
shoulders to jar the obstruction free. Then sweep 
your fingers through his mouth to remove it.

Conclusion

You, as a technician, should be. well-informed 
of the potential hazards of electricity.4 Members 
of your family and a majority of your friends are

To apply moutli-to-moufA resuscitation.:* 
Tilt the head backward and pull the lower 
jaw forward to clear the air passage to the 
lungs. Tilting the. head only halfway back 
is not enough.

Using the other hand, pinch the vic
tim’s nostrils and place your mouth over 
his. Blow air into his mouth until you see 
t.he chest rise. Do not blow beyond the 
point where, the victim's chest or abdomen 
expands. This first blowing effort will de
termine whether or not. the throat is ob
structed (see preceding paragraph). If the 
airway is clear, t.he rescuer’s breath will 
supply t.he needed oxygen.

Remove your mouth to let the. victim 
exhale. Some victims accept air easily 
through the nostrils but must blow out. 
through the mouth. While he is exhaling, 
take a deep breath and re-inflate his lungs 
when he has expelled the last breath. Con
tinue at a rate of about twelve breaths per 
minute. .Should it become necessary to 
move the victim, continue resuscitation 
while he is being moved. Note, a brief 
return of normal breathing does not neces
sarily mean that resuscitation may be dis
continued. Sometimes the victim again 
stops breathing. He must be watched. 
Resume resuscitation immediately, should 
he stop breathing again.

To avoid strain on the victim’s heart, once 
he revives, keep him lying down. if he revives 
before a doctor arrives, he should be given 
a stimulant such as a whiff of ammonia, 
or a hot drink such ns coffee or tea. The 
victim should be kept warm.

not well-informed. Have you told your wife what 
to do if a member of the family should be a vic
tim? .Above all things, did you tell her how to dis
connect the circuit before she attempts a rescue? 
Ca.ti you say that you and your family are well- 
informed? Can you honestly say that your home 
and shack are accident-protected?

Promote safety on a 24-hour basis. Repair de
fective circuits immediately. Help your neighbor 
and family to know the basic rules of safety. 
Who knows, they might have to help you some
day. Make safety a habit, not an unpleasant 
subject to avoid.

Most accidents of an electrical nature have its 
their basis the three following causes:

I didn’t see
I didn't think
I didn’t know.

When you work with electronics, be sure to 
look and think, so that you will know that your 
equipment is safe.

Now read that list of dos and don’ts again 
and then chock your shack while you're thinking 
about it. Switch to Safety!

’ Additional QST sources are ’’Safety in Transmitter 
Operation and Construction,” Crammer, .March 1939 QST; 
and "Saving a Life.” Mix, June 1953 QST. The ARRL 
Communications Department forms CD-79 and CD-84 
also provide useful information. Read them.

“Saving a Life," QST. July 1956, pp. 65 ff., describes 
application of artificial respiration by the Nielsen back
pressure, arm-lift method. Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation 
is almost universally recognized as the best method. The 
Nielsen technique is suggested only where the rescuer has 
qualms about the mouth-to-mouth method, or in case of 
necessity. Local chapters of the American Red Cross supply 
pictorial instructions describing mouth-to-mouth resuscita
tion. These training aids are free upon request.

W Strays
It’s always good to use the other fellow’s language 
if you can. When the language is Spanish, a copy 
of the “ Flam's Spanish-English Manual" should be 
quite helpful. The 45-page booklet prepared by 
LU7FAG contains not only translations of phrases 
aud words useful in QSOs, but their phonetic spell
ing, too. It Is sold by K4BZY, 1329 N.E. Fourth 
Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Fia. 33304. Price is $4.25 
postpaid in U.S.A.
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Mobile At 160
BY W, HENRY HORNE,*W4MZP

a mateur radio figured prominently in sports- 
£> car road racing during the early growth 

-t- of that sport in the nineteen-fifties, which 
was also a decade of rapid growth for amateur 
radio. The period saw the surging popularity of 
mobiling following the authorization of mobile 
operation on all bands. It was only natural 
then, that when, safety considerations brought 
out the need for instant communications be
tween race officials and remote parts of the 
face course, the hams were found enthusiastically 
ready for the job.

It was a common interest in these two avoca
tions that brought amateur radio into a new 
phase of sports-car racing — this time into the 
car itself. Walt Hane, W4HXC, and the writer 
are also members of another ConnecticuGbased 
organization, the Sports Gar Club of America, 
which sanctions nearly every road race held in 
the United States. Walt, who had won the 1966 
SCCA Glass B National Championship driving 
a Shelby GT-350, decided to enter a Ford Mus
tang in the 300-mile Trans-Americati and the 
24-hour Continental races to be held at Daytona 
Speedway in February 1967. Such an ambitious 
undertaking for a single weekend was a new 
challenge to both of us, since our experience 
was largely limited to sprint races of 20 to 45 
minutes’ duration.

In almost any form of racing, communication 
between pit crew and driver is helpful; in an 
endurance race it is essential. Even in professional 
circles such communication is rudimentary at 
best, the crew signaling by means of short notes 
or figures on a chalkboard as the driver hurtles 
by, and the driver replying by hand and finger

$5416 Weirwood Ave., Orlando, Florida 32816. 

signals or merely a nod. The messages may be lap 
time, position in the race, distance behind or 
ahead of a competitor, or merely a word of en
couragement. In short races these few signals are 
all the communications needed, since the driver 
is lapping at or near maximum speed and does 
not expect to make a pit stop. In an endurance 
race, however, many pit stops will be made, 
and races literally have been won or lost de
pending on time spent in the pits. How much 
better, then, if the driver can be in continuous 
communication with the pits, advising of the 
car’s condition, suspected troubles, or an im
pending pit stop, which may be expedited by 
having the proper parts and tools ready when 
the car arrives. In the event of a breakdown 
out on the course, the value of driver telecom
munication is obvious.

With this reasoning in mind, we included 
amateur radio in. our race preparations. While 
Walt and the mechanics prepared the car, which 
included building an engine for each of the t wo 
races, 1 resurrected two f.m. transceivers, which 
had been idle for the better part of two years. 
These were a pair of Aerotron 7N20 prototypes, 
which 1 had designed and built during previous 
employment with that firm and had used for 
spoCfrequency operation on 6 meters. These 
units, with 20 watts output, have a.c./d.c. power 
supplies, and may be used fixed or mobile by 
selection of the proper power cable. The mobile 
and base-station antennas were made by the 
Antenna Specialists Company and were vertically 
polarized.

The Continental course at Daytona is 3.81 
miles long, with 2.5 miles in the oval and the 
balance in a twisting road course in the infield. 
Even the best paved race courses can be sur-
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prisingly rough when traversed at speed, and the 
suspension used on competition vehicles is not 
designed to enhance driver comfort. Neither is 
such an environment condusive to the longevity 
of electronic equipment. Since the rules of com
petition require that racing sedans carry a com
plete passenger seat, our shock-mounting prob
lem was readily solved: strapped in by its seat
belts, the rig rode “shotgun” beside Walt, snug 
in its own bucket seat. The power cable was 
plugged into the back of the set, the antenna 
coax connected, and the rig was on the air. A 
quick exchange with W4MZP/4 in the pit veri
fied that the rigs worked (at least at 10 feet 
apart) and Walt set out for practice and quali
fying for the 300-mile Trans-American, which 
would start in about 2 hours.

The press of time had not permitted us to 
check out Walt’s Navy-surplus chest mike, so 
the standard Shure dynamic with preamplifier 
was fitted into the clip atop the rig, on the 
premise that Walt would have time to drive one- 
armed and talk at least on the 3500-foot back 
straight, which was entered aud exited via the 
high-banked turns which form the ends of the 
oval. Since the speaker would be as useless as in 
an F-104, a hearing-aid earpiece was used, 
over which Walt’s safety helmet fitted without 
difficulty.

Copy in the pits was Q5 during practice, as 
one might expect with 20-watt transmitters only 
a mile or so apart.. Nevertheless, a racetrack is a 
noisy place, electrically as well as acoustically, 
since many of the cars carry no ignition suppres
sion. The Mustang, however, has always been 
equipped with the stock resistance-wire harness, 
a fact which should allay the fears of some per
formance enthusiastis who want to go mobile. 
Walt found, at least during practice, that the 
hand mike caused little difficulty, although the 
G-forces developed in the highspeed banked 
turns made replacing the mike a bit awkward at

W4MZP at the mike in the pit.

times. Copy in the car was not always solid,
however, because of the high acoustic noise
level; aud cranking up the receiver volume drove
the little earphone into distortion.

By the end of practice we had determined that 
two-way radiocommunication with a race car is 
indeed practical with proper equipment, and 
Walt had turned a qualifying lap time averaging 
almost 103 miles per hour, peaking close to 
160 on the back straight. Although this must 
certainly be the speed record for amateur land- 
mobile operation, we are not throwing down the 
gauntlet for anyone to break it.

Our 1966 Mustang was gridded seventh in a 
field of 31 ears, beside a Dodge Dart and behind 
a group of 1967 Cougars, Camaros, and Mus
tangs. A few laps after the pace-car-led start, 
after the pack had thinned out, Walt radioed in 
that the car was running fine and all gauges were 
normal. In spite of the extremely high acoustic
noise level inside the car, a noise-canceling mike 
would have been quite unnecessary. The com
bination of a low' gain setting of the speech ampli
fier and close talking in the old ham mobile 
style provided solid reception with little back
ground noise from the car. Reception in the 
ear was another matter. If copy was difficult 
iluring practice with few cars on the track, it 
was well nigh impossible with roaring exhausts 
all around, especially from the Camaro with 
which Walt swapped positions with disturbing 
frequency. Despite the noise in the pits, we got 
good copy from the base-station speaker, al
though w'e wished someone had thought to bring 
a set of headphones.

Due to the difficult reception in the car, lap 
times were given Walt via the chalkboard. As 
the halfway point of the race approached, Walt 
was notified and made his only scheduled pit 
stop on the fortieth lap. In almost, the time it 
takes to tell it, the car was fueled, tire wear 
checked, and Walt was on his way. Following an 
unscheduled stop for oil, there was no further 
contact from Walt. Despite the extra pit stop, 
he had worked his way into second position 
aided by the more serious troubles besetting 
the faster cars, and was threatening the Dart for 
the lead.

If this were being written in Hollywood, now 
would be the time to tell how our hero, overcom
ing insurmountable odds, spurred his year-old 
steed to victory; but it was not to be. With 
three laps to go, Walt failed to show up, and 
repeated calls failed to raise him. ¡Surely if he 
was stopped on the track, he could hear us and 
would be calling. Within minutes after the vic
torious Dodge took the checker, Walt appeared 
in the longest walk a driver can know'—from 
his broken car to the pit. A hasty post-mortem 
after the car was towed baek to the pit revealed 
a suspicious bulge in the side of the oil pan. Also, 
a Jones plug on the power cable had worked its 
way out of the back of the radio.

Next day, the car was back for the 24-hour 
Continental, with the long-distance engine in- 

(Continued on page
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HgæPUBLIC service corps’«®WWMuP- ___________ 0'_________ _________ __™Æ$1.

CONDUCTED BY GEORGE HÄRT,* W1JNM

Talking It Up
The “mean ham’’ articles which appeared all 

over the nation recently constitute an example of 
how bad publicity for one amateur became a 
kick-off for good publicity for the amateur in 
general. The headquarters received many indig
nant letters from amateurs demanding to know 
what action is being taken against the “mean” 
ham. Meanwhile, the public had been forcefully 
informed that amateurs nationwide were engaged 
daily in handling traffic for servicemen overseas.

The thing that escapes many of us about this 
incident is that it is by no means an isolated one. 
There are “mean” hams all over the place, 
some meaner than others, incidents similar to 
this do occur — that is, incidents in which 
amateurs purportedly performing a public 
service are QRMed — whether deliberately or 
not is difficult to ascertain — by other amateurs 
operating casually. What made this incident 
noteworthy was that it got talked about, by 
the right people (the nation’s press ) at the right 
time (when the nation’s emotions are in a high 
state about the morale of its sons overseas) to 
make it so.

We realize that most of the members who read 
this column are those who are interested in the 
subject of public service. Many QST readers 
probably do not even know it exists. The same 
can be said in general about public service 
operations, organizations and activities in ama
teur radio. Too many casual-type amateurs are 
unaware that the opportunity to serve in your 
amateur hat is available.

Perhaps we don’t talk about this facet of 
amateur radio enough. If we were to make more 
noise, popularize it by “yakking it up,” we might 
get more attention paid to it. In doing so, we 
have to be alert to the right place, the right 
time, the right manner in which to present it.

Preaching about duty, responsibility, moral 
obligation, the making of threats and impreca
tions— these are not effective with most ama
teurs. You have to be there with the goods at the 
right time, as was the reporter who wrote the 
release on the “mean ham.”

So let’s talk it up. At club meetings, let the 
membership know what is going on—not by 
giving a dry, factual report, but by telling them 
how much fun you had, and relating an amusing 
anecdote or two. IT rite it up, too, in club bulletins 
and other amateur papers. Make it plain, without

^Communications Manager.

Left to right ore WA4BXZ, WA4EWW and K4LLW pro
viding simulated emergency communications for the 

Tennessee Association of Rescue Squads.

just saying so, that those not in on it are missing 
something.

But don’t forget one other thing. While you 
are doing all this talking and writing, don’t forget 
that the basic thing in public service is doing it , 
not talking about it. Do it first, then talk about 
it. Empty talk serves no really useful purpose: 
but talking up what you do is essential for 
accumulation of support.

I’ll Be There. . . .
It is characteristic of many amateurs to 

modestly claim t hat they are first class operators 
and to magnanimously offer their services “if 
you need me.” “ I’m too busy to take part in 
drills,” they are apt to say, “but I’ve been 
through all that, and if you need me I’ll be there.”

In this connection, a recent communication 
from WOWRJ, SEC for the Orange (Calif.) 
section, contains the following admonition:

‘‘OK, so you sign up with AREC or RACES 
but soon tire of the routine of the training 
sessions. You know that you are a pretty good 
operator. You know how to time your rig so 
you can work Uncle Joe or your friend in Bula 
Bula.

“But how are you on net discipline? How 
closely can yon hit a net frequency and stay 
there? Does your equipment load and operate 
efficiently on the necessary frequencies? Do 
you know message handling procedures used in 
each net? Do you know when not to transmit?
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These are just a few of the things vital to opera
tion during an emergency, when there is no time 
to learn them.

“Have you ever tried to build or repair some
thing when you didn’t have the proper tool? 
If you accomplished the job at all, you took a lot 
of time, expended a lot of effort and made a lot. 
of unnecessary noise before you finished the job 
— and then the job wasn’t as good as you could 
have done with the proper tool. Or, did you ever 
go to a tool box for a nice, sharp chisel, saw or 
plane, only to find that neglect had left them 
nicked, rusted, or just plain dull? This is why 
we hold net sessions, to keep sharp, to avoid 
getting rusty, to be ready for the time when we are 
vitally needed in the public service.”

Thanks, Ralph, for- these words of wisdom.

Here is WB4AMI of the Virginia Tech Amateur Radio 
Association at the traffic desk during the Virginia Tech 
Festival Exhibition. Over 400 messages were handled 
and the hams manned their stations until 2 A.M. several 
nights because of the unexpected number of messages.

Diary of the AREC and RACES
On December 27. a few minutes after the “QTC” traffic 

net ou 7215 kc. opened, W2ECA called in to report two 
ears in trouble at different points on interstate highway 90. 
WR2VJB. the NCS for that day, immediately reported 
the information to the New York Troopers in Albany.
- W2EAF

The following services were reported by the West Coast 
Amateur Radio Service: April 17—W9JEZ reported a 
traffic accident, with injuries to K6KZL who notified the 
Highway Patrol. May 5— W AON YA reported a five-car 
accident to K2AR.T, who acted as relay to WA6DXJ who 
reported the information to the authorities. May 15 — 
KHVDL, operating portable at Pine Mountain. Calif., used 
72 55 kc. to contact his doctor in Ventura. He. had symptoms 
t hat, were serious and the doctor advised immediate hos- 
pitaltzation. K6VDL was recuperating from pneumonia, 
aeeurding to the latest report. May $7 — XE2UG tele
phoned W6Z0M and asked that he get on the air because 
XE1EEI needed to obtain a medicine for a patient ill with 

hepatitis. 'The arrangements were made via amateur radio 
and the drugs left for Mexico City for immediate tranship
ment to Guadalajara. May 27— W6AEV reported a traffic 
accident near Carpentcria, K6KZI called for a nearby 
station to summon aid. KGGHU oi Santa Barbara and 
W6DZ.T of South Pasadena called the Highway Patrol. 
W6AEV put out flares and the Highway Patrol arrived 
shortly. June 1 — WB6HHZ reported to the net. that some 
sheep were presenting a traffic hazard on the highway near 
Pleasanton. WB6DBS called the Highway Patrol with 
the message. June t — WB6CQB reported a two-car acci
dent on the Harbor Freeway of Los Angeles. WA6WHP 
called the Highway Patrol.— WB6IZF.

On May 5, HL9TK heard a distress call that originated 
from a sinking schooner ou Bombay Reef between the 
Philippine Islands and South Vietnam. The DonM Den 
had run aground on a coral reef near the Parcel Islands and 
water had shorted out the generator and temporarily 
disabled the radio before the exact location could be sent. 
Nearly an hour later the ship managed to get the radio back 
on the air and give the needed information. A network of 
amateurs was established consisting of HL9KO, KA8AB. 
KA8LM, KR6AF and KG6IJ. Several ships and aircraft 
were dispatched toward the trouble spot. Three and a half 
hours later the Dnnte Den was sighted and an aircraft 
dropped a survival kit. Later an amphibious aircraft com
pleted the rescue, and the network of amateurs secured 
after nearly seven hours of continuous operation.

On May 6, The Orange Section AREC furnished com
munications for the California Interscholastic Federation 
Tennis Matches. Courts at four different schools were used 
with match and player details coordinated via amateur 
radio. Operations involved sixteen amateurs and lasted for 
about nine and a half hours. — WB6Q.AK, EG.

Also on May 6, the Hamden, Conn., AREC group of 
about fourteen amateurs demonstrated their public service 
capabilities during the 50th anniversary of the New Haven 
Chapter of the American Red Cross. About twenty messages 
were originated and many of the Red Cross personnel were 
impressed with the capabilities of the amateurs. — W1NFG, 
EC Hamden, Conn.

On May 16, K5HXR was called because of a university 
riot. He immediately contacted the SEC, the SCM, pro
ceeded to the scene, kept in touch on 3900 kc, and prepared 
to set up on the 2-meter c.d. frequency. The riot was con
tained at 5:30 a.m. and the alert was secured.-.K5QQG, 
SEC STex.

This is the 2-meter operating position with VE3FYY and 
VE3BOD at search headquarters during the "Kilbride” 
search effort. Details are in the July Diary of the AREC.
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On May 20. an Air Canada DUS training flight cra-Cir i 
at Ottawa international Airport, killing the crew of three. 
The Ottawa Valley Mobile Radio Club provide 1 the 
'•ominunications from the crash site to Air Canada’-« oper
ations officer in the terminal building for about 15 ho irs. 
Several members of the club participated under the direction 
ui the assistant. EC.

On May 27, the Hazel Park Amateur Ra lio Club of 
Mich, operated twelve mobiles and a display booth at 
Green Acres Park. They handled 70 messages to service 
men during the Memorial Dav parade festivities.— 
IV8JXU,

On June 3 and 1. a large forest fire in Northwest Ontario 
threatened Sioux Lookout,. About 2300 inhabitants were 
evacuated. VE3EFX called the North West Ontarii Phone 
Net and stations in neighboring areas responded by han
dling a number of messages relating to the safety of the 
families. VE3EFI returned to Sioux Lookout the next day 
and handled traffic for persons who restore I the essential 
services after the threat, had passed. The net met again 
that evening and passed traffic until the band folded.— 
VE3EFX.

On June 5, quite a number of emergency power sources 
fur amateurs were given a dry run [trior to field day as a 
result of a power blackout. Five reports were receive L 
most stressing that the amateurs were ready and contacted 
the agencies to be served, but there were no situations that 
needed emergency communications. The AREC in Passaic, 
N.J. supplemented the police patrol and operated a remote 
police base station.

On June 10, K8D.TF/mobile came upon an auto accident 
in Canton. Ohio. He called in on the local AREC frequency 
and was answered by K8DHJ. K8JZN and W8QMH. 
K8DJF stayed on the scene to assist with communications 
until firemen arrived and things were under control.— 
K8DHJ, EC Stark County, Ohio.

Also on June 10. a severe weather alert was given out 
by the weather bureau for Northeastern Ohio. The Stark 
County AREC Net was activated and stayed in session 
for four hours. Liaison was maintained with the Ohio SSB 
Net and the local CB REACT organization.—K8DHJ. 
EC Stark County, Ohio

From June 1 to 12. the PHD Net on .’>0.100 kc. had 
quite a number of alerts and stand-bys because of a dozen 
rainy days, seven of which were severe weather warning 
and four of which were «lays of tornado watch. On June 11 
there was flooding near the towns of Smithville and River
side, Mo. In the wee hours of the 12th a tornado destroyed 
three homes and damaged several others. WA0KUH oper
ated the c.d. station at Liberty, Mo., and WA0QLN /mobile 
at Riverside throughout the night. There were fourteen 
messages handled and six amateurs who operated in the 
area.— WAQl'U^, EC Clay County, Mo.

Forty-three SEC reports were received for the month of 
April, representing 1.7,573 AREC members. This is five 
fewer reports and 2129 fewer members than a year ago. 
The sections that reported are: Ala, Alta. Ark, BC, Colo, 
Conn, Del, EFla, EMass. EPa, Ga, Ind. Ill. Kans. Ky. 
LA, Mar, Mich, Alo, Mont, NC, Neb. Nev, NH, NU 
Ohio, Okla. Ont, Org, Oreg. Que, Sask. SCV. SDak, SNJ, 
STex, SV, Utah, Va, Wash, WFla, WNY, WPu.

National Traffic System
Much fuss when NTS moved its entire schedule an hour 

earlier on June 1. Many said that NTS went on “daylight 
saving" time. This was the reason tor the move, but NTS 
does not operate on “daylight” time or local time aud 
hasn’t for years. It operates on GMT, and will continue to 
do so. As aud if the necessity dictates, it may change its 
schedule, but it will not change the kind of time it operates 
on.

Moving the time au hour earlier for all NTS nets and 
functions, it turns out. lias almost as many «lisadvaniages 
as leaving the time alone in the summer. For example 
the nets are, now too earl.v by the sun and suffer from poor 
propagation; but if we let them alone, some of the nets 
will be too late by the clock (the local clock, that is. by 
which we all live whether we like it or not). Staying on the 
same schedule all summer, as we have always done in the 
past, makes even the area nets pretty late by the clock 
for the younger element, the late region nets late even 
for the average, and the late section nets prohibitively late 
for almost everyone. Moving the time an hour earlier means 
that the section nets will be meeting in mid-afternoon by 
the sun, with mid-afternoon summertime high-sunspot 
propagation conditions. Region nets fare little better, and 
even the area nets meet in broad daylight, with the neces
sity to cover entire time zones. This may have been easy 
«luring periods of sunspot nulls, but it poses some difficulties 
now aud in years to come when we will have a sunspot 
node.

There are solutions, of course. The area nets and some 
of the more widespread region nets could move to 7 Me. 
TCC schedules could seek higher frequencies as the m.u.f. 
goes up, even going to 28 Me. if needed. New functionaries 
and NCS’ could be sought and put to work to replace those 
who hud that summer activities make it impossible to

This is the RACES area of the Denver Emergency Opera
tions Center.™ K0OVQ, RO Denver, Co/o.

continue. Or, if we stayed on the winter schedule all summer 
thus alleviating to some extent (but not entirely) the 
propagation problem hut facing the Jate-hour problem, 
late region nets could he rescheduled for early the following 
evening and late section nets could be eliminated for the 
Bummer.

But it seems to us we ought to make up our minds what 
we want to do. This year, it was assumed the procedure 
of previous years would be followed — that is, the NTS 
schedule remain the same on GMT. Then, late in April 
it came to the attention of a busy headquarters that all 
but two or three states were being required to change over. 
Too late to make the changeover effective by the end of 
April, but convinced that the great majority of NTSers 
desired the change, we announce«! that NTS would move 
to a one-hour-earlier schedule on June I. This announcement 
was not widely circulated until close to the changeover 
•late, and by the end of April confusion reigned supreme, 
most NTSers failing to assume, as we did, that not having 
been notified otherwise, we would continue on the same 
GAIT schedule as always.

As mentioned in June QST, the change is not a permanent 
one—that is, no «lecision has yet been made that we 
will automatically change the time of the NTS schedule 
twice each year as the populace fiddles with their clocks. 
We have yet to see how many states will pass legislation 
next year to permit them to let. their clocks alone; and we 
have yet. to assess the sentiment of NTSers in the light of 
this year’s experience. Meanwhile, let’s he thinking about 
if. Remember, the question is not “should we go on day
light saving time." because NTS operates on GAIT and 
there is no GDST (not when the G stands for Greenwich- 
anyway). The question is, do we change the NTS time
table to operate «>ne hour earlier each spring and then back 
again each fall?— ll'IN.IM.
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■May reports: 
lie»-

N'et sion*
EAN ■ . • ......   .31
CAN. ..........30
P AN.........   .31
1RN.. ........ .62
2RN. ......... .62
3RN.........   .62
1RN, ...........57
RN5..... . 62
RN6...........62
RN7...... . .55
8RN........   .62
9RN. ..........60
TEN.... ...... 62
HCN. .........................29
TWN. ........ .30
Sections2.....2480
TCC Eastern, , . I 193
TCC Central... 933
TCC Pacific.... 124s
Summary. . . . .3237
Record...... 2819

Traffic Kate 
1801 1.217 
11.53 .849
1450 1.141 
685 .364
575 .659
662 .181
485 .32 i
604 .327
1115 .734
554 .391
598 .388
601 .504
845 .736
76 .188

620 .618
13,246 

847 
693

__ 962 
27,572 
32,465

After- Kr.prescn-
nyc tation (%) 

58.1 95.7
38.3 96.8
46.8 97.8
11.0 93.8
14.0 95.8
10.7 100
8.5 82.2
9.7 89.9

17.9 100
10.0 —
9.7 95.7
10.1 96,9
13.4 80.0
2.6 61.31

20.7 75.fi1
5.3

1 Region net representation based on one session per day
2 Section and Local nets reporting (74): AENB, D, 11’ 

M, O, P, R, T (Ala.); ARSN. OZK (Ark.); SCN, SCS (Cai.); 
CCN, HNN (Colo.); CPN (Connj; FAST. FATT. FMTN, 
QFN. SATN. TPTN. WFPN fFla.); GSN (Ga.); QIN 
And.); Iowa 75; OKS (Kans.); KRN, KTN (Ky.); LAN 
(La.); PTN. SGN (Me.); AIDDS. MEPN, MTTN (Ald.- 
DeL); EAINN (Mass.); A16AJTN, QMN (Mich.); A1JN, 
MSN, MSPN (Minn.); MNN. MTTN, PUD (Mo.); 
NJN. MJPN (N.J.): NLLVHF. NYS (NAD; NCN, 
NCNN, NCSB, THEN (N.C.); BN, OSSB (Ohio); OLZ. 
SSZ (Okla.); EPA, EPEN, PTTN, WPA (Pa.); RISPN 
• R.I.); SCN (S.C.); TPN (Tenn.); TEX (Texj; BUN 
(Utah); VTNH CVt-N.H.); VN, VSBN, VSN (Va.); 
WSN (Wash.); WVN (W.Va.i: BEN, WSBN (Wis.); 
APSN (Alta.); GBN (Ont.).

3 TCC functions performed not counted as sessions.
K1WJD sez a very poor month in representation after 

what looked like a good start on the .year. W9DYG missed 
a session May 26 because of the “Big Blackout Night” 
(conditions, not power), and “I’m still all for the time 
change, even if all the statistics are down.” W6VNQ 
issued net certificates to VE6ATH, W6WPF, IF*» AAF 
LQE. Extreme difficulties existed on May 26 because of 
ionospheric conditions. W1EFW sez that 1RN has now 
tried out the system of having the EAN RX station become 
the NCS of 1RN the following evening and it works out 
OK-only one dissenting vote tallied to date. WA2GQZ 
issued net certificates to W2CKF, KKK WWH
UHZ MOQ. K3MV0 reports that the night of May 26 
was a lulu! K5IBZ issued net certificates to W5AIBC and 
WA4IJH; the early session is having trouble with short

The Indiana Phone Net on 3910 kc. was represented by 
W9VJX and W9QUH at the Randolph County Airport 
during the June 4 effort which maintained communications 
w\h Vietnam.— WA9GKF, SEC Indiana.

skip and 40 meters may be used for that session. K7JHA 
report« the first month of two sessions for several years 
and that the 2nd session attendance was poor; average 
and rate were down to the lowest figures in years. W0LGG 
reports that the new time is proving very unsatisfactory 
for the first session; the VE4s have tried to QNI and do 
not get through except with a relay. VE3BZB sez that 
conditions wiped out a couple of sessions; the new starting 
time has completely dashed any hope of Maritime reps 
unless the net is moved to 40 meters. K7NHL gives the 
credit for the jump in rate to K0ZSQ for bringing U8O 
traffic from Denver. No problems with the change in 
time except for the fine margin of band conditions. W3EML

WB4CXM (assistant EC), WA4DJU (Communications Offi
cer) and K4UWH (RM), operating during an emergency 
exercise February 23. About 60 messages were handled 
by the members of the Johnson City Amateur Radio 

Association of Tennessee.

sez that except for the solar burst of May 25/26, TCC 
Eastern enjoyed a fair month. W9JUK issued certificates 
to K4DZAI and WA0IAW; the recent aurora conditions 
had adverse effects on a few of the skeds. W7DZX sez that 
the report would have been pretty good if conditions had 
not taken things out of our hands from May 25 through 
the rest of the month.

May TCC reports:
i'UHC- % Hur- (fut-of-Net

Arra tian* Tr attic Traffic
Eastern 119 88.3 2250 817
( ’entrai 93 90.4 1413 693
Pacific 124 88.0 1962 962
Summary 336 88.8 5625 2502

TCC roster: Eastern Area (W3EML. Dir.) — JT7$ EFW 
EMG NJM, K1WJD, IF^ GKZ GVH SEI, K2, RYB 
SIL/8 SSX. WAfr BLV UPC WBA/5, TFR^ OHK RKK, 
IFS» EML NEM, K3AIV0, 1F4« DVT ZM, JF^ UHT 
HQL UM, K8KMQ, IFASs CFJ KUW OGG. Central 
Area (W9JUK, Dir.) — K-1DZM. WA4WWT, GBP 
KRX. IF.9« DND DYG J UK QLW VAY YT, WA9x 
NFS NPB, Os LCX TDR, K0AEM, WA0MLE. Pacific 
Area (W7DZX, Dir.) — I Ff?« BGF EOT HC IPW TY1M 
VNQ. KGs AJU DYK LRN. IF.l^ CTO ROF, WB6UVA. 
JF7« AAF DZX BAIA RBAI/7 ZIW.

uther Net Keports:
Net Session* (Uirrfo-ins Traftic
QTC 24 287 202
HBN 31 402 556
75 Interstate 31 Î103 5H
20 Interstate .z.t 308 2724
Mike Farad 385 279
7290 42 .1163 654
North American 27 779 636
New England Teenage 31 310 115
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Happenirij^^f the Month

RTTY CLARIFICATION ON SIGNING
In Docket 1737“, FCC’s proposals to stream

line amateur identification rules, language re
lating to identification by “telegraphy” was 
first thought to include RTTY. If it did, the 
effect would have been to make identification 
on RTTY more restrictive: accordingly, the 
section was a cause for some concern among tele
printer enthusiasts, and among ARRL Directors 
at the May meeting.

In response to questions raised by the League, 
and specifically to an inquiry by W6AEE, FCC 
clarifies its intent in these words:

“ Proposed sections 97.87 (al and 97.87 (d) 
mean that the amateur radio printer operator is 
not required to transmit the call sign of the other 
station or stations being called or worked in 
International Morse. The word ‘telegraphy’ 
in the second sentence of paragraph 97.87 (a) 
is intended to apply only to stations using Morse 
for the ‘exchange’, not to stations using five-unit 
teleprinter code for the exchange.”

The text of the docket appears on page 83, 
QST for June. The League’s comment, iu sup
port, will appear iu the September issue.

Wb V. primer
One of America's top scientists, Lloyd V. 

Berkner, died on June 4 at the age of 62. Lloyd 
was licensed as 9AWM in Sleepy Eye, Minnesota 
while a high school student; his early interest 
in radio led to his selection as radio operator for 
the first Byrd expedition to the Antarctic, 
1928-1930. Shortly before that, he had assisted 
Amelia Earhart in preparations for her first 
transatlant ic flight.

He later went to Washington as an engineer 
for the Bureau of Standards and took part in the 
Carnegie Institutes research program in terres
trial, magnetism. During World War II as a Naval 
officer he helped develop the proximity fuse for 
antiaircraft shells and aircraft radar equipment, 
in 1949 he was picked by the Department of 
State to set up the military assistance program 
for NATO. From 1951 to 1960 Lloyd was presi
dent of Associated Universities, Inc., which ran 
the Brookhaven National Laboratories on behalf 
of the Atomic Energy Commission. He was a 
prime mover in freedom of scientific information 
and was instrumental in the International 
Geophysical Y’ear of 1957-58. From 1958 to 1962 
he was chairman <>f the Space Science Board, 
National Academy of Science, and iu 1961 
served a year as president of the Institute of 
Radio Engineers. Recently he has been first 
president and then chairman of the hoard for the

Southwest Center for Advance Studies at Dallas, 
Texas. NASA presented him with, its Distin
guished Public Service Medal in 1966.

Though not licensed in recent years, Lloyd 
has remained a member of the League aud fins 
stayed interested in amateur radio. In March 
lie wrote to Hq:

“As you know, I started my own career as 
a radio amateur and I have always been greatly 
impressed by the contributions that have been 
made by the amateurs to the progress of not 
only radio science but also to our technical 
and scientific/strength. It has been a source 
of interest to me that many of our leading 
scientists and engineers have started their 
careers as radio amateurs. This provides to our 
nation strength that could hardly be acquired 
in any other way.”

AMATEUR RADIO WEEK
Our listing in Chase’s “Calendar of Annual 

Events” has stirred up interest in Amateur 
Radio 'Week among newspaper columnists, 
Librarians and others who ordinarily have missed 
it. Though Congress still shows no sign of interest 
in declaring the Week nationally, a steady stream 
of local and state proclamations continues.

In addition to others previously reported, we 
have information on Amateur Radio Week in

When W4ZZ went portable at Mt. Le Conte in the great 
Smokies, he was looking for a reliable person to mail his 
notification to FCC, since mail goes out only two or three 
times a week. One of the visitors to the Lodge noticed the 
20-meter vertical, and asked about the radio set-up. 
He turned out to be Commissioner Nicolas Johnson of the 
FCC, and he was perfectly willing to serve as messenger in 
this instance! Here W4ZZ and the Commissioner pose with 
WA4BVT (right) who joined in the high-level hamfest.
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Arkansas, declared by Governor Winthrop 
Rockefeller for June 17-24: in Washington 
State, by Governor Dan Evans for June IS#—25: 
by Mayor Neal S. Blaisdell of Honolulu for 
June 18-24, and our most consistant city, 
Englewood, N. J. June 18-24. Governor Rocke
feller emphasized scientific endeavor and training 
for emergency and military communications. 
In Washington State, civil defense and emer
gency communications were instrumental in the 
declaration. The umpteenth Englewood paper 
(we’ve lost track, but it has been a good many 
consecutive years) emphasizes emergency work 
and the Field Day exercises. Honolulu’s proc
lamation added the cultivation of international 
friendship to these other reasons for lauding 
amateur radio.

ELECTION NOTICE
To All Full Members of The American 
Radio Relay League Residing in the Atlan
tic, Canadian, Dakota, Delta, Great Lakes, 
Midwest, Pacific and Southeastern Divi
sions:

An election is about to be held in each of the 
above-mentioned divisions to choose both a 
director and a vice-director for the 1968-1969 
term. These elections constitute an important 
part of the machinery of self-government of 
ARRL. They provide the constitutional oppor
tunity for members to put the direction of their 
association in the hands of representatives of 
their own choosing. The election procedures are

OVERSEAS AND ABSENTEE 
BALLOTS

All ARRL members who are licensed 
by FOO or DOT but are temporarily 
resident outside the U.S. >r Canada are 
now eligible for Full Membership. These 
members overseas who arrange to be. 
listed as Full Members in an appropriate 
division prior to September 20 will be 
able to vote this year where elections are 
being held.

Even within the U.S., Full Members 
temporarily resident outside the ARRL 
division they consider home rnay now 
notify the Secretary prior to September 
20, giving the current QST address and 
the reason why another division is con
sidered home (e.g., holding an amateur 
call appropriate to the division I. So if your 
home division is the Atlantic, Canadian, 
Dakota, Delta, Great Lakes, Midwest, 
Pacific or Southeastern, but your QST 
goes elsewhere because of a different resi
dence, please let the Secretary know, as 
soon as possible but no later than Sep
tember 20, so you’ll receive a ballot for 
your home division.

"Modeling Radiation Patterns of Whip Antennas," by Dale 
W. Covington, K4GSX, was voted best article in the Jan
uary issue by the ARRL Board of Directors. Accordingly,the 
Cover Plaque award was presented to K4GSX (right) by 
Southeastern Division Director W4LW (left) and assistant 
directors W4AUP and W4EEE at the Atlanta Hamfest on 

June 4.

specified in the By-Laws. A copy of the Articles 
of Association and By-Laws will be mailed to 
any member upon request.

Nomination is by peti ion, which must reach 
the Headquarters by noon of September 20. 
Nominating petitions are hereby solicited. Ten 
or more Full Members of the League residing in 
any one of the above-named divisions may join 
in nominating any eligible Full Member residing 
in that division as a candidate for director there
from, or as a candidate for vice-director there
from. No person may simultaneously be a candi
date for both offices; if petitions are received 
naming the same candidate for both offices, his 
nomination will be deemed for director only and 
his nomination for vice-director will bo void. 
Inasmuch as all the powers of the director are 
transferred to the vice-director in the event of 
the director’s resignation or death or inability to 
perform his duties, it is of as great importance 
to name a candidate for vice-director as it is for 
director. The following form for nomination is 
suggested:

Executive Committee
The, American Radio Relay League

Newington, Conn. OUI 11
JPe, the. undersigned Full Members of the ARRL

residing in the..................................Division, hereby
nominate............... ......................... of...............
as a candidate for director; and we also nominate........

................of......................... as a candidate fur
vice-director; from this division for the i OOS—1 lui'i term.

(Name Call City Date}

The signers must be Full Members in good stand
ing. The nominee must be the holder of at least 
a General Class amateur license, or a Canadian 
Advanced Amateur Certificate, must be at least 21 
years of age, and must have been licensed and a 
Full Member of the League for a continuous term
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The Ozone ARC of Slidell, La. recently received its 
charter of affiliation with the League. Shown presenting 
the charter to club president, WA5FDD, is Delta Division 
Director W5LDH. Others (I. to r.) are (front row) W5PM, 
W5NGA, WA5FDD, W5LDH, W5PFT, WA5CKJ, (back 
row) W5KWY, K5AGI, WA5RGX, WA5QCX, W5PBQ, 

W5OAR, and WA5CKI. (Photo by WA5QXH)

of at least four years at the time of his election. No 
person is eligible who is commercially engaged in the 
manufacture, sale or rental of radio apparatus 
capable of being used in radio communications, is 
commercially or governmentally engaged in fre
quency allocation planning or implementation, or 
is commercially engaged in the publication of radio 
literature intended in whole or in part for consump
tion by radio amateurs.

.All such petitions must be filed at the headquar
ters office of the League iu Newington, Conn., by 
noon EDST of the 20th day of September, 1067. 
There is no limit to the number of petitions that may 

be filed on behalf of a given candidate but no mem
ber shall append his signature to more than one 
petition for the office of director and one petition for 
the office of vice-director. To be valid, a petition 
must have the signature of at least ten Full Members 
in good standing; that is to say, ten or more Full 
Members must join in executing a single document; 
a candidate is not nominated by one petition bearing 
six valid signatures and another bearing four. Peti
tioners are urged to have an ample number of signa
tures since nominators are occasionally found not 
to bo Full Members in good standing. It is not neces
sary that a petition name candidates both for direc
tor and for vice-director but members are urged to 
interest themselves equally in the two offices.

League members are classified as Full Members 
and Associate Members. Only those possessing Full 
Membership may nominate candidates or stand as 
candidates; members holding Associate Membership 
are not eligible to either function.

Voting by ballots mailed to ea«?h Full Member will 
take place between October 8 and November 20, 
except that if on September 20 only one eligible 
candidate has been nominated, he will be declared 
elected.

Present directors and vice-directors for these divi
sions are: Atlantic; Gilbert L. Crossley, W3YA and 
Jesse Biebermun, W3KT. Canadian; Noel B. Eaton. 
VE3CJ and Colin C. Dumbrille, VE2BK. Dakota; 
Charles G. Compton, WOBUO; the vice-directorship 
is vacant. Delta; Philip P. Spencer, W5LDH/ 
W5LXX and Max Arnold, W4WHN. Great Lakes; 
Dana E. Cartwright, WsUPB and Charles C. Miller, 
W8JSU. At ¿direst; Sumner H. Foster, W0GQ; the 
vice-directorship is vacant. Pacific; Harry M. 
Engwicht, W6HC and Ronald G. Martin, VV6ZF. 
Southeastern; Charles J. Boivin, W4LVV and Albert 
L. Hamel, K4SJH.

Full Members are urged to take the initiative and 
to file nominating petitions immediately.

For the Board of Directors:
July 1, 1967 john huntoon

Secretary

Alabama — The* 1967 North Alabama Hamfest will be 
held August 20 in Florence, Alabama at the Lauderdale 
County Coliseum. For more information write Owen W. 
Livingston, WA4SCQ.

.Arizona — The Amateur Radio Council of Arizona will 
sponsor the Annual Fort Tuthill Hamfest, located 6 miles 
South of Flagstaff ou July 28-30, Talk-in on 3878 kc. ami 
51.0 Me. Pot luck dinner on Sunday. Free camping per
mitted on site. For further information, contact Bob 
Dreste, K7V0R.

British Columbia — The BCARA Centennial Picnic 
will be held in Queen’s Park, New Westminster, on August 
13.

California^—The Satellite Club picnic ami transmitter 
hunt will be on .August 13.

Delaware—’The Delaware Hamfest is scheduled for 
August 27. Rain date is September 3. Locution: Banning 
Park, Wilmington, Delaware.

Georgia—-The Second Annual Ham-Nic will be held 
at the Sportsman’s Club Pavilion (follow Gu. 53 Fast of 
Gainesville to sign), Gainesville, Luke Lanier, Ga. A real 
family hum picnic with activities for all. Mobile talk-in 
(IO:UU a.m. to 1:60 p.m.) 3975 kc. and 50.25 Me, Kentucky 
fried chicken hot box lunches available for *1.25.

Idaho—The WIMU Hamfest will be held at .Mack’s 
Inn, Idaho (20 miles south of West Yellowstone) on Au- 
giist. 4, 5, and 6. Activities will include mobile hunts, 
treasure hunts, demonstrations, home brew equipment con
tests, and many other activities for the whole family. 
Information from P.O. Box 312, Lyman, Wyoming 82937.

Illinois — The Hamfesters Radio Club will hold its 33rd 
Hamfest Sunday, August 13, at Santa Fe Park, 91st and 
Wolf Rd., Willow Springs, Ill.

Illinois — The Quad City ARC and tho Davenport 
ARC will hold a hamfest Sunday, .August 20, at Fairy Lund 
Park, located on Rt. t!l, ¡.2 miles North of Davenport, 
Iowa. Hours 8:00 a.m. to ? p.tr. Free coffee and dough
nuts 9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., lunch, refreshments, and un
limited parking. Trunk sales, hidden transmitter hunt and 
plenty of other activities. Advance ticket donation §1.50 or 
3 for $1,00: $1.50 at the door, For additional information 
and advance tickets, contact W ayne Youngbcrg, WA9RDC. 
2308 Stadium Dr,, Rock Island, Illinois.

Illinois—The Fox River Radio League will have its 
Shop-n-Swap Humfest Sunday August. 26» at Phillips Park 
Pavilion, Aurora, Ill. Swap tables, picnic grounds, rides for 
tho kids, playground, food, and shelter. Talk-in on 1 15.35 
Mc, and 3.91 Me.

Illinois—'The Miniiramfist will be held at the Boone 
County Fair Grounds on August 20.

Iowa — The Iowa 75-meter Phone Net will hold its an
nual picnic on Sunday, August 13. at Mcllose Park, Boone, 
Iowa, All hams and their families are invited. People plan
ning to attend are rcqui sted to bring a covered dish and their
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own table service. Soft drinks will be available for the chil
dren. For further information contact Ray Pollock, 
WA0FFN.
Iowa — The Quad City ARC and the Davenport ARC 

will hold a hamfest Sunday August 20 at Fairy LandPak, 
located on Rt. 61, 12 miles North of Davenport, Iowa. 
Hours 8:00 a.m. to 00:00 p.m. Free coffee and doughnuts 
u:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., lunch, refreshments, and unlimited 
parking. Trunk sales, hidden transmitter hunt and plenty 
of other activities. Advance ticket donation $1.50 or 3 for 
$1.00: $1.50 at the door. For additional information and 
advance tickets, contact Wayne Youngberg, WA9RDC, 
2308 Stadium Dr., Rock Island, Illinois,

Kansas — August 20 has been set for the big Hamfest 
in Dodge.

Manitoba — The Manitoba Association of Amateur Ra
dio Clubs will be hosting amateurs at the Centennial Mid- 
Continent Hamfest to be held in Winnipeg, Manitoba on 
September 2 and 3. The site will be the UMSU Building 
on the University of Manitoba Campus. There will be 
transmitter hunts, a social evening, aud a banquet with a 
distinguished guest, speaker. Alain events will be held before 
Sunday noon to allow any W/K registrants to leave for 
return on Monday. For further information contact Jim 
Riddle, VE1JC, P.O. Box 475, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can
ada.

Missouri — The Southwest Missouri ARC will hold its 
annual Picnic and Hamfest on August 27 at Fassuight 
Park in Springfield, Mo,

Missouri — The Zero-Beaters ARC will hold their an
nual Hamfest in Washington on August 6,

Minnesota — The Saint Cloud Hamfest will be held on 
August 13 at Wilson Park, Saint Cloud, Alinn, Registration 
1« $1,00, bring your own picnic dinner, free coffee. Join in 
the games, fun, eyeball QSOs. 11:00 a.m. to B:00 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Saint Cloud Radio Club.

New Jersey—'The Southern Counties ARA will again 
hold their annual Hamfest and Picnic at Egg Harbor Lake, 
Egg Harbor City, New' Jersey. The location is just off 
Route 50, three miles North of the intersection with Route 
30. The date is Sunday, August 27, beginning at 10:00. 
SCARA Hamfests are a family affair. In addition to the 
popular swapshop, there will be lake bathing, auction, chil
dren’s events and tree shaded picnic and refreshment facili
ties. Registration is $1.00 per person or $1.50 for the entire 
elan. Monitoring will be on 50.2 and 147 Mc. More details 
from C. J. Hobert, Jr., 313 Shore Road, Northfield, N. J. 
08225.

New York — The Central New York Chapter of QCWA 
will hold its first Annual Picnic at Harris Hill, Elmira, 
New York on August 5 at 1:00 p.m. AU QCWA members 
and their families are invited, each to bring his own basket 
lunch. Outdoor grills are available. Talk-in frequency is 
3810 kc. Let’s get acquainted. See you there.

New York — The Fulton. ARC will have a Ham Bake 
Saturday August 19 at Alalone’s, 1 mile West of Fulton 
New York on Route 3. The clams will be there . . . 
steamed, raw or in chowder. Corn on the cob and more. 
Food from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m., registration from 1:00 p.m. on. 
Price: $6.00 per ticket, only 100 to be sold.

Ohio — The Annual Findlay Hamfest will be held in 
Findlay, Ohio at Riverside Park on Sunday, September 10. 
Come and bring the entire family. Facilities for the ladies, 
amusements for the children. Tickets and information from 
Clark Foltz, W8UN, 122 W. Hobart, Findlay, Ohio 45840.
Ohio—’The Tenth Annual Warren ARA Hamfest will 

be held Sunday August 27, rain or shine, at Community 
Center, Newton Falls. Follow the arrows from Ohio Route 
.534 and the Ohio Turnpike Exit 14. Get route slip at the 
Turnpike exit. Displays, swap shop, home brew and c.w. 
contest. Fall and wig style shows for the YLs. Talk-in sta
tions on 10, 6, and 2 meters.

Pennsylvania — The Mt. Airy V.H.F. Radio Club is 
holding its 12th Annual Family Day and Picnic on Sunday, 
August 13 (rain date August 20) at Fort Washington State 
Park, Flourtown, Pa., in cooperation with the. Delaware 
Valley Chapter of the QCWA. Come and get together with 
vour families and friends for an old time outing of games, 
cook-out, and just plain relaxing for a day away from home. 
There will be games for the kids and activities for the YLs 
and XYLs. Free soda for all.

Pennsylvania—The 18th AnnualGabfest of the Union
town ARC will be held Saturday afternoon and evening on 
September 9 at the club grounds ou the Old Pittsburgh 
Road, North of Uniontown and about one mile from the

CTTGO service station, on the corner of Route 51 and the 
Old Pittsburgh Road. Registration is $2.00. Facilities on 
the grounds compel! the club to make this a stag affair.

Pennsylvania — The 12th Annual Hamfest by Four 
York County Clubs will be held at Adams County Fair 
Grounds, 4 miles North of Abbottstown, Pa., September 3, 
rain or shine. Registration begins at 0900. Talk-in on 50.62 
and 145.62 Mc. Plenty of eats, drinks, transmitter hunt, 
and activities for the ladies. For more information write 
K3POR, LeRoy Frey, 180 Albemarle St., York, Penna. 
17403.

Pennsylvania — The WPA and KSSN traffic men and 
the AREC members from Western Pennsylvania will hold 
their annual picnic/discussion period on Sunday, August 27 
at Clear Creek State Park. Take Route 36 North from 
Brookville, Pa. to Sigel and take Route 949 North from 
Sigel to the park area. Watch for signs.

South Dakota — The Yankton Radio Club members 
are getting prepared for the big South Dakota Picnic to be 
held August 19 and 20.

Tennessee — The Eighth Annual Cedars of Lebanon 
Hamfest will be held August 27 at Cedars of Lebanon 
State Park, ten miles South of Lebanon on Route 231 S. 
Talk-in on 50.25 and 3.980 Mc. Pot luck lunch at 1:00 p.m. 
Everybody bring enough food to feed your own party. 
I »rinks will be available on the grounds. For further infor
mation, call W4VJW.

Texas — The Annual Northwest Texas Emergency Net 
and Picnic & Swapfest will be held Sunday, August 6 at 
the city Park in Levelland. Registration is free. Picnic ta
bles will be provided. This is an affair for the entire family. 
Playground for the kids. Bring your own picnic basket and 
join us. Swapfest starts at 9:00 a.m., lunch at 1:00 p.m. 
Mobile talk-in on 3950 kc.

Vermont — The International Field Day will be held 
again at the Cliffside Country Club, Burlington, Vt„ on 
August 13.

West Virginia — The. Black Diamond Radio Club will 
hold its Eight Annual Ham-Pie on Sunday, August 27, at 
the Bluefield, W. V. City Park. For further information or 
reservations write P.O. Box 292, Bluefield, W. V. 24701.

fesE)

COMING A.R.RX. CONVENTIONS

September 2-1, 1967 — Maritime Sec
tion. Moncton, New Brunswick

September 8-10, 1967 — Southw'est/Pa
cific Divisions, Los Angeles, Calif.

September 9, 1967 — Kentucky State, 
Louisville, Kentucky

October 1, 1967 — South Carolina State, 
Lyman.

October 27-29, 1967 — Ontario Province, 
Ottawa, Ontario

ATLANTIC PROVINCES CONVENTION
Moncton, New Brunswick

Sept. 2-4, 1967
The ARRL Atlantic Provinces Convention will 

be held at the Brunswick Hotel in downtown 
Moncton, N.B., Canada all three days of the 
Labor Day weekend. Saturday’s program begin
ning at 1:30 p.m. includes the general assembly, 
technical seminars, and annual meetings of 
NBARA, NSARA and the Sparkettes. There will 
be a tea and do-it-yourself hat show for the 
ladies. Evening activities are a barbeque and 
dance. .

(Continued on page 118)
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Sunday morning at 9:3(1 the ARRL Breakfast 
Forum will be held, with a bus tour for the 
family. That afternoon there will be a picnic and 
transmitter hunt, and Sunday evening the official 
banquet will begin at 7 c.m., with guest speakers 
and entertainment. At midnight the traditional 
ritual of The Royal Order of the Woulf Hong 
will be conducted for amateurs who are members 
of the League.

Monday will see additional technical seminars 
and a Morse Code contest. Exhibits, Swap Shop 
and a convention ham station VE1AOA will 
attract participants throughout the holidays. 
Bibysittingserviee will be available, andseparate 
s siting for the youngsters during the banquet will 
give the OM and XYL a ‘'night out.”

Pra-rogistration is a must: until August 15 the 
rates are 88 for adults, 86 for children under 14, 
i iduding the barbeque, dance, banquet and 
e itertainment. .After the 1.5th, fees are 810 for 
adults aud 88 for children. The convention com
mittee cannot guarantee to accept any registra
tions after August 28. Rooms start at $3.50 
single, $5.00 double and reservations should be 
made prior to August 15 if possible. Trailer and 
tent camping facilities are also available. The 
address to write is Atlantic Centennial Con
vention, P.O. Box 115, Moncton, N.B., Canada.

SOUTHWEST/PACIFIC DIVISIONS 
CONVENTION

Los Angeles, Calif. September 8—10
The 1967 combined Southwestern/Pacific Di

visions ARRL Convention sponsored by the 
I,os Angeles Area Council of Amateur Radio 
Clubs, Inc., will be held September 8 through 10 
at the .Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. The 
convention will offer speakers, open forums, 
manufacturer's clinics, contests, mobile judging, 
a ladies luncheon and fashion show, SWOOP, 
the Royal Order of the Woulf Hong, plus many 
other events. Speakers include Lew McCov, 
WHOP, and other ARRL officials plus W. Bill 
Conkel, W6DNG, winner of the 1966 ARRL 
Merit Award for moolibounce experimentation. 
Barry Goldwater, K7UGA, will be the feature 
speaker at the banquet.

Other area attractions include numerous elec
tronics firms, the new Los Angeles Music Center, 
Dodger's Stadium, famous night clubs and res
taurants aud the finest shopping area in Los 
Angeles.

Registration is $2, combined banquet aud 
registration $10, until August 15: $3 aud $12 
after that date. Make cheeks payable to ARRL 
(ionvention and send to P.O. Box 3151, Van 
Xtiys, California 91407. Room reservations 
should be made directly with the Ambassador 
Hotel, 3WO Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
California 90005.

ARRL KENTUCKY STATE CONVENTION
Louisville, Kentucky September 8-9, 1967

The Louisville Ham Kenvention will be held 
Friday evening September 8 and Saturday Sep-

tember 9 nt The Executive (nn, Waterson Ex
pressway near the Fair Grounds in Louisville,
Kentucky.

Scheduled for Friday evening is an open house 
for all visiting hams, a sneak preview with 
movies for the new hams and the Old Kentucky 
Ham Club dinner meeting, which all old timers 
are invited to attend.

Saturday's program includes forums on ham 
TV, RTTY, v.h.f./u.h.f., antennas, nets, MARS, 
public service, ARRL, DX with Stu Meyer, 
W2GIIK and Gus Browning, AV4BPD. Stu will 
speak and show his film on the rare DXpeditions. 
C.w. contest and “home-brew” contest will be 
held. Southern Bell Telephone Company will 
give a laser demonstration.

A fine program is arranged for the ladies, 
featuring a visit to Speed Museum, a lecture at 
the Planetarium and a dinner. A large “Flea 
Market” will be in operation for the trailers. A 
banquet Saturday night will wind up the ac
tivities, with Mr. Ivan H. Loucks, W3DG, 
formerly in charge of the Amateur and Citizens 
Radio Division of the Federal Communications 
Commission, and now a communication and 
signal engineer, with the .Association of American 
Railroads, as the featured speaker.

Governor Breathitt has, by proclamation, 
designated Kenvention Week, September 4 to 19 
as Kentucky Amateur Week, in recognition of 
amateur participation in public service. A cer
tificate signed by the Governor will be distributed 
by the Kenvention to certificate hunters working 
Kentucky hams during this week.

Admission tickets in advance $2.50: at the 
door $3.00. Banquet tickets $5.50; at the door 
$6.00. Ladies program $3.00 in advance. Banquet 
tickets are limited and reservations should be 
made without delay. For informât ion and reserva
tions write Louisville Ham Kenventiom Bov 
20094, Louisville, Kentucky 40220. IqsT^I

M^StraysU

W4IIS wants to be sure no one will miss seeing his cal! 
letter plates. Walt mounted his past nine license plates 

in the rear of his car.
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BY HAROLD W. MORGAN, M.D.,* K0JTP

T
he hospital ship Hope is presently in Car
tagena, Colombia, as part of the “People to 
People" program. She will be stationed 
there until December, 1967, when she will return 

to the States for refitting before going to Ceylon 
on her next mission of mercy. This Ls the sixth 
year that the ship has carried its program of 
teaching service to areas of the world requesting 
her help.

Ham radio is usually the only means of main
taining contact between the people on board and 
their relatives and friends at home. Telephone 
contacts are expensive aud not too dependable 
from many parts of the world. The pay of the 
people on board is much less than they would 
receive at home and all the doctors aud dentists 
donate their services, receiving only their trans
portation, food, and quarters while serving their 
two months' rotations. The entire project is sup
ported by voluntary gifts of the people of the 
United States, and is the brain child of Dr. Wm. 
Walsh, who now spends his time as administrator 
of the program. The Hope itself is the old Consola
tion, a hospital ship taken from the mothball fleet 
following the Korean War, and rented to the 
project for one dollar a year. It is operated by 
the Grace Lines, at cost. The usual number of 
people aboard at any one time is about 135 plus 
the crew.

The full-time radio operator on board the Hope 
is Don MacLean, VE3BFA, of Sudbury, Ontario, 
Canada. Don is responsible for all the more-or-less 
official contacts and for handling traffic when no 
other licensed operators are on board. However, 
on most rotations there is a second operator 
among the doctors or dentists.

I was fortunate in being on board as a radio
logist for two months. As a radio amateur, I had 
access to the ham rig and most evenings 1 spent 
about two hours malting contacts with U. S. 
hams, passing traffic for the people on board.

The equipment in the ham shack was donated 
and is maintained by the Hallicrafters company. 
A 3-element beam antenna is used on the amateur 
bauds and is mounted on the starboard after 
mast. The shuck itself is located on “B” deck, 
a short distance from the dining area and is 
equipped with a telephone for paging purposes. 
The shack is a small room . . . four people make 
a crowd. However, frequently there were 10 to 15
* UM Medical Arts Center, Mason City, Iowa 50401. 

people in and around the shack waiting for 
contacts with friends and loved ones at home. In 
order to have some order and as a means of 
instruction, a notice of “How to Behave in the 
Ham Shack” is posted on the radio shack door.

What, is it like to be on the other end of a rare 
contact? First of all, it is fun to be DX, to have 
the state-side hams looking for you instead of 
having to fight the pile-ups for a contact. When 
the Hope's call, HK1AFG is sent, you can always 
count on getting several answers any time of the 
day or night. The cooperation of the amateurs is 
fantastic. As soon as operating habits are estab
lished, a group of regulars check in and ask if they 
can help.

Passing traffic between Hope people and their 
loved ones is a. rewarding experience. It is not 
unusual for people to be crying when they make 
their first contact with their loved ones, and I 
know the same thing occurs at the receiving end 
of the contact. If you have ever been in on one 
of this kind of contacts, you can understand 
what “ amateur service, at its best” means.

“A dear channel would be appreciated” is a 
statement frequently heard on the air. /liter my 
two months on the Hope it makes me realize just 
how much it is appreciated. The party given me 
on my next to last day aboard for my radio work 
was a testimonial to how much that clear channel 
means to others, too.

First-Day Covers Still Available
When the Amateur Radio First-Day 

Covers were processed in Anchorage on 
December 15, 1964, we. gambled and had a 
few extra unaddressed covers prepared, be
cause orders for the first-day covers were 
still coming in and we. didn’t want any
one to be disappointed. We still have some 
of these left. They are all singles, un
addressed but carrying the stamp and the 
official first-day cancellation, and they 
will be mailed to you in au envelope. 
Prices are 35c each, three for a dollar. 
Send your orders to ARRL Hq., 225 
Main Street, Newington, Conn., (.16111
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INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION

ews
3T0t)H &0U£!C,

John Rouse, G2.UIL, Secretary uuil General 
Mtiunger of the Radio Society of Great Britain, 
Mini Editor of the RSGB Bulletin died ill London 
on May 26. Mr. House was 46 years old and at 
the time of his deal h was thought to be recovering 
from a previous illness.

He joined the RSGB staff in October, 19.52 as 
Assistant Editor and was appointed Editor in 
January, 1962. Two years later he was also 
appointed Secretary and General Manager.

Mr. Rouse had been an amateur for 30 years 
and following World War II had operated for a 
short time as VU2AL in India. He was especially 
interested in mobile and v.h.f. operation and was 
working on a new edition of the RSGB Handbook 
up to the day before his death.

TWO SOCIETIES ELECTED, THREE 
MORE APPLY

The Faroese Amateur Radio Society (FRA) and 
and the Malta Amateur Radio Society (MARS) 
have been voted into membership as a result of 
balloting in the December IARU Calendar. A 
review of both societies appeared in the February 
IARU News, page SO, of QST. Total membership 
in IARU now stands at 74 societies.

Three new applications for membership have 
been received by Headquarters and each is being 
voted upon in the June Calendar. They are the 
Radio Club of Honduras (RCH), the Central Radio 
Club of Bulgaria (CRKB) and the Association des 
Radio-Amateurs Ivuiricns (ARAI) which is the 
national society for the Ivory Coast. Membership 
in RCH is given as 82; CRKB has 3,584 members, 
and ARAI’s membership is 54. Each society 
reports close co-operation with their respective 
government and that each government's attitude 
toward amateur radio is favorable.

MORE RECIPROCITY
El Salvador, Honduras, Switzerland and New 

Zealand have reached reciprocal operating agree
ments with the United States, making a total of 
28 countries whose amateurs may operate w hile 
in the U. S. and vice versa. The agreements are 
usually reached by an exchange of notes between 
the foreign ministry and the IT. S. ambassador; 
occasionally, first contact has been made by a 
foreign ambassador to the U. S. Department of 
State. The full tabulation of reciprocal countries 
is listed in a box elsewhere in this department: 
a list of Canadian reciprocities also appears in t he 
box, n new feature.

DX OPERATING NOTES 
Reciprocal Operating

(Bold face indicates changes since the most 
recent QST Iisting. )

United States Reciprocal Operating Agree
ments currently exist only with: .Argentina, 
Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Canada, Colom
bia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic. Ecua
dor, El Salvador, France, Germany, India, 
Israel, Honduras, Kuwait., Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, 
Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, 
Sierra Leone, Switzerland and United 
Kingdom. Several other foreign countries 
grant FCC licensees amateur radio operating 
privileges ini a courtesy basis; «rite head- 
quarters for details concerning a particular 
plane.

< ’anada has reciprocity with: Belgium, Ber
muda, France, Israel, the Netherlands and U.S.

Third-Party Restrictions
Messages and other communications — 

and then only if not important enough to 
justify use of the regular international com
munications facilities — may be handled by 
U. S. radio amateurs on behalf of third parties 
on ly with amateurs in the following e< >un tries : 
Argentina. Bolivia, Brazil. ( Amada, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador. Greenland 
(XP calls only), Haiti, Honduras, Israel, 
Liberia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Para
guay, Peru. Uruguay and Venezuela. Per
missible prefixes are: CE GM CO CP CX 
EL HC HH HI HK HP HR LU OA PY 
TI VE VO XE XP YN VS YV ZP 4X and 
4Z. Canadian radio amateurs may handle 
these same type third-party messages with 
amateurs in Bolivia, Chile. Costa Rica, El 
Salvador, Honduras, Israel. Mexico, Peru, 
IT. S. and Venezuela. Permissible prefixes are: 
CE CP HR HK K OA TI W XE YS YV, 
4.X and 4Z.

DX Restrictions
United States amateur licensees are warned 

that international communications are lim
ited by the following notifications of foreign 
countries made to the ITTI under the provi
sions in Article 11 of t he Geneva (1959) con
ference.

Cambodia, Indonesia (including West 
New Guinea), Thailand ami Vietnam forbid 
radio communication between their amateur 
stations and amateur stations in other coun
tries. TI. S. amateurs should not- work IIS 
XV 3\VS or SF. Canadian amateurs may not 
communicate with Cambodia. Indonesia, 
Laos, Thailand, Vietnam and Jordan. Pre
fixes to be avoided are IIS JY* XU XW8 
3 \V8 and s F.
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Correspondence 
From Members-

The publishers of QST assume no responsibility for statements made herein by correspondents.

TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT
QST has become valueless to me as far as tech

nical articles are concerned. Were QST a. historical 
journal, the pre-oceupation with vacuum-tubes 
might be justified: but not for a supposedly serious 
technical journal to publish an article in mid 1967 
on construction, of an electronic keyer with vacuum 
tubes! And not even in the April fool issue! Such a 
circuit was obsolescent 10 years ago, aud thoroughly 
obsolete 5 years ago. In 1967, even a discrete com
ponent solid state keyer would be obsolescent, not 
to mention uneconomical.

This is 1967 -... the age of cheap, reliable transis
tors and integrated circuits, and if QST is any 
barometer, the amateur has fallen from the fore
front to the rear-guard in electronics. — Jackson S. 
Wright, K21YC/K1RUH, Lexington, Masa.

C, I just finished reading your May issue, and no* 
ticed something quite interesting: Not a single 
original vacuum-tube circuit in the whole magazine! 
Some Cambridge, Mas«, author recently said in 
the February issue, of another journal that hams 
have been relatively slow to adopt transistor cir
cuitry. If this is true, it sure isn’t your fault! — 
Raphael Soifer, KI WXC/K2QBW, Cambridge, Mass.

The June issue of QST was one of the most so
phisticated I have ever seen! Much high-grade tech
nical writing covering very current matters. I only 
hope that increasing numbers of readers absorb this 
superior teaching.— Temple Nieter, WOYLD, Loans- 
ton, Illinois.

Cl It is more and more apparent we are turning into 
a bunch of knob twisters. What has happened to 
the idea of. “rolling your own”? Looking at the 
many advertisements in QST and other amateur 
publications it is no wonder the new hams, espe
cially, rarely consider building their first rig. 
Granted, you have to be an engineer to figure out 
some things. But all it takes is a little incentive. 
Sure, it may cost more in the long run and the resale 
value may be nil. It’s the fact that you take a bunch 
of junk’ and form it into a workable piece of gear 
which will work by your own hands. This in my 
mind is »the “kick” I get out of ham radio, and 
talking with people who like to “roll their own.”

Not everyone has the same opinion. There are so 
many aspects to ham radio t ha t there is a place for 
everyone. This “kick” of mine should at least be 
tried by every ham and stressed to the newcomers. 
....Bob Johnson, KlRNL/7, CSS Ranger 'CVMfJl), 
BBC, San Francisco, Calif.

c Having graduated to General from Ncvice, after 
taking the exam, I began to think: “Wasn’t that a 
bit too easy?” I think now that it was.

I keep comparing the test I took, to ti e test my 
father took when he received his General over thirty 
years ago. As most hams know, one of the most im- 
portant steps in building anything for an amateur 

station, is the mastering of the schemetic diagrams. 
My dad, when he took his exam, had to diagram 
the transmitter he was (Hanning to use. Although 
the transmitters in those da.vs were relatively sim
ple, that’s still no easy chore. I could not draw the 
diagram of a one tube transmitter, and all I was 
asked to do when I tried for my General, was to 
identify five simple diagrams. I just had to tell one 
from the other.

There is really nothing wrong with lessening 
the requirements for an amateur license, yet 1 do 
think that the FCC should take a good look at the 
General exam that is being given. I am considering 
taking the Amateur Extra exam once I gain the 
knowledge, and then 1 will feel better, knowing that 
I am doing my part to keep ham radio a fraternal 
and scientific hobby.

Perhaps I shouldn’t complain: I’m 13 years old. 
ami enjoying this hobby immensely, and I’m look
ing forward to keeping it with me for the rest of 
my life. But 1 hope that the requirements don’t ever 
reach the point where they are so easy anyone can 
get on the air, or amateur radio will see its down
fall. — Jonathan E, Kern, WB2WIX, Leonia, N. J.

FEWER NEWCOMERS—CONTINUED
CT Much of the difficulty about fewer newcomers 
could be overcome by aiding and encouraging 
Novices iu their progress to General Class licenses. 
At the present, many individuals and clubs are doing 
an excellent j ob in training newcomers to be Novices. 
But, unfortunately, many of these programs lack the 
follow through of training Novices to be Generals. 
This lack leads to a high drop out rate of beginning 
hams.

Many people desire and need training beyond the 
Novice requirements. Provision of such training 
would greatly encourage a large How of new talent 
into amateur radio. — Nickolaus Leggett, W B2U EQ, 
Somers ,N. Y.

C, Don’t worry about fewer amateur operators be
ing licensed! As in any voluntary activity, the core 
of personnel is what counts. The come-and-go sur
plus occurs in skeet-shooting, sailing, model building 
and photography too. The come-and-stay numbers 
seem to mount both with population and increasing 
spread of technologies aud equipment. Some of my 
old QSTs show a few tens of thousands of hams: we 
had attrition then, don’t forget.— Temple Nieter, 
WoYLD, Evanston, Illinois.

<11 reside in a county with only four ham license 
holders (so far as I can find) and two of these are 
not on the air. Instead of complaining about the 
CB operators and lack of new members I decided the 
only way to increase membership was to increase 
interest on the part of any one who would listen to 
me. it took a lot of talking, calling of many meetings 
when no one would attend? but in the end I have 
made some progress.
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I contacted the executives of both Boy Scout dis-- 
tricts and had them to pass the word to explorer ad
visers and Scoutmasters; 1 contacted certain young 
people leaders in churches and asked their aid: I 
talked with radio supply houses to find names of 
people who were purchasing parts to repair radios; 
I talked with maintenance men in TV and radio 
shops to see if they knew boys interested in radio; 
I talked with teachers in high school; and, in gen
eral worked at the job of finding people interested 
in radio.

This resulted in 19 boys under 17 enrolled in 
class, 19 adults on a waiting list for a new class, and 
a CB club which wants a course of instruction for 
their entire membership (about 35).

1 believe interest in ham radio by newcomers will 
bp. in direct proportion to the interest of ham radio 
License holders toward the newcomers. It will be in 
direct proportion to our interest in finding people 
who are interested in teaching them the code and 
theory so they can become license holders.

Not always tian interested people find us. But 
with a little effort on our part we can find a part of 
them. — R. B. Guthrie, WB/fAPP, Sanford, N. C.

"MEAN HAM" PUBLICITY
<L I was outraged this evening when I learned that 
some “mean ham” is interfering with communica
tions between state-side amateurs and operators 
aboard hospital ships off the coast of Vietnam. No 
matter what view a person has regarding the merits 
of the (J. S. presence in South-East Asia, there is no 
excuse possible for willful, deliberate aud premedi
tated interference with the humanitarian efforts of 
the hams attempting to Link servicemen off Viet 
Nam with their loved ones on the mainland. 1 can. 
only hope that the FCC will investigate tliis matter 
ami if the allegations against the amateur in ques
tion prove to be true, they will invoke all the penal
ties at their disposal. Only in this way will the rest 
of us again be able to state with pride our member
ship in the amateur radio fraternity, without at the 
same time having to apologize for the actions of 
some of our number.— Albert M. Juhtiston, Jr., 
U’4IXY, Alexandria, Virginia.

<1 ... 1 am afraid thi* single story has done more 
damage to the ham radio image in a day than the 
last ten years of public service work by thousands 
of men has done good. If the facts are as stated in 
the wire story, I certainly hope you folks at League 
Headquarters can needle the Commission into some 
sort of quick action. — Louis B. nan Dyck, Jr., 
K2LNG, Public R lations Officer, New York State 
Police, Albany, N. V.

<L . . . With all of the good work that we, as ac
tive ham operators participate in, the time we de
vote to public services in time of emergency, little 
enough newspaper and other media coverage is ob
tained to build our public image. A single news item 
of the nature of this one will do more to tear down 
or tiefeat the cause which is the very source of our 
existence.— ITarrea V. Bruner, Wb'VBU/AFoYBU, 
Gartnichafl, Calif.

<T The amateur fraternity in this area has been 
quite successful in obtaining good and well deserved 
favorable coverage, including a half page spread in 
our paper’s Sunday supplement last Field Day. The 
damage done by one bit of front page coverage like 

this can offset years of good hard PR work. - L. IF.
Mow, KDGFQ, Grabtll, Indiana.

IX I was shocked by the title as I am sure many 
others were. The article itself, however, was not as 
detrimental to our art, pointing out that all the 
other hams were doing immense amounts of good. 
But anyone just reading the title or the first para
graph would turn the page with a hostility toward 
amateur radio. . . . This article has ruined the 
public relations work of many people. All this shows 
that the majority of hams have to work harder (or 
in some cases begin working) to improve the good 
public relations ruined by the minority. We need 
more interest to promote this. With Field Day, we 
get more attention and a larger portion of the public 
spotlight. But what would be even better is Field 
Day publicity all year around. There are several 
ways to do it; some new, some tried and proven. 
But looking forward to the results — it’s worth a go 
isn’t it?

I have done little about this myself, but the first 
thing after school (with the money from a job) I 
am joining a local club. I am joining the tight.— 
Bob Zulinski, AJZ, Berkley, Michigan.

. . This is obviously the type of press coverage 
we do not need. It is a sad commentary on the ethics 
of the national press organizations that they seem 
to devote more space to bad news than they ever 
do to good.

It is my intention to contact the editor of this 
local paper and provide him with some examples of 
the tine services performed by hams which often go 
unnoticed in the press. I would appreciate it if you 
could send me some additional back-up material for 
this purpose. — Fred C. Cupp, KsAOE, Willoughby, 
Ohio.
[Editor’s Note: The “mean ham” publicity may 
or may not have hurt the image of amateur radio. 
Certainly the newspaper headlines were not gen
erally favorable. The text of most reports, however, 
did point to valuable public services of radio ama
teurs. Good publicity for amateur radio is the job 
of us all — individuals and clubs. (See page 9, May 
QST.) For those interested in doing their parts, the 
League will supply on request, our booklet entitled 
“Getting Newspaper Publicity for Your Club and 
Amateur' Radio” and other publicity aids.]

STOLEN EQUIPMENT
<T This letter could start out — would you please 
report in QST that my Swan 350 serial ^C-266110, 
my Webster Bandspanner Antenna and my micro
phone were &tolen on the night of May 26.

It was — and 1 would appreciate your so report
ing, including the fact that I would offer a reward 
leading to the return. But, there is au odd part of 
the story that is interesting: I had been reading the 
article in May QST on “Don’t Lose Your Mobile 
Big” aud the magazine was lying open to this 
article on the floor of the car with a pair of pliers 
holding the page open. As far as I can figure, he used 
this pair of pliers to unscrew the nuts holding the rig 
in the car and then moved the speaker, which he 
apparently didn’t tike, over to hold the page. The 
job was so expert that I am sure the thief had radio 
experience if he was not an “amateur.” I wonder if 
lie read the article when doing the job? If he reads 
this note, 1 hope he will drop me a note! — William 
A. Adams. IK^A.V.V, Josh.ua. Tree, California.
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DUES
<J, I notice that most of the letters published in QST
on the dues increase are in favor of al higher price.
In fact, I question if you are being hone 
a sampling of all letters as I see few ii 
opposed to the increase.

I am aware that you select those let;

st in printing 
any that are

ers that tend
to support your views, but surely there must be a
few that are against the increase.

X have been a League member for ever 10 years, 
and I stayed in after the RM-499 disast n*. Even QST
seems to be running in second-place as the top ham
magazine. Perhaps a good look at the direction we
are going is in order. ...-1). L. Baxer, W5KPZ, 
Tyler, Texas.
[We make no such selection; we had to scratch 
to find comments in opposition to the dues rise
—• Editor|

of symbols, and the use of flagrant generalities
when answering questions.

J) Status between sender and. receiver. This includes 
the language barrier, QSOs between old timers 
and novices, and other amateurs which are un
able to find anything in common.

1) Different experiences of sender and receiver. Here 
QRM, QRN, QSB, and poor propogation with 
resultant poor QSOs is found .

Specific sounds and words don’t communicate 
but people do. Therefore,let’s make our hobby more 
into a medium for the sharing and exchanging of 
mutually understood ideas. The problem is that 
formal and informal rules get started, and each ama
teur has to be initiated and keep abreast, of these. 
The key in learning to appreciate amateur radio 
lies in one word, communication! Let’s communi
cate!— Ban Beugdmans, WBULIBK, Lus Angeles, 
California.

C. Enclosed, is check of five bucks ar.d when this 
so called hobby gets so “high and mighty” that the 
magazine costs six-fifty, well boy it ceases to be a 
hobby. I am sending this check for my magazine,
aud not for that damn membership you 
So next year, guess I’ll be amongst one 
ing subscribers, not member. Now pul 
dare you!— Kmn Wllk’n, KdHNG, 
Uliudx

’re peddling!
>f your miss- 
blish that, I 

Homeward,

ARRL is doing a splendid job. pn 
more than most amateurs realize. As

bably much 
far as I am

concerned, the five dollars I send in eac. i year would
be more than worth it. if I had to but ask for one
little bit of legal help regarding amateur radio, 
perhaps once in 10 years. I hope ycur ¿Amateur 
Legal aid department keeps going st'ong. 1 just
can’t see how anyone, even a kid, now adays, can’t
rake up a measlv five dollars. — Pay Staples, 
\VA6 WEK, Arteta, Calif.

STARTING RIGHT
<[ Your MSG NR 126 was delivered in person 
by a young high school student WB6TYZ, Ralph
Rissmiller, Jr., on ARRL stationery etc. I could see 
myself about thirty-five years ago. His dad drives 
him around delivering his traffic. I asked him into
my house and showed him around. I oven offered
to let him go swimming any time he would like to 
when I’m home, hi. In talking to his dad he said

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Thank you very much for the material you 

sent for oiir club presentation on amateur radio 
to the. Ki wan is Club. The program went over very 
well and considerable interest was shown.

The radio club is now making it known that 
they are available to put on a program for other 
civic groups or meetings. We think this type of 
program, well presented, will produce good public 
relations as well as create a better understanding of 
amateur radio activities. — Paul D. DUliard, 
WA81BT, President, Lancaster (Ohio} Fairfield 
County Amateur Radio (Hub,

ARMED FORCES DAY
<[ I think the League missed a good bet when they 
did not encourage every ham who worked the mili
tary stations on Armed Forces Day to QSL. I know 
the military stations QSL 100%, but don’t you think 
it would be a swell idea if all of us hams QSL’d 
100% and used the handy “remarks” column on 
our cards to express our whole-hearted support of 
the armed forces.

What terrific publicity could be realized by both 
groups if an article appeared in the newspapers 
saying that 1 or 5 or 10 thousand or more cards 
were received by these military radio stations, all 
carrying a message of support for the services!

I, for one, have already sent QSLs to AIR, NSS 
and WAR expressing my support. — Walt Petersen, 
W2JDH, Rahway, N. J.

that he can go as far as he wants to in ham radio
for it keeps him off of the streets and he is making 
good grades in school. I agree with him. — Clark IF. 
Cox, KfilBI, Anaheim, Calif.

GARBLED COMMUNICATIONS
As an ARRL member, I would like to say a few 

words in regard to the elimination of garbled com
munications. We have, through our hobby, a won
derful means for worldwide communicat: on between 
people of similar interests. I would like :o list some 
points which I feel end to garbled QS(h :

1) Different definition of symbols. Amoig these we 
find ignorance in regard to Q-signMs, country 
prefixes, and c.w. abbreviations.

2) Lack in preciseness of langiurjc. Not enough use

TYPICAL NOVICE GEAR
C, Did you ever wonder what the “average” 
Novice ham station was? I chose thirty QSL cards 
at random from my batch aud added up the retail 
price of each piece of equipment (what a pain!) and 
came up with these figures.

The average transmitter price was $84.67, or 
about the equivalent of a DN60A. The transmitters 
ranged from DX2Us and ARC-5s to Apaches and 
Ranger Ils.

The average receiver price was #236.00, or about 
the price of a Drake 2-C. Receivers ranged from 
Conar set to Drake R-4As and HQ 170As. The 
popular antenna was a dipole.

Popular transmitters were DX20s, 40s and 60s 
and Eico 720s and 723s. Receivers were usually 
Hammarlunds or Hallicrafters, and were usually 
above $200. — Michad Ferguson, WN1HA0, Port- 
and, Conn.
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CONDUCTED BY BILL SMITH,* W1DVE/K0CER

Meteor Scatter DX

I
onospheric propagation of the type common 

to 50-Mc. -....such as E and /’’-layer — is a 
rarity at 141 Mc. Tropospheric DX on 144 Mc. 
is better than ou 50 Me., but seldom does if, 

extend beyond 600 to 800 miles and it is not 
long before the 2-meter DX man has “worked- 
out” the states within his tropospheric reach. 
To work new states he has to extend bis working 
distance. At two meters this means either moou- 
bounce or meteor-scatter techniques must be 
used. At the present time, at least, meteor scatter 
is more practical for most of us.

Astronomers recognize two types of meteors: 
sporadic and stream, or shower. About 80 
per cent of all meteors encountered by earth 
are sporadic — something like 90 million of 
them every 21 hours! There are two variations 
of the number of sporadic meteors; diurnal 
(time of day) and yearly (from month to month). 
The diurnal variation is sinusoidal, with the 
peak at 6:00 a.m. local time and the minimum 
at. 6:00 p.m. The number of meteors encountered 
at the peak is about five times that at the mini
mum. The difference is primarily caused by the 
motion of the earth in its travel around the sun. 
At 6 a.m. the earth’s surface is facing the direction 
of travel, therefore colliding with the debris of 
comets, known as meteors. At 6 p.m. the same 
surface area is ou the opposite side of the sun 
and fewer meteors are encountered.

The yearly variation is much slower and is 
related to the location in space of the various 
collections of debris. Activity from sporadic 
meteors reaches a broad peak during June, 
July and August: the minimum is iu February, 
March and April. The radiants (points in the 
sky from which the visible trails of meteors 
appear to originate) of sporadic meteors are 
random, but are mostly concentrated in the 
plane of the earth’s orbit and move in the same 
direction as does the earth around the sun. 
Therefore, the greatest number will appear to 
come from the southern sky, making north-south 
paths the best for sporadic meteor contacts.

Shower meteors are fairly predictable. The 
May, 1967, edition of this column, page 78, 
illustrates the best estimates t.hat astronomers 
have to offer at this time. The times given are 
“local” time. These predictions cau change due 
to a shower being deflected from its known 
orbit by another body such as a planet. And 
then after a period of many years, previously 
active showers, or streams, may become so evenly
* Send reports and correspondence to BillSmith, W1DVE, 

ARRL, 225 Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111. 

distributed aud thinned out iu their orbits that 
they are of little consequence. Dn the plus side, 
however, new comets and their associated debris 
are being discovered so there may be new 
showers appear of interest, to 2 meter DXers. 
The August Perseids, which is the most, reliable 
of all showers, is so evenly distributed that “peak 
years” — those when the earth passes through 
a concentration of debris in the stream's orbit —

-are hardly noticeable aud results obtained 
from year-to-year are nearly identical. The 
Perseids offer a good opportunity for the meteor- 
scatter neophyte to warm up his keyer.

When meteors enter the earth’s atmosphere, 
molecular friction occurring about 60 miles 
above the earth’s surface causes them to heat 
and burn, leaving ionized trails in their wake. 
Most meteors are the size of a grain of sand. 
It is their size and velocity that determine the 
amount of ionization they cause, but not neces
sarily the amount of the signal reflected from 
the trail. The reflection depends upon the arrival 
angle of the meteorite aud the angle at which its 
trail is intercepted by the radio signal. Therefore, 
a properly-oriented meteor (Fig. 1) that is very 
small may produce more signal than a large, 
poorly-situated one. The best signals are obtained 
when the trail is along a line between the two

A Leonid Meteor os photographed by the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory Prairie Network near Wood
ward, Oklahoma on November 1711 966. The curved line is 
the path of a star during the time exposure. The trail left 
by the meteor is broken because of the camera's rotation 
shutter. The time between the dashes is 1 /20th of a second. 
(Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory photo)
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METEOR PATH

Fig. 1. A represents the ideal arrival angle of a meteor for maximum signal reflection, B is the least desired and C is 
the best compromise.

stations involved, and parallel to the earth's 
surface at the midpoint. The chances of getting 
such a perfectly-oriented meteor are small. 
Instead, we must settle for a larger number of 
"so so” meteors. The closer the path comes to a 
vertical incidence, the greater the density per 
unit area. This appears to be the. ideal situation 
until we consider that a vertical trail reflects 
the signal away from the intended path. So, we 
must compromise and rely on those meteors 
arriving at an angle which is midway between 
the. two stations wishing to communicate.

Meteors ionize in the E region and so the 
“skip” distance of meteor DX is about tho 
same as single-hop Es— e.g. a maximum of 
about 1400 miles. Antenna height also has some 
effect ou the skip distance. Signals reflected from 
meteor trails can take several forms: the sharp, 
common “ping”; a weak, almost residual signal 
that you can “feel” is there but that you cannot 
copy; and the burst, which is the most useful. 
The signal may last for a fraction of a second, or 
during dense showers they may last, for several 
minutes •— as during the 1966 Leonids. See page 
S3, January 1967 QST.

Meteor scatter is primarily a c.w. game, al
though several stations have used s.s.b. suc
cessfully. Power is not too important, but as with 
other forms of propagation, it may be helpful. 
See. page 100, November 1965 QST for Sam 
Harris’s comments ou the power factor. What, is 
important is a good antenna with a large capture 
area, and a stable, low-noise receiving system. 
ARRL’s V.H.F. Manual is a good source of 
information on antennas that work.

Now that we know something 
about meteors and station require
ments, how about a schedule? You 
must use a pre-arranged format, a 
rapid information exchange rate (fair
ly high-speed c.w. or s.s.b.), and 
precisely-timed transmissions. WWV 
is the time reference. Galling sequences 
are a matter of preference, as are the 
length of schedules. Sequences may range from 
15 seconds to 5 minutes; schedules from 15 min
utes to an hour or more. The information to be 
exchanged should be agreed upon by the parties 
participating in the schedule and will vary from 
operator to operator.

Space limitations necessitate this being a 
rather brief discussion of meteor scatter. An 
article in the April 1957 issue of QST by Walt 

Bain, W4LTU, is recommended reading as an 
additional source of information.

So, there you are: a method of making contacts 
on 144-Mc. over distances of up to 1400 miles, 
and without waiting for rare 2-meter Es or 
employing more expensive moonbounce equip
ment.. Don't be alarmed if you’re just getting 
started in meteor scatter: you’ll find that most of 
t.he 2 meter scatter men are helpful and coopera
tive. You won’t hold many ragchews on meteor 
scatter, but you will improve your states totals.

Weak-Signal Audio Filter
Weak-signal enthusiasts are constantly searching 

for ilb. Here is a eirciut that has been kicking 
around for several years. I believe it was designed 
by Hank Gross, WIOOP, and described in VHFRR 
in March, 1965 by Vie Michael, W3SDZ.

As a receiver’s bandwidth is decreased, the signal- 
to-noise ratio improves, making weak signals more 
readable. If your receiver has a minimum band
width of .500 cycles you can pick up about 10 db. of 
signal with this 100-cycle filter. There is only one 
catch. — you will have to practice using the filter 
before you will realize its potential. First, the 
receiver should be set at its narrowest, passband. 
Now insert the filter and vary the b.f.o. tuning while 
watching the noise output on an audio voltmeter 
connected across the output of the filter. Tune for 
maximum deflection. Now tune in. a weak signal; 
.you will notice the signal will have a ringing sound 
as it is tuned through the. 100-cycle passband. 
It may be desirable to leave the audio voltmeter in 
the circuit and use it as a tuning indicator. A great 
deal of patience and practice is needed to learn how 
to use this, or any other narrow-bandpass audio

Diagram of the weak-signal audio filter. Ri should match 
the output impedance of the receiver; Rs is the same value 
of impedance as the headphones or audio amplifier. 
(An audio amplifier may be desirable to overcome 
insertion loss.) Li and Is are 88-Mh. toroids. Ci and Co 
are 0.47 gf. and Cs is .047 ,uf., paper tubular or mylar. 
The filter can easily be built info a small Minibox 

including a transistorized audio amplifier.
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This is the 160-element collinear array at K6MYC, Sara
toga, California currently being used for 144-Mc. e.m.e. 
tests with F8DO and VK3ATN. Mike uses the 4-element 
quad for h.f. liason schedules with fellow moonbouncers.

filter. The filter must be used with a receiver that 
does not drift.

There are two schools of thought about narrow 
audio filters. Some weak-signal enthusiasts, such as 
W2IMU and W3SDZ, believe the properly trained 
ear can do a better job of distinguishing a weak 
signal from the noise-. I’ve heard tapes at W3SDZ 
that would tend to prove this. However, other 
operators like W6DNG are firm believers in filters, 
and visual readout such as the audio voltmeter or a 
pen recorder. I guess the only answer is that, if 
you’re interested in weak-signal work, try both ways 
to determine which is best for you as an individual.

Another suitable filter having an audio amplifier 
was described by Lewis G. McCoy, W1ICP, in 
QST for December. 1966 on page 18.

R.F. Choke Guide

Here is a reference chart on the specifications
of the commercially available r.f. chokes.

Ohmitc

Part No. I. nductancr Frequoncn
Z-7 81 uh. 3-20 Me.
Z-14 44 uh. 7-35 Me.
Z-28 21 uh. 20-60 Me.
Z-50 7.0 uh. 35-110 Me.
Z-144 1.8 uh. 80-200 Me.
Z-235 0.81 uh. 160-350 Me.
Z-400 0.2 uh. 320-520 Me.

J. 17. Miller
9350-06 82 uh. 7 Me.
9340-34 39 uh. 14 Me.
9340-28 22 uh. 28 Me.
9310-34 8.2 uh. 50 Me.
9310-18 1.8 uh. .144 Me.
9310-10 0.82 uh. 220 Me.
9310-02 0.22 uh. 432 Me.

James Mìliti
34301-82 32 uh. 7 Me.
31301-39 39 uh. 11 Me.
34301-22 22 uh. 28 Me.
23301-8.2 8.2 uh. 50 Me.
34301-1.8 1.8 uh. 141 Me.
34301-0.82 0.82 uh. 220 Me.
34301-0.22 0.22 uh. 432 Me.

If you should prefer to wind your own the informa
tion may be found in the Radio Amateur's V.H.F. 
Manual.

OVS and Operating News
50 and 144 Me. DXers experienced what were probably 

some of the best auroral sessions ever recorded, between 
May 25 and 30. The opening on the 25th was noted through
out the country. Al Olcott, K7ICW, in Las Vegas submitted 
this detailed report.
“Starting about O130Z May 26 (May 25 local time) the 

very distorted and practically unreadable s.s.b. signal or 
WA6EXE was heard from El Monte in Southern Cali
fornia on 6 meters. He was fairly strong and appeared in 
several spots on the band. At first 1 tried tuning him in 
better with the phasing control, also trying A3 but could 
not improve reception. The antenna was rotated and 
peaks were noted on his signal from the southwest (direct 
path) and northeast. However, he was readable all over 
the compass. 1 immediately thought it was some form, of 
back-scatter or possibly TE, A little later 1 heard a Mon
tana station working one in Washington on s.s.b. No 
doubt about it, they were too close for Er, it must be 
aurora!!! Soon other signals started coming through on 
s.s.b. and c.w. My first contact was with K7PLR in Ari
zona, W7CNK in Washington was next, then K7GVB, 
Utah; WA5RYX, New Mexico; and WA6s EXE, 8Q1 and 
AKM and WB6GEN all in the general Los Angeles area. 
I terminated 6 meter operation around 0230Z with many 
announcements that I was moving to 2 meters. At 0240Z, 
a very very weak signal right at the band edge (144 Me.) 
was heard signing W7D??. strength SI. Later the signal 
moved up in the baud, and I called CQ. The W7 came 
back, but it took about 15 frustrating minutes to get his 
call sign. It was W7DTS at Pocatello, Idaho! ¿kt 0252Z the 
signal strength was up to 56A. I shifted to s.s.b. and promptly 
lost him. But at 0314Z. K7ZIR in Beaverton. Oregon (845 
miles) called me after several of my UQs. We traded reports 
on c.w. with loud fluttery signals that built up to 87-88. 
Then I suggested we shift to s.s.b. and an uncertain 
contact resulted with weak signals. Very shortly after, no 
more signals were heard. A quick check of 50 Me. at 0320Z 
showed that all signals had disappeared. This was the first 
observed aurora here on v.h.f, since 1 moved to Nevada 
in March, 1959. Careful listening for 8 years previously 
had netted nothing.”
W1HDQ says the aurora openings in Phoenix and south

ern California are probably “firsts.”
Prom Sarasota, Florida, W4GJO, reported “a real, 

honesDto-goodness six-meter aurora.” Even with an S9 
noise level, Grid worked W7JEU/4 in Alabama. W4HJZ 
in North Carolina and WA4MQE in Georgia. Grid’s 
two-meter beam was down so he couldn’t check that band. 
He says the only other aurora he lias noted in Florida 
was on January I. 1958. Other Florida stations told Grid 
of working Wl, 2 and 8s.
W4GJO experienced a rare form of auroral DX on the 

night of June 5. Even 10 was »lead until about 2335 GMT, 
when a VE1 came roaring in. The skip on 10 shifted around 
into the west around 0030 (June 6, GMT) and soon West 
Coast stations were heard. WA6HXW and W6BFJ re
ported on 10 that W0s were being heard on 50-Mc. aurora 
at 0100, and W5SFW said that he’d been hearing aurora 
signals on 6 for about an hour, .kt 0200 Grid started working 
Arizona and California stations on 6. Beam headings were 
unusually broad, peaking around 315 to 320 degrees, and 
the 6s reported hearings of about 30 degrees. In a matter 
of less than 10 minutes the western stations dropped out. 
with flutter increasing as they disappeared. Auroral buzz 
was heard on signals from Northern Florida, but no DX 
was coming through.
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W6GDO says he has since removed the blower from the 
chassis of the 1296 Mc. transverter because of phase 
modulation introduced into the multiplier stages. The rig 
runs 40 watts output with 700 volts on the 2C39’s. 

(AF6BUR photo)

This would appear to be a southerly occurence of the 
oblique bounce off the aurora, a type of propagation fairly 
common during high solar activity periods in the far north. 
VE8BY, KL7FLC and others have experienced it often, 
and there has been transcontinental DX of this kind at 
least once before within the confines of the contiguous 48 
states. It’s rare, though, and seeing it this far south is 
indicative of the interesting state uf solar activity in this 
«•arly-summer portion of 1967, The next couple of years, 
perhaps longer, could be a mighty interesting time to be 
living in the world above 50 Me.!
For more than a year now W4HHK has been taking 

almost daily readings of solar noise on 432 Mc. As he dis- 
russes in detail elsewhere in this issue, every significant 
rise in solar noise has been followed by auroral displays 
uud/or v.h.f. DX of an auroral nature. Until May 23, the 
highest reading of solar noise obtained had been 6 db. 
above the receiver noise level, but at 2050 GMT the 23rd, 
Paul zeroed his dish on the sun and saw his pen recorder 
go off scale!

In the next few minutes he calibrated the system to 
16 db., but still the pen was off scale. By 2110 the level 
had dropped back to 15 db.. where it. remained until the 
»•nd ot this observation period at 2114. This was 432-Mc. 
evidence of the great solar flare that triggered the iono
spheric blackout of Alay 23, and the auroral period Alay 
25-30.
The following day noise readings were hark to near the 

usual minimum, varying between 3.5 and 3.7 dh. between 
1500 and 1515 GMT, Alay 24. But on May 25, a high 
of 10,5 db. was recorded at 1457 GMT. tapering off gradu
ally to 5.2 db. at 1557, That night. WIHHK saw a beautiful 
aurora, with rays extending as high as 30 degrees above 
the horizon. V.h.f. men in every part of the United States 
found themselves in the midst of one of Lhe greatest auroral 
openings of all time.
Now briefly from the more aurora-inclined states is a 

review of some of the 141-Mc. activity of May 25. 28 and 
30. Lee Gray, K9AAJ. in Quincy, Illinois'worked W3GKP, 
Maryland, for Lee’s 37th 2-meter state. Lee also worked 
«>r heard K5TQP, New Mexico: K4QIF and W4HJZ, 
North Carolina; W0EKZ and W0ALS, Kansas; W2AZL, 
Now Jersey; W0LCN and W0LER, Minnesota; K5WXZ 
and W5NCE, Texas; W0EYE, Colorado ami VE3EVW. 
Lee says some of the stations to the southeast and south
west of him were peaking with his autenna straight east 
and west, respectively. Although Lee kept an ear on. 432, 
he heard nothing and somewhat, surprisingly, no one else 
has reported noting 432 aurora signals. At Rochester, 
New York, K2YCO reports working three new states; 
K0MQS, Iowa; K4EJQ, Tennessee and W3RUE, Penn
sylvania. K1HTV in Connecticut reports working many 
of the stations previously reported, but being disappointed 
in not raising K0GEY in Iowa on the Memorial Day 
opening;. The Iowa station was 86 in Connecticut tor about 
30 minutes. The direct path is about 1000 miles! K2DNR 

at Hopewell Junction, New York reports a string of con
tacts including W9YYF near Chicago. W9YYF has addi
tional contacts with K4QIF in North Carolina, W50RH 
and W5WAX, both in Oklahoma, and several others. He 
also worked W0EYE in Boulder, Colorado for a nice 850- 
milc aurora contact. W0EYE was 88 in Chicago “for 
hours,” From Alexandria, Virginia. K1SUM, caught four 
new ones among his QSOs with WA9DOT, Wisconsin; 
W9PBP and W9YYF, Illinois; W1AZK, New Hampshire; 
W8PT and W8TIU, both Alichigan, and others. 50 and 
144-Mc. results were similar in all areas. ’Thanks to all 
others who reported aurora contacts that are not acknowl
edged hero, They are appreciated and have been recorded. 
This sampling is indicative of the geographical scope of the 
openings.

Seasonal 50 Me. Ex openings are reported from all sec
tions of the country including contacts into Alexico and 
the Caribbean. WA9RAQ in Chicago says he heard Ex on 
87 Me., probably from Alexico, in late May. Has anyone 
caught 144-Mc. Ex this summer? K8MMM sent VP1PV, 
British Honduras, a crystal for 50.112 and apparently 
six-meter sleuth W5SFW was one of the first to work the 
Central American. PJ2CT at Curacao, Motherland Antilles, 
should be active by now on six. In a letter to Headquarters, 
he indicated he may also become active, on 144. Someone 
in the South should try him on tropo or meteor scatter 
schedules. PJ2CT’s address is A. H. Hilhorst, Alanager 
Verrietweg 7, Curacao, Netherland Antilles. As a result of 
Spring TE openings between North and South America, 
LU2FA0 in Argentina climbed to 19 U. S. states worked.
KGRNQ, Pleasant Hill, Cal., 25 miles northeast of San 

Francisco, says that the aurora of May 25 was only the 
secund he’s heard in mure than 10 years on 6. It was by 
far the best, and was in until 0230 GMT tlie 21th. Bob 
worked 12 stations in Oregon and Washington, and several 
in California, all on 50-Mc. s.s.b. Aurora contacts were 
made again June 5, though not as successfully as in tho 
big May 25 party. As the auroral signals were disappearing, 
around 1930 PDST. Alay 25, KGRNQ heard an a.m. 
signal on 50.075 Mc. Tliis could mean only one thing: 
Latin America, so Bob swung his beam around and identified 
the signal as the a.m. of TI2NA, reaching 89 at times, but 
with low audio, and a fast flutter fade.

’This is a tip to anyone who wants to work into South 
or Central America. The openings may come in the morning 
or afternoon, via normal propagation, but don’t over
look the possibility of evening breaks, as well. They are 
most likely to occur immediately following the breakup of 
an ionospheric disturbance and associated aurora.
Two-meter men of the Northeast should know, by now, 

that when they hear K4QIF coming through on the low 
end it no longer means an opening to North Carolina. 
.Rusty has moved to Chesapeake, Va. (Norfolk area) and 
is savoring the joys of coastal inversions for the first time. 
He is working up tlie coast 375 to 500 miles almost nightly 
on 141, and hopes to duplicate this on 432, before long.

W6GDO displayed this I296-Mc. transverter at the 1967 
West Coast VHF Conference. The transverter is built 
around surpIu$“DME” equipment and a 50 Mc. s.s.b./c.w. 

exciter. (AF6BUR photo)
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Urani, the et nenauus una u.w.

John Liwroncs, KA7AB/K1K.TH, sea ls an interesting 
report on 50 Me. activity in Japan. Jolin says JA6FR is 
about the only Japanese national actively chasing 50 Me. 
DX and that most JA activity is with low-power a.m. rigs 
and small beams. John has stacked wide-space 1 5-element 
Yagis at 85 feet. He op irate» s.s.b. and c.w. and wants 
schedules for this fall. His address is John S. Lawrence, 
CMR#1, Box 8G0,1955 Coo. Bq., APO San Francisco 90529.

1296 Warming1 Up
Developing activity and interest in the higher bands 

moves slowly, but in surges. Now and then a combination 
of factors gives us a nudge toward the next higher band. 
Development of low-noise r.f. amplifiers and efficient trans
mitting tubes did tliis for us on 132 in the eirly 1950s, 
and we've been making some progress ever since. Now the 
next higher band seems to be about to have its innings. 
In the past few months we've had many bits of evidence of 
increased interest in the 1215-Mc. baud, particularly that 
portion at the high end where stable gear is customarily 
used.
This didn’t “just happen." Varactor multipliers that 

develop usable amounts of power on 12JO with 432-Mc. 
drive; 2C39 triplers and amplifiers that really work, and 
deliver up to 100 watts output; transistor preamps that 
give usable gain, and noise figures much lower than we’ve 
ever achieved with vaccum tubes — these are some of the 
developments that make it appear that 1296 is an idea 
whose time has come, at last. Take Northern New Jersey, 
for example. K2JNG tells us that K2UUR, K2DZM, 
W2CCY, W2CQH, WA2VTR, WB2FWN, W2JBZ. 
K2PPZ, K2UYH and K2JNG are all now being heard 
regularly, running crystal control on or near 1296 Me. 
We’U be having information on what some of these fellows 
and others are using in the way of 1296-Mc. gear, in QST, 
before long.

IFhaf Happened to* the Comet?
Dr. Brian G. Marsden at the Smithsonian Astrophysical 

Observatory in Cambridge, Massachusetts has expressed 
interest in the apparent negative results of the predicted 
meteor storm on June 6th. Dozens of 144-Mc. stations 
were active during the predicted shower, but reported re
sults indicate that nothing other than normal sporadic 
meteor activity was in evidence. An astronomers report 
on the apparent failure of the storm to materialize was not

available at the time of this writing. Headquarters is tn-
fereste I in observations during the mornings of June 6
and 7.

Swing That Beam!
Being creatures of habit, we tend to leave our v.h.f. 

arrays aimed in the direction from which we normally 
hear the greatest level of activity. This can cost us inter
esting contacts, and tend to discourage a fellow who may 
bn trying in au area where there has been no known activity 
previously. A prime example is the sad case of VP9WB, 
who has been doing a fine job in Bermuda this summer on 
6. Walt bemoans the fact that he often hears Atlantic Sea
board 50-Mc. men calling “CQ DX" with their beams west 
or southwest, blissfully unaware of the fact that they are 
getting into VP9. Walt usually operates around 50.28 Me., 
and he puts a fine signal into eastern states and Canada 
during Es openings.

Alaska and Hawaii Worked on 6!
Since the last of the Fa DX around 1960, it has been 

the fashion to think that a 50-Mc. WAS is out of the realm 
of possibility, because of the difficulty of catching States 
49 and 50, Now it turns out that trying in the right plums 
at the right times can turn the trick, despite the dearth of 
Es signals over these long paths in the past.
WB6NMT has been operating /KH6 on 50 Me. since 

May 24, and has been keeping in touch with mainland 
6-meter men on 21 Me. This began to payoff at 0215 GMT 
June 16. W6PUZ, Pasadena, heard double-hop E& to W4, 
so contacted WB6NMT/KHG on L5, and Louie fired up 
on 50.105 s.s.b. at 0245, and immediately worked WB6PUG, 
Chula Vista (near San Diego). This lasted only 45 seconds, 
and nothing else was heard at the Hawaiian end, until 
June 17, at 0132 GMT. At this time, W6PUZ called 
WB6NMT/KH6 on a c.w, sked, and got an immediate 
s.s.b, answer. WB6PMN, Los Angeles, also made the grade.
What appears also to have been multiple-hop Es pro

vided a 50-Mc, two-way for K6RNQ, Pleasant Hill, north
west of San Francisco, and KL7FNL, at Tanana, 40 miles 
north of Fairbanks, Alaska, at 0530 GMT June 15. This 
was a c.w, QSO, with signals running 449. The band had 
been open from California to Washington earlier, and the 
KL7 came in just as the 7s were dropping out. This is 
typical of double-hop work on east-west paths, as well, 
and should be borne in if you tend to quit when the band 
appears to go dead I [qg-f^—|

West Coast V.h.f. Conference

This annual affair has become something of an 
institution among v.h.f. enthusiasts of the 

Southwest. Though not big as hamfests and conven
tions go, it draws outstanding v.h.f. men from 
surprising distances. The Conference is held in 
different California cities, wherever there is a group 
willing to put it on. Santa Barbara, Porterville, San 
Jose (in connection with the ARRL National Con
vention in 1965) and Fresno are some of the places 
we can recall

The 1967 event was held in Fresno, with long-time 
v.h.f. man W6BJI as chairman. (Gil was coholder of 
the 2|^-meter DX record in 1940, and was the first 
amateur to make both WAS and WAC on 50 Me., 
just by way of documenting his devotion to the 
world above 50 Me.) Something over 60 v.h.f. men 
came from all California, as far north, as Washington, 
aud as far east as Las Vegas, Nevada.

The Conference gives the true enthusiast an 
opportunity to talk over problems and swap expe
riences with others of his kind, without the distrac
tions of a big-time ham convention. An outstanding 
feature is the Antenna Measuring Party, a competi
tion that has drawn ever larger numbers of par

ticipants and provided hours of entertainment, as 
well as information on how to build antennas that 
work on 432 and 1296 Me.

Our pictures of the Fresno party are by George 
Chong, W6BUR. At the top we see some of the gang 
getting ready, with the dish of K6MI0 and a horn 
by W6Z0P dominating the scene. At the left center, 
W6TZJ registers consternation upon seeing his 
432-Mc. commercial collinear showing only 10.6 db. 
gain. Next, VE3DNR juggles a Yagi made with 
quad-type elements. Right center, WA6GYD 
demonstrates “a lot for a little” with a wood-boom 
432-Mc. Yagi (from the ARRL V.H.F. Manual) that 
showed 12.S db. Lower left, WB6IOM lines up his 
24-tum helical antenna for 1296 Me. Moon-bounce 
champs, W6DNG and K6MYC. lower right, add 
dignity to the occasion.

Two similar events are coining up in August. The 
Central New Jersey V.h.f. Society is putting on a 
432-Mc. measuring party in connection with their 
hamfest at Johnson Park, New Brunswick, N. J., 
Aug. 13. The Central States V.h.f. Conference at 
Waggoner, Okla., will feature one in a two-day 
affair Aug. 19-20. Moredetailsin July QST, page 91.
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DX-YL, “For Women Only!”

O
ne question that every non-li censed person 
asks us “How far away can your set go?’’ or 

a similar phrase used by t.he uninitiated. The 
reply depends on the farthest DX we have 

worked, in the case of the Novice, those she 
has heard others working, and pounded harder 
at the code and the License Manual so she too 
could claim those far away places with the strange 
prefixes.

As we chatter about our DX contacts, we are 
also often asked, “ But do you ever talk to any 
women!” We certainly do, and, thanks to 
YLRL, some of us can produce a certificate to 
prove that we have, for one of the most exclusive 
bits of “wallpaper” is the DX-YL Award issued 
by the YLRL, to those who have worked 25 YLs 
around the world. It is exclusive because it is 
issued to women operators only!

Ursula Bürger, DL3LS, Remscheid (Germany,

DX-YL Certificate

Conventions and hamfests, and other amateur 
radio gatherings usually schedule at least one 
meeting for the gals. We share the many other 
scheduled activities, but here the doors are closed 
to everyone but the feminine members of the 
amateur service, although, if we glance at the 
door, we may see some masculine eyes peeping 
through a crack during the fashion show. Like 
the conventions, the many certificates that grace 
our walls are available to everyone, and most of 
the awards that are sponsored by YLRL state 
“open to all licensed operators” in the rules.

*YL Editor. QST. Please send all news notes to 
WB6BB0’s home address; 1046 East Boston St., Altadena, 
Calif. 91030.

Not so with DX-YL. Like the special events 
at amateur gatherings, this green and white 
piece of paper is marked “strictly feminine.”

For most of us there is a thrill to working DX, 
and in seeking out hard to find places. For our 
achievements in this activity that began, we 
might say, when Marconi logged the first of all 
DX contacts, there are many awards. In 1958, 
the YLRL decided that, since they were a 
world-wide organization of women operators, it 
would encourage women of all countries to make 
contacts with each other. Beginning April 1, 
1958, this DX-YL Award was made available, 
and on August 18, 1958, the first certificate was 
issued to Mollie, ZE1JE, in Rhodesia. In the 
past nine years, the certificate has gone to many 
women in both United States and Canada, and

Anny Jenk, HB9YL, Frutigen, Switzerland.
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to 31 other YLs arouud the world. Those who 
have received it world-wide are:
CR7LU, DJ2YL, DJ2VKC, DL3LS, DL6VM, 
FG7XL, G2YL, G6YL, G8LY, HB9YL, I1PLII, 
KA2HA, KP4APX, 0A4HK, 0E2YL, 0H5SM, 
TG9BC, TY2S0, VK2AIA, VK3KS, VP1OLY. 
VQ2WZ, YU2RB0, ZEIJE, ZL2JO, ZP5JP, 
ZS1NQ, ZS1RM, ZS5OB, ZS6APG.

The rules are simple, work a total of 25 DX 
gals from one station location or, within a 
25-mile radius of the home station, and submit 
:i copy of standard log information: date, time, 
station worked, frequency, her report, your 
report, type emission (phone or c.w.), and her 
name and address. Contacts do not have to be 
with 25 different countries, just with 25 different 
YLs. That’s all there is to it. Your precious QSL 
cards remain safe and sound at home. The 
custodian of this certificate is Maxine Willis, 
W6UHA.

One other requirement, not listed in the rules, 
is perseverance, and patience, for of the huge 
amateur radio population of the world, only

Monique Tendron, FG7XL, Guadeloupe, F.W.I.

SOOD are women. When that lovely certificate 
arrives it will answer the “do you talk to any 
women?” question quite effectively. But, also, 
it will indicate an experience that is unique in its 
individuality among certificates. Rather than 
“wallpaper” it means Elda, Thelma, Beth, 
Gerda, Monique, not calls alone, but people, 
YL-type people who have become real friends 
thanks to the quest of the DX-YL Award.

Plan Ahead
•Don’t Forget Our “BIG DATE”

YLRL — 68
June 13-16, Denver Colorado.’

is stamped on all mail coining from Denver, these 
days. It takes a. long time to plan an International 
YLRL Convention, so, while all this sounds terribly 
far in the future for those who will be there to attend 
the meeting, to the committee it probably seems like 
tomorrow.

The gals are combing every list they can think of 
to make sure that no one will be overlooked. They 
are lining up a very large array of prizes, including 
a special category called 11 Around the World.” Has 
anyone a de,sire for a penguin? Ifc is listed on the

Constance Hall, G8LY Hampshire, England.

“ Around the World ” list, and so far no one is saying 
whether it is a live or stuffed penguin.

There are plans for absolutely mouth watering 
souvenirs and favors; naturally there is to be a 
banquet; sight-seeing tours of the Denver area that 
sound great, including the Air Force Academy, 
Palmer Lake, the Garden of the Gods, and Colorado 
Springs.

But the main theme will be: YL meeting YL — 
putting faces on fists and voices, and thoroughly 
living and enjoying the full meaning of the YLRL 
“signature” — “33.” So, start planning right now. 
so that when the gates open, and advance registra
tion starts, each of us can prove that the YLRL 
motto of QRV isn’t just a group of letters. Plan 
ahead, way ahead, and BE ready.

W6UHA, Maxine Willis
The custodian of the YLRL, DX-YL Award, 

Maxine Willis, is more than qualified for her position, 
for she is an extremely active DX operator. Since 
she received her license in 1941, Maxine has special
ized in DX, as her favorite form of operation, with a 
total of 304 countries confirmed, and, with OAI, Ed. 
W6TS, has a combined total of well over 600 
countries.

To many amateurs, DX means a contact made 
with another operator on the approved countries list. 
To Maxine it is far more. It is friendships with 
people all over the world who have not only worked

Thelma Souper, ZL2J0, Wellington, New Zealand
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Maxine Willis, W6UHA

W6UHA on the air, but have visited with her and
Ed at their home.

The call W61HIA, ia known on the DX bands to 
almost everyone from her regular schedules with 
many YLs around the country and around the 
world. Iler interest in people, what they are doing, 
and how they do it, has resulted in many associations 
aud lasting friendships that have continued over the 
years, and are the intangible, but highly valued 
rewards of her operating. These are the real meaning 
of QSL cards that are tangible proof of the contacts 
that she has made.

A charter member of the Southern California DX 
Club, Maxine is a member of YLRL, Los Angeles 
YLRC, and holds, in addition to many other 
certificates, DXCC, WBE, WAC/YL, and YSRG. 
She was the second YL to earn the WAZ award, and 
of course she holds DX-YL. (qsT—|

August IQ 42
. . . The cover this month shows the cockpit of 
n, Civil Air Patrol plane with radio equipment de
signed by Don Mix, WITS, for the purpose. Many 
private planes acceptable for this service were with
out the necessary two-way equipment and here is a 
rig which fills the bill. All constructional details, 
tuning procedure, etc. are described in the article. 
. . . John Huntoon, WILVQ, gives practical details 
involving the War Emergency Radio service. 
Tables of organization are given, as well as the 
dope on necessary equipment to implement the 
service.
. . . Speaking of t.he above, George Grammer, 
W1DF, goes into the technical aspects of civil 
defense gear. He has some data on the stability of 
various transceivers, etc. The stability as set forth 
in. the new regulations poses somewhat of a problem 
since there is no easy way of accurately measuring 
frequency closer than about 0.1%, at 112 JXlc.

. . . Robert E. Shaw, W3AOC, continues his dis
cussion, started last mouth, on microwave tech
niques, lie describes cavity resonators and tell* 
how to build them, giving considerable technical 
information on cut-off frequencies, etc.
. . , A study of the effect of horizontal magnetic 
fields on radio propagation is the subject of an article 
by Dr. E. Dillon Smith. W3PZ. While not directly 
of use to the average amateur, it does give strong 
clues as to what is happening on the bands.
. . . Glinton B. DeSoto, W1CBD, visits the Noro
ton Training Station and writes an interesting 
account of how navy radiomen are made. Quite a 
bunch of hams in the photographs.
. . . More on crytanalysis, by WILVQ. Lookspretty 
complicated at first glance, but with careful reading 
it commences to make sense. This sort of thing is 
real fun if you stick to simple substitutions. When 
you get pretty good at it, try Poe’s (fold Bug.
. . . Quite a little activity is reported by several 
amateurs using carrier-current techniques. There 
are a few more notes on light-beam communication 
and some further information on audio frequency 
induction and earth-current communications. ¿Also 
more on r.f. induction fields, aircraft detection, 
supersonics and microwaves. These various fields 
offer plenty of opportunities for the amateur to 
experiment and have fun, too. (Q5T—|

From tlie Museum ofAmateur Radio
This fine example of an oscillation transformer was 
built and used by Charles H. Stewart, 3ZSr first 
Vice President of the ARRL in the heyday of the 
spark era. This rig would easily handle a full 
kilowatt on 200 meters or thereabouts. This type 
construction was very popular among amateurs 
since it was relatively easy to build. We suspect 
this one was used much above 200 meters since 
Mr. Stewart had a special license.
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Ü How's DX?
CONDUCTED BY ROD NEWKIRK,*  W9BRD

How:
Yes, how time Hies! We reserve August of 

every third year for your “How’s” pix index. 
It’s a welcome opportunity for us to credit and 
commend, once again, all whose unsolicited photo 
contributions helped brighten these DX pages 
in the recent past. You can abut the following 
rundown to previous treatments:

— 1964 —
Juki: YIT2OZ, FO8AQ, DU1OR with DJ1OP, CR6CII. 

August: VK2SK, VP2KJ, CR7GF, 0Y5IIC, XE20K, 
VSOEY. September: VP8HF, Antioch (Calif.) DX Society, 
YN1LH, 9G1FK, VS1JY. October: HY5AII, LU4ZI, Aus
tralian K.s.h.ers, 5J4BF, PA0PN. November: HW0FK, 
EA4GZ, YU3NR, OH2BQ/OH0. December: VK2AGII/ 
L.H., CN8s AW FW, FO8BL, HM5s BF BG, ZlilAR.

— 1965 —
January: OH0NF, DL7FT-3A2CU-M1FT. UWOCC, 

CR7BS, HS1X. February: W4BPD, 9X5GG, 9Q5QR, 
ZC4TX, 4X0WF, VÜ2LE, VP2AX. March: 5H3HZ, 
CR7LU, KS6BL, ZK1AA, PY1MCC, HK4EB. April: 
5A3TX, BV1USG, VU2s TP SX, PY2s CQ SO. May: 
7Z1AA, HZ3TYQ/8Z4, K3SWW/KG6, ZB2AE, DU1TA. 
June: VP1GFQ, JA3WU, K3SWW/KG6’s QSL factory, 
UT5EW, HB0s AFM AFU. July: SV1WW, 0R4VN. LU» 
3AAT 4AAR, TL8s AC AE SW, OHIs AG VA VB WY. 
August: HL9KB, HS1FJ, ET3RS, 4X4TP, KG6ALU, 
HK0AI, HK4TA. September: FR7ZI, Ils FO RIF AGI 
MAH BNU BLF AB FT TJD, IT1AGA. October: 9M4JY, 
1S7NE, OA4KY, FG7XK, 9M6s AB AC. November: 
G2RO/DX, CE1AV, PI1SZR, HI8LC, YS1RFE, VS9ASP, 
CT3AQ. December: DJ2KS/PY0-DI2DR, HAHN, W2RUI, 
G3MWI, VU2AJ.

— 1966 —
January: KG6SB, 5Z4IR, HR2ABC, G5KW/YI, 

9M4MT, OH0NI, YU3AT. February: KA5ZS, UA3BK, 
IT1TAI, VU2LWZ, UW9PT, UA90H, ZB2s AM AO, 
ZP9AY. March: 4X4s HW SK, VR2CC, VKSNR, HC1JQ, 
ET3USA. April: Meteor (DI2DR1, OE2EGL, HM1BB, 
CR6HF, 9Y4VT. May: WBFHif/DUl. MP4TBM, KXBs 
DR NB, UL7KAA, OY2GIIK. June: VK2GW, EA8EX. 
YK1AA, FL8» AO MC RA, EL2AE. July: DUls TNM 
TA, ZL1OY, VR6TC, DM4PKL, HC1EY/W0MBD. 
August: VP8HJ, PY7ACQ/p, UW4HZ, HM2BD. Sep
tember: KR6MM, OA1BL/4, SV1BH, ET3AC. October: 
VP2AC, CO8RA, ZB2AX, 4X4HT/p, KA7AB. November: 
KV4CK, YN3FP, VR4CR, FH8s CD GF, PA0DEC. 
December: KKSRZ’s QSL. 9M8RS, VK0MI, KL7AIZ 
staff, 9Vis JG J W, FLSHM, VU2JN.

— 1967 —
January: W0GTA/8F4, Ils AMP/M1 SGS/M1, 9L1TL, 

UAOs oh PP. February: CPs 5A.J SAB, KV4EY, 
WA8RWU, DUIFP, Y02BI, LU6s ACS ACU, HK2DP, 
CROs EI EO, ZS1XR. March: 4S7s DA GV NE, VU2LE 
antenna party, HB9s PQ YL, 4X4s QG UL VG. April: 
ZFIGC, VP1VR, KX6BU croup, MP4TBO, FY7YG, 
Midland Gs, TN8AF. May: VP9BK, DJ1ZNAV2, 
VU2HGZ, KL7FK0, HC5NW. June: Old G5BD, K41EX’s 
■DXCC2” No. 47, W0TUT/mm.

QST, by design, is the product of its reader
ship, a clearing-house or trading post for data 
from erudite tech articles through operating notes 
all the way to Ham-Ads. Some find it possible to 
*7862-B West Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III., B0656.

help pull the wagon more consistently than 
others. These we salute!

For example, over the past 36 months we find 
that WIBB provided five usable shots for your 
“ How’s ” DX album. Other prolific producers are 
Ws 2IWP and 7D.IU with three apiece, Ws 1BGD 
IBPY 1ECH 4VPD 5AI-5VA 6,1PM 7PII0 
7QYA 7WLL 8GIU 81V, Ks 2UYG 9RNQ, 
WAs 4CZM and 6MWG with potent pairs. 
Other contributors to the gallery:
Ws 1BDI 1BPM IHGT 1MD IRAN ITS 1WTE 2FN 

SRJ 2SSC 3HNK 3ICQ 3MDJ 3ZNB 4DQS 4NJF 5LDII 
5RU 6CZP tJEFV OISQ HKG GLDA ROFF RQHQ 7VRO 
8EQA 9NLJ BOGY 0AUB, Ks 1FLG 1IG0 IIJV 1SWG 
IUOV 2EVM 2MGE 2MUB 4CAH 4EZL 4WMB 4YFE 
5JVF 6JAJ 8RTW 8SSY 8VBS 9DKU 0EZH, WAs 1DJG 
2EFN (iKHK OSLU «TFZ 8GSJ 9AXX 9BGK 9GQA, 
WBs 2FMK 2KUP 2RSS 6BMW C.GFZ OKVA, KH6BZF, 
VEs 1ASJ 2AUR 3FXR, DJ2Y.T, G2DC, MP4BEQ, 
OD5EE. PY7AKW, ex-U2GU, VK5NN, VU2GZ, 4X4SK, 
India’s ARSI, Brazil’s CBDX, E. Evangelista, J. Gordon, 
G. Johnston, M. Kelly and the Kvvajalein Hourglass.

Those Whites of ARRL — Deputy Communi
cations Manager W1YYM and W1WPO of the 
bustling DXCC Desk — rate a special Jeevesian 
accolade. Though continuously up to their 
headphones in paperwork, representation and 
other League duties, Ellen and Bob found time 
to pass along no less than thirty-eight portraits 
for your pleasure. This is office liaison far beyond 
the call of duty.

Thanks, indeed, one and all. Now we’re off 
again toward another pictorial DXCC. Any 
likely candidates for loan? K!

■—Reprinted from May 1954 QSL (Dougie is a six-foot 
high school freshman now.—Ed.)
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What:
Occasional ionospheric lapses back to .1933-'64 levels 

are serving to emphasize the fact that DX conditions are 
becoming fabulous to the point of spoiling us. With 01) 
almost solid around tiie clock, 13 getting iu good licks, 
and 4(1 paying off tiie night shift we've come to expect a 
WAC per sitting. Yet it wasn't long ago when summer was 
a DX slack season! ‘‘How’s” reporters have been nearing 
their ballpoints Hat on the subject of 11 Me., so let’s 
scamper through an ample sampling of their success.
OO phone is really swingin’ for Ws 1 DYK 2DY TTVO 

3HNK 1NXD 5EIIY 6EQB 8YGR9LNQ, K»4TWJ 
"INE 9UCR W.JXM. WAs iiJDT TBO V SGGN 8MCQ 
8PKG 9SXQ 0DYZ, WB2RJJ, VE2s AQI BUW, listeners 
D. Smith aud W. P. Kilrov who worked, heard or heard 
worked GEs 1FC 2AA 6EZ 8AA 1-3 hours GMT, GN8s 
FC FV, CPs 1AB 7, 8AB, CRs 4AJ <202 kc. above U.umil 
1, 4BC (213) 9, 5SP (182) 22. 60Y (195) 21, 6GO 6111 
6lK (190) 20, 6IS 6LAB 7AP 7PC 9AII (197) 15. CXs 
SCO 4AW 9AAN, DI2LE, DK0AA 3, DMs 2BEA 5. 
4WPL (223) li-23, DUs 1FH <2291 11-14, 1PAR (201) IB, 
1SBP 15, IRS 8RP/7 DFB 9MVC 9RT, EAs 8CB (332) 
22, 8CE 8FC 9AZ 9EJ (125) 27, Els 2BG 7, M. ELs 20 
8B. FB8WW (252) 12-13, FG7s XL XT (208) 22, XX 0, 
FII8CD 14, FK8s BG (207) 12, BK (233) 12, FL8RA 
(205) 23, FO8s AB (118) 9, AG 17. AQ 1. BH (151) B. 
BO (lor.) 7, B8.FR7» ZD (193) 15, ZL (119) 13, FW8RC, 
FY7YM (230) 14-22, GBs 2SM 3SBF 3SET, GC8IIT 
(212) 13, GD3ENK (332) 18, GM3SVK (120) 21 of the 
Shetlands, HBOLL 22) HCs IKY 2CC 2JA 5KJ «GM 8FN 
(332) 19-20, 8.IG (145) 22, HII9DL 23, His 7XTM 23, 
8LAL 8XJG (247) 2, HKOs Al 21, QA, HL9s K£I KP 10, 
TK (205) 13-14, TI (218) 15, HMs IBB (105) 12. 5BF 14, 
HPsTJU 9FM/mm (TOI) «, HRs ION 1.TP IKAS SEB, 
HSs 1CB 19, 11IL 1RZ/3 I WF 1WZ LAK 16 all on the 
Ban, HVs ION (275) 11-12, 3SJ, HZIs AB (20«. 5, AT, 
ISts ALX (331) 22, VAZ, JAs galore including 4AI 4AO 
4ZA HAG OIL, JH1CDE (110) 12, JT1KAA (110) 12, 
JXs 3P 5AK, JY6G VM, Ks 5DNB/KS6 13, 8NIIW/XV5 
(206).16, 8VWM/KG6 (29(0 IB, 0OXV/GEOA, KA2s 
DL (230) 12, JP, KB6CZ (220) 11. KCs 4USJ (278) ti, 
4USM (180) 3, 4USN (330) 2, 4USV 6AA 12, 6BO (2U1) 
15, 6BW (214) 8, 6CL 6JC (230) 11, 6PE (290) 11, KG6s 
AAA' (231) 12, ALV AQG FAE (203) 11, IF (201) 12, IG 
(280) 14. IJ (210) 11, SB (2301 12. SF (207) 13, SL (248) 
It, SN (227) 11-12, KH6EDY (215) 12, KJ6BZ (338) 12, 
KL7s AM EBK FLB FQQ (330) 18, OJ, KM6BT (238) 
11, KP6AZ 8, KR6s AB GF 13, LL MB (265) 13, NA QW 
(338) 7, UL (210) 11-12, KSs 4CC 6G.I 6CL (237) 12, 
6CR (2201 ll,KV4s BA (332) 21, BW. KW6s DS EJ (205) 
11, £N (2751 2-12, KX6s BQ EQ FE, KZ5s AA EZ KF 
SO <2931 3, LJ2X, LXls BW 20, DB (331) 21, DE WR 6, 
LZls BZ WD (133) 1, M1B, MP4s BUG BDL BEU 20, 
BGE (200) 3, MAX (200) 18, MAY 19, QAL (207) 19, 
TBO, OAls BS OF 23, OG SO TM (332) 1, OD5s BA KU 
FA 18, OHONI (202) 5, ON8XA, OXs 3KM 1-2, 3WX 
(229) 7, TFC (208) 14, 5AR 4, OYs 5S (122) II, OFRA 
7ML, PAD» CM UN. PJs 2GE 23, 2CR (109) 12, 2CT 
2MI 14, 3CC 2, 3CL (1801 4-5. 4AC, PZls BW (188) 21, 
GF, SPs 2BSX 8AJK < 185) 5, SUI» KG RA, SVBs WL 
(221) 22, WS WU (332) 0, WV 5, WX (331) I, TF2s 
WJX (332) 23, WKA 22, WKII, TGs 8FA «AD. TIs 
3CJV (332) 20, 2IO 8LM (3321 22, TL8DL (230) 22. 
TN8AA (225) 21, TR8s AD AG (160) 21, TUZs AB AY 
(201) 0. BA (200) 1, BD, U5ARTEK, UAb 2CW 9BK 9DT 
9.KDL 3-4, OAI OCO 0NM (120) 13. OYP (202: 12, UB5s 
LV ND RR SR 3, WT, UG2CU 5. UDbs BIT 3-4. BV (211) 
3, UG6SG (191) 3, UI8MN, UH8HD, UJ8AC, UL7s BU 
.IA 2, UM8s FZ 3, KAB (20.1) 3, UO5WS, UP2s AX 13-14, 
KNP, UQ2» KAA fi, KFG 6. UR2» AR 4-7, KAA KAN 
KAW 21, UT5s BZ TO 5, UWs 9(10 (310) 2-3, 9EF 9IF 
(168) 3, 0AA (189> 3, OIE (202) 1, UY5ZA (332) 21, VEs 
AID (330) 0, 0NC 0NG 1. VKs IBA (220) 14, 1GD (275) 
12-13, plenty of 6s and 7«, 8AV 13, 9AG (230) 11-12, 
9BS (245) 14, 9D.I 14, 9DR 9GN 9GR (188) 11-12, 9KS 
(15D 13, 9MK (210) 13-14, 9NT (221) 12, 9OM (273) 
10-11, 9X1 OCR (331) 5. (IGP 0GT 7, VPs 1JEM (332) 
«1, 1LB 1LP INC 1TC (332) 23, 2AA 2AC (195) 23, 2AZ 
2GAR 2GZW 2KM (250) 23, 2LS »III 20, 2SAA 2SAB 
2SJ 2SY (332) 1, 2VZ (197) 22, 5AB 5RB 6KL (140) 8, 
6WR (130) 22, 7DL 7DS (332) 17, 8FL 8IIZ SIU 911. 9SK, 

VQs 8AX 12, 8CA (200) 12, 9EF 9HB (202) 22, 9HJB 
(234) 19, VRs 2DI (210) It, 2EK 2-3, 2FF 11, 3L 30 
SRZ (2.52) 5-c>, VSs 5MII (250) 12. 6FS (2301 14, 9ALV 
(187) 19-2, 9MB (240) 1, VU2s DKZ 23, FN (122) 15, 
QS TN XL 1«, WA0CHH,<TI4 (1841 3, XP1AA, XW8» 
AX (213) 14. Bs (202) 19, OF, oodles of XEs but no XE3s, 
YXs lFV (201) 14, HID 5RG. YJ8BW (200) 11, YK1AA 
c., YN6MBT, YOs 2BB (189) 7, 2BC 3RO 17, 9AFT 5, 
9VI, YSs 1ACS 1AG IMAX (334) 2, IOS 2OS 2JMR 
(138) ti, 2MBA (330) 0, 2MG. YU2NFJ (205) 23, enough 
YVs, ZB2AK 5-6, ZC4s CN 5, DW MO 5, ZDs 3D 8, 
3G <2701 4, 5R 7KH (172) 8, 8RD (155) 20. 8RII 9BT 
(230) 19, ZEs 1AE 2JE MO (159) li, ZF1GC (332) 22, 
ZKIAR 3-9, fourteen ZLs including 1AI (260) 6-7 of the 
Kermadecs, ZPs 3AL 3CD 3KT 5CF 1, 5JB 5JU, ZSs 
2MI (332) 21 of Marion. 3BP 3JJ (122) 16, 3XG (110) 
20, 911 (2011 lt,3A2M.JC (261) 12.3V8BZ (2001 0.4M4AV, 
4S7s NE (198) 12, PB (201) 12, YL (203) 17, 4U1ITU 
(123) 5, 4W1L, 4X4s AH (342) fi, CW 3, SO (3321 23. SW 
TP (135) 4. 4Zte HB HQ (128) 19-20, J W, 5Äs 2TR (332) 
21, 2TS 22-0. STV (332) 21, 5H3s JL JR KJ 18, 5LA» 
2AJ 3. 2FD 8FD, 5N2s AAY (332) 23, ABF 15. 5R8s 
AS (220) 15, AZ, 5U7AL (1801 22, 5VZRQ (155) 18, 
SW1AA (186) 12-13, 5X5FS, 5Z4s AA IR 19-20, JR KM 
(221) 20,6OlAU (211) 20-21, 6Y5s AD (121) ¿1, AK AR 
23, GG (332) 1, UC (2211 4. 7Q7s EC (244) 11, LZ (195) 
21, 7X0ÄH, 7Z3.AB, SRI« C (206) 7-8, G P (123) 21-22, 
S (208) 21, 9F3USA, 9GL» GA (242) 13. JM (162) 1, KM, 
9Hls AM HB, 9K2AM. 9Ms 2AV 2DX 0. "NF 2NY 
(203) 19-20, 2PO 17, 6JB BJP 6MG (195) 14, 9Nls BG 
MM' (2401 H. 9Q5» EP HF QR SS. 9U5s BB BD, 9VIs 
JY 15, LK MD MW (218) 15, AIY NO (226) 14-15, NV, 
9X5s AV 21, CE 20, SM (220) 20, SP (128) 21, WM (100) 
22, 9 Y4s LR and TX, very few using carrier-style a.xn.

Gee willikers — we’ve just realized we have an eight- 
page DX column this month with orders to stay within five. 
The overseas contest season always pinches. Twenty c.w. 
will have to wait till next month when Ws 1CNU 11>YE 
2GRD 2JBL 2JDH 3DPR 3HNK 4NXD 6HQB 7OEB 
7VCB 8PKU 8YGR HLNÖ, Ks 3MNJ 4IEX 4TWJ 
SETZ 5VTA 7INE 0DEQ 0JPJ 0REV. WAs 1FGN 2KSD 
ICZM 4QLP 4YDR 6JDT 7AUW 7BOA 7B0B 8GGN 
SMCQ 8SXQ 0OXO, WBs 2RJJ 2VYU 6WS, VE3GLG 
and HER feed our kitty along with later filings. Maybe 
we'Hhave a chance to check other bauds thanks to (15 e.wj 
Ws ICNU 2JBL 3HNK 5EHY 7VCB 8YGR, Ks 4TWJ 
5MHG/6 SVTA 0JPJ, WAs 1GXE 3GJU 4YDR (1,1 DT 
7AUW 7BOA 8MCQ 0OXO, WBs 2RJJ 2UOO 2VYO 
•JWKR 4EFE 6VVS, WN» 2ZQE 4FBY MITO, HER; 
(15 phone) Ws ICNU 2DY SGTQ 3IINK 5EHY 8YGR 
9LNQ, K5VTA, WAs 4YDR 6JDT 7BOA 7BOB SMCQ 
8PKG, Mr. Kilrov; GO c.w.) WA7s AUW BOA BOB, 
WB6VV8, KII6BZF, HER, 5Z4SS; (10 phone) Ws ICNU 
8YGR 0TGG, WAs 4YDR 7BOA; (to c.w.) Ws 31INK 
7VCB, KHEX, WA8MCQ, WBs 2HJJ and «WS. The 
way things are poppiu’ riglit now our coming fall DX 
session should be (.'loud 10!

Where:
ASIA — “I’m nontinuinx represent 4X1» SK aud SO 
A as QSL manager,” writes W2LWP. “hut I dropped 
managerial duties for 4X4UL as of June 1st. No logs from 
Meir since last November. All QSLs from U. S. hams for 
4X4UL have been returned with the suggestion that they 
try direct. However, I do hold his logs for QSOs from 
mid-1965 through October, ’66, so I can confirm these on 
receipt of self-addressed stamped envelopes.” .Since the 
Middle East hotted up, QSL aide W3HNK reports a 
•similar gap in liaison with clients 4X48 RD and UTI. “When
ever their logs arrive I’ll be able to move the stack I’m 
holding.” By the way, W2QHTI says 4X4CJ has need for 
a reliable U .S.A.-based QSL rep . VVBSNZU’b
W/Tvs-ordy managership for VÜ2VZ begins with QSOs of 
May 7, 1967 “1 was operator of HL9KW from
April. 1966, to January of this year,” acknowledges 
K5HTM, ready to confirm his contacts on receipt, _ , _ . _ 
“VS9ABL took U.K. leave in Alay, promising to send me 
his Marcii and April logs,” comments W4NJF. “No word 
from liim yet, and I have a bushel of cards on hand, mostly 
from Sixes.” ISWL’s Monitor reports a fresh
U.S.8,R. prefix displa.ved by UZ9UA, apparently the same 
region as UA9-UV9-UW9.
AFRICA — “We'll QSL 100 per cent in answer to all 

u'V valid cards received,’* assures W4ZCB, referring to 
contacts scored during his (I DL 5A 6W8 T1J2 9(11 ZD8 
and TZ! ramble with W lEf! in May and June. This fall 
they expect to visit HL US ST2 VU2 YA 4S7 5N2 7GI

OK2KMB, shown here with operator Joseph at the dials, 
signed OK5KMB at a Czech hamfest last month. Such club 
stations are numerous and very active in eastern Europe 
where the number of amateurs tends to outrun available 

ham equipment.

QST for



ST2SA is good for snappy Sudan QSOs and quick QSLs. 
Sid gets a kick out of 10- and 15-meter a.m. and c.w. but 
says his two harmonics cause quick QSY now and then. 

{Photo via W3BBO)

and 9N1 territory TG9EP, QSL helper for
5R8AX, is aroused by the number of s.a.s.e. he receives 
with U.S. postage affixed. We thought that problem was 
principally Canada’s. No use shipping U.S. glued-down 
mint stamps outside W/K-land, fellows, APO-type routes 
excepted K1SLZ is QSL manager for VVA3CJJ
now in Kenya. If you work OM ( ’huck over there, QSL 
via Larry Liberia’s annual field day unveiled that
country's new SLA prefix. 5 LAs 2FD and 8FD really had 
tlie gang grabbin’. “1 have all ET3AC logs now,
also records for Blake’s FL8AC activity,” advises W4NJF. 
“My pile for 7Q7LC is getting bigger but perhaps 7Q7EC 
can get him to send me some logs.”
I^UROPE— NNRC’s Bulletin mentions that QSL swaps 
Lu by U.S.S.B. hams appear to be tightening up again. 
Instead of direct station-to-station exchanges they'll be 
sticking more closely to Box N-88, Moscow, inbound and 
out.. ....Single-sideband contacts with EAGAR in mid- 
July can be confirmed by the visiting operator, DL7FT, 
according to word via W1WP0 G3APA, through
K0GZN, says two IRCs are sufficient for airmail from 
England to this country. The recent shuffle in international 
postal rates has everyone a little shook VE4DB
has evidence that two distinct ZB2AMs were active around 
t.he same time. One of ’em debunked his QSO but the other 
•rune through with a QSL from C.P.O. Mess, HMS Hooke, 
Gibraltar I1AMU tells VE4DB that ilVICN’s
call is pirated ou c.w. now and then .. .  . _ Italian calls
with prefix numerals other than “1” can usually be QSLd 
to the 11 of the same suffix. The significance of those variant 
numerals escapes us _______ WA7B0B agree» that working 
a station with such a call as 0H2BAD should be done with 
a grain or two of salt. Rut Dave’s dad, W7BNZ, salted 
away the QSL a week after contact    _ From OH2Y V’s 
Scandinavian Activities Contest announcement (see 
"Whence”): “All SAC participants are requested to con
firm each contest QSO with QSL, a voluntary habit aimed 
at fostering QSL exchange all over the world.”

HEREABOUTS —• “In thirty months on the air I’ve re
ceived some G()00 QSLs from the U.S.A, alone,” re
marks TG9EP. “Almost every QSLer seems to want my 

card ‘rush direct airmail’, too often without the courtesy of 
including a self-addressed envelope. Instead of IRCs 1 
PMi accept an unnt fixed 15-cent U.S. stamp along with 
each s.a.e.” W4NKA says he and WA4NKA both
work their DX out of Atlanta but get their QSLs through 
different bureaus (p. 154, June QS7’). It’s definitely an age 
of specialization, lads SCDXC’s Bulletin observes
that Australia is rigging up its own version of ZIP code, 
a four-digit deal .......  DXCPR’s DXer says the P.R. 
bureau holds a batch of QSLs awaiting claim bv KP4s 
ATQ AZJ BNI BOJ CKB CKI CNN DA LA QV and YD

K3AHN’s QSL service in behalf of KV4FA com
mences with QSOs of April 29, 1967 ____ _ - W0VXO
can help you confirm February 160-meter contacts with 
OA4O, PY1NFC, VP2s AZ KY and MK   HP1JC 
wonders who’s been signing HP2 J C behind his back, suffixes 
being singular in Panama. When traveling he sometimes 
signs HP5-6-7.IC but always sticks to HPlJG/2wheninthe 
second call area. “Since 1 no longer answer improperly 
hlled-out QSLs I can move faster through the backlogs.” 
Juan points out that the emission mode is extremely im
portant to certificates chasers, so don't omit endorsement 
for two-way s.s.b., RTTY, spark, etc.________ All hail our
“QSLers of the Month,” namely CR6GO. CT3AS, EI3S, 
FY7YM, G2RF, HC1LE, HH9DL, K9GZK, KB6CZ, 
KL7MF, KV4AA, KW6EJ, KZ5BC. LX1WR, MP4BBW, 
OE3PWW, OTTs 1 VA 2RAD. OX5BO, SP8AIJ, VEs 
IFZ 8ZZ. VKs 2AVA/L.H. 2GW 3XM 7SM, VP7NP, 
VRLCR, VS9ALV, WA1EAV/VP9 ZL3AB, ZS6AJO, 
SRIG aud 9G1FQ, each loudly applauded in “How’s” 
correspondence from Ws 4NJF 5EH Y 7BNZ 8YGR, 
K5VTA. WAs 2HIU 4YDR 6JDT 7BOB 8MCQ, VE3GLC 
and monitor Kilroy. Any particularly prompt postbox 
plunkers over your way? We’ll gladly help you pat some 
backs 'Alni W4REZ is trvitig to run down VQ4EZ
,.f '58 and 4W1AA: K5MHG is foiled by VP1WH: and 
WA4YDR desires a tardv JA3GZN affidavit. Anv hints? 
______ „WA3CFK, WB2R.U and VK5BB stand ready to 
shoulder QSL labors for deserving DX operators 
Ex-HC4TB, now at the address in the list to follow, urges 
those still awaiting his QSLs to be patient. “Much of my 
mail has yet to be forwarded from Esmeraldas, a pro
cedure that could take months.” . _ “1 QSLd my
thousand Novice QSOs 100 per cent but returns are very 
poor,” protests ex-WN8TND who by now should have re
sumed his DX career as WA8TND ___Now our

individual recommendations in the QTII line, but keep 
mindful of the fact that these, data are necessarily neither 
complete, accurate, nor “official”. . . .
GP6EX, P.O. Box 679. Santa Cruz, Bolivia
EP3AM/W4ZCB/W4EII (to W4ZCB)
FO8BU, Box 374, Papeete, Tahiti (or via REF)
FY7YN, R. Robinson, Rte. Mongo, Cayenne, Fr. Guiana
HB0LL (non-W/Ks via DL7FT)
ex-HC4TB, T. Brigham, 460 Westminster Av., Haddon

field, N.J., 08033
HL9KW (see preceding text)
HP3PJ, Box 74, David R.P.
HR1RCT, Radio Club of Tegucigalpa, P.O. Box 149C, 

Tegucigalpa, Honduras
IS1ALX, P.O. Box 33, Fiesole, Florence, Italy
K5BNB/KS6, % Dept, of Education, Pago Pago, U.S. 
Samoa

K6KH/K.G6, C. Moore, Box 110, U.S. NavCommSta, 
FPO, San Francisco, Calif., 96630

KH6EDY, % R. Johnson, Box 36, FPO, San Francisco, 
Calif., 96614

CX-A1P4TBO, R. Baines, “Moorfield”, Hardstoft Rd., 
Pilsley, Chesterfield, Derbyshiie, England

OA0UO, Aptdo. 280, Iquitos, Peru
OX4AA, Box 648, APO, New York, N. Y., 09121
PJ4AE, P.O. Box 186, San Nicolas, Aruba, N. A.
PY7s AOA/0 APS/0 AIN/0 (to PY7s AOA APS AIN) 
SMs 5BUT 0BUT (via W3HNK)
SV0WU, W. Smith, NavRadSta “T”, FPO, New York, 

N. Y., 09525
TA1KT, via R. Beatty HI, K4IEX, 6316 Lee Lan Dr., 

Orlando, Fla., 32809
TG9EP/4/6/7 (Africa and Europe via DL7FT; others 

direct)
TI4FCH, Aptdo. 2412, San Jose, C.R.
TI5YOR, P.O. Box 93, San Ramon, C.R.
TL8DL, U. S. Embassy, B.P. 924, Bangui, C. A. R.
UPOL-13-15, % E. Krenkel, Box N-88, Moscow, U. S. S. R.
VK2BRJ. VK2BRJ/9 (via W4CIIA)
VK9VM, 1. Fisher, Box 502, Rabaul, T. N. G.
©X-VP8IQ, H. Dunleavy % Nora Murphy, 2474 Valentine 

Av., Bronx, N. Y., 10158
VS9s ARV HRV KRV, Sgt. R. Vasper, Royal Sig. Tp., 39th 

Msl. Regt RA, BFPO 16, % GPO, London, England
VU2s EH ZCB (to W4ZCB)
VU2VZ (\\ /Ks via WB2NZU; see preceding text) 
W4EII/EL/HZ/J Y/9Q5 (to W4ZCB)
W4UAF/KH6, V. Melvin, 116 Main St., Honolulu,

Hawaii,96818
W4ZGB/EL/HZ/JY/9Q5 (to W4ZCB)
W0VXO/KV4/OA4 (to W0VXO)
ZS5XA, 3Ma Bulwer Rd., Durban, Ntl„ S. Africa
ex-3V8GM-SP5ALG-SP9ALG-4X4UJ-4X0WF (via
W2VLS)

4X4UL (see preceding text)
5A4TV, P.O Box 178. Benghazi, Libya
SRIS, Box 739, Georgetown, Guyana (W/Ks via W9JVF)
9G1BA, Box 625, Tema, Ghana
9M6JP, RAF Labuan, Sabah, BFPO 660, % GPO, London, 

England
DX1HA (via DL0JK) 
DLORD (via DJ2XP) 
ET3s HJ TO (to W4ZCB) 
FL8DY (via REF) 
GB3WGC (via G3PKV) 
HL9KE (via WA4YDR) 
19RB (via W2GHK) 
IT0ARI (via ARI) 
JH1CDE (via JA1SEX) 
JY6GVM (to WGGVM) 
KlOTA/p/LX (to K1OTA) 
KG6s SK SL (via W4FRO) 
K.V4FA (via K3AHN) 
OA4KF (via W2JBL) 
OX3XO (via EDR)

VR5RZ (to VK4RZ) 
W5YZL/KH6 (via KH6DQ) 
ZC4MO ( via RSGB) 
ZC4TX (via WA9KVA) 
ZD7WR (via RSGB)
ZD9BI (via W2GIIK) 
4X4s SK SO (via W2IWP) 
4X4UJ/W5 (via W2VLS) 
5A1TY (to HB9ADP) 
ex-5A4TQ (to TL8DL) 
5LA8FD (via EL9B) 
5R8AX (via TG9EP) 
5Z4KN (via RSEA) 
9H1AG (via RSGB) 
9M2NY (to 9V1NY)
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DJ7CX/M1 displays a well-appointed DXpediHonary
installation in mountainous San Marino. He displayed his
signal to advantage, too, for 1500 contacts earlier in the

year. All this and room service!

PX1GM (to E2GM) ex-9lT5H> (via W2GITK) 
VP1SB (via VETSK) 9X5GG (via W2GHK)

Note: For direct reply, unless specifically waived, self
addressed «tamped envelopes (self-addressed envelopes 
with sufficient International Reply Coupons when appro
priate) should be included in mailings to QSL managers 
designated herein. This is generally advisable when seeking 
postal response from anyone.
QTH donors for the suggestions prece ling include Ws 

1WPO 1YYM 2l)Y 2.IBL 2MEL 2VOZ 71WR 9LNQ, 
K4TWJ, WAs 1GXE 7B0A, WN2ZQE, CX2AM, 
HRIMAS, KH6BZF, W. P. Kilroy, Columbus Amateur 
Radio Association C ARAseopc (W8ZCQ), PARC’s 
D X-MB (DLs 1EP 3RK), 1 >X Club of Puerto Hico DXer 
(KPlBKi, Florida DX Club DX Report (W4BRB), 
International Short Wave League Monitor (A. Miller, 02 
Warward Ln., Belly Oak, Birmingham 20, Eng.), Japan 
DX Radio Club Bulletin- (JA1DM), Newark News Radin 
Club Bulletin (L. XSaite, 39 Hannum St.. Ballston Spa, 
N. Y.), North Eastern DX Association DX Built fin 
(K1IMP), Northern California DX Club DXer (Box 008, 
Menlo Park, Calif., 94025), Southern California DX Club 
Bulletin (WA6GLD), Utah DX .Association Bulletin 
(W7LEB) and VERON’s DXpress (PA0s FX LOU TO 
VDV WWP). Keep it rollin’!

Whence:

ITUROPE — DARC (Germany) invites amateurs
2j throughout the world to participate in its IUAE DX 

Cantesi, No. 13 in the series, scheduled for c.w. from zero 
GMT, August 12th, to 2100 the 13th, and phone on Sep
tember 9th-10th, same times. Non-Europeans will trade 
RST001, RSI 002, etc. (no “T” on voice, of course) with 
Europeans once per band at one point per QSO, Additional 
points are yours by sending “QTC” (QSO reports) to 
European stations at one point per QTC. Each QTC consists 
of (1) time in GMT, (2) station call, and (3) QSO number 
of any previous W AE Test contact. For example, WA9BRC 
raises DJ9 YL and earns a contact point thereby; WA9BRC 
previously worked G3LUV at 1207 GMT for G3LUV’s 
96th Test QSO. So, besides the QSO point for his serial 
swap with DJ9YL, another point goes to WA9BRC if he 
successfully transmits “1207 G3LUY. 096” to DJ9YL. 
WA9BRC can work DJ9YL later on the same band only 
for sending additional QTC. Over the entire Test period 
each QTC can be sent to Europe by WA9BRC but once, 
and DJ9YL can accept no more than 10 QTC per band 
from WA9BRC. Thus the more Test QSOs accumulated, 
the more QTC are available to parlay into additional 
points. Scoring: Multiply combined QSO and QTC points 
collected ou all bands by the combined numbers of multi
pliers collected on all bands, the latter deriving from 
DARC’» Worked-All-Europe Countries List—-CT 1 CT2, 
Germany, Spain, EA0. El F EC G GO GD GI, Scotland, 
Shetlands, Gil, HA, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, HV 1 IS 
IT, Norway, Bear Island, J\\ JX LX LZ, San Marino, OE 
OH OH0 OK ON OY OZ, Holland, PX, Sweden, 
SP, Greece, Rhodes, Crete, European Turkey, TF 
ÜA/UV/UVM-6 UB/UT/UYS UC UN UQ UP UQ UR, 
(•ranz Josef Land, YÜ YU ZA ZB2 3A and 9HI. Entries go 
to Dr. H.-G_. Todt, DL7EN, Chlodwigstr, 5, 1 Berlin 42, 
Germany, postmarked no later than September 15, 1907 
(c.wj or October lo, 1007 (phonet. Top Test performances 
in manj’ rexions will be rewarded with testimonials of 
merit. Now get to work on your northeastern stacked 
Sterbas, OMs ____ __ - Last year's WAEDC results list
these top U. S. and Canada scorers by call area (c.w.) 
W1 BP W, W B2CKS, W3YUW, KIBAI, \\ 5WZQ,
WA6SB0, Ws 7PQE 8GQU 9IOP, WA0KDI, KH6IJ. 
VEs 2UN and 3IR; (phone) WlHQV, WB2FÜN. W3CBF, 
WAs 4PXP 5ALB, KIKVN/7, WAs xRSL 9ISM 0KDI, 
VEs 2 A FC 3BHS and 6SF. Our code contingent outnum
bered mike participants 63 to 20, by the wy, a higher ratio 
than last year’s 57 to 31. Kingpins per continent are (c.w,)

CP5EZ, CROCK, SM2BJT, W0GTA/8F4, WB2CKS, 
4X4HF; (phone) CX9CO, DJ6QT, HI8XAL, OD5BZ, 
W0GTA/8F4 and 5A2TR. Other WAE-list country leaders 
include (c.w.) CE6EF, CRs 6CK 7IZ, DJ2YA, EA2CR, 
EI5F, EP2BQ, F7D0, G2DC, GI3RTS, GMs 2HCZ 
3SVK, HA1SD, MBs 9DX 0AGH, HPIAC, I1LA0, 
JA1EZT, KG6AQA, KH6IJ, KR6CU, LA11I, DL0NS/LX, 
LZ1AZ, OA4PF. 0D5LX, OEIZDA, OH2F8, OK1AHZ, 
ON4XG, OZ7BG, PA0LOU, PY1ADA, SP6TQ, TF3AB, 
UAs 3KFB 9WS, UB5KAI, UC2KMZ, UD6FA, UF6DD, 
UH8BO, U18CD. UL7JE, UO5SA, UP2NK, UR2LO, 
VK2APK, VS6DS, XE1KKV, YO3KSD, YU3BC, 
YV5BOA, ZB2AX, 5N2AAF, 7Z3AB, 9J2BC, 9M2LO, 
9Q5LJ, 9VI MY, 9Y4YU; (phone) CE6EZ, CN8BV, 
CR6DX, CT1IW. EAs 2CR 8CR, EP2BQ, ET3WH, 
F8GV, G2AJB, GI3RTS, GM3JDR, HA5DU, HB9DX, 
HP1JC, I1RBJ, W4F1J/IT1, JA1MHV, KG6AQA, 
KP4CL, LA5HE, LZ1WD, MP4DAN, 0D5BZ, OE1IZ, 
oils 5SM 0NI, 0K1AHV, ON5KY, OX5AR, OZ3SK, 
PA0EEM, PY2UFM, SM2BJI, SP5AKG, SV0WV, 
TG8CJ, TN8AA’, UAs 3KBD 9WS, U5ARTEK, UC2BF, 
UD6BV, UH8BO, UO5SA, UP2NV. VK3MO, VPs 3HAG 
5RB, VSs 6AJ, 9OC. VU2CK, ZC4MO, ZL1AGO, 4X4QA, 
5A2TR, 5N2AAF, 7Z3AB, 9J2FK, 9M2OV and 9V1MY. 
Over all, the U.8.S.R. bunch outparticipated us almost two 
to one. Can we show ’em some dust this month and next? 
A comment by DARC: “At least two high-score logs were 
lost in a plane crash en route Berlin from Frankfurt last 
September.” These appear to have included massive tallies 
from Ws 3MSK (K3EST op) and 2JAE which could have 
altered the preceding statistics considerably SKA L
(Finland) welcomes world-wide indulgence iu the 1996 
Scandinavian Art'¿city Contest scheduled for (c.w.) the period 
1500 GAIT on the I Oth of next month to 1800 the 17th, and 
(phone) <>n the 23rd-24th. same times, on 3.5 through 28 
Me. Non-iscandinavians will round up as many JW JX 
LA OH OH0 OX OY OZ and SM/SL stations as possible, 
swapping the usual RS- or RST001, RST002, etc., serials. 
Scores are calculated at one point per completed QSO, this 
total multiplied for tinal score by the number of Scandina
vian band-prefixes collected (45 the possible maximum). 
Your log transcript listing date, GMT, station worked, 
serials sent-received, band, and notation of each new 
multiplier claimed, should be submitted with a summary 
sheet, to SRAL, P.O. Box 10303, Helsinki 10, Finland, 
postmarked no later than October 15, 1967. Good oppor
tunity’ to clean up on such certifications as OH A, UZCCA, 
WALA, WASM, etc. See you on that north Atlantic path! 
. _ ....  L>on’t forget that YQ Contest coming off on the
first week end of this month as announced lastQST
Gheck, if you wish, with DJ2XP regarding a certification 
centered on communication with summer vouth camp 
station DJ0RD East Germany’s WADM Contest
occurs October 7th~8th. We’ve scheduled participation 
particulars for next month W8TMP says inquiry
to the secretary, Central Radio (dub, P.O. Box N-88. 
Moscow, brings back a stack of data on Russian amateur 
radio — award specs, oblast list, etc, “Anyone
needing Luxembourg should check into the YL net on 20 
sideband,” hints tuner Kilroy. “LX1DB is usually there at 
2100-2300 GMT.” OE5LX is delighted with his
more than 2000 W/K QSOs on 14-Mc. code and voice

Continental items noted in club periodicals: 
ON6AF was a DX special at the Brussels Aerospace Elec
tronics Exhibition in June. . . , OH2YV’s Award Hunters 
Club is going strong. EA4CR, DLs 1QT 9KP, 0K3EA, 
UR2BU, IT! AGA and DJ2UU pace the awards race in that 
order. . . . KlOTA/p/LX may still be on as you read 
this — s.s.b. on 14,200, 21,350, 28,650 kc.; code on 7015, 
14,015, 21,015 and 28,015 kc. , . . PXls IE and JS, the 
handiwork of F9s IE and JS, will fire up again this month. 
Watch (phone) 14,110, 14,190, 21,340, 28,600 kc.; (c.w.) 
21,020 and 28,020 kc.
ASIA — All-Asian. Dx Contest, August 26-27: JARL 

invites world-wide participation in the 8th All-Asian 
DX Contest (a c.w.-only affair) from 1000 GMT August 
26 to 1600 GAIT, the 27th. Non-Asians will work Asians 
on 1.8 through 28 Me., exchanging serials consisting of 
RST plus the operator’s age «YLs are permitted to substi
tute two zeroes for the latter figure). Final score derives from 
total contacts multiplied by total band-countries worked. 
Single-band and multiband, categories are available, aud 
only single-operator activity is permitted. Score one point 
per contact and use the ARRL Countries List to figure your 
Asian multipliers. Entries must arrive at the JARL Contest 
Committee, P.O. Box 377, Tokyo Central, Japan, no later 
than December 29 . “I was very surprised and
pleased to see your November ’65 article in QST,” declares 
Calcutta’s VU2JKZ. That month we made mention of the 
licensing of 2JK in 1921, probably the. first of Indian ama-
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ZS8L becomes even rarer as ZS9D from time to time. This 
comfy Maseru layout is widely worked on 20, 15 and 10 
sideband. Ulli, a Lesotho government surveyor, expects 
to visit the States with Mrs. ZS8L this autumn. (Photo 

via W4BRE)

tcurR, “My father. O.M. Gooptu, joined Silent Keys in 
19f>3 after being active on the bands till '61 ami an ARRL 
member to ’59. He was a great experimenter with homebuilt 
microphones, beam antennas and v.h.f. projects. VU2JK’s 
favorite antenna was the W8JK beam of the ’80s. I decider! 
that the oldest call sign in India should continue, so I 
became Novice VU2JKZ in 1965 and will shortly appear for 
my Grade One. VU2JK will still be on the air!” ------ -
W1YYM notes that UA9AB formerly signed UI8LB 
_____- ZC4TX, QSL whip for WA9KVA, is an RAF club 
installation thoroughly worked on 15 and 2U .- 
WA4YDR has a like arrangement, with HL9KE who keeps 
him busy with lots of QSOs on 21,315-kc. sideband around 
0200 GAIT______ W2IWP describes a rugged field outing 
enjoyed by 4X4s MR SK TI UM and VW as 4X4HT/4 
in late April near Tai Alaresha. Come to think of it, there 
was quite a wild, field day throughout that area in eari.y 
.lune . .... . _, _ Now Asiagrams courtesy literature of afore
mentioned clubs and groups: UA0s ER and FM, 11 Me., 
with FF on 21, dispense loads of Sakhalin c.w. QSOs. . . . 
BV2A, ’tis said, holds the only Taiwan ticket. . . . The 
long awaited gree i li-zht begins to flicker for our Pakistan 
colleagues. . . . Hi-fi interference is more troublesome 
than TVI for Yokohama KAs. . . . MP ITBO calls it quits 
for the U.K. after twenty kiloQSOs with 250 countries. . . . 
KAs 2DL (WB6ELA), 2DA1 (W8ARB), 21J (K116IJ). 
2JC (K9JFV), 2KK OVB6RJB), 2RR (WB6Q1A), 2TJ 
(WA3DBX), 2USA (WA9THF) and 7CS (W7TNA) hold 
neworrenewedFEARLmembershtps. . . . JA3MYK/mm, 
with QRP on 15, 20 and 40, sails 16-foot Korassa from 
California to his homeland.
AFRICA — “With seven new stations on the air the 

number of active 5Z4s has doubled,’’ cheers 5Z4KN
• WAGPKN) from Nairobi. “For tlie first time licenses are 
being issued to Americans, three so far. Credit for re- 
establisliment of licensing here goes to the Radio Society 
of East Africa, the majority of whose members hold tickets 
in other countries as well, I’m on c.w. and s.s.b. daily, 
1500-2000 GMT, 5Z4KE is very active on 14,050-kc. c.w,, 
1300-2100 GMT, while 5Z4s KK and KAI join old-timers 
5Z4s IR and JW on 10, 15 and 20 meters. When our rams 
stop 1’11 replace my dipoles with a 2-element tribander to 
help the NCX-5 along.” Jerry, broadcast engineering 
advisor to Voice of Kenya’s TV and BC operations, antici
pates another year in 5Z4-land “Finally received
my license after a nine-month wait,” exclaims TL8DL, 
formerly 5A4TQ _______ K4TW.T hears from 5A.4TV, still 
holding out in Libya with an SB-200 around 14,195 kc 

DL7FT learns that 3V8BZ, Tunisia's only current 
licensee, is a 20-vear resident W4s Eli and ZCB
confirm W6KG*s  findings that amateur radio is taboo in 
MaliTrouble with his regular rig caused EL2AG 
to lut 20 s.s.b. with a borrowed HW-32. W4NJF expects a

K8NHW/XV5, though he’s been sidebanding in Vietnam 
with local permission for some time, inadvertently caused a 
flurry of 15- and 20-meter FCC citations for W /Ks who 
worked him prematurely. XV5 contacts are off-limits for 
us per the International Telecommunications Union’s ban 
list. K1YPE/XV5 was a recent FCC-authorized exception 
to the ruling. Keep an ear on WlAW’s regular bulletin 
transmissions for fresh news of official action in such 

matters. (Photo via W6FAY)

visit soon from ex-EL2AT, now Stateside Cullings
from the clubs press: WGb KG and DOD netted six kilo- 
QSOs with 132 countries in three r.f.-filled weeks as ZD3I. 
. . . Z-D7WR is an RSGB-sponsored 28.983-kc. beacon rig, 
reception reports solicited. ZD7DI (G3JBQ), former VS6DI, 
likes 10 sideband around IG00 GMT, 20 meters at. 2000 or 
so, . , . ON8FF expects to keep at it till March. . . . 
TL8SW tries his DX luck as 9Q5SR. . . . Bassas da India 
is a selected CR7GF challenge. . . . Spanish will aid in 
flagging down EA9AZ near 14,250 kc., 0600 GMT. . . . 
Who’s got the prefix for Biafra? [2N5, Boss?—Jeeret.j 
(Cut tliat out, man.) . . . When the Aldabras sign up 
thAv’U displace the. Maldives as smallest U.N. country.

OCEANIA — “VR5RZ commenced operation at 0410 
GAIT, Alay 30th,” affirms the OM himself, VK4RZ.

“Twenty came first with the KWM-1, then 15 and 10. No 
gear for 80 and 40. Operation on this Tonga island is spora
dic due to fluctuating line voltage. The regulation is out 
of order and, since the last man in charge was accidentally 
killed by dynamite, nobody here knows how to fix it. The 
local hospital has power priority wliich means 1 write this 
practically in the dark.” . _.. _ ARRL President
W0NWX adds comment from the Newton, Iowa, end of 
those DX fireworks detailed last month by VK5K0. “The 
1802-ko. QSO with Adelaide took place at 1108 GMT, April 
30th. VKSKO’s signal came up out of the noise to peak at 
sunrise here, then faded out 12 minutes later. During the 
following 23 hours and 51 minutes we QSOd on the five 
higher bands for a six-band grand slam over a distance of 
10,000 miles.” Bob needed only an 85-watt Ranger for job, 
doubtless aided considerably by a 700-ft. copper span 
.. . 3C3DU says an HR-160 now is on the air at 
«M8RY thanks to London (Ont.) Amateur Radio Club and 
VE3EMF. An alert VE6 was Yong's first contact with the 
gift... .. VK5BB’s 900 p.e.p. watts dent all bands from
80 tlirough 10. Bert’s been active since 1947
Pacifisms thanks to club newshawks: KC6CL skeds his 
OM, W0ZNY, at 1100 GMT Wednesdays, 14,325 kc. . . . 
uMGs JP and AIG are behind VS5s CQ and DX. . . . 
Saipan, now about as rare as Los Angeles, has KGGs 
SB Sk’ SK SL SAI and SN splattering each other with 
14-Mc. groundwave. . . . ZL4s AIO and PH are mentioned 
in conjunction with Chatham isle.

HEREABOUTS— If anyone still needs proof that DX 
prosperity is here again. WN8TND offers the first 

claimed Novice DXCC qualification in years. “In my 
Novice period 1 worked 113 countries, confirmed 105, and 
have applied for WAC ami WAS. Aly Ranger was never 
turned off, tlie receiver is a 75A-4, and the skywire a home
built 21-Mc. beam. Just took my General exam — hope I 
passed!” George’s not-so-secret weapon, together with a 
rapidly developed operating skill, was an array of sixteen 
crystals. As most newcomers quickly discover, the guy 
nearest a DX station’s frequency usually gets answered first 

W3HNK notes KV4EY, another recent Novice 
! >X sharpie, cleaning up the goodies on 10, 15 and 20 with 
I Tenth gear “PY'lNFC keeps summer operating
schedules on 1826 or 1827 kc. at. 0500-0600 GMT, Sundays,” 
notifies top-band specialist W0VXO. “VV5BPJ also has 
been bitten by the. 160-meter DX bug and should be.on by 
now with a Valiant and HQ-175.” KL7FRY plugs away 
regularly on 1804 kc. as described last month. And who says 
160 is a «lead DX duck in the static season —- WlBB (1803 
kej reports a QSO with G3PQA (1825 kc.) on June ilth 
.......  W2.FBL had a visit from OA4PZ who hopes to 
settle in Jersey and eventually become a Two
Ex-HC4TB, also in N. J., terminated a Peace Corps assign
ment in Alay _______ 4X4UJ becomes 4X4UJ/W5 with
the Army at Ft. Hood. Andre will be eligible for his own 
W/K call next year .....   With 10 back in DX shape
we're due for a DX revival among tlie mobile clan. K4TWJ 
tiles claim to forty fast countries so far. Dave can press his 
wheeled deal to 200 watts_______WWP-W5DPS

(Continued on page
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Operating
News

GEORGE HART, W1NJM, Communications Manager 
ELLEN WHITE, W1YYM, Deputy Comms. Mgr. 

Administration: LILLIAN M. SKLTER, W1ZIE DXCC: ROBERT L. WHITE, W1WPO
Public Servies: WILLIAM A. OWEN, W1EEN Training Aids: GERALD PINARD

Supplementing the Club Treasury. The 
recent announcement of an increase in ARRL 
dues reminds us to mention that there is a long
standing arrangement between the League and 
its affiliated clubs to provide for sending in 
membership applications and renewals through 
club secretaries. The way this works is that if 
you are a member of an affiliated club, you pay 
your club secretary your full ARRL dues instead 
of sending it in to headquarters. When he has 
collected an initial entry of ten such payments 
from the club membership, he sends the League 
a remittance for each member at a rate of 86 
each. The difference goes into the club treasury.

After the initial entry of ten, subsequent 
entries can be sent in singly or in smaller groups. 
Note that this arrangement does not constitute 
a reduced rate for ARRL membership, but only 
a means of being of some slight financial assist
ance to affiliated clubs.

Just one precaution: make sure your club 
secretary sends the entry in! The League is not 
responsible for it. until it is received here. There 
have been occasions when club secretaries have 

“sat” on membership entries while subject 
members' memberships expired and lost con
tinuity. Our Membership Department tries to 
make good on such eases, but it is at best an 
anomolous situation which should be avoided if 
possible.

Club Affiliated Rules and Procedures. 
While we are on this subject, it occurs that many 
amateurs and club groups not affiliated with the 
League are unaware of the requirements and 
procedures for ARRL affiliation: also of the 
advantages. In brief, the principal requirements 
are that 51% or more of the members must be 
licensed amateurs, and 51% or more of the 
voting membership must be ARRL members. 
In the case of bona fide secondary school radio 
clubs with fast-rotating membership, the latter 
requirement is waived if one member (such as 
the faculty adviser) of the club maintains his 
ARRL membership.

The procedure is simple, straightforward and 
fairly routine. The club files with headquarters 
a copy of its constitution, a questionnaire form 
establishing its eligibility, and a “Resolution of

OPERATING EVENTS (Dates in GMT) 
ARRL-IARU Societies-SCM-Affiliated Club-Operating Events

August September October

1-9 Roy Scout World Jamboree, 
K7WSJ, p. 1U, last issue.

4 Qualifying Run, W6OWP

5-6 Illinois QSO Party, p. 108, 
last issue.

YO Contest, p. 101, last 
issue.

6 Maryland-D.C. QSO Party, 
p. 107, last issue.

11-12 Idaho QSO Party, p. 112, 
this issue.

12-13 WAE DX Contest, c.w., p. 
86, this issue.

17 Qualifying Run, W1AW

19-20 New Jersey QSO Party, p. 
96, this issue.

26-27 South Carolina QSO Party, 
p, 120, this issue.

All Asian Contest, p. 86, 
this issue.

1-30 B.C. Centennial QSO Party 
p. 132 this issue.

2 4 LO Party 
(League official», only).

7 Qualifying Run W6OWP

9 Frequency Measuring 
Test

9-10 V.H.F. QSO Party 
WAE DX Contest, phone, 

p. 86, this issue.

9-11 Zero District QSO Party, 
p. 104, this issue.

15 Qualifying Run, W1AW

16-17 Scandinavian Activity Con
test, c.w., p. 86, this issue.

16-18 Waslungton State QSO 
Party, next issue.

23-24 VE/W Contest, next issue. 
Scandinavian Activity Con
test, phone, p. 86, this issue.

6 Qualifying Run, W6OWP

7-8 VK/ZL, phone 
WADM

14 Qualifying Run, W1AW

14-15 VK/ZL, c.w.

14-16 GD Party, phone*

18-19 YLRL Anniversary Party, 
c.w.

21-23 GD Party, c.w.*

* League Officials and 
Communications Dept, 
Appointees, only.
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On March 12, 1967, approximately 150 people par
ticipated in the dedication of the Houston Amateur Radio 
Club's brand new clubhouse, W5DPA. On the podium for 
the program was South Texas SCM, Jerry Sears, W5AIR. 
The many VIPs present included West Gulf Division Direc
tor W5QKF, SEC K5QQG and ECs WA5BUVand W5TFW.

Gavel competition in the VHF-SS, the DN 
Competition and the Nov. SS.

The disadvantages? We can't think of any, 
offhand; we doubt that there are any. It costs 
the club nothing — in fact, some financial gain 
can be realized, as pointed out above. All kinds 
of benefits are available. All that is asked in 
return is the club’s support of and loyalty to the 
principles of the League. Under the circum
stances, don't you find it a little surprising, as 
we do, that all amateur radio clubs aren’t 
affiliated?

That W1AW Rhombic. Back in 1937, very 
shortly after the League purchased its 7-aere 
plot on Main St. in Newington, for the erection 
of a headquarters station, the first thing accom
plished was the erection of a rhombic (“diamond” ) 
directional antenna, aimed at the west coast. 
Five (four of them 60' tall) western red cedar 
poles were purchased in Oregon and transported 
here at some expense, and planted at points on 
the property laid out in advance b,y a surveyor 
(W1OKY) to orient all projected W1AW 
antennas in accordance with a preconceived 
plan. The rhombic was the first antenna to go up.

BRASS POUNDERS LEAGUE
Winners of BPL Certificate to May, Traffic:

Affiliation” form. The latter, assuming the club 
is eligible for affiliation, is then sent to the direc
tor of the ARRL division in which the club is 
located, for his approval. Once this is accom
plished, the club is presented to the next meeting 
of the ARRL Executive Committee for the final 
granting of affiliation. The Communications 
Manager then notifies the club and subsequently 
forwards its hand-printed charter of affiliation. 
The latter are often presented to club officers by 
ARRL directors at formal ceremonies.

The advantages? .lust briefly, here are a few.
(1) Eligibility for a long list of training aids 

such as films, slide collections, film strips, taped 
lectures. Most of these can be used by affiliated 
clubs only, because of limited supply. Some, 
including quiz material, are available to all clubs.

(2) On the mailing list for a weekly catd 
bulletin of late amateur news, a quarterly CD 
bulletin, a regular club bulletin, other regular 
and irregular bulletins issued from the head
quarters from time to time.

(3) Preferential treatment in scheduling of 
travel by headquarters personnel and by directors 
and officers of the League. Some directors 
designate certain affiliated club representatives 
as assistant directors.

(4) Periodic publicity releases, handout mate
rial and helpful information for obtaining 
publicity, how to put on conventions and ham- 
fests, are all available to affiliated clubs from 
headquarters.

(5 ) .Affiliated clubs are protected against com
mercial solicitation, but referred to for any 
legitimate amateur radio purpose.

(6) Only affiliated clubs are eligible for the

Call
W0AIM..............  
K6BPI................  
W3CUL..............  
KOONK....... 
K5TEY. ...... 
W0LGG..............  
K6EPT................ 
W7BA.................  
W5OBD....... 
W6GYH.............. 
W1PEX,............. 
W3EML........... ..  
WB6BBO... 
K9IVG, ....... 
K0YFK............... 
W7ZDV. ...... 
WA4SCK............ 
W6RBY............... 
W7HMA...........  
WA2IGQ............
WA7DXI...........  
WA9PPA............  
W3VB............... 
K7TCY...............  
WB6QXY..........  
K0ZSQ................  
WA9MHU.........  
WXUPH.............. 
VVA4BMC.........  
W0LCX............... 
weviMQ..............  
W4FOE..............  
W6EGT..............  
U IEFW...........

Lato Reports: 
W7JEY (Mar.).

Orig, 
2116 
4361 
.354 
.182

16
14

.38
154

,40

.10 

.42 

.27 

.32 
133
.93

.20 

.31 
176

24

10 
.0 
45

fi'ecd., 
2994 
1942 
1822 
1085
881 
779
766 
706
546 
480 
481
482 
430 
479
391 
378 
373
321 
300 
340
349

Rei. Del.
2412

168
123
49

16
48
47 

0 
9

36
1

15
20

417

294 
308 
278 
207 
291
281

76 
261 
277 
241 
251
254

275

60
9 

48 
61 
34 
12 
30

187 
40 
33

11
0 

44
0 
6

Total 
10033
8230 
3992 
2313 
1753 
1551 
1546 
1418 
1130 
1109
985 
908 
866 
864 
851 
784 
768 
697 
693 
691 
674 
664 
656 
629 
592 
590 
579 
563 
552 
546 
539 
502 
502 
ML
560

BEL for 100 or more orlgln'dlons-vUis deliveries
WA9CCP 203
W8IV 168
W Al F GN 144
K8LRK 144
WA1FJU 132
K1PNB 127
K7CTP 126 
K0MZZ 125

VE7BHH 106
WA3BLE 105
WA4AUG 105 
W0ISJ 104 
WA3FPM 102 
W3TN 102

Late Reports:
WB4BPL (Apr.) 102

More-Than-One-Operator Stations
MCG 236 W0ZLN1I8 W0EEE Hl 

K6BPC 111
BPL medallions (see Aug. 1954, p. 54) have been 

awarded to the following amateurs since last month’s 
listing: WB2PYI, WA4DXJ, W6DSC, WB6KIL, 
W6KVQ,

Tlie BPL is open to at! amateurs in the United states, 
Canada and U.S. Possessions who report to their SCM, 
a message total of 500 or a sum origination and delivery 
points oi 100 or more for any calendar month. All 
messages must be handled on amateur frequencies 
witUin 48 hours uf receipt in standard AHRL form.

6
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It consisted of 1400' of wire, not counting the 
feedline, and was left unterminated.

The rhombic really worked. A visitor to W1 AW 
before the building was complete hooked his 
portable 7-watt rig to it, worked Australia. 
In the fall of 1938, when W1AW went into 
operation officially from its new location, fantas
tic signal reports were received from the mid
Rockies, from the west coast, and from the 
South Pacific. During the intervening years 
until headquarters itself moved to 225 Main St. 
from La Salle Road in West Hartford, the prob
lem of west coast coverage for W1AW was never 
serious. Whenever someone complained they 

couldn’t hear the station, we could usually 
demonstrate that W1AW was laying down a 
wicked signal on 20 meters.

But the new headquarters building spelled 
the end of the rhombic — temporarily, at least. 
A three-element beam was erected atop a 60-foot 
tower, and tests seemed to indicate that it was 
the equal, or nearly the equal, of the rhombic and 
had the advantage of being rotatable. As time 
went on, however, listeners on the Pacific coast 
began to complain that W1AW was not Copiable, 
and it was eventually decided to re-erect the 
rhombic.

The five original poles were still up, and experts

DX CENTURY CLUB AWARDS 0
From May 1, through May 31,1967 DXCC Certificates based on contacts with 100-or-more-coim- 
trieshave beenissued by the ARRL ComTnunications Department to the amateurs listed below.

"flew
K4WJT.... .214 VE5PM.... .120 DL7MQ. .. .105 K2HCU. . . .120 KLNEI... ...101 K8EJN.. . ..100
OH2BCZ... .206 PY1BYK/7 .119 K1PVB. . . . .105 K9WEH... .102 K8OBK .. ..101 KkVRF, .. ..100
W6KNH... .172 WB6IBL... .112 K8WIJ. ... . 105 KNULTB. . .102 W4ROC.. . . 101 K9JLJ.. .. . .ion
WB2CGW. .140 WB2QKG.. .ill LA5GC.... .105 W3DBT. .. .102 WA2O1L. . 101 UJ3DST. . . . 100
K4WSE,,.. .128 WA0AMC . .110 W2EG1.. .. . 105 W7GGG.. . . 1U2 VVA2BHO.. .101 W8GGQ. , . .100
HB91X . . .. .126 W2DGZ. . . .109 W5AU......... . 105 W9RMQ., . . 102 WB2VCC. . .101 W9HFB’. . . .100
W4GHN,., .125 W7CAL.... . 108 W4DJT..-. . 103 WAKTPL. . .102 EL2D. - . . . . 100 WA9IAT-. ..100
W3FNV.. . .122 DJ3YU... . .107 WB2K1R. . . 1U3 WA9BUJ... . 102 JAITIH. , - . 100 WB6LC8. .. .100
HM7CRJ... .121 W6ZGZ.... .107 WA9LUD.. . iU3 WB2NDS. • . 102 K7HRW... .100
KA5RC.... .120 K3UMM... .106

W6KNH... .158 WA4GUZ.. .113 YU2N-FJ... .109 K2MVW... . 1U5 WA4WLX. . 103 KH6FQB. . .101
K2BQO.... .132 6Y5DM.... .113 DJ9WA... . .107 WA4WHP. . 105 WB2QKG.. .103 VE4AS.. .. .100K4WjT.... .131 OH IS J........ .112 WB2PWU . . 107 W0KHI.... .101 IXI4ZD. , . . . 102 WBKOE. . . . 100
W6GDJ. -.. .130 W4AV......... .110 W6UUF. . . . 106 5R8AK.. .. .104 (IFOR........ .102 W9COK. .. . 100
W4GHN... .122 WB2RHX . .110 W6UQU. . . .106 W6ZGZ.... .103 K6HWC/1. .102 WA4CQN.. • 1UO
XE1MMM. .118 W7WS..... .109 K1QMV. . . .105 WA4LMD, . 1.03 K1PVB. ... .101 WB2OBO.. .100

Endorsementsissuedforconfirmationssubmittedfrom May 1,through May 31,1967 are listed below. Endorsement listings 
through the 300 level are given in increments of 20, above the 300 level they are given in increments of 10. The totals shown 
do not necessarily represent the ex wt credits given but only that the participant has reached the endorsement group indicated.

330 VE6JR 280 ON5Z0 220 W1YRC WA8HFN WB4BD0 120

K4LNM W8KIT HCQD OZ7BG CR7LU W5EJV WA9IBT GE6EZ
W2BQM JA1BN SM5RK DJ5LA W.5KGJ ZE4J8 140 DJ1QX
W8PHZ 300 K8VDV W6BCT HEVK W6LYC HB9ADP K2KXW
W0AIH HUA W3PH WfiDYJ F8SK WA4SUR 160 11AVD K2UFT

0H1TM WA4WIP W6VVR 0Z7KV WA8LST DL1MD KIUTQ K3QVV
320 PY2OQ W6EUF WB6LFR SM5AJR W9MCJ K10BT K1UHY' K0EEL

K8IKB PY2S0 W60F W1MD0 KlSLZ K0BHT VO1HH
K80NV W1RAN W6RGG 240 W1RLV 180 K3TVU PY1FH W1SWX
W3AFM WA2RLQ W7HDL HP1BR W6ANB JA4XW K.5JVF VE30R W3ABT
W4JDR W3AYD W91HN K5LIL WA4LXX K4M0J K6TZX W6GTE W4USQ
W4MS W4HKJ XE1CE W1HWH WA6FTM PY2BJH W1DYE W8KC W5M0Q
W5FFW W4VMS W1LQ W8VLK W4FPW W1PYM W9NHP W8TBZ
W5PM W6ABA 260 WlWLZ W9LKJ W40RT W3HTW WA2WEE WA1DJG
W6CAE W61SQ K3HHY W2GRY W9LNQ W4UHC W7V8M WA3UGE WB2OQU
W6ULS W6PHF K4YYL W5LJT W5EGS W9NVJ WA7B0A WB2PCF
W7VMJ WA6GLD OH2BC W9GXH 200 W6TZN WA2UBC WA9JDT WA4EPM

W8LY uKlMP W0JRT K7CVL WA4KXC WR2PXU WB6UPE WA4SSM
310 W9FJB 0K3MM YU2NFJ WA4SYA

VE3RE WA8GPX

330 K6HZP W’IBHP ZL3NS F8SK W2PDB OZ7BG W7VSM WA4SUR
W9WHM K80NA W4VMS HEVK W4TRG WlMLM W9ZWII WA8GKW

W2B0K W9GMY 240 H RUD W6ABA W1YCH WA1CJR WB2CGW320 W2FGD XE1CE K8VDV K4YYL W8LUZ W5EGS YU6CB WB2W0UW4SK0 W2ZTV W2GRY W9DNE W9GXH WA8HFN
W6BAF W7ADS 260 W2JSX W9KXK 140 120

310 W7CM0 K3YBR W6FZJ 200 W0I-W 160 .lAlBN UE6EZ
CRI ZU? W8EVZ K81KB WA4GCS K1OLT ZL3MN DL9( K3RPY VE2JD.LVDlAjr
U’A7TV WWW 1SM5RK WA4WAO K2ZFA VE3CYX MVKW VP9CP»» D6J X VE40X ZL3OY K3IVI 180 W6FHM/ VE3ELA W2QDY

300 280 W3AYD VE3RU D.J2MM DU1 W3KEK W6A0I
HUA CTIPK W4HKJ 220 W2MM K3PDC WRRGG W60HU W0SHY
K6CYG HCQD W8C0U DJ5LA KH6BB W6TZN WA4MUB WA3CGE
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WlAW SCHEDULE, AUGUST 1967
The ARRL Maxim Memorial Station welcomes visitors. Operating-visiting hours are Monday through Friday

1 p.m.—1 a.m. EDST, Saturday 7 p.m.-2:30 a.m. EDST and Sunday 3 p.m.-10;30 p.m. EDST, The station address
is 225 Main Street, Newington, Conn., about 7 miles south of Hartfori, A map showing local street detail will be
sent upon request.

GMT* Sunday Monday Tuesday Whines lay Thursday Friday Saturd'iy
0000 

0020-01OO4 
0100

.......... CW-OBS1

Phone-OBS2

CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1
3.555» 14.1 11.1
Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS2

CW-OBS*  
7.03° 
Phone-OBS2

CW-OBS1
1 l.l
Phone-OBS2

0105-013O4 
0130

O230O3001 
0300

O31O-O33O4 
0330

0335-01004 
0100

0420-05004 
1700-1800 
1900-2000 
20U0-2100 
2200-2300

2330
2330

RTTY-OBS3

Phone-OBS2 

(JW-OBS1 ’

U5.fi 3.945 145.6 50,7 1.82 21.41
Gode Practice Daily*A  15-35 w.p.m. TThSat., 5 25 w.p.m. MWFSun, 
................... 3.555 7,08 1.805 7.08 3,555 
.................... RTTY-OBS3 RTTY-OBS» RTTY-OBS3 RTTY-OBS3 RTTY-OBS3 
.............. 3.625 11.095 3.625 11.095 3.625

................... CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 

................... 3.556» 7.08 3.915 7.08» 3.555 
•.•1/28»............... 21/28» 21/28» 21/28» 21/28»  
11.28 7.255 11.28 7.255 14.28 ....................
14.1 14.28 14.035 21/28» 7.08 ....................
21/28» 21.075« 21'28» 7.255 I 1.28 ....................
..................................... .. RTTY-OBS3-7 .............................................................................

Code Practice*A  Daily 10, 13 and 15 w.p.m.
1 CW, OBS (bulletins, 18 w.p.m.) on 1.805, 3.555, 7.08, 14.1, 21.075. 50.7 and 115.fi Me.
( A Code practice on 3.555, 7.08, 11.1, 21.075. 50.7, and 145.fi Mc.
2 Phone OBS (bulletins) on 1.82, 3.915, 7.255, 14.28, 21.4J, 50.7 and 115.fi Mc.
3 RTTY OBS (bulletins) on 3.625, 7,015, 14.095 and 21.095 Ale. 170/850 cycle shift optional in RTTY general 

operation.
4 Starting time approximate. Operating period follows conclusion of bulletin or code practice.
5 Operation will be on one uf the following frequencies: 21,075, 21,1, 21.11, 28.08 or 28.7 Mc,
6 WlAW will listen in the novice segments for Novices oa baud indicated before looking for other contacts.
7 Bulletin sent with 170-cycle shift, repeated with 850-cycle shift.

Maintenance Staff: W1QIS W1WPR W1NPG. *AU  times/days in GMT, general operating frequencies are approx
imate.

from the power company pronounced all but one 
of them in sound condition, after 30 years. One 
pole had been moved slightly so as not to be 
in the way of building construction, but not so 
much so as to affect the rhombic orientation 
materially. The condemned pole was replaced 
by a steel tower.

By the time you read this, the rhombic should 
be back in operation. It will be used primarily 
on 20 meters and should enhance WlAW’s signal 
strength on most, of the west coast. We do not 
expect, miracles, however. Reports of signal 
strength at various points, compared with 
previous WlAW reception, will be appreciated.

Staff Changes. We regret to announce the 
resignation from the (ID staff of Stan Israel, 
W2BAII. New in the contest branch is Kayo 
Stolarsky, WB2C0N, a recent addition to the 
staff.

Scheduled to join the staff any day is Bob 
Miner, K8NPT, who will take his place as 
Public Service Assistant alongside W1EEN. We 
also have one part-timer in (jerry Cohen, 
WA1UYT, who will be with us until be goes back 
to school in the fall. — UTA'J JI.

CODE PROFICIENCY PROGRAM
Twice each month special transmissions are made lo 

unable you to qualify for the ARRL Code Proficiency Cer
tificate. Tlie next qualif.ving run from WlAW will be made 
Aug. 17 at 0130 GMT. Identical texts will be sent simul
taneously by transmitters on c.w, listed frequencies. The 

next qualifying run from W60WP only will be transmitted 
Aug. 4 at 0400 Greenwich Mean Time on 3590 and 7129 
kc. CAPTION! Noto that since the dates are given per 
Greenwich Mean Time. Code Proficiency Qualifying Runs 
in the United States and Canada actually fall on the evening 
previous to the date given. Example: in converting, 0130 
GAIT Aug. 17 becomes 2130 EDST Aug. 16.

Any person can apply. Neither ARRL membership nor 
an amateur license is required. Send copies of all qualifying 
runs to ARRL for grading, stating the call ut the station 
you copied, if you qualify at one of the six speeds trans
mitted, 10 through 35 w.p.m., you will receive a certificate, 
if your initial qualification is for a speed below 35 w.p.m. 
you may try later tor endorsement stickers.

C?ode practice is sent, daily by WlAW at 2330 end 0130 
GAIT, simultaneously on listed c.w. frequencies. At 0130 
GAIT Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, speeds are 15 20 
25 30 and 35 w.p.m.; on Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
and Sundays, speeds are 5 7^ 10 13 20 and 25 w.p.m. For 
practice purposes, the order of words in each line may be 
reversed during the 5 through 13 w.p.m. tests. At 2330 
GAIT daily, speeds are 10 13 and 15 w p.m. The 0130-0220 
GAIT runs art*  omitted four times each year, on desig
nated nights when Frequency Measuring Tests arc made 
in this period. To permit improving your fist by sending 
z/i step with- B'Z.4 IT (but not on the air!) and to allow check
ing strict accuracy of your copy on certain tapes note the 
GAIT dates and texts to be sent in the 0130-0220 GAIT 
practice on those dates:

Date Subject of Practice Text June QST.
Aug. 2: It ftrents to I's, p. 9
Aug. 8: The UTO Mark II Keyer*  p. 15
Aug. 17: Working Ht-Meter E-Layer DX*,  p. 21
Aug. 21: Amateur Radio— An International Resource, p. 5«

Date Subject of Practice Text from lr nd? ¡'standing 
Amateur Radin, First Edition

Aug. 25: Pntrrr Amplification, p. 69
Aug. 30: The Plate Load, p. 70

* Speeds x\ill bo sent in reverse order, with highest spec ‘ 
first.
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ELECTION NOTICE
To all ARRL members in the Sections listed below:
You are hereby notified that an election for Section Com- 

tnunications Manager is about to be held in your respective 
sections. This notice supersedes previous notices.

Nominating petitions are solicited. The signatures of five 
or more ARRL full members of the Section concerned, in 
good standing, are required on each petition. No member 
shall sign more than one petition.

Each candidate for Section Communications Manager 
must have been a licensed amateur for at least two years 
and similarly a full member of the League for at least one 
continuous year immediately prior to his nomination.

Petitions must be received at ARRL on or before- 4:30 
p.m. on th? closing dates specified. In cases where no valid 
nominating petitions were received in response to previous 
notices, the closing dates are set ahead to the dates given 
herewith. The complete name, address, zip code and station 
call of the candidate and signers should be included with the 
petition. It is advisable that eight or ten full-member signa
tures be obtained, since on checking names against Head- 
quarters files, with no time to return invalid petitions for 
additions, a petition may be found invalid by reasons of ex
piring memberships, individual signers uncertain or ignorant 
of their membership status, etc.

Elections will take place immediately after the closing 
dates specified for receipt of nominating petitions. The 
ballots mailed from Headquarters to full members will list 
in alphabetical sequence the names of all eligible candidates.
The following nominating form is suggested. (Signers 

should be sure to give city, street address and zip code to 
facilitate checking membership.)
Communications Manager, ARRL [Place and date! 
225 Main St., Newington. Conn. 06111

We. the undersigned full members of the...........  
.,................. . .ARRL Section of the......
Division, hereby nominate............. ............ .
as candidate for Section Communications Manager for 
this Section for the next two-year term of office._
Yuu are urged to take the initiative and file nominating 
petitions immediately. This is your opportunity to put the 
man of your choice in office.

— George Hart, W1NJM. Communications Manager

Section Closing Date
Santa Barbara... .Aug. 15,1967
Alberto............... Aug. 15,1967
Manitoba............ .Aug. 15.1967
Virginia............... .Aug. 15,1967

SCM
Cecil D. Hinson 
Harry Harrold. 
John T. Stacey. 
H. J. Hopkins..

Present
Term Ends 

.Aug. 1Ü, 1966 

.Apr. 10. 1967 

.July 1, 1967 

.Oct. 11, 1967

Oklahoma...............Aug. 15, 1967 Daniel B. Prater.. .Oct. 11, 1967
Rhode Island......... Aug. 15,1967 John E. Johnson.. .Oct. 12,1967
Arkansas.................Aug. 15,1967 Don W. Whitney...Oct. 13.1967
Indiana....................Aug. 15, 1967 Mrs.M.R.Kroulik.Oct. 14,1967
Vermont.........Aug. 15, 1967 E.Reginald Murray.Oct. 17,1967 
San Diego.......Aug. 15,1967 Don Stansifer...........Oct. 21,1967
Delaware............. Aug. 15, 1967 John Thompson Deceased
Hawaii........ ..Sept. 11,1967 Lee R. Wical.......... Nov. 11,1967 
Wisconsin............. Oct. 10,1967 Kenneth A.Ebnetcr.Dec. 10.1967 
Western Florida. .Oct. 10, 1967 F. M. Butler, Jr....Dec. 15,1967 
Illinois....................Oct. 10,1967 E. A. Metzger.........Dec. 15,1967
New York City & Oct. 10,1967 Blaine 8. Johnson. .Jan. 2,1968

Long island
West Indies.......... Nov. 10, 1967 A. R. Crumley, Jr.. .Jan. 10,1968

ELECTION RESULTS
Valid petitions nominating a single candidate as Section 

Manager were filed by members in the following Sections, 
completing their election in accordance with regular League 
policy, each term of office starting on the date given.

Maine Herbert A. Davis, KI DYG
Nebraska Frank Allen, W0GGP
Eastern George S. Van Dyke, Jr.,

Pennsylvania W3ELI
South Dakota Seward P. Holt, K0TXW
Western Mass. Norman P. Forest, W1STR
Kentucky Lawrence F. Jeffrey,

WA4KF0

June 9, 1967
June 1Ü, 1967

June 15, 1967
July 3. 1967
Aug. 11, 1967

Aug. 20, 1967
In the British Columbia Section of the Canadian Divi

sion, Mr. H. E. Savage, VE7FB, and Mr. Dan W. Gentry. 
VE7BBL, were nominated. Mr. Savage received 151 votes 
and Mr. Gentry received 95 votes. Mr. Savage’s term of 
office began May 1,1967.

In the Los Angeles Section of the Southwestern Division, 
Mr. Donald R. Etheredge, K6UMV, and Mr. H. G. Gar
man, W6BHG, were nominated. Mr. Etheredge received 
718 votes and Mr. Garman received 674 votes. Mr. Ether*  
edge’s term of office began May 18, 1967.

In the Tennessee Section of the Delta Division, Mr. 
Harry A. Phillips, K4RCT, and Mr. Franklin Gasmen, 
W4WBK, were nominated. Mr. Phillips received 308 votes 
and Mr. Cassen received 266 votes. Mr. Phillips’ term of 
office began June 14, 1967.

In the Oregon Section of the Northwestern Division, 
Mr. Dale T. Justice, K7WWR, and Mr. Don Bunker, 
W7ZB, were nominated. During the process of balloting 
circumstances required Mr. Bunker to withdraw—‘So the 
League has certified the remaining candidate. Mr. Dale 
T. Justice, as SCM for the two-year term of office starting 
June 10, 1967.

ays«J

W3TMZ sends along this picture of his unusual license 
plate. Jack points out that the "DX 7388” designation 
was not specially issued. He stayed at the motor vehicle 

department until the number came up in rotation!
W7VCB sends along this photo of a sign he saw in 

Washington State.
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15 kW tetrode offers
high power gain for
advanced transmittersEIMAC

Most new high-power 20 kW FM transmitters use the 
EIMAC 4CX15.000A tetrode for service as a Class-C 
amplifier.The tube features a new internal mechanical 
structure which minimizes rf losses, and is capable of 
operation at full power ratings to 110 MHz. EIMAC 
also recommends the 4CX15,000A for 220 MHz 
operation at lower power levels for VHF-TV transmit
ters. ■ EIMAC's long experience in tube technology 
and ceramic-to-metal sealing leadership have com
bined to produce a tetrode of optimum design and 
structural integrity. That's why the 4CX15.000A is 
used in more new transmitters than any other ceramic 
tetrode with similar characteristics. For more infor
mation write Product Manager, Power Grid Tubes, or 
contact your nearest EIMAC distributor.

RADIO-FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIER OR OSCILLATOR
Class-C Telegraphy or FM Telephony (Key-down conditions)

MAXIMUM RATINGS
DC PLATE VOLTAGE. . 
DC SCREEN VOLTAGE. 
DC PLATE CURRENT. 
PLATE DISSIPATION.. 
SCREEN DISSIPATION. 
GRID DISSIPATION . . .

10,000 MAX. VOLTS
2,000 MAX. VOLTS 

.. . 5.0 MAX. AMPS 
15,000 MAX. WATTS 
.. 450 MAX. WATTS 
.. 200 MAX. WATTS

EIMAC
Division of Varian

San Carlos, California 94070
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CHART YOUR COURSE TO EIMAC
for dependable, high Quality power tubes

EIMAC 
TYPE

CLASS OF 
OPERATION

SERVICE

TYPICAL OPERATION — SINGLE TUBE

D.C. PLATE 
VOLTAGE

D.C. PLATE 
CURRENT 
(AMPERES)

D.C.SCREEN 
VOLTAGE

D.C. GRID 
VOLTAGE

APPROX. MAX. 
DRIVE POWER 

(WATTS)

APPROX.
D. C. SCREEN 
CURRENT 
(AMPERES)

APPROX. 
D.C. GRID 
CURRENT 
(AMPERES)

APPROX. MAX. 
POWER 
OUTPUT 
(WATTS)

FILAMENT 
VOLTS

AMPERES

3-400Z __ B
SSB

3000 .100 
333(3)

- 0 32 - ,12 655 5.0
14.5

3-1000Z ___B___
SSB

3000 „ -240 _ 
.670(3)

- 0 65 .30 1360 _7.5
21.3

4CX250B0)

ABl/SSB 2000 ■ 1/.25Î3) 350 -55(5) 0 04005(3) 0 300
6.0
2.5~C/CW 2000 .25 250 --90 2.9 .019 ,026 390

CZAM 1500 .20 250 ••100 1.7 .02 .014 235

4CX300A

AB1/SSB 2500(4» .17.25(3) 350 -55(5) 0 0/.004 0 400
6.0

2.5
C/CW 2500(41 .25 250 -90 2.8 .016 .025 500

C/AM 1500 .20 250 -100 1.7 .02 .014 235

4CX1000A ABl/SSB 3000 .25/.90O) 325 ”60(5) 0 -.0024035 0 1680
6.0 

“10.5

4-65A

AB1/SSB 3000 .0154065(3) 360 -85(5) 0 04006 0 130
6.0
3.5

C/CW 3000 .112 250 -105 1.6 .022 .009 270

C/AM 2500 .102 250 -150 3.1 .026 .013 210

4-125A

ABl/SSB 3000 .034105(3) 510 ”95(5) 0 0/.006 0 200

5.0
6.5

B/SSBÎ41 3000 .027.115(3) 0 0 16 0/.03 0/.055 240

C/CW 3000 .167 350 -150 2.5 .03 .009 375

C/AM 2500 .152 350 210 3.3 .03 .009 300

4-250A

ABl/SSB 3000 .055/.21 600 ”110(5) 0 0/.012 0 400
5.0
14.5C/CW 3000 .345 500 —180 2.6 .06 .01 800

C/AM 3000 .225 400 -310 3.2 .03 .009 510

4-400A

ABl/SSB 3000 .09430(3) 810 -140(5) 0 04018 0 500

5.0
14.5

B/SSB12) (4) 3000 .07430(3) 0 0 40 0/.055 0/.10 520

C/CW 3000 .35 500 —220 6.1 .046 .019 800

C/AM 3000 .275 500 “220 3.5 .026 ,012 630

4-1000A

ABl/SSB 4000 .17448(3) 1000 -130(s> 0 0/.04 0 1130

7.5
21.0

B/SSB(4J 4000 .12467(3) 0 0 105 07.08 0/.15 1870

C/CW 4000 .70 500 -150 12 .137 .039 2100

C/AM 4000 .60 500 -200 11 .132 .033 1910

3CX100A5
2C39A

C/CWI7» 800 .08 — “20 6 — .03 27 6.3
1.0C/AM (7) 600 .065 - ”16 5 — .035 16

CM Ratings also apply to 4X250B.
(2) Ratings apply to 4-250A within plate dissipation limitation.
I3) Zero signal and maximum signal de current.

Grid and screen grounded, cathode driven.

(5} Adjust to give stated zero-signal plate current.
(6) For operation below 250 Me only.
(71 At 500 Me.

Above you see popular Eimac tube types suitable for ham transmitters. Remember 
this chart when you need a tube. And remember the name Eimac. It means power. 
Quality. Dependability. For Eimac has more know-how, more experience with 
power tubes than any other manufacturer. Your local Eimac distributor 
can supply you with any of these tubes listed and Eimac sockets to 
match. Or for complete data, write Amateur Services Department, 
EIMAC—a division of Varian Associates, San Carlos, California.
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OF COLUMBIA—SCM,

• All operating amateurs are invited to 
report to the SCM on the first of each 
month, covering station actiy ilies for the 
preceding month. Radio Club news ia 
also desired by SCMs for inclusion in 
these columns. The addresses of all 
SCMs hill be found on page 6»

ATLANTIC DIVISION
DELAWARE-—Acting SCM, John L. Penrod, K3NYG

STofjn ®bomj?£ion,
Regretfully we announce the passing of our SCM, 
Mr. John Thompson. W3HC. John was well known 
to amateurs all over the world. His lite was dedi
cated to amateur radio. He was first licensed in 
1922. and held many ARRL appointments. We 
will all miss him.

-Again the boys showed their ability to muster up on 
3905 kc. with emergency power during the June 5 blackout. 
W3SPL is operating portable from Indian River. W3CGV 
won the DSMN transmitter hunt. WA3DYG is the new 
RACES Radio Officer for New Castle County. Word is out 
that W3EEB soon will be heard on the v.h.f. bands. We 
welcome K3LGC back to Delaware. Don’t forget the 
Delaware Hamfest, Aug. 27, Banning Park.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM. George S. Van 
Dyke, Jr., W3ELI—SEC: W3AES. RMs: W3EML, K3- 
YVG, K3MVO, VV3MPX. PAM: VV3FGQ. EPA C.W. had 
QNI 470, QTC 374: PTTN had QTC 319; EPA Phone & 
Traffic Net had QNI 745. QTC 213. K3VBA was initiated 
!tb NCS on PTTN. WA3FVK now is an ORS with a new 
antenna and bug. W3A1Z has gone for the summer. W3- 
EML made the BPL as usual. W3EH is traveling a bit. 
K3MVO. one of our anchor men. is busy as usual. W3ABT, 
15. of P. chib station, boasts 72 operators. K3WEU has 
gone to Maine for the summer. W3CUL made the BPL 
phis. New officers of the Lancaster Radio Trans. Society 
.•ire W3DYT, pres.; K3QAX. vice-pres.: W3LN. treas.; 
K3OEN, secy. K3HLN has 10-kw. emergency’ power now. 
WA3FPM made the BPL in Muy. WA3BSV will be QRT 
-ix weeks with the ROTC. WA3FXE now has 300 watts 
and an automatic keyer. K3VAX is working hard on that 
Extra (’lass ticket. K3WAJ and W3ZRQ manned NCS 
posts for the EPA Phone & Tfc Nel during the East 
Coast blackout. K3HLN had the Montgomery’ Co. ARPSC 
Net all warmed up, too. WA3ERA is going mobile to Expo 
07, WA3EXW will be a regular 3RN representative for 
EPA Mon. The EPA section had a meeting at the QTH 
<•( K3WEU. All types of appointees and all active nets 
were represented. Results: It looks like we may' have the 
.-enior Pa. Phone Net back in the fold, and the EPA Phone 
A Traffic Net picking up the job of phone traffic training 
.-I*  does PTTN. Both nets will be active and iced traffic to 
EPA. Because nf the time problem 3RN traffic will go via 
EPA. If all goes well this should give EPA a big lift on 
irnllie totals. W3SAO. V.H.F. PAM. has asked to lip m- 
lievrd and we are looking lox1 a new V.H.F. PAM. Have 
a safe and pleasant summer vacation! Traffic: W3CUL 
3992, W3EML 90S. W3VR 656. WA3CTP 377. K3MYS 279. 
K3MVO 278. W3AIZ 210. K3YVG 190. W3FGQ 176. W3- 
MPX 166. WA3FPM 118, WA3AFT 110.W3HNK 109, WA3- 
\TQ 89, K3VBA 74. WA3EMO 69. WA3FVK 61. WA3GLI 

56. \V\3AIB 50. W3ELI 50. W3OY 43. W3K.IJ 42. WA3BSV 
11. W3VAP 38. WA3EEC 31. WA3FWT 28. K3HHB 26, 
K3HLN 23. WA3CFU 21. K3KTH 20, WA3EXB 8. WA3- 
EKA 6, WA3ERJ 0. WAS EX W 5. W3ABT 4. K3EOB 4. 
W3ID 3. WA3BJQ 2, W3EU 2, K3HNP 2, K3WEU 2. W3- 
YPF 2. K3VAX 1.

MARYLAND-DISTRICT
Carl E. Andersen, k3JYZ -

H.VZ
SeM. QT(’ Mgr.
32 217 12.4 K3OAE-RM
31 48 5.3 W3ZNW-RM
22 52 21.7 K3NCM-PAM

20 21 7.2 K3NOQ

Nd Freq. Time ¿lays
MDD 3643 230DZ Daily
MDDS 36 13 003OZ Daily
MEPN 3X20 22U0Z M-W-F
MEPN 3X20 1700Z S-S
iMTMTN 145.206 0O30Z T-W-F
MTMTN 145.2U6 O100Z

Meet our new SEC, Walter Carr, W3LDD, Rte 2, Box 193, 
Havre De Grace, Md., 21078. Please route all emergency 
reports and information direct to him. EC appointees; 
WA3CFK. Washington Co.; WA3EKS. Prince Georges 
I'».; W3VCN. Kent Co.; W3WTW, Montgomery Co.; 
WA3CGT, Wicomico Co. K3GZK. W3PRC and W3LDD 
are reworking the xMDC Emergency’' Operational Plan iu 
preparation tor the coming January SET. K3OAE reports 
many operators have recently’ dropped out of MDD and 
he is having trouble tilling NCS and 3RN assignments. 
W3EEB. Delaware RM, will he acting MDD mgr, while 
R3OAE takes a California vacation. WA3GDG is improv
ing his antennas. WA3ELA reports 6-meter openings but 
no KH6. WA3GVH keeps regular skeds with WA3EGY on 
2 meters. W3GKP reports taking full advantage of the 
aurora, opening on 2 meters. WA3GTX participated in the 
May FMT. The following participated in the Feb. FMT: 
K3FWX 8.5, K3VLY 1.7. W3EIS 15.9, W3EPR 110.5. WA5- 
KEL/3 25.0, K3DQH 65.5, W3C VW 37.5, W2UZN/3 52.8, 
K3CYA 143,0. Family illness is restricting W3CDQ’s opoa’- 
ation as OBS. Look for W3RKK on 80 again soon. W3MVB 
is a new OO, Class III. K3QFG is a retreaded ORS 
W3TN made the BPL. U5AFO/W3QCW reported in via a 
20-meter sked with W3MCG and K3JYZ. K3NCM reports 
Frederick ARC was active in Field Day. W3JZY reports 
completion of antenna repairs. WA3GT.P reports a new 
homebrew 15-meter preselector. K3QDC is set to transfer 
the work load to son K3QDD on his return from MIT for 
the summer. W3CBG reports a nice traffic total for his 
first ORS effort, W1ARR/3 failed to find any’ transgressors 
on the bands in May. K3CYA reports finding 6 intruders 
in our bands. K3FKH has assumed NCS duties en MDD 
(Sat.) WA3CFK reports his first RTTY QSO. W3ATQ 
has been QRL getting his daughter married. W3GEB re
ports his first bona fide traffic-handling. W3MCG doesn’t 
like the new NTS sked time. W3GRF visited some of the 
horns in Berlin mi a recent business trip. WA3EKP will be 
QRL in California for a short time. WA3GXN is a new 
General Class, Traffic: W3TN 150. WA3EKP 114. K3OAE 
111. WA3CFK 105. K3JYZ 87. K3QDC 51. K3GZK 36. W3- 
ZNW 36. W3ECP 29. W3EOV 29. WA3ERL 26, W3E \S 22 
W3ATQ 21. K3LFN 19, W3MCG 19, W3PQT 19. K3FKU 
17. K3FQF 16. WA3CRC 15. K3VHS 12. W3CBG 11. W3- 
DPR 11. WA3CFK 9. WA3GDG 9, WA3GVH 5. W3JZY 5, 
WA3BDK 2. W3GEB 2.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM, Edward G, Raser 
W2ZI—Asst, SCM: Charles B. Travers. W2YPZ. .sEC: 
W2BZJ. RMs; WA2KIP, WA2BLV. PAM : and NJPN Net 
Mgr.: W2Z1. NJN reports a traffic total nf 295. with QNI 
295 stations, N.J. Emergency’ Phone & Traffic Net reports 
a total of 138 messages and QNI of 485 stations, (t is with 
deep regret that I report the passing of W2LY; W2BE1, 
former SCM of this section; and W3QV. former Director, 
Atlantic Division. All had over 50 years in amateur radio, 
anil will be greatly’ missed. The Medical Amateur Radio 
Council. Ltd. held its 1st Annual Convention at Chalfont- 
Haddon Hall Hotei. Atlantic City. June 22. The SJRA will 
operate K2AA/3 and K3VSN at. the 50th anniversary 
celebration of Naval Aviation July 29/30, A sr>ecial enm- 
mcmumtive QSL card will be sent to all those making con
tact. K2P1 had a nice write-up in a Philadelphia nev.*-  
paper. WB21ZB aptdie«! tor ()RS; WB2WXA for OPS, 
W2LYV has now gone to s.s.b. W2 \SQ and W2WI Terentiy 
Munir«! from Florida, where both worked portable “i” 
»luring the past winter. W2RYB has returned 1o 75 metojs. 
W2HA is MC fur th»» mobile round-tnlile nn 3805 kc. at x 
A.u. daily. WA2AAI has a new TR-4 transceiver. W2Z1 
reci-ntlv returned from Expo 67 aboard the S.S, HrasM, 
\\ 2ZEW has a new job with RCA, Princeton. W2ORS now 
is <»n 2 meters with the local C.D. Net. K2BG has retired 
from the ruilruud. K2AT now is usinc d.K.h. sHnnr^^i 
ranter svslrm. WA2ANL. new EC for Burlington Co,, 
requests all those interested in AREC to contact him. \\ 2-
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RAY is a new OVS. Traffic: (Mav) WB2M0Q 151, WA2- 
BLV 150. W2CKF 92. WA2UPC 59. WB2UZB 45. W2ZI 27. 
W2YPZ 22, WA2ANL 19. K2SHE 14. WB2SBD 13. WB2- 
WXA 9, W2ORS 8. WA2KAP 4. K2BG 2. ( Apr.) WA2- 
BLV 152, WB2MOQ 110.

EIGHTH NEW JERSEY QSO PARTY 
August 19-20, 1967

The Englewood Amateur Radio Association, 
Inc., invites all amateurs the world over to take 
part in the eighth New Jersey QSO Party.

Rules: 1) The time of the contest is from 1900 
GMT Saturday August 19 to 0400 GMT Sunday 
August 20 and from 1200-2300 GMT August 20. 
2) Phone and c.w. are considered the same con
test. A station may be contacted once on each 
band. Phone and c.w. are considered separate 
bands. New Jersey stations may work other New 
Jersey stations. 3) General call is “CQ New 
Jersey” or “CQ NJ”. New Jersey stations are re
quested to identify themselves by signing “DE NJ” 
on c.w. and “New Jersey calling” on phone. Sug
gested frequencies are: 1810 3530 3900 7030 7250 
14075 14275 21100 21300 28800 kc., 50-50.5 and 
144-146 Me. 4) Exchanges consist of QSO num
ber, RS(T), and QTH (ARRL Section or coun
try). N.J. stations will send county for their QTH. 
5) Scoring: Out-of-state stations multiply number 
of complete contacts times the number of New 
jersey counties worked (maximum of 21). New 
Jersey stations multiply number of complete con
tacts times the number of ARRL sections (in
cluding NNJ and SNJ). 6) Certificates will be 
awarded to the first place station in each N.J. 
county, ARRL section, and country. In addition, 
a second place certificate will be awarded when 
four or more logs are received. Novice and 
Technician certificates will also be awarded. 7) 
Logs must also show GMT date and time, band, 
and emission, and be received not later than 
September 16, 1967. The first contact for each 
claimed multiplier must be indicated and num
bered and if possible, a check list attached. 
Multi-operator entries should be so noted and 
calls of all operators listed. Logs and comments 
should be sent to Englewood Amateur Radio 
Association, Inc., 303 Tenafly Road, Englewood, 
New Jersey 07631. An s.a.s.e. should be included 
for results. 8) Stations planning active participa
tion in New Jersey are requested to advise the 
EARA by August 5th of your intentions so that 
we may plan for full coverage from all counties.

WESTERN NEW YORK—SCM. Charles T. Hansen. 
K2HUK—SEC: W2RUF. PAM: W2PVI. RMs: W2EZB 
and W2FEB. NYS C.W. Net meets on 3670 kc. at 1900. 
ESS on 3590 kc. at 1800, NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. at 2200 
GMT, NYS G.D, on 351Q.5 and 3993 kc. (s.s.b.) at 0900 
Sun. and 3510 kc. at 1930 Wed.. TCPN 2nd Call Area on 
3970 kc. at 0045 and 2345 GMT, NYS County Net on 3510 
kc. Sun. at 1400 GMT and 2345 GMT on Alon. Appoint
ments: K2DUR as EC Oswego County. K2JBX as EC 
Wayne County, WB2RHJ as OBS. K4RAD/2 as OO. WB2- 
VVZ as OVS. K2KNV was endorsed as ORS and OO. New 
RAGS officers are W A2A WK. pres.: WB2ELY, 1st vice- 
pres.: WB2MUF. 2nd vice-pres.; WB2YPG. secy.; WB2- 
VBK, treas. WA2HSB reports that Plattsburgh RACES 
provided communications and the P.A. system for the 
Memorial Dav parade. Participants included WN2AXM. 
WA2s HSB, NVT, TRI and SNW. WA2DGN moved to 
Rochester. WB2PHM is on a 4-month cruise on the Medi
terranean. The Black River ARC held a ‘2-meter trans
mitter hunt. WA2NDC found it. WA2YNS added an SB- 
200 to his station. Tlie Rochester ARA WNY Hamfest was 
a real success. Attendance was greater than at any previ
ous event. Unofficial attendance was set at 1500 with about 
1300 accounted for. The Saturday banquet approached 
the BOO mark, which again broke previous records. This 
year a v.ii.f. conference was an added attraction and the 
general program chairman. W2ICE, as usual had the fine 
cooperation of many hard-working committees, who are 
already at work on the next one to bp held May 11. 1968. 
K2EKS has a new Swan 500. WB2MX0 has a Heath HW- 
22A on 40 mobile. WB2VPK has a Swan 350. The Fulton 
ARC will hold a ham bake Aug, 19 at Malone’s, one mile 
west of Fulton on Rte. 3 at 1 p.m. The Northern Chautau
qua ARC welcomes new hams WN2AWX. WN2AWW, 
WN2AWY, WN2AWP and WN2AWS. The Canisteo Valley 
ARC Club paper reports that the RACES mobiles were 
called out at 2200 EDT on May 7 by the sheriff's dept. 
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because a plane was believed down in a heavily wooded 
area.. Search was resumed at 0600 only to be called off at 
0730 because the plane was found to have landed safely. 
Would your group be able to respond in a similar emer
gency? Were you out Field Dav? BPL honors go to W2OE. 
Traffic: W2SEI 425, W20E 267. WA2NDC 142. W2RUF 
118, K2QDT 94. WA2HSB 88. WB2GAL 75. W2HYM 72. 
W2FEB 65. W2MTA 46. W2RQF 45. K2OFV 25. W2FCG 
22. WB2SMD 20. WA2YNS 18. W2BLO 16. K2IMI 12. 
W2PVT 10, WB2DMU 6. W2CFP 5, W2EMW 4, WB2BJN 
3, WA2GLA 2. WB2VSL 1.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, Robert E. 
Gawrvla, W3NEM—SEC: K3KM0. PAM: (v.h.f.) K3- 
VPI. RMs: W3KUN, W3MFB, W3UHN, K3SOH. Traffic 
nets: WPA. 3585 kc. daily at 7:00 p.m. local time and 
K8SN, 3585 kc, Mon. through Fri. at 6:30 p.m, local time 
(does not operate during June. July and Aug.). The WPA 
and KS8N traffic men and the AREC members from WPA 
will hold their annual picnic/discussion period Sun., Aug. 
27 at Clear Creek State Park. Take route 36 north from 
Brookville.. Pa., to Sigel and take mute 949 north, from 
Sigel to the park area (watch for signs). The Greater 
Pittsburgh V.H.F. Society. WA3BAK, has a new bulletin 
for its official publication called VHF Scatter. It is an ex
cellent publication by the editors W3BWTT and K3EHK 
and is printed by K3HUJ. VHF Scatter reports that K3- 
VUT is in the Air Force stationed at McChord Field, 
Wash.: K3LWT has joined the gang in happy retirement: 
W3BWU is back in business on 2 meters: K3NNZ has a 4 
eight-element stacked array up 130 feet nn 2 meters and 
runs a Thunderbolt into it. W3UHN now has 139/151 for 
DXCC on 15 meters. Spark Gap reports that K3QHM and 
WA3BLW have new Swan transceivers. The Radio Asso- 
mittion of Erie reports a new slate of officers: K3HFL. 
pres.: WA3GIV. vice-pres,: K3KJN, treas.: WA3FFD. 
seey. Congratulations to WA3BLE, who received his third 
BPL certificate and now joins th? medallion gang. New 
EC appointees are K3PPM for Huntingdon County, W3- 
KPJ fnr Eri? County. Endorsements are W3AUD as OBS 
nnd K30TY as OPS. WPA traffic fell way off in Mav with 
300 messages and 368 stations QNI. Traffic: WA3BLE 236, 
W3NEM 211. W3KTTN 179. W3LOS 131. W3MFB 98. WA3- 
AKH 67. K3PYS 59. K3S0H 54. K3RZE 43. W3L0D 15. 
K3SJN 9, W3YA 6.

CENTRAL DIVISION
ILLINOIS—SCM. Edmond A. Metzger. W9PRN—SEC: 

W9RYU. RM: WA9GUM. PAMs: W9VWJ. WA9CCP. 
W9KLB and WA9BLA (v.h.f.)) Cook County EC: W9- 
HPG. Net reports:

Net Freq. Times Daw Tfe.
TEN 3940 kc. 1400Z $un. 10
ILN 3760 kc. OOOOZ Daily 151
NCPN 3915 kc. 1200Z Mon.-Sat. 259
NCPN 3915 kc. I700Z Mon.-Sat. 161
m pon 3925 kc. 2300Z Mon.-Fri. 411
Til PON 50.28 Me. D200Z Mon. & Thurs.
III PON 145.5 Me. 0200Z M.W.F. No repo
TNT 145.36 Me. 0200Z 8un.-Fri. ?.7$

W9NWK reports that the 75-Met?r Interstate Single Side
band Net had a traffic count of 541, and the Ninth Re
gional Net’s traffic was 601, according tn W9QLW. The 
League's Executive Committee has declared the following 
duly affiliated societies: Notre Dame High School Radio 
Club. (Niles, TIL), East Aurora High School Amateur Ra
dio Club, (Aurora, ill.) and the Radio Amateurs Down- 
stat? Illinois Organization, (Mt. Carmel, III.). This col
umn’s sympathy goes to K9SJR and her family upon the 
sudden death of her husband, Ray, Also our sympathy is 
extended to the family and friends of W9NW and W9DA, 
who also passed away. WA9MCR is now V02 operating 
nightly with the US Air Force from Goose Bay, Labra
dor, an 20 meters. A new Novice heard was WN9UHB (the 
XYL of W9VWY). W9HPG appeared nn TV station 
WFLD, Chicago Channel 32, and spoke briefly on amateur 
activities and League affairs. WA9QXT received his WAS 
award. W9UBI has permanently moved tn Denver. Colo., 
and is employed by th? Environmental Science Services 
Administration. A new Technical Class licensee in the De
Witt area is WA9RSK. New appointments include: WA9- 
SID as OVS and K9HDZ as OO. K9UIY recently mar
ried, went on a European honeymoon and had eyeballs 
with Gs, DJs, HB9s, OEs nnd Fs. WB9USG, who is ten 
years old and m the fifth grade, is the youngest new Nov
ice heard from this month. WIPED, of ARRL Headquar
ters Staff, was a guest nt th? Indianapolis Radio Club on 
May 31. the Decatur Radio Club on June 1. the Sangamon 
Valley Radio Club (Springfield) on June 2, the Streator 
Radio Club on June 3 and the Starved Radio Club Ham
fest on June 4. W9BGX. Northwestern University Club 
station, has a new SR-401 and TH6-DX beam. Club 
officers include K9WEH aud W9ICE. WA9NGB is taking



New! The Most Modern
Amateur Radio Spectrum Monitor Ever Offered

Heathkit SB-620 "Scanalyzer". . . . Only $119.95
• New narrow fixed sweep function with crystal filter 
for single signal analysis — 10 kHz, 50 kHz, and variable 
control to 500 kHz • Increased sweep width capability 
for monitoring larger band segments — up to 500 kHz 
for IF's above 455 kHz, and up to 100 kHz for 455 kHz 
IF's • Matches SB-Series in style and performance • 
Operates with common receiver IF's up to 6 MHz • Both

Analyzing Function — 10 
kHz preset sweep width — 
indicate carrier 100% mod
ulated by 2 kHz tone-log 
scale.

The New Heathkit “Scanalyzer” Boasts Up To A Full 
500 kHz Wideband Display — Plus 10 kHz Single-Signal 
Display. Displays up to 250 kHz either side of receiver 
tuned frequency (up to 100 kHz for 455 kHz IF’s) . . . 
allows you to easily monitor band activity during con
tests or openings without going through the tedious hunt- 
and-tune procedure. The new SB-620 also brings accurate 

linear and logarithmic amplitude displays • Long per
sistance CRT for optimum display • New improved 
voltage doubler power supply*  Mu-metal fully shielded 
CRT • Simple connection to receiver • plus all of the 
versatile performance and operating features already 
made famous by the HO-13 Spectrum Monitor,

Scanning Function — ap
proximately 250 kHz sweep 
width — indicates two sig
nals above and three below 
the received signal, the 
strongest signal about 30 
kHz down the band, down 
frequency being to the right.

signal analysis to amateur radio . . . allows measurement 
of carrier, sideband, and distortion product suppression. 
A quality test instrument. Styled to match the Heath 
SB-Series equipment, the SB-620 operates with practically 
all receivers (see specifications). Here is a useful prestige 
instrument for your amateur station.
Kit SB-620,15 Ibs...................................................................$119.95 

SB-620 SPECIFICATIONS — RF AMPLIFIER: Input frequencies: One 
of the following; 455 kHz, 1000 kHz, 1600 to 1680 kHz, 2075 kHz, 2215 
kHz, 2445 kHz, 3000 kHz, 305.5 kHz, 3395 kHz, 5000 to 6000 kHz. Fre
quency response: ±0.5 db at ±50 kHz from receiver IF. IF frequency: 
350 kHz. Sensitivity: Approximately 10 uv input signal provides a visable 
signal (40 db mark) at full pip gain setting. Spectrum analyzer: Test 
signal input frequencies up to 50 MHz. HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION: 
Horizontal sweep generator: Sawtooth sweep produced by neon lamp 
relaxation oscillator. Sweep Rate (Approximate frequencies): 10 kHz 
preset: 0.5 Hz. 50 kHz preset; 2 Hz to 2.5 Hz. Variable: 5 Hz to 15 Hz. 
Preset sweep width: 10 kHz presets 10 kHz. 50 kHz preset: 50 kHz. 
Variable sweep width:*  455 kHz (10 to 100 kHz); 1000 kHz (50 to 100 
kHz); 1600 kHz (50 to 500 kHz); 1680 kHz (50 to 500 kHz); 2075 kHz 
(50 to 500 kHz); 2215 kHz (50 to 500 kHz); 2445 kHz (50 to 500 kHz); 
3000 kHz (100 to 500 kHz); 3055 kHz (100 to 500 kHz); 3395 kHz (100 to 
500 kHz); 5200 kHz (100 to 500 kHz); 6000 kHz (100 to 500 kHz). Resolu
tion: 1 kHz. Note: Resolution is defined as the frequency separation 
between two equal adjacent signals such that the intersection between

their respective pip indicotions is 30% below the apex amplitude. Ampli
tude scales: Linear: 20 db (10:1) range, log: 40 db (100:1) range. “20 db 
Log: (Extends calibrated range to 60 db). POWER SUPPLY: Type: Trans
former operated; fused at ampere. Low voltage: Full-wave voltage 
doubler circuit, using four silicon diodes. High voltage: Full-wave voltage 
doubler circuit, using two seleium diodes. Bias voltage: Full-wave bridge 
circuit, using four silicon diodes. Power requirements^ 120 or 240 volts 
AC, 50/60 Hz, 40 watts. GENERAL: Tube complement: (1) 3RP7 CRT, 
high persistence (yellow trace with screen filter). (1) 6AT6, detector 
vertical amplifier. (1) 6AU6, IF Log amplifier. (1) 6EA8, sweep oscillator, 
mixer, (1) 6EW6, RF amplifier. (1) 6EW6, IF amplifier. (1) 12AU7, hori
zontal. push-pull amplifier. Diode complement: (8) Silicon diodes, low 
voltage rectifier, DC filament rectifier. (2) Selenium diodes, high voltage 
rectifiers. (1) Silicon diode, voltage-variable capacitor. Dimensions: 
10’W x 6H*  H. x 10)4" D.
*These sweep widths are minimum values. Actual sweep width ranges 
will be greater than those listed, depending on the receiver IF frequency 
for which unit is wired.

HEATMKIT <967 FREE 1967 
CATALOG

Describes these and over 
250 kits for stereo/hi-fi, 
color TV. amateur radio, 
shortwave, test, CB. ma
rine, educational, home

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 9-8
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 
□ Enclosed is $______ ,,

Please send model (s)____ _
□ Please send FREE Heath kit Catalog.

Name,

and hobby. Save up to 50% by doing the easy 
assembly yourself. Mail coupon or write Heath 
Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.

Address.

City.

plus shipping.

( Please Print)

____________________State _________________
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. AM-184
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advantage uf a Moonbouncer antenna by installing a 
fifteen-element 30-ft. long 2-meter antenna. WA9PPA, 
WA9MHU and WA9CCP are BPL certificate recipients 
for May traffic. Traffic: (Mav) WA9PPA 664. WA9MHU 
579, WA9SE0 373, WA9CCP*339,  K9KZB 297. WA9OTD 
294, W9EET 229, W9CGC 165. WA9NPS 142, WA9GUM 
133. W9DOQ 102. WN9SPA 93. WA9QXT 83, W9JXV 65, 
K9BTE 59. WA9PFB 57. W9EVJ 53, WA9RSN 52. W9- 
HOT 51, WN9UHB 40. WA9PFB 36, W9CYH 31, WA9- 
QFT 29, W91DY 27. WA9POZ 18. W9PRN 18. W9LNQ 14, 
K9HSK 12. WA9LDC IL W9HPG 10, WN9VHA 9. K9- 
HRC 7, WA9FIH 3, K9DQU 2. (Apr.) W9JXV 168.

INDIANA—SCM. Mrs. M. Roberta Kroufik, K9IVG— 
Asst. SCM : Ernest Nichols, W9YYX. SEC : WAOGKF.

Net Freq. Time May TJc. Mgr.
IFN 3910 1330Z daily 2300Z M-F 278 K9IVG
ISN 3910 OOOOZ dailv 2130Z M-S 627 K9GRS
QIN 3656 0000Z daily 236 W9HRY

W9PMT, mgr. of the Hoosier V.H.F. Nets reports May 
traffic of 53. K9EFY, mgr. of PON reports May traffic of 
116. K9DHC, mgr. uf RFN. reports May traffic of 35. 
K9YFT, mgr. of the White River Valley AREC, reports 
Mav traffic of 16. QIN Honor Roll: K9VHY 26. K9- 
HYV 25. K9WWJ 23. W9BDP and W9QLW 21, K9DHC 
and WAOFDQ 20, WA9K0H 16. WA9RNT 15. W9QLW re
ports Ind. was represented 100% un 9RN. K9LVK will 
graduate from Ind. Military Academy as a 2nd It. in Sept. 
W9JUK was voted chairman of the Central Area Staff. 
WA9ITB has received his DXCC and WAC certificates 
and made WAS on 80 meters. K9PNJ has moved to W6- 
Land and WA9LUG has gone back to Chicagoland. W9- 
VNE is back on 75 with a long wire after many year’s 
absence. New officers of the Martinsville ARC are W9SMJ, 
pres,: W9ZSK, vice-pres.: K9E0H, secy.-treas, WN9UIR 
is building a transmitter and receiver operating on bat
tery power. W9JVF is now QSL Mgr. for 8R1S. Moores
ville ARC is conducting code and theory classes and 
newly-elected officers are K9EOH. pres.; K9TLG. vive- 
pres.; WA9PUZ. secy.-treas. If you know any amateurs 
(»verseas, please send an addressed envelope to the QSL 
Mgr. for them. Don’t forget to put a stamp on it. W9KRJ 
finally got his tower up. K91VG worked KwajaJein nn 75 
meters with low power. W9MEK has a new amplifier. 
Amateur radio exists because of the sen-ire it renders. 
K9TVG made the BPL. Traffic: (Mav) K9IVG 864, WO
OL W 322. W9JUK 287. W9HRY 238, K9FZX 234, K9HYV 
224, W9MM 206, WAOFDQ 90, W9DKR 84. WA9OYI 75. 
WA9KOH 70, WA9KAG 62. WORTH 59. WA9BGI 44, R9- 
VHY 44. WA9RNT 41, WA9MXG 39. W9SNQ 36, K9CBY 
34. K0OXA 34, WA9BWT 32, K9KFM 30. W9YYX 29. 
WANPM 26, WA9KVP 20, W9PMT 20. W9UB 20, W9BUQ 
19. W9FWH 19, K9RWQ 19. WA9BHG 18. WA9BWY 18. 
K9EFY 18. WAOGKF 18. K9ELE 17. WA9IZR 16. K9JQY 
16. W9LG 16. WA9AXF 12. WA9G.TZ 12. K9YFT 12. W9- 
BZT 11. WA9CFW 10. W9HWR 10. W9FJT 9. K9ILK 9. 
K9ONB/9 9. K9WGN 9. K9FZU 8, WA4RBQ 9 8. W 'O- 
TUK 8. K9UEO 8. W9BDP 7. W9URQ 7. K9EOH 6. K9- 
GBR 6. WA9LUG/9 5. K9QVT 4, K9UZA 4. W9CMT 3, 
W9DGA 2. K0KTB 2. K9LMC/9 2. (Apr.) WA9GKF 23, 
WA9TUK 5. WA91TB 2.

WISCONSIN—SCM. Kenneth A. Ebneter. K9GSC— 
SEC: K9ZPP. RM: WA9MI0. PAMs: W9NRP, K91MR 
aud WA9QKP.

Net Freq. Time Days
WIN 3662 kc. 0015Z Dailv
BEN 3985 ke. 12U0Z Mon.-Sat.
HEN 3985 kc. 1700Z Daily
WSBN 3985 kc. 2200Z Daily
SWRN 50.4 Mc. 0200Z Mon.-Sat.

QNI QTC Mar.
31 318 123 WA9MIO
27 314 184 W9NRP
31 567 86 WA9QKP
31 1039 256 K8TMR
23 240 6 W9JZD

W9JFP is a new OVS. W9UFY renewed appointment as 
EC. New officers of the BARS (W9YT) are K9ZMS, pres.; 
WA9CEQ. vice-pres.: K9FWF, secy.-treas.: KOKS A. 
chief engineer. WA9LIY has a complete new station with 
a new SB-34, linear and beam. Racine Megacycle Club 
members are active on 29.6-Mc. f.m. and hold transmitter 
hunts un that frequency. K9UTQ is active mobile on 20 
meters with an SR-160. K9FHI also is active mobile. K9- 
ZMS will be operating portable VE5 during the summer. 
W9DYG,WA9OMO,W9KQB.WA9NPB and WA9RAK are 
active as 9RN NCSs. K9CPM is looking tor someone on 2 
meters in his area. Traffic: (May) WA9NPB 343. W9DYG 
225. WA9QKP 194, WA9RAK 140, K9UTQ 130. W9DND 
118. W9ABH 112. W9YT 112. WA9QNI 102. W9NRP 80. 
WA9NDV 63, W9AYK 51. W9CBE 36. K9FHI 29. K9CPM 
27. K9GSC 26, WA9LIY 25. W9BCH 23. WA9SRV 16, K9- 
.TMP 15.WA9TXF 15.W0ESJ 14.W9OTL 14. WA9KFL 12, 
KinSK 10, WA9OMO 9. W'OPKM 5, WA9OFF 2. WA9- 
OMO/9 1. (Apr.) WA9IZK 210.

DAKOTA DIVISION
MINNESOTA—SCM, Herman R, Kopischke, Jr.. W0~ 

TCK—SEC: WA0IEF. RMs: W0ISJ, WA0EPX. PAMs: 
WA0MMV. WA0JKT, WA0DWM, W0HEN. MSN meets 
daily on 3595 kc. at 2330Z. MJN meets Tue.-Sun. on 3595 
kc. at OllOOZ. Noun 'MSPN meets M-Sat. on 3820 kc. at 
1705Z., Sim. at 1400Z. Evening MSPN meets daily on 3820 
kc. at 2300Z. MSTN meets Tue.-Sat. on 50.4 Mc. at 0330Z. 
Sun. at 0100Z. Minn. Wx Net meets daily on 3830 kc. ut 
2330Z. Remarks have been made that we don’t have 
enough amateurs interested hi public service work to pro
vide adequate service in this field. We are being Urged to 
concentrate on health and welfare traffic and turn the local 
emergency and disaster communications over to another 
radio service. Are we willing to turn this important and 
gratifying phase of our fraternity over to another group 
and perhaps even lose some of our frequencies because we 
cannot provide adequate reasons for keeping them? Our 
SEC has set a goal of an EC in each county. Shall those of 
us interested in this line of work back Gary with an 
active emergency group jn each community and prove that 
we enn nnd will continue to assist others with our commu
nications experience in time of need, or shall wc sit back 
and complain after it is too late? K6EA and W0MFW are 
back operating from their home in Bemidji. WA0QMP is 
operating 20- 40-meter c.w. with his new Eico 753. WN0- 
RAG is a new ham iu Dawson and already has worked 21 
states and 13 countries. WA0EPX put up a new 80-meter 
dipole. WA0IAW built a homebrew designed cage antenna 
for 80. Cheek Juno QST for coming picnic dates, WA0- 
MMV is publishing an informative net newsletter. Get on 
his mailing list bv mailing him an expense donation. 
Congrats to new OPS WA0EZQ. W0FFX renewed as EC 
for Kanabec and Mill Lacs Counties. Traffic: (Mav, WA0- 
EPX 302. WA0JKT 224, W0ISJ 221, W0ZHN 163, K0- 
UYN 97. K0FLT 69. WA0MMV 66, W0OEZ 52, W0BUO 
40 K0ORK 38. W0TCK 38. WA0LKL 23, WA0IAW 21. 
K0JGZ 21, WAODFT 18. WA0JPR 18, WA0EDN 17. 
K0ZRD 17. WA0ODB 16. WA0QAK 15, WA0LVK 13. 
WA0PXT 8. W0UMX 8. W0KNR 7. WA0MJF 7.WA0- 
EZQ 6. WA0NQH 6. WA0HRM 5, W0KLG 5. (Apr.) 
K1OIK/0 40, WA0EZQ 5.

NORTH DAKOTA:—SCM. Harold L. Sheets. W0DM 
-SEC: WA0AYL. OBS: K0SPH. WB2LZJ is back 

from New York after a visit with relatives. Herb was 
stationed at the AFB while in Grand Forks. He work*  
40-meter c.w. W0DM attended the Dakota Division 
Mid-American Convention in Minneapolis, where he was 
the guest of a former pupil, W0NPE. The Roosevelt 
High School Radio Chib^ WA0QJX, is sponsoring the 
Second Zero District QSO Party Sept, 8-11, all bands 
and modes. If interested, contact John Nitzke. WA0- 
NYK. Des Moines. WA0HUD and WA0ELO did an 
outstanding jub again on TEN in Apr., being first and 
second from North Dakota. Bob had a traffic report of 
179 for April. The BARK of Bismarck elected K0- 
HDA, pres.: W0PHC, vice-pres.: K0QYD. seey.- 
treas.: WA0MSJ. act. mgr.; K0EOF, custodian. They 
are working on a desk nnd rig for W0ZRT. the club sta
tion. WA0EWW has been attending school at Wahpeton 
and lias a Galaxy HI mobile going. WA0OVT has an 
SB-33 to use when out of town. WA0EHQ built a keyer 
and it is working out FB. WN0RQY, the son of 
W0KSL. surprised his dad and got his Novice ticket 
while attending H.N.D. W0DM was retired June 1 from 
the Grand Forks Public Schools and will now enjoy his 
favorite band, 10 meters. Traffic: WA0ELO 39. W0- 
QNL'0 7, W0DM 5.

SOUTH DAKOTA—SCM, Seward P. Holt, K0TXW 
-SEC: W0SCT. RM: WA0AOY. SSB Net Mgr.: K0- 
BSW. Yankton. Radio Club members are getting pre
pared for th? South Dakota Picnic to be held Aug. 19 and 
20. We hope to see everyone there who can make it. 
K0OTZ has moved to Brookings and installed his 
new antenna. W0RWM found his 811 via net inquiry. 
South Dakota C.W. Net Mgr. WA0AOY reports total 
QNI 51. QTC 8 in 12 sessions. So. Dak. S.S.B. Net Mgr. 
K0BSW reports 1013 QNI. 35 QTC. 158 informal. Two 
sessions could not be held because <«f propagation. K0- 
BSW has now returned from his annual vacation. Traf
fic: WA0AOY 49, K0VYY 43, WA0LLG 32. WA0MWN 
28. WA0CIJ 20. W0SCT 18. WA0BWJ 6, WA0BZD 2, 
W0DJO 2. K0YGZ 2, W0DVB 1.

DELTA DIVISION
ARKANSAS—SCM. Don W, Whitney. K5GKN—SEC: 

W5DTR. PAM: WA5GPO. RM: W5NND. NMs: WA5- 
PPD. W5DTR, W5MJ0 and K5ABE. The ARRL section 
uf the Calico Rock MARSfest was well attended. W5- 
NND led a good discussion on traffic-handling in Arkan- 
saK and outlined the needs for improving our operation, 
WA5PKO suggests that the number <»f amateur radio
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10 KW
N/FRT-( )

ISB TRANSMITTERS
FOR FIXED PLANT AND TRANSPORTABLE USE

R F Communications, Inc., a member of the joint venture of Continental 
Electronics Manufacturing Company and R F Communications, Inc., is 
under a 3-year multiyear contract from the U. S. Navy, N 00600-67-C- 
0589, for the production of 1-KW and 10-KW SSB Transmitters. DCA Cir
cular 175-2A, MH-STD-188B, Mil-STD-108 and Mil-T-4807A (USAF) apply. 
Four independent sidebands, 2-30 Mc in 100-cycle increments, 1 part in 
108 stability, remote and local control capability of all functions, multiple 
transmitter control from one remote unit, —80 DB harmonic suppression, 
— 60 DB carrier suppression, —70 DB unwanted sideband suppression.

RF Communications is the producer of the AN/URT-23 1-KW 
SSB transmitter; the AN/URA-38 1-KW antenna coupler; the 
AN/SRA-35, 36, 37 10-KW multicouplers; and the RF-690 
10-KW automatic antenna coupler.

RF COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1680 UNIVERSITY AVENUE • ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A. 14610

Interested in a challenging future in communication engineering? 
Send your resume to the personnel director.

An equal opportunity employer.
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operators in Ark. could be Mibbluntially increased it’ each 
of us would encourage the tpnudo population to try 
•‘ham radio” as a hobby. Vai and OM W50XU visited 
W5ALL iu New Mexico recently. W5OBD attended the 
SRRC Hamfest in 111. June 4. Net reports for May:

Net Freq. Time Hay
RN 3815 kc. 0030Z Daily 31
AFN 3885 k. HOOZ Mon.-Sat.. 27
OZK 3790 kc. 0001Z Daily ?
APON 3825 kc. 213OZ Mon.-Fri. 23

QTC ()Nl Time
123 856 736

12 701 1656
? ? ?

84 328 660

W4D1Y. K4ENA. K4PSH, W4WBK and others. Tim 
Naval Air Enginetiring Center will celebrate its 50th 
year. Those interested in its special radio operating 
schedule on July 29 and 30, contact WB2SPJ for further 
details. How do I count traffic? Please refer to June 1967 
QST, page 76. This should clarify any confusion and/or 
misunderstanding. Traffic: (May) W4DIY 211, W4FX 
174, K4UWH 151. W4PQP 99. WA4YEM 67, W4WBK 62. 
WA4YDT 43. K4MQT 34, W4PFP 28. W4CXY 26. WA4- 
YHO 25. K4UMW 24. WA4CGK 23. WA4NEC 21. W4TZB 
19. WA4AJB 16. WA4ZBC 9. W4CAT 8. WA4EWW 8, 
W4TYV 5. W4SGI 2. (Apr.) K4VIS 37.

The Arkansas EO Net now meets at 2300Z Tue. on 
3815 kc. Traffic: W50BD 1130. W5NND 106, W5MJO 76. 
WA5PPD 72, WA5KEF 70, WA5LYA 7. WA5PKO 4. GREAT LAKES DIVISION

LOUISIANA—SCM, J. Allen Swanson. Jr., W5PM— 
SEC: W5BUK. RM: W5CEZ. V.H.F. PAMs: W5UQR,
WASDXA.

KENTUCKY—SCM, Lawrence F. Jeffrey, WA4KFO
SEC: W4OYI, Appointments: WB4BKG as OPS and

OVS. WA4UAZ as OPS. Endorsements: W4NOA as EC. 
W40Y1 as SEC, K4TXJ as OPS. WA4UAZ as ORS.

Net
LAN
LAPON
DELTA 75

Freq. Fays 
3615 Daily
3870 Sun,
3900 Sun.

Time
2300Z 
I300Z 
1230Z

Please note tho time of some of die net*.  This change is 
caused by Daylight Saving Time. W5KC. incidentally, 
has joined the ranks of the OOTC. WA5DXA has u 54- 
ft. tower with five-element on 6 and right-element on 2 
meters. W5HUT is now vice-pres. of rhe GNOARC. 
WA5DRK has a 40-ft.. tower with a four-element 6, 
WA5KLF has been having h.v. rectifier trouble, W5BJG 
has moved to Florida. W5MXQ reports that the Jefferson 
gang had another fine Stenkfest. W5CEZ says he had a 
wonderful 4-week trip through the ‘Midwest. His new 
mobile gear worked just fine. WA5PWX now has a 
’Twocr” and a keyer. W5EA reports the fishing up Mon

roe way has cut. into his activities. W5MBC reports he is 
hot after DX. Incidentally. W5PM now has 322 c.f.m.d. 
WA5RRT. it new Tech., is working 6 meters. The 
BRARC is moving its meetings to the Civil Defense 
Building. K5ABD has a new tower. K5DSD has a 
quad up. W5EXI won a famous "you know who” necktie 
at (lie BRAC Hamfest. W5VQR reports v.h.f. activity 
continues along the La.. Miss., Ala. and Fla, Gulf Coast 
at the usual level: with summer E skip 6 meters is 
expected to be great. The Ozone ARU V.H.F. Net 
averages over 10 check in per session. The GNOARC 
sends code practice on 21.4 Me, Wed, at 2045 DST. 
Traffic: W5GHP 328. WA5PWX 76. W5KRX 70, W5- 
MXQ 70, W5BJG 50. W5MBC 23, W5CEZ 18. W5EA 6. 
W5KC 6, WA5LGO 5. WA5DXA 4. WA5KLF 4.

Net
KRN 
MKPN 
KTN 
KYN

Freq. 
3960 
3960 
3960 
3600

Days GMT Sess.
M-F 1130 30
Daily 1330 31
Dailv 0000 31
Dailv 0000/0300 56

QNI QTC
117 38
344 107
778 554
417 611

Mgr.
K4KIS 
WB4BTM 
WA4AGH 
W4BAZ

MISSISSIPPI—SCM. S. H. Hairston, W5EMM-SEC: 
W5.JDF. First. I want to express my pleasure at seeing all 
of the Miss, amateurs at the Semi-Annual Gulf Coast 
Sideband Dinner to celebrate W5JHS’s birthday. The re- 
t-t'fit earthquakes in ¡Mississippi were well covered by the 
amateurs. W5WMQ activated the Miss. Sideband Net and 
other nets were involved, including the 2-meter net. 
W5WMQ, with his Galaxy III and linear, was in a good 
position to handle the MSB Net. Stations standing by if 
needed were K5BWW. K5RDP. WA5KEY. WA5MWZ, 
WA5GOH. WA5EBZ. WA5CKL. W5H0. WA5EXS. WA5- 
RKP, W5JCL. WA5GAV and W5VJ. WA5NWZ is becom
ing more active. WA5NLO is a real sparkplug for contests 
on all bands. W5BW installed a Balun in the 80/40 dipole, 
lie worked AIR. NSS. WAR and NPG on Armed 
Forces day. K5TYP has funds for a real station. Traffic: 
WA50KI 260, W5BW 57.

The Falls City Area Tfc. Net on 50.7 reports 11 sessions. 
54 QNI and 10 QTC. The Derby City Award, sponsored 
by the Louisville gang, was a big success. WB4F0T re
ports for the first time from Lexington and is active on 
nets, K4FPW has completed iris RTTY terminal. WA4- 
GHQ is helping WA4QZV with his new antenna system. 
W4WNH still is handicapped for v.h.f. work with a poor 
location and no car for mobile work. Congratulations to 
W4WNH on his fine article in QST. WN4FVO is the 
XYL of WB4AFH, K4LOA has a new Ameco 2- and 
6-i net er transmitter. W4CDA is building the 2-meter 
amplifier per QST. W4JUT is having trouble with Cin
cinnati 6-meter skeds. W4BAZ has moved the slow- 
speed c.w. net (KSN) to 0300 GMT to give Kentucky a 
late net session and ar the same time serve as rt training 
net for new traffic men. WA4GMA temporarily is ol’f 
while out of town on a new job. WA4TTE, now on a coup 
program with .Evansville College, will be moving to the 
9th call area. Traffic: (Mav) WA4DYL 407. W4BAZ 222. 
WA4UIH 192. WA4WWT 192. WA4AGH 175. WA4TTE 
171, WA4KF0 124. WA4AFG 117. WA4VUE 93, K4DZM 
87, K4MAN 87. W4YOQ 78. WB4AGO 68, WA4HAZ 51. 
WB4CJM 39. W4NBZ 36. W4KJP 28, WB4C1Y 26. WB4- 
BTM 25, W4CDA 24. WA4GHQ 24. WB4BKG 21. W4- 
MWX 15, K4LOA 14. K4H0E 11. WB4AFH 10. W4BTA 
9. K4FPW 8. K4VDO 5. WA4WWQ 4. W40YI1. ( Apr.) 
WA4GMA 42. K4GOD 14. WA4ZIR 13. K4LOA 8. K4FPW 
4. WB4AFH 1.

MICHIGAN—SCM. Ralph P. Thetreau. W8FX— 
SEC: K8GOU. RMs: W8ELW, K8QLL. W8EU, K8KMQ, 
PAMs: W8CQH. K8JED, W8IWF. V.H.F. PAMs: W8- 
CVQ. W8YAN. Appointments: K8GOU. K8LNE. K8- 
LQA as OPSs: K8HP0 as EC; WA8VHG as OVS. The 
Detroit ARA has kicked in its third hundred bucks to 
the ARRL Bldg. Fund. How’s your club doing? W8TV 
made BPL again nn Navy MARS refiles. Net reports:

TENNESSEE—Acting SCM. Franklin Casson. W4- 
WBK—SEC: K4RCT. RM: K4FWH. PAMs: W4PFP, 
WA4EWW, WA4CGK.

01.30

Net
TSSB

Freq. 
398

Days 
M-Sat,

Time 
33.30Z

Sex.*«.
26

ONI 
126«

OTC 
15X

TPN 3980 M-Sat. 11.45 31 1072 NR
Suu.

ETPN 3980 M-F 1 LMO 23 382 27
TN 3635 Daily ou.no 55 321 154

Net Freq. Time
QMN 3663 2300
WSSB 3935 0000
PON-DAY 3860 1600
B ''R 3930 2230
PON-CW 3645 0000
Mich 6 50.7 0000
MTM 3605 0245
M.E.N. 3930 1400
SW Mich 2 .146.25 0200
UPN 3920 2230
LENAWEE 2 145.30 0200

Day QNI QTC Sess. Mgr.
Dy 963 540 62 W8ELW
Dy 1075 179 30 W8IWF
M-Sat. 389 394 26 WA80GR
M-Fri. 921 82 23 K8JED
M-Sat. 145 63 26 3C3DPÛ
M-Sat. 341 44 27 WA8LRC
Dy 31 18 31 WA8QAF
Sun. 251 19 4 K8.TED
Tue. 75 1 5 W8CVQ
Dy 76.1 110 31 W80QH
Dy 267 52 29 WA8AAQ

Standard procedure for cheeking reliability of mi emer
gency generator is once a week. How often is yours 
checked out? K4ZLE recently was graduated from An
napolis. WA4HGN is a new OVS. W4ZAC reports officers 
of the Veterans Adm. Hospital ARC in Murfreesboro 
are W4SZE. pres.: WB4FXY. vice-pres.: WN4CBZ. 
secy.-treas. Recommended reading includes the Radin 
Amateur’* Operating Manual by W4MLE. the Annual 
Report of ARRL and the Annual Report of the FCC, 
Knoxville OVS activity is excellent, as reports of K4- 
PZT and WA4TJJ indicate. MARA (Memphis) held a 
successful radio school for Novices, Technicians and 
Generals coordinated by WA4VHM and assisted by
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Silent Keys: W8HHT, of Roseville and K8YAN. of 
Plymouth. New officers: Ford ARL—K8SSZ. pres.; WA8- 
GDT. vice-pres.; W8OVM. treas.; WA8NLL. me. serv. • 
WA8KMW, corn. secy.; WA8FCL and W8AVI, act. 
mgrs.: WA80R1, editor. The UPN Swap-Shop on 3920 
ac 2230 Sun. is doing real well. W8MRM (MCRC) had a 
ball at the recent OTs nite at Henry Ford Museum; and 
racked up a big batch of contacts, W2ICE presented 
a great slide/talk. called “The Golden Twenties.” K8- 
DYL W8LPA and WA8SIQ are all home from the hospi
tal. The Hazel Park ARC had a fine swap/shop May 
21. WA8SKU now has a 55-ft. telephone pole installed 
gratis. T'he HVARA is getting him going. WA8QHT 
has a new Swan 500 and WA8OUD a new HQ-100AC. 
K8ETH now is “Gramps” and W8VVR will be soon’ 
W8VPC got the “Zvigenbein Award” in memory’ of W8- 
PLP, from the Central Mich. ARC. Great-Grandpa 
WA8JJE has a grandson whose initials are “JJE"! Flint 
had a big turnout of mobiles to help the boy scouts



GOTHAM’S AMAZING ANTENNA BREAKTHRU ! I
How did Gotham drastically cut antenna prices? Mass purchases, mass production, prod
uct specialization, and 15 years of antenna manufacturing experience. The result: The 
kind of antennas you want, at the right price! In QST since ’53.
All ARC*  Worked 42 countries in two lllllll \ weeks with my Gotham Quad UUiWU and only 75 watts . . . W3AZR BEAMS
CUBICAL QUAD 
ANTENNAS — 
these two element 
beams have a full 
wavelength driven 
element and a re
Hector; the gain is 
equal to that of 
a three element 
beam and the di
rectivity appears 
to us to be excep
tional! ALL METAL (except the insula-

The first morning I put up my 
3 element Gotham beam (20 ft)
I worked YO4CT, ON5LW, 
SP9ADQ. and 4U1ITU. THAT 
ANTENNA WORKS IWN4DYN

tors) — absolutely no bamboo. Complete 
with boom, aluminum alloy spreaders; 
sturdy, universal-type beam mount; uses 
single 52 ohm coaxial feed; no stubs or 
matching devices needed; full instruction 
for the simple one-man assembly and 
installation are included; this is a fool
proof beam that always works with ex
ceptional results. The cubical quad is the 
antenna used by the DX champs, and it 
will do a wonderful job for you!

10/15/20 CUBICAL QUAD SPECIFICATIONS 
Elements: A full wavelength driven ele

ment and reflector for each band.

Compare the per
formance, value, 
and price of the fol
lowing beams and 
you will see that 
this offer is unprece
dented in radio his
tory! Each beam is 
brand new! full size 
(36' of tubing for 
each 20 meter ele
ment, for instance);
absolutely complete including a boom 
and all hardware; uses a single 52 or 72
ohm coaxial feedline; the SWR is 1:1; 
easily handles 5 KW;%"and l"aluminum 
alloy tubing is employed for maximum 
strength and low wind loading; all beams 
are adjustable to any frequency in the 
band.

Frequencies: 14-14.4 Me.; 21-21.45 Me., 
28-29.7 Me.

Dimensions: About 16' square.

2 El 20......... $16
3 El 20............... 22*
4 El 20............... 32*
2 El 15............... 12
3 El 15............... 16
4 El 15............    25*
5 El 15..................28*

4 El 10......... $18
7 El 10..................32*
4 El 6................. 15
8 El 6....................28*

12 El 2................... 25*
*20' boom

ALL-BAND VERTICALS
Power Rating: 5 KW.
Operation Mode: All.
SWR: 1.05:1 at resonance.
Boom: 10'X 1%" OD» 18 gauge steel, 

double plated, gold color.
Beam Mount: Square aluminum alloy 

plate, with four steel U-bolt assem
blies. Will support 100 lbs.; universal 
polarization.

Radiating elements: Steel wire, tem
pered and plated, .064" diameter.

X Frameworks: Two 12' X 1" OD alu
minum ‘hi-strength’ alloy tubing, 
with telescoping OD tubing and 
dowel insulator. Plated hose clamps 
on telescoping sections.

Radiator Terminals: Cinch-Jones two- 
terminal fittings.

Feedline: (not furnished) Single 52 ohm 
coaxial cable.
Now check these startling prices — 

note that they are much lower than 
even the bamboo-type:

“All band vertical!” asked one
skeptic. “Twenty meters is murder 
these days. Let’s see you make a 
contact on twenty meter phone 
with low power!” So K4KXR 
switched to twenty, using a V80 
antenna and 35 watts AM. Here is a
small portion of the stations he 
worked: VE3FAZ, T12FGS, W5KYJ, 
W1WOZ, W2ODH, WA3DJT, WB2- 
FCB, W2YHII, VE3FOB, WA8CZE, 
K1SYB, K2RDJ, K1MW, K8HGY, 
K3UTL, W8QJC, WA2LVE, YS1- 
MAM, WA8ATS, K2PGS, W2QJP, . • 
W4JWJ, K2PSK, WA8CGA, WB2- 
KWY, W2IWJ, VE3KT. Moral: It’s 1 
the antenna that counts!
FLASH! Switched to 15 c.w. and 
worked KZ5IKN, KZ5OWN, HC1- 
LC, PY5ASN, FG7XT, XE2I, KP4- 
AQL, SM5BGK, G2AOB, YV5GLK, 
OZ4H, and over a thousand other 
stations!

10-15-20 CUBICAL QUAD...................$35.00
10-15 CUBICAL QUAD........................ 30.00
15-20 CUBICAL QUAD........................   32.00
TWENTY ME TER CUBICAL QUAD. 25.00 
FIFTEEN METER CUBICAL QUAD. 24.00 
TEN METER CUBICAL QUAD........23.00 
(all use single coax feedline)

V40 vertical for 40, 20, 15,
10, 6 meters............ $14.95 

V80 vertical for 80, 75, 40,
20,15,10,6 meters. ... .$16.95 

V160 vertical for 160, 80, 75,
40, 20, 15, 10, 6 meters.. .$18.95

How to order: Send check or money order. We ship immediately upon receipt of order 
by railway express, shipping charges collect.

w

GOTHAM, 1805 Purdy Ave, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139
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goodwill collection. Among those present, were WA8SCI, 
WA8FYF, K8GOW. WA8AEE, K8ACN. K8PKG. K8- 
PKW, K8LZJ, W8RTN, W8VGG, K8WKE. K8JWC. W8- 
EFF and W8HRL. All net reports must bp here by the 
tilth of the month. Traffic: (Mav) WUWF 486. WAxOGR 
367, W8HQL 313. WA8CQR 211. W8IV 185. W8ZGT 179, 
WA8JAQ 175, K8HLR 164, WA8PII 149, W8EU 125, W8- 
IUC 122, K8KMQ 120, K8ZJV WO, WA8IML 101. W8- 
CQR 96. W8QQK 95, WA8LKI 87. WA8LRC 82. W8FX 
67, K8GOU 62. W8OQH 62. K8YGH 62, WA8AAQ 46. 
K8JED 44. WA8MCQ 43. W8ELW 41. K8HNN 41. WA8- 
MAM 40, W8RTN 38. WATSB 38. K2SIL/8 35, WA8ORC 

34. K8QLL 31. W8YAN 31, K3KRX/8 30. K8JGF 30. 
WA8LXY 24. WA8BQP 22. K8YQC 21, W8SWF 19, W8- 
XOH 16. WA8PZT 16. W8VFS 15. WA8KRH 13. W8JTQ 
12. W8AUD 11. K8TYK 11. K8MXC 10. W8SCW 10. WA8- 
JDF 8. WA8UVX 8. W8BEZ 7. WA8KME 7. WA8SQC 5. 
W8DSE 4. W8TBP 4, K8VDA 4. W8WVL 2. (Apr.) WA8- 
AAQ 33.

OHIO—SCM, Wilson E. Weckel, W8AL—Asst, SCM: 
.1. C. Erickson, W8DAE. SEC: W8OGU. RM: WA8CF.L 
PAMs: W8VZ and K8UBK. WxNBK won the National 
QCWA (¿SO Party Contest. W8BZX says W8WKN has a 
new SB-101. W8KUI joined the Silent Keys. WA8ROK 
>ays W8WIN has a new Swan 500. WA8PDD has a now 
liA-460 transceivers, WA8SVL and WA8SVM are new 
Technicians. WA8QDJ has a new Swan 250 and 50-ft. 
tower. WA8ROK has a new HQ-170A, W8BKH has a 
new HA-460 transceiver. WA8UKM has a new Swan 250 
and K8TOL built a SB-101 transceiver. Toledo’s Ham 
Shack Gossip tells ns WA8SFW joined the Silent Keys, 
WA8WCB and WA8VCG are new Conditionals, WN8- 
WAN, WN8WBF and WN8WGA are new Novices, W8- 
VDR is in a hospital. WA8TCH is in the hospital for 
^m'aurv. Appointments made in May were W8NAL as 
URS. K8KWO and WA8TGA as ECs and WA8VNU as 
OBS. W8UPH and K8LRK made the BPL in May. W8- 
AYR joined the Silent Keys. The Tnter-City RC hold 
an Old Timers Night. W8RLW reports that WXLKD 
joined the Silent Keys. Parma KC’k P.R.C. Bulletin in
forms us the club held the P.R.C. Family Dinner where 
Mr. Cooper spoke about space communications. WN8- 
WBS is a new Novice and WA8NYC joined the Silent 
Keys. W8TZO reports that K8UYE joined the Silent 
Keys and K8EUC received his first baby boy. The Van 
Wert ARC operates three nets, two on 50.640 kc., one 
on Sun. at 12:30 p.m. EST and the other on Tue, at 
7 p.m. EST, and the third meets every Sun. on 3820 kc. 
Westpark RadiopF Imp tells us the dub held an auction 
and W8VM is home after a stay in the hospital. South
east ARC’s Ham-Fax says K8TOL has a hew Heath 
SB-101 transceiver and a new Communicator 2, WA8- 
SVM presented a travelogue on his trip to South Amer
ica. Massillon ARC heard and saw Mr. Chess, of Hoover 
Company, give a demonstration of the many aspects of 
radio control and what it is doing in the hobby. Mt. 
Vernon ARD heard a talk on receivers by WA8KNP and 
a talk on antennas by W8UMH. From Springfield ARC’s 
Q-Five we learn that W8YAC was released from the 
hospital and is hack at work and WA8IKN has a new 
Ameco transmitter and Swan 350 s.s.b. receiver. WA8- 
THE is a new Technician. Might a« well be SCM of one 
of this county’s small sections as far as getting news 
from many uf the Hub bulletins I receive is concerned. 
Bulletins were received from the Kettering ARC. the 
Columbus ARA and the Queen City Emergency Net 
without news 1 could use. Traffic: (May) W8UPH 563, 
WA8CFJ 280, WA8NTA 218. WA8PMN 169. W8QZK 163. 
W8GVX 159. K8LRK 146, WA8OCG 143. W8QCU 138. 
K8LGA 126, W8QXQ 122, WA8PQL 117, W8GRT 116. 
WA8LAM 106. WA8FSX 103. WA8DWL 99. W8TV 98. 
W8GOE 96. K8VBK 91. W8AUZ 88. W8LT 84, W8DAE 
X2, WA8KVW 79. K8ONA 77. W8HIT 75. W80E 74, WA8- 
BTE 69, WA8SED 65. K8BYR 63, W8NAL 63. WA8TYF 
61. W8ERD 43. W8OTHT 43, W-WHP 38. WA8NSL 37. 
WA8SCR 37. WA8FGD 35, WA8MHO 33. WA8EYF 25, 
WA8LOW 22. WA8PPK 22. W8UDG 22. WA8AJZ 21, 
K8DDG 21. K8LFI 21. WA8RWK 21. W8DQD 16. WA8- 
RLW 16. W8DVM 13. K8QMR 10. W8WEG 10. K8WZI 10. 
W8BZX 9. WA8KPN 9, K8LGB 8. K8LXA 8. WA8QFK 
8 WA8LAG 7. K8DHJ 6. W8EEQ 3. W8GIV 2. K8PJH 2. 
W8LZE 1. W8PMJ 1. (Apr.) WA8RWK 21. K8HKB 16. 
(Mar J WA8MH0 64.

HUDSON DIVISION
EASTERN NEW YORK—SCM: George W. Tracy. 

W2EFU—SEC: W2KGC, RM: WA2VYS. PAM; W2IJG. 
Section nets: NYS on 3670 kc. nightly at 2400 GMT: 
NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. nightly at 2300 GMT; ESS on 
3590 kc. nightly at 2300 GMT. Appointments: W2HF, 
K2DMR. WA2VTR, WB2PZL and WB2OIM as OVSs. 
At the Westchester Club the speaker was W2GHK on 
“Accessories for the Amateur Station.” The New Ro- 
vlielle Club featured an ARRL presentation, “The Kis- 
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torv ot DX.” The dub also handled the Memorial Day 
Parade in its usual fine style. W2CIN/K1ZXJ, WA2OJD. 
WA2PBX, WA2BXK and WB2BLT participated in the 
Feb. Frequency Measuring Test. Congrats. K2SJN re
ceived a Red Cross Citation as vice-director of communi
cations for Westchester County. New officers of the Un
ion College Club. W2UC, include WB2CNC. pres,: WA3- 
FTB, vice-pres.: WB2OHZ. secy.-treas. Both KLOQQ 
and WA2RYO graduated this year. May was "home
brew night” at the Schenectady Club with several prizes 
awarded for excellence. At the Albany Club, WA2SFP 
spoke on his autenna farm near Schenectady. WB2UEQ 
operated portable from Wesleyan U. during the school 
year, WB2QYZ plans 2- and 6-meter mobile for the sum
mer. WN2AAX is tlie XYL of W2CRS/K1UGQ, another 
ham family. Congrats. New officers ot the Westchester 
Club include W2VRU, pres.; WB2MOI. vice-pres,: 
WB2MOI. se-ey.: W2VTA. teens.; W2SAF, W2KFB and 
W2AMK, dir. Potential AREC members ia Westchester 
Co. are reminded to send applications to EC WB2FXB. 
not the SCM. WN2ZRK is a new Novice in Gardiner. 
N.Y. Welcome aboard. Traffic: WB2UHZ 204, W2UC 111. 
WR2TNB 94. K2SSX/2 82, W2EAF 77, WA2VYS 69, WB2- 
JYV 58. WB2FOA 57. WB2UT1D 26. K2SJN 21. W2ANV 
15. WA2WGS 12. WA2ZPD 11. WB21FN 9, WB2UEQ 5. 
W2O0 )C 2. WB2QYZ 2.

NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND—SCM. 
Blaine S. Johnson, K2LDB—Asst. SCM: Fred J. Brunjes, 
K2DGI. SEC: K2OVN. PAM: W2EW.

NLI 
N1JVHF 
NLIVHF 
NUPN 
MLS (Slo)

3630 kc.
148.5 Me.

146.25 Mr.
3932 kc.

3715 kc.

1915 Nightly 
21X10 TWTh 
1900 FSSnM 
16WI Daily 
1845 Nightly

WA2UWA—RM
WB2RQF—PAM
WB2RQF- PAM
WB2SLH- PAM
WB2UQP—RM

K2UBG. indomitable ORS/OVS, allows as how 75-me
ter propagation has been so stinko during Alay that it 
has no wax' to g<» but good. WB2UQP is threatening tu 
get on 2 meters and get into the NLIVHF Net because ho 
likes traffic on all bands. Haw ahay-t you other rascals, 
why don't, you threaten to do the samel The TA-33 Jr. 
arrived safely at the WB2QIL abode and is on its way 
up the rugged old pole. WA2UWA, venerable sage of 
East Hampton, reporteth the Annual NLI Barbecue is 
slated for the last week end in Aug. at the WB2SLII 
plantation like last year. WB2HYK operated on Field 
Day with WB2OCA in the N.N.J. section. W2DBQ. 
first RM of NLI aud recent linear-type telephone re
layer. is laying plans to dive into RTTY’. WA2PSL. 
intrepid Bronx EC. and his stalwart crew supplied the 
communications for the N.Y.C. Jewish. Parade last May 
28. K2IDB picked up a new Swan-500, but WB2AEK and 
K2MPK suggest he change that stupid 75-meter an
tenna! W2BCB says if it wasn’t for the power leaks, 
traffic! jams, leaky roofs and XYL chatter, life would be 
sweet. W2UJN, who had despaired of summer arriving 
at all, is estatic now that it’s here and is contemplating 
quite a few operating milestones. WB2JJW, indefatigable 
ORS of the Nassau 10-Meter AREC Not. reports the 
mobile hunt season is in full bloom and you are invited 
to join. Hey. remember Nassau County patrolman
type WB2NGZ, tenacious old NCS of the NYSPTEN? 
Well, be is uoweth Nassau Comity detective-type WB2- 
NGZf Listen, W2PF is working on the hotel arrange
ments and program for the 20th anniversary of the 
QCWA which expects to be visited by the 40 remaining 
(out of 54) charter members on Oct. 27. 1967 in New 
York City. WA2JZX, also of the Nassau 10-Meter 
AREC, invites you guys to the hidden transmitter hunts 
taking place this summer. K2DDK figures there should 
be an appointment for DXing! W2BOT, Queens’ in
trepid 2-meter EC, reports that the Qurens 2-MoWr 
AREC Net. is in a build-un phase and is looking for new 
members to participate in simulated emergency exercises 
and practice message-handling procedures. Traffic; W A2- 
UWA 492. W2GKZ 190. K2UBG 170. WB2UQP 145, WB2- 
QIL 71, WA2LJS 42. WB2RQF 39. W2EC 29. WA2PSL 27 
W2DBQ 26. WB2AEK 22. WA2PMW 20, W2BCB 18, W2- 
TLTN 18, WB2MZE 15, WB2.LTW 14. WB2NGZ 14. WB2- 
YHV 10. W2PF 8, WA2JZX 5, WA2RUI 4. WA2QJH 1.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM. Louis J. .\mo- 
roso, W2LQP—Asst, SCM: Edward F. Erickson, W2- 
CVW. SEC: K2ZFI. ARPSC Section Net Schedules:

NJN 3695 kc.
NJ Phone 391N) kc.
NJ Phone 3900 kc.
NJ 6 51,150 kc.
NJ 2 146.700 kc.
NJ PON 3900 kc.

Daily 
Ex Sun, 
Sun.
M W Sat. 
Tu Sat. 
Suu.

7:00 p.m. W2BVE RM
0:1)0 p.m. W2PEV PAM
9:00 a.m. W2ZI PAM

11:00 p.m. K2VNL PAM
10:00 p.m. K2VNL PAM
6:00 p.m. WA2TEK PAM

All times shown local in effect.. New appointments; 
WB2NZU und WB2LTR as ORS. WN2YSH as OVS,



We are pleased to announce production of the new 
Mark II Grounded Grid Linear Amplifier, and con
fident that you will thoroughly approve its com
pact design and many quality features.
Two Eimac 3-400Z Triodes provide the full legal 
power input: 2000 Watts P.E.P. in SSB mode or 
1000 Watts AM or CW input. Planetary vernier 
drives on both plate and loading controls provide 
precise and velvet smooth tuning of the amplifier. 
Greatly reduced blower noise is provided by a low 
RPM, high volume fan.
The new Mark 11 provides full frequency coverage 
of the amateur bands from 10 through 80 meters 
and may be driven by any transceiver or exciter 
having between 100 and 300 watts output, 
amplifier measures 8" high, 13" wide and 
deep. Weight is 20 pounds.

The 
14"

The power supply is a separate matching 
which may be placed beside the Mark II amplifier, 
or with its 4W foot connecting cable, may be 
placed on the floor. Component quality is of the 
highest caliber. Silicon rectifiers deliver 2500 volts 

unit

D.C. in excess of 1 ampere. Computer grade elec
trolytic filters provide 40 mfd capacity for excellent 
dynamic regulation. A quiet cooling fan allows 
continuous operating with minimum temperature 
rise, thus extending the life and reliability of all 
components. Input voltage may be either 117 or 
230 volts D.C., 50-60 cycles. Dimensions: 8" high, 
9" wide, 14" deep; weight 35 lbs.
If you are interested in high power and a truly 
clean signal, see the Swan Mark II at your dealers 
today.

MARK II AMPLIFIER COQE MATCHING MOE 
with tubes POWER SUPPLY

SEE IT AT YOUR 
SWAN|DEALER electronics

Oceanside, California
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K2VAC as OBS (his sked is for RTTY on 14,095 kc.), 
WB2FUW as OBS (his sked is Mon. through Wed. at 
1755 on 3900 kc,). Endorsements: K2UKQ as ORS and 
WB2FUW as OPS. OO report: W2TPJ 23. WB2WWH is 
slowed down by a summer job. WB2UCS. put up a. new 
6-meter beam using a 24-ft. boom. K2EQP has trans
mitter trouble. W2PEV and WA2TEK are both out mo- 
biling on 75. Congratulations to WN2YOZ, the XYL of 
WB2WNH, on passing the General Class exam. K2EIF 
completed his s.s.b. exciter and linear. He now has a 
complete homebrew station. WB2WIK is driving hard 
tor DXCC with 12 new ones in a month. WN2YPQ’s 
WAS now stands at 28/21. WN2ZSH is waiting for his 
General Class license. WB2RVM expects to have his re
peater ready this summer. W2BVE also is W1EEI. WB2- 
TQK is on 40 with a homebrew 15-watter. WB2RJJ re
ceived his WAS and applied for both DXCC and WAC. 
WA2ASM/2 will operate in the N.J. QSO Party from 
Hunterdon or Sussex County. Make every effort to put 

time in this contest. It is FB with lots of activity. 
'Die BARA meets monthly at the Borough Hall. New 
Milford, the 1st Sun. of the month at 8 p.m. WB2TFH IS 
a seaman radioman assigned to the USCG Cutter Camp- 
Gflk WB2FUW is home from college for the summer 
arid is enjoying the traffic, nets. WB2JWS is now nn s.s.b. 
WB2IY0 reports his May EC Traific Net totals at 137 
QNIs and 85 traffic. WB2MVI is assisting this net. with 
his traffic training sessions each Thur, at 10 p.m. Th? 
frequency is 146.7. The net welcomes all newcomers and 
old-timers alike. Club officers please note: I receive let
ters and calls for club information in our section. Please 
forward date, time and meeting place of your dubs. I 
would like to update mv records. Traffic: (May) WA2- 
TGQ 691. WB2RKK 319. WB2IYO 213. WB2SSZ 170. 
WB2WWH 103. WB2UCS 81. K2EQP 79. W2PEV 78, 
WA2TBS 74. WB2WNH 71. WA2TEK 69, W2LQP 56, 
WB2SEZ 47. WB2KSG 45. WB2JWB 37. WB2UIR 34, 
WR2WIK 23. W2TFM 17. WB2CGI 15. WA2KZF 15, 
WB2TAZ 14. WB2FIT 13. WN2YPQ 13. WB2NZU 12. 
WB2QMP 11. WB2SJH 11, WN2ZSH 9. WB2FUW 8, 
WB2RUM 8. W2DRV 6. WA2ASM 4. WB2QJI 3. W2ABL 
2. WA2CCF 1. W2EWZ 1. (Apr.) K2VNL 48. WR2OHK 
34. W2BVE 29, WR2WIK 28. (Mar.) WB2FUW 23. (Jan.) 
WB2FUW 41.

MIDWEST DIVISION
IOWA—SCM. Owen G. Hill. W0BDZ—W. SCM: 

Bertha V. Willits. W0LGG. SEC: KOBRE. PAM: 
WONGS. RM: W0TIU, Story Co. ARC’s new officers 
are W0PFP. pres.; W0PHT, vice-pres.; WA0NIX, 
>ery.: W0III, treas.; W0JIG, comm. mgr. The Roose
velt. Hi-School ARC is sponsoring a Zero District 
QSO Party Sept. 8-11. W8FAW/0. from Michigan, is 
now in Iowa with Collins Radio. W5PXL, ex-K0OTV, 
now is in Dallas, Tex. Look for him on 75 meters. W0- 
UCE, formerly from Grinnell, now is with the U.S. 
Navy in S.E. Asia. OVS WA0ATA reports some good 
openings in May. WA0LYZ Im hoping for Extra Class 
and Ist-class commercial licenses soon. In the mean
time. he is converting his HW-32 tn a tri-band rig. As 
traffic reports are compiled by W0LGG, please send 
them to her rather than to this office. Thanks to 
WONGS for the 75-meter net. report, and to K0TDO 
for the 160-meter Net report. The 75-Meter Net. re
ports QNT 1126, QTC 178 m 27 sessions. The 160-Meter 
Net reports QNI 651. QTC 6 in 31 sessions. Traffic: 
(Mav) WOLGG 1551. WOLCX 546. WA0JUT 46. W8- 
FAW/0 41. WOCZ 29. WA0DYV 24. K0AZJ 22. K0- 
RRE 22. WONGS 15, K0TDO 15. WAOAFY 9, WAO
JEG 6. WA0DUB 5. K0GHH 4. WAONRC 4, (Apr.) 
WOLJW 27.

KANSAS—SCM. Robert M. Summers. K0BXF— 
SEC : K0EMB. PAM : K0JMF. RM : WAOMI E. V.H F. 
PAMs: WA0CCW. W0HAJ. WA0KSK. WAOLSH. Si
lent Key: K0RDK. Salina. One vacationer, WA0JOG. 
reported an eyeball QSO with K4LIB recently on a beach 
party. OKS. Kansas C.W. Net. now holds two sessions 
a day, 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. CDST on 3610 kc. Let’s all be 
sure that we use the latest list of additional 9 questions 
that have been added to the study material for the Nov
ice license. Refer to July QST. K0IEO will be operating 
TTK with the Peace Corps in Colombia. South America, 
for the next 2 years. A new Radio Officer appointed for 
Kansas Civil Defense is K0EVY. Th? Kansas Novi?? 
Net, QKN. reports band conditions were really bad in 
Mav. W*0JFV,  net mgr., reported QNI 7.’ QTC 3. 
Kansas PI Net reports for May: North Central section. 
ONI 45 QTC 1: South Central section. ONI 13. QTC 0; 
Southwest section, QNI 18, QTC 2. V.H.F. AREC Nets: 
Zone 7, 2 meters, QNI 31; Zone 11. 2 meters, QNI 25, 
QTC 4: Zone 15. 6 meters, QNI 18. QTC 4: Zone 2. 
2 meters. QNI 32. OTC 4: Zone 7. 2 meters. QNI 3: 
North Central V.H.F. Soc., QNI 40. QTC 10. Other 
AREC Nets: Zone 7, 75 meters, QNI 19. QTC 2:
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ZERO DISTRICT QSO PARTY
Sept. 9-11, 1967

sponsored by
The Roosevelt H. S. ARC of Des Moines

Rules: 0100-0400 GMT Sept. 9. 2000 GMT 
Sept. 9 to 0600 GMT Sept. 10, 1200 Sept. 10 
to 0200 Sept. 11. All bands may be used as 
well as both c.w. and phone. Stations may be 
worked once per band (phone and c.w, are con
sidered separate bands). Call CQ 0.

Exchanges: 0 stations send QSO number 
RS(T) county and state, all others send number, 
RS(T) and state, province or country.

Scoring: One point per contact and multiply 
by the number of states (maximum 8) added to 
the number of different counties (maximum 682) 
worked. 0 stations use the sum of states, prov
inces and foreign countries as a multiplier. The 
club station WAOQJX counts five QSO points.

Awards: Certificates to first and second place 
in each state, province and foreign country and 
to the top scorer in each 0 district county.

Frequencies: 1815 3575 3950 7075 7230’ 14,075 
14,300 21,075 21,290 28.600 and u.hJ. and v.hT. 
bands. Novices try 3720 7165 and 21,110.

Logs showing dates, times, stations worked, 
exchanges, bands and modes and claimed scores 
should be sent no later than Nov. 1, 1967 to the 
Roosevelt H.S. ARC, WAOQJX, c/o John LiUke, 
WA0NYK, 1000 56th St.. Des Moines, Iowa 
50312, please include s.a.s.e. Watch for rare 
county expedition stations and for WA0KXJ. 
WA0NYK and WAOQJX operating from three 
counties simultaneously. (QSLs for these stations 
should be sent with logs.)

Zone 9, 10 meters, for Apr. QNI 23, QTC 4; May, QNI 
22. QTC 3. Zone 13, 75 meters, QNI 73, QTC 1; Zone 15. 
75 meters, QNI 57.

Days Freq. Time QNI OTC
Ks S.S.B. Net Mon. 

through 
Sat.

3920 kc. 1830 CDST 732 241

Ks Phone Net (KPN) M-W-F 3920 kc. 0645 CDST 143 16
Ks Phone Net (KPN) Sun. 3920 kc. 0800 CDST 112 49
Ks C.W. Net (QKS) Daily 3610 kc. 1900 CDST

2100 CDST
227 207

Ks Weather Net Daily 3920 kc. 1800 CDST 770 28
Ks EC Net Sun, 3920 kc. 1300 CDST 38 14

Traffic: (Mav) WA0MLE 392, W0INH 274. K0MZZ 184. 
KOJMF 152, K0MRI 148, K0HGI 137, K0KED 133, 
WA0LLC 102. K0BXF 74. WA0KDQ 63. W0AVX 62. 
WA0CCW 42, K0EMB 40. WA0JOG 38, W0FII 36. 
WA0KHA 33. K0GZP 32. K0UVH 22. K0LPE 18. 
K0GII 9. W0FDJ 6. WA0KDZ 5, W0WFD 4, WA0- 
KDJ 3, WAOLSH 1. (Apr.) K0MZZ 3.

MISSOURI—SCM. Alfred E. Schwaneke, W0TPK— 
W0BUL has renewed appointment as SEC. WA0OVG 
has been apoiutrd EC for St. Clair and Hickory Coun
ties. K0AEM has been reappointed RM as he again be
comes manager of the Show-Me Net (SAIN, 3580 kc. 
daily 0300 GMT, 10:00 p.m. CDST), replacing K0JPL. 
who is QRL. WA0KUH was appointed PAM as man
ager of PHD. Appointments renewed: WA0ELM as 
PAM: K0ONK as ORS/PAM. It seems that most sec
tion nets are operating on Daylight Saving Time so the 
schedule below may be in error until this can be verified. 
W0AIM again is editor of Tri-St ate QRM, publication 
of the Tri-State ARC of Joplin, WA0JIH is the new 
editor of HARK (HARC K.C.), replacing W0TFQ, 
who was editor for over 15 years. K0AEM is the new 
editor of KOLIR Sidebands (St. Louis ARC. Inc. i. 
The Zero-Beaters ARC will hold its Annual Hamfest 
in Washington Aug. 6. WN0RNS is Nov. Cl. in Washing
ton. The following received Public Service Awards for 
work in the Orick tornado in Jan.: K0SPE, K0IQS, 
WA0KUH. WO A MO. WA0QLN, W0DDX. W0GYX 
and WOKHT. WA0PUL is Gen. Cl. in Raytown and 
has a new vertical. WA0EMX graduated from Grace- 
land Coll, with an A.A. in medicine. K0JPL is back in 
Mo. and active in OO work again. OO reports were 
received from W0QWS, K0YIP and K0JPL; au OVS 
report from WA0ITU.

Net Freq, Time. Days Sess, QNT QTC Mgr.
MEN 3885 2230Z M-W-F 13 |5*>  13 W0BUL
MNN 7663 1900Z M-Sat. 26 82 59 W0OUD



Do It Yourself
Universal J |

Beam Antenna Hardware
Yes, by popular demand, this time-tested product 
designed by W8FYR is again available so you can V * ~ H
build yourself a better beam antenna. Any form
fitting element holder channel locks with any yoke 
size. Correct size U-bolt A or C are automatically 
supplied. Several tons of these quality die-cast 
clamps are in use the world over.

Complete Clamp ................................................... $2.29
Insulated type clamps also available

•%-%-l-l%-l%-l>/2
SIZES 

A or c 
5/16 x 18

l%-2-3

When ordering element to boom 
clamps, furnish us with element 
and boom size. When ordering 
boom to mast mounts, furnish us 
with boom and mast size.

HEAVY DUTY 
BOOM TO MAST 

MOUNTING
Heavy die cast mounting plate 
uses 4 U-bolts and 4 yokes. 
Size required. Available as a 
single or dual plate assembly. 
Single Plate Mount....... $8.95 
Dual Plate Mount....... $11.95

BOOM TO MAST 
T MOUNTS L

These die cast form fitting boom 
to mast mounts are a sure way y_ |J 
to keep that beam in the air.
Low in cost. Buy high in reliability. Available in

in. to 1% in............................... $2.95 Net
17z in. to 1% in............................... 3.95 Net
1% in. to 2 in...................................  4.95 Net
2 in. to 3 in........................................ 6.95 Net

Reactance Gamma Matches
For 6-10-15 and 20 
meters, designed 
for coaxial lines for 
perfect unity. Power 
to 1000 watts and 
over — The ideal 
match for unbal
anced line to bal
anced antenna. Will CONCENTRIC For 6-10-15 and 20 meters

An inexpensive way to match an unbalanced line such 
as RG-8U or RG-11U to a balanced antenna is by this 
concentric gamma. Unit will handle maximum legal 
power. Always specify boom and element size when 
ordering for proper contacting bracket.

6M $5.95

fit KIRK "Oxen Yoke” ciamp. Provisions are also 
made for mounting to boom when other than 
KIRK Oxen Yoke antenna clamps are used. 
Makes antenna tuning extremely easy. Tune in 
five minutes. Gamma unit becomes part of 
gamma line. Shipped with complete installation 
instructions and easy tuning method. $14.95

BAND 10M
15M
20M

NET 6.95
PRICE 7.95

8.95

Send 10< in stamps for complete brochure and technical manuals giving construction 
methods and designs of monobander, interlaced dual and tri-band full size arrays.

6151 DAYTON-LIBERTY ROAD DAYTON, OHIO 45418 
PHONE: AREA CODE 513 — 835-5028
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MoSSB 3963 23O0Z M-Sat, 
MoPON 3810 2100Z M-F 
PUD 50,4 2430Z Mon.
HBN 7280 J705Z M-F

25 500 143 W0RTO
21 179 154 W0HVJ
5 74 7 WA0KUIT

27 532 77 WA0BIIG

Traffic: W0AIM 10,033. K0ONK 2313. K0AEM 251. 
W0EEE 224. K0RPH 192, K0YBD 158. W0ZLN 143. 
WOOED 110. W0HVJ 84. WÀ0JTH 61. WA0FMD 51. 
WA0LOG 47. WAOHQR 42. W0ZBR 42. WAOLYE 41. 
W\0ELM 30. WÀ0EMX 30. K0ENH 21. W0GQR 17, 
KOORB 16, W0RTO 15. W0BUL H, WA0NGC 10. 
WAGQBF 8. W0GBJ 2, KOYIP 2.

NEBRASKA—SCM, Frank Allen, W0GGP—SEC: 
K0OAL. Slav net reports; West Nebraska Phon«» Net. 
WONIK. QNI 651. QTC 41. Nebr. Emergency Phone 
Wt. WA0GHZ, QNI 1917, QTC 81. Nebr. C.W. Net 
(NEB). WA0GHZ, 1st astern QNI 97: 2nd session 
QNI 93. QTC 182. Storm Net. WA0KGD. 1st session. 
QNI 1206. QTC 113: 2nd session. QNI 883. QTC 89. 
Nebr. AREC C.W. Net. WAOEEI. QNI 9. QTC 3. 
Nebr. 'Morning Phone Net. WAOJVF. (¿NI 1100. (¿TC 
90. Nebr. AREC Phone Net. W0IRZ. QNI 144. QTC 3. 
Dead End Net. K0UWK, QNI 294, QTC 42. The Dead 
Énd Net has suspended operations until »Sept. 1, Teen- 
Age Net. WA0ORO, QNI 205, QTC 34. A reminder, all 
AREC applications mav be sent direct, to V. A. Cashon. 
K0OAL. P.O. Box 488. Chadron. Nebr. 69337. if you 
have no EC. Traffic: K0QIX 172. WAOGHZ 167. WA0- 
T.OY 107, WA0HWR 96, WOLOD 85, WAOBOK 58. 
WA0GVJ 58. WOGGP 48. K0IXY 44, K0JTW 39. K0- 
K.TP 37. K0JFN 36, K0PTK 30, WA0OHO 29. WAO- 
PCR 24. WOBFV 20. WA0IXF 20. WA0JKN 20, WA0- 
QMZ 20. KODGW 15. WAOPOC 14, WOZ.TF 14. WA0- 
AES 13. W0GJO 10. WA0IBB 10. WA0JCF 8, W(mOP 
7. W0WKP 7. WA0FNY 6. WAOIXD 6. W0WR 6. 
WOEGQ 5. WONIK 4. W0VEA 4. WAOTBL 3. WA0- 
KHE 3. WA0NYM 3. W0WZR 3. WA0EUM 2. WA0- 
■TAV 2.

EAE presented the Charter of ARRL affiliation to the 
Cupeway RC at WIRGH’s QTH. WA1GFT, now Gen
eral. is on 75 anti 15 phone. WAIDJC says a local TV 
dealer has helped his club with junk TVs for parts. 
K1DZG will be operating up in VOl-VEl-Land. K1YUB 
has a rig in the car for 6. W1DMD won 2nd place for 
Mass, in the First Zero QSO Party and is 14th to re
ceive the “Worked All N.Y. Counties’’ award. K1RNL 
is out of the Navy. The South Shore Club held its an
nual banouet with old-timers Wis AL. BA, DD, AKN 
and AKC present. WA1FVO has a Swan 350. WA1CRT 
has an NCX*3  and will be on 20 and 40. WHKR. of 
Everett is giving code practice <»n 6. W1BHD Is adver
tising manager for Spark (tap Times of the OOTC. 
K1WVW has a Clegg 2. 60-ft, tower and 3 beams on a 
12-ft. mast. W1RST is very busy at work. WA1BFD is on 
160 c.w. WA1EYY has a new Mor-Gain antenna for 75-10. 
WAls FSH and FSI went to Bermuda. W6JCF/1 is on 
the nets. K1HVV. K1DIR/1, W1JDS. W1EZD and Wl- 
AQE finished in that order in the Mass. 1966 (¿SO Party, 
-nys W1MX. On Armed Forces day WAls ECY and 
DWS were at Ft. Devens where they relayed traffic on 6. 
We are sorry to lose K1WJD, who is going back to 
W.N.Y. where he will be K2KIR again. W1BGW got a 
55-w.p.m. code certificate, from the Conn. W.A. He is 
<»n the Beep NFSK RTTY Net on 7140 kc. Sun. A.M. 
W1HIL is going after Extra class. The 128 Contest Club 
is now affiliated with ARRL. W1BPW is pres,; K1DIR, 
seey. W1SIV is home from the hospital. W1HNW is on 
10 and 15 s.s.b. and is active in the North Shore RC. 
WN1HHK is on 2, 15 and 40. W1PLJ took part in the 
Feb. FMT, K1HRV. Norwood ARC secy., says the 
'•’ub will have 10 new Novices soon. WN1HRV also be- 
fimgs tn this club. »New appointments: K1HHN as EC 
for Norwood. WA1DEC/DED as OPS, WA1DFL as 
<’VS. Appointments endorsed: Wis ZQQ and RST as 
OOs- Wis EHT. HNW. K1NLQ and WA1BZJ as ECs; 
WtDOM and W1HIL as OPSs: KIKEY and K9AQP/1 
as OVSs; WAIFRI as OBS. K1GTX is in the hospital.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
CONNECTICUT—SCM, John McNasser, W1GVT

-HEC: W1PRT. RM : W1ZFM. PAM: W1YBH. Net re- 
poris for Mav:

Nd
KMN
EMN 
EMNN
RMN

Days Freq.
Daily 3660
Mon. through Fri. 145.8
M.W.F. 3733
MTWTF 50.85

Time QNI QTC Ness
2300 306 225 31
0000 183 2 05 31
2230 79 66 14
2330 221 9 22

Nd Freq. Fays Time. Sess.
CN 3640 Daily 18:45 31
CPN 3889 M-8 18:90 31

QNI
414 
546

QTC
418
240

High QNI: CN-WA1HSN. W1ZFM. WA1FGN. WA1- 
FNJ and W1KAM. CPN—WIGVT 30. K1DGK 27. W1YU 
26. AVA1EEJ 25. K1EIC 24. W1LUH 22. WA9QVU/1 and 
W1YBH 21, K1MBA and K1SRF 19, K1OQG 18. Kl- 
LGB 17 and WA1FVH 16. W1QV. W1PRT. W1WHQ and 
WIGVT were pleased to attend the Danbury CARA An
nual Dinner, Stratford ARC’s new licensed members 
include WN1HNL, WN1HNM. WN1HMN and WN1- 
HNO. Welcome to amateur radio’ The Conn. Counties 
Award is of interest to many—contact W1WHQ for de
tails. W1WHR. Southington EC. has appointed W1AGJ 
tech, advisor, W1EFW NTS outlet and K1CSY MARS 
outlet. Communications are needed for the National 
Canoe Regatta in Columbia Labor Day week end. 
Please contact W1HHR or the SCM for details. Sorry to 
learn that W1YXB was hospitalized as the result of ac
cidental contact with high voltage. The Teen Age Not is 
active nn 3885 kc. at 7 P.M. Slo Speed Net (EASNY 3740 
kc, at 6 p.m.. W1KAM RM. reports for Mav: 31 sessions, 
QNI 341, QTC 68. K1HTV worked 27 states in 7 call 
areas on 2 meters! WAIF JIT has a new SB-101. W1BDI is 
vacationing in Maine. WA1FNJ is collecting parts for the 
811A final. Congratulations to: WA1FGN. WA1FJU and 
W1EFW for May BPL: WA1FVH for 25-w.p.m. certifi
cate; WA1FXT for top honors in his high school gradu
ating class; KIYON for consistent reports on 220-, 432 
and 1215-Mc. activities. Summer is going fast but it is 
not too late to improve that antenna system while the 
weather is good—do it. now! You will be glad, come 
winter! Traffic: W1EFW 501, WAIF JU 214, WA1FGN 
160, W1EEN 159, WAICYV 155, WA1FNJ 154. WA1HSN 
125. W1XW 119. WA9QVU/1 108. W1KAM 102. K1LMS 
102. W1YT.T 77. WIGVT 67, WA1HEW 60, WA1FVH 58. 
KISXF 57. K1UDD 54. W1BDI 41. W1YBH 33. K1SRF 
24, W1KU0 16. W1ZL 12. W1CUH 9, K1OQG 7, WlBNR 
fi. W1BKI 5, K1YGS 5.

K9AQP/1 built a mobile transmitter for 2 and 6. K1FFE 
has a transistor converter for 2 using TlS34s. K1FWF 
has a 5894 final for» *20  Me. New officers of the Mass, 
Chapter of the NAHC: K1WRO. pres.; W1DOM. mco- 
pres.; K1MTM, secy.-treaa.; WA1DFL, awards. K1FJM 
is working on a hetrodyne exciter for 2. W1IAU passed 
the General Class exam. He. K1WYS and WA1DDO are 
members of the Whitman FD Assn. W1AIE has a new 
tri-band beam. WA1FXV built a v.f.o. for 6. W1KCO 
and K1LDC went to Expo 67 and took s.s.b. rigs. WA1- 
DPX has 8 over 8 skeleton slots on 2. WA1HPS is the new 
editor of Qitannapoiritt RA News. Traffic: (May) Wl- 
PEX 985. W1EMG 331, K1PNB 295. W1OJM 199. WA1- 
EYY 169. W1WR 118. WIOFK 106. WA1EVY 101. Wl- 
DOM 80. W1CTR 50. K1CLM 48, WAIFSI 44, WA1EFN 
41. WA1DPX 40, WIAOG 32. W6JCF/1 31. K1ZGH 29. 
WAl'DED 28. WA1DEC 24. WA1ECT 23. W1MX 23. 
K1GKA 18. K1LCQ 16. K1WJD 15. K1ESG 13. K1VOK 
10. WA1GCH 9. K1OKE 9. WAIDFL 7, WIBGW 4, W1CT 
4. K1WJD 1. (Apr.) K1YZB 113, K1ESG 16, K1GKA 16. 
W1HIL 2.

MAINE—SCM, Herbert A. Davis, K1DYG—PAM: 
K1WQI. RAI: W1B.TG. Traffic nets; Sea Gull Net, Mon. 
through Sat. on 3940 kc. at 1700 to 1800; Pine Tree Net, 
daily on 3596 kc. at 1900, c.w. The PAWA held a very nice 
banquet in ’May at. Holiday Inn with 105 persons attend
ing. The PAWA will hold meetings all summer, same time 
and place. K1RQE is at Fort. Knox on duty. K1OYB 
is home on vacation from W6-Land. The word from
W1BJG is that the small crew on PTN has 100*%  activity 
in the e.w. world. The famous few hold down the fort
to keep things going and keep the state active in 1RN 
and the PTN. All the boys need is a little more help 
here and there fmm any interested stations. Traffic: 
K1WQT 65. W1GH 53, W1BJG 42.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, Frank L. 
Baker, Jr.. W1ALP—WIAOG. our SEC. received reports 
from these ECs: Wis TArK. JS'M. STX. RPF, UJF. Kls 
WVW. DDE. ERO. PNB. DZG. W1MMY and W10G 
are Silent Keys. W1ZOC is RO and K1YGW Alt. RO fnr 
Avon. New check-ins in our Nnvice Net. on 3733: Kl- 
NGQ. WNls GBT. HQV, HJX. WAls DWL, DVU, 
W1SKQ is on many bands. WB6BST. ex-KJEAF. now is 
working the Capeway Club members. Wis ALP and

NEW HAMPSHIRE—SCM. Robert C. Mitchell, Wl- 
SWX K1DSA—SEC: Open. PAM: K1APQ. RM; Open.

Net Freq. Timt-- Daus Sms,
GSPN ¡842 23OOZ MtoF 27
GSBN 384r 133OZ Sun. —
VTNHN 3685 2230Z M to F 27
NHEPN 3842 2230Z Hat. 4
MV AREC 5'1.82 DlOUZ M toF 23
i’C AREC 50,44 01 œZ Sun. 4
RC AREC 146.7 0100Z Sun. 4

QNI oTC
9 12 109

105 55

264 50

Mgr.
KI APO 
KIAPQ 
KlUZG
K1YSD
KIDWK
WAI DAO
WA1DKD
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A 3-band SSB Transceiver Kit for $189.95 

An Electronic Keyer Kit for $49.95 , 
A Solid-State AC Power Supply Kit for $79.95 $AVE

753 kit now $149.95

Who gives you ™ 
ham gear so COMPLETE 

at prices sb low?

Who else but EICO
Pro all the way, from concept to execution — that’s what ham editors say 

about EICO. Critical customers agree, and like the low price, too. 
They’ve made the 753 kit, for example, the industry’s hottest 

seller. And the new 717 Keyer seems headed for the same fate.
Highlights of both give you some inkling why:

The EICO 753 is a complete 3-band 
transceiver, offering SSB/AM/CW oper
ation with conservatively rated 200 watts 
PEP on all modes (rated for maximum 
efficiency rather than maximum possible 
input power). A new Silicon Solid State 
VFO provides full coverage of the 80, 40, 
and 20 meter bands. Assembly is made 
faster and easier by VFO and IF circuit 
boards, plus pre-assembled crystal lat
tice filter. Rigid construction, compact 
size, and superb styling make this rig 
equally suited for mobile and fixed sta
tion use. The EICO 753 is at your dealer 
now, in kit form and factory-wired.

FEATURES: High level dynamic ALC pre
vents flat-topping even with extreme 
over-modulation. Automatic carrier level 
adjustment on CW & AM. Receiver offset 
tuning (10 kc bandspread) without alter- 
Ing transmit frequency. Front panel se
lected STANDBY, VOX, or P-T-T opera

tion. Unique ball drive provides both 6:1 
rapid band tuning and 30:1 vernier band
spread with single knob.

SAVE $40.00—753 KIT NOW $149.95

EICO Model 751 AC Supply/Speaker 
Console: Provides all necessary operat
ing voltages for Model 753. Incorporates 
PM Speaker, conservatively rated com
ponents and silicon rectifiers for mini
mum heat and extended trouble-free life. 
Includes interconnecting plug-in cables.
SAVE $20.00—751 KIT NOW $59.95 
SPECIFICATIONS: Output Voltages: 750 
volts DC at 300ma, 250 volts DC at 170ma 
— 100 volts DC at 5ma, 12.6 volts AC at 
4 amps. INPUT VOLTAGE: 117VAC.

EICO Model 752 Solid State Mobile 
Power Supply: (Not Shown), For use with 
12 volt positive or negative ground sys- .

terns. Fully protected against polarity 
reversal or overload. Output voltages 
identical to Model .751.-Input voltage 
11-14 volts DC.

SAVE $20.00—752 KIT NOW $59.95
The ideal accessory for the CW ham— 
the fully automatic 717 Electronic 
Keyer. It provides self-completingdean- 
cut dots, dashes, and spaces accurately 
timed and proportioned from 3 to 65 
WPM in four overlapping switch-selected 
ranges with vernier control of all speeds 
within each range. Matches EICO 753 in 
appearance to make it a perfect-table- 
top companion unit.
FEATURES: Output Contacts - 25 volt
ampere dry-reed SPST relay. Built-in ad
justable tone and volume oscillator with 
a 3 x 5 inch speaker for monitoring. Can 
be used as a code practice oscillator.

Kit $49.95 Wired $69.95

EICOFor FREE catalog and Amateur Radio brochure write to EiCO 131-01 39th Ave.f
QSTS; Flushing, New York 11352



to fonaisuuUv dladio!
★ HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR
★ OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION 
* THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE MANUAL 
* LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH CODE

Anyone starting out in amateur radio will find these publications a necessary 
part of his reading and studying for the coveted amateur radio operator's 
ticket. Written in clear, concise language, they help point the way for the be*  
ginner. Tried and proven by thousands upon thousands of amateurs, these 
ARRL publications are truly the "Gateway to Amateur Radio.’’

«2.00

POSTPAID

The American Radio Relay League, Inc.—Newington, Conn. 06111
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Xtra-Loud
1910 «■ M W

the smallest self-contained Jr Kyw
PEAK POWER INPUT

HXL-1 
linear amplifier 
ONLY $46995

FEATU RES
• Complete 80 through 10 meter coverage!

• Compatible with HX-50A or any 70-100 
watt exciter!

• “Wide-band" grounded grid input circuit!

• “Instant power"—no warm up needed!

• Built in DC operated antenna relay for 
chatter-free operation.

• Circuits monitored by multi purpose meter.

• Solid state, long life power supply.

• Control circuitry compatible with most 
exciters.

Hammarlund tradition demands 
quality one notch better than the 
rest!
So — you get...
...rugged, widespaced, industrial 
type tuning capacitors made by the 
most famous name in capacitors — 
Hammarlund!
... rigidly mounted “Hi Q," low loss 
tank coil for maximum power 
output!
...oversize power transformer 
specially designed to handle "peak 
power" requirements!
... no RF watt meter needed for 
proper tune up. RF output scale and 
linearity test provide all you need 
for tuning up your linear! Shows 
improper loading and overdrive!
... Pi-network output circuit for 
efficient power transfer to your 
antenna!
. . . high efficiency blower keeps 
final tubes cool for long operating

HRmmnRLUND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

73-88 HAMMARLUND DRIVE. MARS HILL, NORTH CAROLINA 28754
704-689-5411 / TWX 510-935-3553 / CABLE: SUPERPRO - NEW YORK

INDUSTRIAL, AMATEUR, 
COMMERCIAL and 

MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS 
EQUIPMENT 

VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS

i----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

J PLEASE SEND SPECS ON THE NEW HXL-1 TO: J 
■ ■
; NAME CALI j
j ADDRESS_________________________________________ - J
J CITY STATE ZIP..... ..... .  i

EXPORT DIVISION: ROOKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. 13 E. 40TH ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 
CANADA: WHITE RADIO
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BROADBAND... HIGH-GAIN...
LIGHTWEIGHT!

IO dbd
450-470 MC

Appointment: K1SLR as OVS. Endorsement«: W1RCC 
as OPS. W1TFS and K1NBN ns OOs. KIY’SD is moving 
to a, new QTH and i# giving up the SEC position. Bob 
did an excellent job and will be missed. W1F0G is now 
W2BYE. New hams: WN1HQI Portsmouth. WN1- 
HQP Dublin, WA1HQR Franklin. Contoocook Valley 
Radio Club’s new officers are WA1BSU, pres.; WA1HAT, 
vice-pres.: K1VWM. treas.; W1MKA. secy. During 
Armed Forces Day W1MTX operated AIR. WALD AO is 
moving to New London. N, H. K1NBN is back from 
Hawaii. K1RNN is un the air iu W6-Land with an 
HW-12. W1ALE is net mgr. and K1BGI is traffic 
mgr. tor tin*  MVAREC Net. Highest, scores outside of 
N.H. were K8ANA, K1PRB and W8WVU in the New 
Hampshire QSO Party. A GSPN certificate was issued to 
W1BHA. K1PCY has a new NCX-3. K1APQ bad 152 
cheek-ins on the 1000th consecutive session of the Gran
ite State Phone Net. Traffic: K1BGI 87. W1MHX 28. 
WA1EUJ 16. WA1DA0 11, WN1HGL 10. WISWX 8.

ANTENNA

CPC

Cat. No. 455-509 !s a new addition to 
the CPC Stationmaster line. It is a 
collinear array of half-wave length 
elements fed inphase and encapsu*  
lated in a continuous weatherproof 
fiberglass housing. Light in weight, 
yet capable of withstanding winds in 
excess of 100 MPH.

Eledrical Specifications
NOMINAL INPUT IMPEDANCE ..VSWR.......BANDWIDTH ...MAXIMUM POWERINPUT ...

♦Per EIA 
RS-329

.. 50 Ohms 
........1.5:1 
..10.0 Mc

250 Watts

RHODE ISLAND—SCM, John E. Johnson, K1AAV 
—SEC: K1LII. RM: W1BTV. PAM: W1TXL. V.H.F. 
PAM: K1TPK. Section Net certificates were issued to 
WA1EST, WA1DPV, WA1ESO, WA1EEJ and K1FZS. 
The Cranston Radio Assn, elected K1QZV, pres.; Wl- 
POP. vice-pres.; WAIGGE, secy.; K1KCA, treas. Wl- 
SYE, the Newport County RC. has two new Novices, 
WN1HXK and WN1HXJ. A new theory class will be
gin and code classes for new hams will be held. Club cer
tificate No, 73 was presented to WAIFFL. The W1AQ 
Club of Rumford has issued the following WRI certifi
cates: No. 93 to WA8CLZ. No. 94 to W40WE, No. 95 tn 
K2VGR. No. 96 to W2BWW. No. 97 to K8KTM. No. 98 
to PY5ASN and No. 99 to WA1EEJ. K1CBO, a club 
member, has two new hams in his family. His 12-year- 
old daughter is WN1HQD and his 10-year-uld son is 
WN1HQE. The club’s code and theory class was taught 
by WA1BFH, K1PEL, W1WAC and K1LIL Nine candi
dates completed the code and theory and to date WN1- 
HXN, WN1HXO and WN1HXP have received their 
Novice tickets. The club will set up a Novice station 
for the new class, WA1EQF and K1SYN, uf the club, 
are proud fathers of new harmonics. Traffic: WA1EEJ 232, 
W1TXL 191, W1YKQ 178, W1BTV 89. K1VYC 43, K1TPK 
26, WA1CSO 19, K1VPK 13, K1NQG 2.

VERMONT—SCM. E. Reginald Murray. K1MPN—
SEC: Wl VS A. RM: K1UZG. May net. reports:

Nei Freq. Time flays QNI QTC NCS
GR. MT. 3855 ko. 213ÛZ M-S 739 2Û WtVMC
VT. FONE 3855ko. I300Z Sun. Noreport — WIÙCL
VTNH 3685kc.223OZ M-F 105 55 K1UZG
VTCD 3990Hke. 1400Z Sun. WUD
VTSB Wkc. 213OZ M-S 676 30 WlCBW

Í230Z Sun.

Don’t forget International Field Day Aug. 13 at Cliff
side Country Club in Burlington. The Franklin County 
Club has a nice certificate for working 3 stations. Wl- 
HXK is planning on a National 200 soon. The Catamount 
Club meets every Thurs. on 50,4 Mc. at 7:30 p.m. Traffic: 
('May) K1BQB 138, K1ÜZG 39, K1MPN 34. W1FRT 17, 
WA1GUV 7, W1KJG 1. (Apr.) W1KJG 2.

Mechanical Specifications
ELEMENT HOUSING LENGTH. 20 Feet
RATED WIND VELOCITY.. .100 MPH LATERAL THRUSTAT RATED WIND 

WEIGHT .....
79 Lbs.
30 Lbs.

PRICE $250®®
F.O.B. Marlboro, N. 1.

Marlboro, N. J. 07746 -Tel. (201) 462-1880 Los Angeles. Cal. 90065 -Tel. (213) 245-1143

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, Percy C. 
Noble, W1BVR—C.W. RM: WIDWA. W1DGJ weU the 
guest speaker at the May meeting of the Valley Amateur 
Radio Club. K1GPK is the new vice-pres. of the club. 
K1ZOC is getting a TR-44 rotor to go with his TR-4, 
New officers of the Cathedral High Club in Springfield 
are WA1FVN and WA1EDM. co-yres,; WN1HHO, vice- 
pres.; WN1HWM. secy.; Paul Donovan, treas. A re
minder once again—Worcester County is in the West 
Mass, section. Some uf its stations are sending reports 
to the East. Mass. SCM. W1PHG spoke on transistor at 
the May meeting of the HCRA. K11JV and W1UKR 
took active parts in the convention at Swampscott. Kl- 
[IOR and her OM are training Boy Scouts and Novice 
candidates. W1QWJ and K1RPB gave interesting talks at 
the convention. K1PMK is now a gramp. WINY is set
ting up high power at Wellfleet for summer operation. 
Doug Rice, ex-WlFQX, is now WA4NZI at Pompano 
Beach, Fla., working 15- and 20-meter s.s.b. He sends 
his best to all the old-timers here. RAI WIDWA sub
mitted his usual very excellent report giving the follow
ing information on WMN: 31 sessions with 85 messages 
handled. The following were active at feast 10 sessions: 
W1DVW, KLAEC. KUJV, WIDWA. He recommends 
Section Net certificates for WA1FJW and K1AEC, By 
the time yon read this P.O.Box 249. Lanesboro. Mass, 
will be the permanent address of W1BVR. Traffic: (Mav) 
W1EOB 122, K1IJV 116, WIDWA 106, W1DVW 44, Wl- 
BVR 40. K1WZY 38. WN1HHA 12. (Apr.) WN1HHA 11.
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ALL NEW
THE TRI-EX

FREESTANDING

sky 
needle 

TM 370
Holds 30 sq. ft. of 
antenna in 60 mph wind.

Telescopes to 70 feet up
Nested at 27-ft., it can be quickly run 
up to its full 70-ft. for instant use. The 
TM 370 Sky Needle is the only Tri-Ex 
telescoping tubular mast specifically 
designed for amateur antennas. Abso
lutely freestanding, the TM 370 will sup
port a full 30 sq. ft. of antenna in a 60 
mph wind. Only the best high-strength 
steel, welded by certified welders, is used 
in the tower’s construction. Each section 
is fully galvanized—inside and out—after 

fabrication for all-weather use. Single 
crank up and down operation is assured 
by the extra heavy-duty worm-geared, 
self-locking safety winch and galvanized 
aircraft-type cable. No special crane is 
needed to erect the Sky Needle because 
of its tilting hinged base. A ladder and 
work-platform is available as accessories. 
Tri-Ex offers immediate delivery. No ship- 
ing charges inside continental U.S.A. 
Write now for free brochure.

ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION
7182 RASMUSSEN AVE., VISALIA, CALIF. 93277
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Mobile
Emergency
Portable

3rd Edition
In addition to a wealth of mobile 
material, the Third Edition of The 
Mobile Manual for Radio Amateurs 
includes numerous articles on Emer
gency and Portable gear, thus mak
ing it useful not only to mobileers 
but to all amateurs interested in 
lightweight, compact gear designed 
for field and emergency operation.

The Mobile Manual assembles under 
one cover the most noteworthy 
articles on mobile and portable 
operation that have appeared in 
past issues of QST. It includes 
articles on construction of receiving 
converters, transmitters, antennas, 
power supplies and suppression of 
noise in vehicles; contains excerpts 
from FCC regulations governing 
portable and mobile operation. A 
valuable "how to do it" manual for 
all amateurs.

fl 0.50 US A- **£0 $3.QQ Elsewhere

American Radio 
Relay League, Inc.

NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111

IDAHO QSO PARTY
August 11-12, 1967

The Eagle Rock Radio Club of Idaho Falls, 
Idaho, is pleased to announce a QSO Party to 
be held on the last two days of the week-long 
Market Lake Centennial Celebration.

Rides: 1) The period will be from O001 GMT 
August 11 until 0300 GMT August 12, 1967. 2) 
Idaho stations send contact number, signal report 
and city and county. All others send contact num
ber, signal report and city and state, or province 
or country. 3) Score two points for each two-way 
exchange. Idaho stations use states for multiplier, 
others use Idaho counties for the multiplier. The 
final score is the sum of scores for each band 
used. Note that phone and c.w. are not con
sidered separate bands. 4) Logs must show date 
and time (In GMT), band, mode, station worked 
and full exchanges. 5 ) Send a copy of your log 
with a summary sheet to H. H. Conley, W7DMP, 
930 Homer Avenue, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401. 
Deadline for logs is September 15, 1967.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
IDAHO—SCM. Donald A. Crisp. W7ZNN—The 

FARM Net convenes Mon. through Fri. on 3935 kc. nt 
7 p.m. MDT. W7IU0 plans to build a complete station 
and is working lots of DX ou 15 meters with 50 watts. 
W7GYG was in an. auto accident and is recovering OK. 
K7VAT has a new »13 final. W7QC put up a new beam 
and is active with tratfic. K7YFF reports good DX re
sults with a new 10- and 15-meter quad. WA7ETO is 
converting an ART-13 and is working on a 75-meter mo
bile. FARM Net report for Mav: 24 sessions. 634 check
ins, 76 traffic handled. Traffic: K7HLR 277. K7OQZ 36, 
W7GGV 19. WA7ETO 1«. WA7EWV 9. W7ZNN 9,

MONTANA—SCM, Joseph A. D'Arcy, W7TYN— 
Asst. SCM/SEC: Harry Bovlance, W7RZY. OBSs: K7- 
EGJ, K7UPH.

Montana Traffic Net 
Montana PON 
Montana RACES 
Missoula Area
Great Falls AREC 
Butte Anaconda AREC

3910kc. 1900 MDST M-F
3885 kc. ORIS MOST Sun.

3996.5 kc. iwxi MDST 1-3 Sun
389 ike. 0900 MDST Sun.
3910 kc. «930 MDST Suu.

144.450 Mc. 2 000 MDST Sun.

Endorsements: K7SVR. W7TYN aud W7C.TN. A new 
call in the Anaconda Area is WN7HIX. New calls in the 
Bozeman area are WA7EHD and WAOATY/7. who has 
hi« Amateur Extra. WA7FBJ has a new quad antenna up. 
K7.TBH. of Bozeman-, took first place in the LE.E.E, 
regional paper contest and will go tn the national pres
entation. A call inadvertently loft out of the list of 
amateurs taking part in Operation Westward Ho was 
W7VNE. Mal. the KC of Doer Lodge County, was the 
big push behind the whole affair. My apologies. 'Mal. 
W7NJT. K7DCB and K7JBW helped to locate the scene 
<>t nn airplane crash. K7DCB and K7JBW flew a search 
plane. W7NJI. a member of a rescue team, helped re
cover the bodies. W7VNE has a new s.s.b. rig on the air. 
Four amateurs received Bachelors Degrees from MSU at 
Bnzrman: K7DYD and K7QWB EE. K7JBA PE and 
K7JBW geology. WA7DLW has a new SB-101 on the 
air. WA7COY is on with a transistor rig. K7LZF has a 
new 2-meter rig on in the Missoula area. PON traffic: 
200. Traffic: K7PWY 178, W7FL 75. K7EGJ 54.

OREGON—SCM Everett H. France, W7AJN—RM: 
W7ZFH. Section Net reports: WA7AHW mgr. AREC 
Net. sessions 31. total attendance 661. traffic I. maxi
mum number nf counties 17, QSTs 8. contacts 63. W7ZFH 
mgr, OS.N Net. sessions 22, total attendance 107, traffic 
66. W7MLJ, a new OPS. bends in his first report and he 
also is Radio Officer for Lake County RACES. The sta
tion is located in the basement of the Court Hous? and 
consists of a Globe King 500-C, an HQ-180-C, HX-50. 
NCX-3, 30L-1 and a Hy-Gain vertical on th? pigeon 
loft on the roof. W7DEM reports that the Southern 
Oregon Radio Club, representing members of the 
ARPSC and MARS, furnished communications for th? 
Memorial Day White Water Boat Race. The base-sta
tion was located in the bandstand of the local park 
mid was operated by W7ADF and WA7EEJ. K7RDP 
and WA7CKL operated from the juncture of Dowell 
Road and the river. WA7AHP and a. non-amateur gave 
th? position of the racers at t.he mouth nf the Applegate 
River. K7YNO and a non-amateur operated from the
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Whats NEW from Mosley!

DIPLOMAT'?'
Meet hams in your area on 2 meters « « • 

check in on emergency nets! For an 

inexpensive way to keep in touch, 

consider the newest addition to the 6 

and 10 meter Diplomat family of 5/8 

wavelength omni-directional antennas. 

Only $8.10. Space saving. Lightweight. J 

Top gain*  Rated 1 KW AM/CW, 2 KW

P.E.P. SSB input. Another Quality 

Mosley antennal

Own a Quality Mosley 15 meter 

beam, yet build if yourself • • just 

like in magazine projects. Drill your 

own holes and assemble according to 

concise instructions given. All parts 

included (minus coax). Gamma matched.

Outstanding gain.*  Full power rated. By 

readjusting elements according to instructions 

supplied. Generals may use this beam on 

10 meters.

Hams are worxing lots of 

DX with this 5-band 

mobile anter.na! Full 

power rated. Use on 10 

meters without coil. 

Interchangeable coils lor 

other bonds. Adjustable 

upper whip section

===:= for peak ing antenna ; 

to desired frequency.

Cai Is w i th whip ti p 

pre-cut and set for each 

:band,available (extra).

Hinged break over.

The Classic 1045
The 10 and 15 meter bands are hot again! Command your 

share of DX on these popular bands with this Classic New 

Trap-Master beam. Full power rated. Broad Band Capacitive 

Matching. Incorporates performance proven Mosley metal 

encased traps. Tops in DX punch • . . gain!*

»Gain omitted due to requirements of certain publ¡cations. 
For full details, send for FREE '67 catalog.' Dept. 140 

MOSLEY ELECTRONICS, INC 
4610 N. LINDBERGH BLVD.. BRIDGETON. MO. 63042
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NEW! IMPROVED!
SOLID STATE

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS

Findley Bend area. K7CMV and W7DXY reported from 
Robertsons Bridge. WA7FFJ, W7CMK, WA7FEM and 
WN7HDV were in the Dunn Riffle area. WA7ADW, WA7- 
F.HX and WA7ADT, were at. the Evans Riffle turn- 
uivnnd point and buoy murker. W7DEM, K7YQM and 
K7PMB gave reports in »he base station. As this will 
l>e my final repent a.: your SCM, I wish to thank all 
those who sent monthly reports and helped to make 
this column of Oregon activities possible. Again, many 
thanks. Traffic: (May) K7RQZ 332. WA7BYP 185. W7ZB 
xx. W7GUH 45. WA7EES 43, W7ZFH 35. WA7D0X 21. 
W7DEM 9. W7MLJ 8. WA7DWK 4. (Apr.) K7RQZ 248. 
WA7DWK 16.

Priced from only $14.95 to $39.95

OVER 5000 FREQUENCY COMBINATIONS FROM 
.45 Me. to 475 Me. AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

MANY NEW MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 
OFFERING A TOTAL OF THE FOLLOWING: 
Crystal control, variable tuning, UHF epi
taxial transistors, FET transistors, noise 
figures as low as 2.0 db, full wave varactor 
diode transistor protection, sensitivity bet
ter than 2/10 microvolt, fully shielded 
oscillators and band-pass filters to elimi
nate spurious frequencies, zener diode 
voltage regulation, 6 to 12 volts positive or 
negative ground, slug tuned coils, double 
tuned R.F. stages, tuned mixer stages, wide 
band I.F. amplifiers. All this plus the high
est quality components carefully assem
bled, tested, and guaranteed.

We have exactly what you want at a lower 
price and better quality than you can obtain 
elsewhere. See our new multiple oscillator 
converters for monitoring two or more fre
quencies simultaneously!

24-hour special delivery service available on 
many models. Send for your free 1967 

converter catalog.

VANGUARD LABS 
SALES FROM OUR FACTORY MADE BY MAIL ONLY 
196-23 Jamaica Ave. Depf. S-8 Hollis, N.Y. 11423

WASHINGTON—SCM, William R. Watson. K7JITA 
-RM: K7CTP. PAM:W7BUN.

WSN Daily 3535 kc. 01002 QNI 337 QTC 496 Srw.M
WARTS Ex.Sun. 3970 kc. 01002 QNI 1326 QTC 112 Soss.27
NTN Daily 3970 kc. 1830Z QNI 920 QTC 505 Sens.31
N8N Daily 3700kc. 0030Z QNI 464 QTC 148 8w.31

K7JHA extends sincere thanks for the support given him 
in the recent SCM election aud plans an active adminis
tration. K7CTP has been appointed as RM. W7BUN is 
a new PAM. The Wash, group including N.W. Dir. W7- 
PGY. SCM K7JHA. Asst. Dir. W7LFA. RM K7CTP and 
PAMW7BUN met. with the Wash. State C.D. Direelor 
and Governor Evans. By official action Governor Evans 
declared the week of June 19 tlirough 25 Amateur Radio 
Week in Washington' State. In other action the Governor 
stated that the amateur license plate tees would re
main the same. The c.d. director and his communica
tions officer outlined the Washington c.d. program and 
the provisions by which the AREC and RACES groups 
can best combine under the ARPSC. W7AIB says traffic 
is upon WSN. W7MCW took a Calif, vacation. W7HMA 
vacationed Eastward and lost his mobile antenna. K7- 
MCA sends in his first traffic report. The Bremerton 
ARAB Hamfest was attended by 134. W7BTB is logging 
KL7 traffic on 20. K7JHA vacationed in Texas. K7VNB 
reports poor band conditions. K7JHA reports the N.W. 
Tech Net recessed until Sept. 10 because ot band condi
tions on 75. K7NZO is now at a new QTH in Bremerton. 
WN7GWL is hitting the DX. WN7GPZ is in San Diego 
on the USS Ranger. W7AXT finally found the neon 
sign power leak and also has an application pending as 
GO. W7WCW, W7IEU and K7MHL have OBS appoint
ments ending. W7HDL sends in an FB OO report. W7- 
GYF reports 10 new countries worked. W7BUN is QRL 
assisting with State Hamfest plans at Yakima. K7UTT 
has a new rig. W7ZIW had the rig to herself for 2 weeks 
with the OM in Hawaii and marie the BPL again. K7- 
MGA made the traffic column. W7DZX still is going 
strong on TCC, our NTS backbone. W7UWT sends in 
aa SEC report with 11 comity coordinators. The Boeing 
Club is sponsoring a 1967 QSO Party the week end of 
Sept. 16, 17 and 18. K7JAJ is the nnw editor of Parasite, 
K7YF.T is tlie new WARTS Mgr. Traffic: (Mav) W7BA 
1418. W7ZIW 784, W7HMA 693, WA7DXI 674. K7TCY 629. 
W7DZX 444. W7JEY 358. W7PI 342. K7CTP 217. W7BTB 
175. K7VNB 62. K7MCA 61. W7MCW 52. W7IEU 37. 
K7JHA 34. W7APS 21, K7MGA 21, W7AIB 13. W7GYF 
12. W7AXT 11. W7OF.B 8. WA7F.MM 6. (Apr.) W7AXT 7. 
< Mar.) W7.TEY 560.

PACIFIC DIVISION
EAST BAY—SCM, Richard Wilson, K6LRN—W6- 

UZX is now an OKS. W6TYM is out. of school for the 
summer. WB6QNE received a certificate for 40 w.p.m, 
from the Conn. Wireless Assn. W6CBF participated in 
Armed Forces Dav activities and the FMT. WB6PCQ 
fights a high noise level to QNT NCN-RN6 and PAN. 
WB6FHH continues to QNT NON. WA6FBS is back on 
the air and is working for MB Associates in San Ramon. 
W6IDY visited Japan in May. WA6UFW is a new Official 
Bulletin Station and transmits the ARRL bulletins as 
well as the Pacific Division bulletins on 3.900 Me. each 
Thurs. at 8 p.m. local USB and 14.300 Me each Sun. at 
4 p.m. local USB. There are some who feel that NCN 
should bn split, or something be done to reduce the con
fusion from the long list of QNTs. I would like to hear 
from you traffic rnen on this. How many would be inter
ested in forming an East Bay Net? Does anybody 
have any ideas? WA6RRH still is on the BARN and 
MARS 2-Meter Nets, Traffic: (Mav) WB6PCQ 435. W6- 
UZX 128, W6TYM 109, K6LRN 78. WB6FHH 16, WB6- 
QNE 14. WA6FBS 8, WA6RRH 5. (Apr.) W6TYM 71. 
WA6RRH 10. (Mar.) W6TYM 98.

HAWAII—SCM, Lee R. Wical, KH6BZF—SEC: K6- 
EWZ/KH6. PAM: Vacant. V.H.F. PAM: KH6EEM. 
RM: KH6GGR.
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r WHY
F SETTLE 
► FOR *

HUF? !
GET THE ENTIRE BAND-BOTH CW AND
PHONE WITH ONE TUNING ADJUSTMENT! 

10-15-20-40 METERS j
Only from HUSTLER will you receive the 
mechanical and electrical performance you want 
in a 4 Band Trap Vertical. Make the com
parison and see for yourself.
Look what you get with Hustler!
• Individually and precisely tuned traps!
• Lowest SWR and Widest Band width!
• Outstanding mechanical construction!
• Heavy gauge heat treated aluminum!
• Stainless and cadimum plated steel parts!
• Base impedance nominal 52 ohms!
• WHOLE BAND OPERATION WITHOUT 

READJUSTMENT!
. FOR 75-80 METER OPERATION ADD HUSTLER MOBILE RM 75

OR RM 75S RESONATOR ON TOP OF 4BTV. BAND WIDTH 60 TO
100 KC. . . UNDER 2 TO 1 SWR

” FIXED STATION 
TRAP VERTICAL 

ANTENNAS See your 
distributor or 
write for 
new catalog

NEW-TRONICS corp. ! ÏÏ&
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ROHN Net
LeagueAppointees
Friendly Net
Pacific Interisland

Freq. (Me.)
7.290
7.290

14.330

Time ÌÙMT)
0700Z
2030Z
0830Z

Big name in towers
ROHN TOWERS have become 
the accepted standard of ex
cellence throughout the world 
— meeting the needs of the 
communication, broadcasting, 
transportation, oil, utilities, 
manufacturing and other in
dustries, including home TV 
and amateur needs.
Computer engineered and de
signed ROHN TOWERS are pro
duced in ROHN'S vast manu
facturing complex utilizing the 
latest equipment and meth
ods. Convenient warehousing 
facilities at strategic locations

The Hawaii QSO Party held May 13-14 was a success 
ilespite poor band conditions and the committee is al
ready planning for next years QSO Party. The logs and 
QSLs still are rolling m and the results will be announced 
later. Those wishing a list of all winners should send 
their SASEs tn the itomrnittee. USASTRATCOM Pa
cific MARS rtports the addition ot the Intra-Far Ea>t 
Net in support uf S.E. Asia, W6GY and KH6AX have 
been keeping skeds on 20 meters. Freeman QSYed to 
FO8-Land and Bali Hai. etc., for several weeks. KI16- 
GFI, in Kailua, leaves for the Mainland to attend 
school in Iowa. ZS3HT came to the "Islands” for a vaca
tion for a few days during an around-the-world trip. 
K6EWZ/KH6 worked FO8BJ on Clipperton for a new 
one. KH6GHC has been working DX on 20 meters morn
ings. John heard 487, 7Q7, ZD9. 5H3 and XW8. Other 
DX-chasers heard have been KH6BB, KH6CBQ and 
KH6GDR. KH6EOQ reports he no longer is QSL Mgr. 
for KJ6DB and will finish off the logs he has now. 
K8PKY/KB6. ex-VR3L, called me rm the landline while 

I passing through Honolulu on his way back to Wood's 
Hole Oceanographic Institute in Massachusetts. Hope to 
see many of you at the Southwestern/Pacitic Division 
ARRL Convention Sept. 8. 9, 10 at the Ambassador Hotel 
in Los Angeles. Traffic: (Mav) KH6BZF 14, KH6GHC 1. 
(Apr.) KH6E0Q 36.

plus 
tives 
tower 
along

NEVADA—SCM, Leonard M. Norman, W7PBV— 
SEC: WA7BEU. Installation of the following directors 
and officers uf the NARA was held at a banquet: W7- 
THH, W7YKN and K7VYT dir.; W7SKP, pres.: K7- 
NKF. vice-pres.; HH2PR, secy.-treas.; WA7EGW, Sgt. 
nt arms; W7CX. trustee. W7PBV coordinated with 
WB6AXY for a tour of Goldstone, which was enjoyed 
by K7NYU. W7PBV. W7PRM, WB6AXY. K6OLJ, WAG- 
SAY, WA6SEY. W6TCK and theix- families. K7RKH and 
son John made a trial run to Castle Cliffs, Utah, to pre
pare for the U.H.F./V.H.F. Field Day. They contacted 
Nevada and California stations. K7RBM is home run
ning a lot of traffic with W7AAF. New amateurs in Las 
Vegas are WN7GRC and WN7HFL. W7PBV attended 
the Fresno Hamfest. W7TVF will QSO and QSL anyone 
needing a Nevada contact. The Southern Nevada Two- 
Meter F.M. Assn, has about 40 active members, re
peater input 146,94, output 147,5 W7BIF is the new secy, 
of the SNARC. Traffic: K7RBM 69. K7HRW 24. K7- 
OHX 12. WA7BEU 1. W7B1F 1. W7PBV 1.

world-wide representa- 
and complete turnkey 
erection service , . . 
with a complete line

of tower accessories, light 
ing systems and microwave 
reflectors make ROHN the 
complete tower line — 
throughout the world.

Representation and 
Distribution Worldwide
For further information 
contact

ROHN
Home Office 
P.O. Box 2000, 
Peoria, Illinois 61601 

Ph. 309/637-8416 
TWX 309/697-1488

SACRAMENTO VALLEY—SCM, John F. Minke. III. 
WA6JDT—SEC: WB6BWB. ECs: WB6MXD, K6RHW. 
WB6R8Y, W6SMU, WA6TQJ. RM: W6LNZ. ORSs: 
WB6RSY. W6VUZ. K6YZU. OPSs: WB6EAG. K6IKV, 
WB6MAE. WA6TQJ. W6VUZ. OBSs: W6AF, WB6MAE. 
W6NKR. WB6PHQ. WA6TQJ. OOs: W6GD0. WB6MPP. 
W6ZJW. OVSs: WA6XCB. WA6FWU, W6GDO, WB6- 
BZU. of the Dunsmuir ARC, attended the Siskiyou and 
Shasta Co. AR picnic at Castle Craigs SP. W6JDN re
ports that W6YNM has become a Silent Key. W6I>DC 
has retired from the Southern Pacific after 40 years of 
service. W6GDO has completed a 1296-Mc. s.s.b. exciter 
and worked KBHCP in San Jose 2xSSB. The Chirps 
held its “Annual” banquet in Sacramento June 2. and 
plans to attend the International YL Convention in 
Denver next year. WB6RSY i*  now an A-l. Operator. 
Club member W6NKR has been busy mountain;topping 
down in the southern part of the state. W6LNZ made 
the BPL again with 100 originations plus deliveries with 
11 QTCs to spare. W6VUZ has been working DX from 
his mobile rig. W6VVD is getting 160-meter mobile going 
in Chico. W6JRY has a Model 14 machine and fins 
joined the Chien area RTTY7 group. The 2nd Annual 
California QSO Party is scheduled for Ort, 16 to 17. 
How about putting some of Sacramento Valley’s run? 
counties on the map? Information is available from 
WB6KIL of the Claremont Ham Club in the L.A. sec
tion. Traffic: (Mav) W6LNZ 199. WB6RSY 127, WB6- 
MAE 24, K6YZU 18, W6NKR 3. WA6JDT 2. W6VTTZ 1 
(Apr.) W6NKR 4.

SAN FRANCISCO—SCM, Hugh Cassidy. WA6AUD
WA6IVM is scouting some new QTH locations in the 

quiet areas. K6CAZ is readying a move to Occidental 
in coastal Sonoma County. WB6GVT is now in the U.S. 
Navy for some active duty. W6UDL returned from his 
vacation in June and started to remodel the shack again. 
W6SLX still is looking for a move to W7-Land and a 
2nd-class radiotelegraph ticket. WA6NDZ still is work
ing on an ARC-12 transmitter and associated power 
and control system. W6GQA got a call and a QSL rani 
from a PY4 during a recent CD Party. W6PTS was in
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STAR-LINE combines all the most wanted, modem

your triple assurance
of superior quality 
and performance.

The unique Star 
“accepted” symbols 

on your Interstar Communica
tion equipment indicate the 
equipment has been triple qual
ity controlled: in production; at 
export QC acceptance; and 
again when imported. These 
careful steps by the manufac
turer and by Interstar’s engi
neers assure you of highest re
liability, created thru the pride 
of workmanship of Japan’s fin
est manufacturer of amateur 
communications equipment.

- . ______ ______  design
features, in a coordinated station for maximum performance 

and pleasure. Moderately priced.

RECEIVER: Full ham band coverage 10 thru 75 . . . triple conversion 
. . . high stability VFO . . . precise dial reads to 1 KC, with electrical 
zero set . . . bridge T notch filter . . . variable selectivity . . . 
.5-1.2-2.5-4 KC built-in . . . and everything else you would expect in 
the very best. Model SR-700E...................... $395

(Speaker ST-7 $15)

TRANSMITTER: Same full coverage . . . conservative 100 watt rated
output 
filter .

built-in heavy duty 115 VAC power supply . . . mechanical
ALC . . . VOX .

. . . internal antenna relay . 
put... all the best features.

side-tone oscillator . . . break-in keying 
. transceive switch to receiver VFO out-

Model ST-700E $555

Test tune this fine equipment at your favorite amateur supply house.
Ask him about the unique Interstar satisfaction warranty. 
Or write for descriptive literature. in+ei~sta.r'

carparatian
5300 21st AVENUE BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11204



EXCLUSIVE

Glas
TELESCOPIC 
FIBERGLASS 
SPREADERS

Glasdramat- 
ics—contin
uous strands 
of fiberglass 
simultane
ously woven, 
wound and 
drawn—then 
impregnated 
with epoxy 
resins.

ONLY
$g9S

POLY tri QUAD 
ANTENNA KIT
2 element . . . tri-band . . . 
power gain comparable to 3 
el yagi . . . lower angle of 
radiation ... greater capture 
area ... more efficiency.
• 8 Zip Glas Spreaders (13')
• 2 Universal Starmounts
• 1 Boom/Mast Adapter
• 1 Instruction Manual

$5995
3 el Kit..................$ 89.95
4 el Kit..................$119.95
Not Ready For Tri-Band?
.. .you get the same quality 
with POLY duo QUAD 
Kits (15-10) stalling as low 
as $54.95 and 10 meter 
POLY mono QUAD Kits.

The Spreaders with the Ultra-Violet Shield
.. .greater flexural strength.. .superior to anything on the 
market... more durable. ..each Zip Glas section is final
dipped in rich, sky-blue epoxy paint...this final coat re
sists all types of weather deterioration... blocks out even 
the sun's destructive rays...adds years to spreader life.

Exclusive Universal
ONLY 

$g95

Fits 
2" to 3" 
boom

Starmount
At last, a spreader mount 
that grows ... you can start 

with a 2" 
........ ......j boom, later 

add more
8/^ elements
*on a larger boom without dis
carding your original Star
mount. .. die-cast of corro
sion resistant aluminumalloy 
... equally rugged aluminum 
alloy boom/mast adapter 
complete with hardware.

For further specifications plus complete 
list of kits and individual components, write...

POLYGON PLASTIC CO.
Division of Plas/Stee! Products, Inc.
Dept. Q867, 64 Industrial Park 
Walkerton, Ind. 46574, Phone (219) 586-3122 

the Marin General Hospital during Muy and found him- 
si If a featured player mi TV when KPIX produced a 
feature on the Heart Unit there. WB6OGF produced a 
new call. WB6VKF. for the family Lake Tahoe (¿TH. 
W6WLV and W6KVQ continue to he the heavy traffic- 
handlers within the section. Field Day saw several clubs 
on tlie air with their emergency power. San Francisco. 
Marin, Sonoma and Humboldt Counties amateurs were 
heard operating. W6AFQ is using his retirement to cutch 
up on his operating time and for travel. The Marin 
Amateur Radio Club has purchased 2-meter equip
ment to use in its emergency operations. WB6UJO was 
operating portable in the Portland urea in early June on 
a vacation trip. The San Francisco Section Courier was 
hack hi the mails in June after the editor got his typing 
hand back. Backpackers WA6DJI arid WA6AUD figure 
that their portable operations in the Sierra will be cur
tailed this year because of the »till deep snows iu June. 
W6CYO and W6PTS have come up with DXCC recently 
and W6PTS has been voted into membership in the 
Northern Calif, DX Club. Novice examinations appear 
to he increasing and new culls are appearing on the air 
locally. The Han Francisco Section Net continues to 
meet on 3900 kc. at 1830 local time Mon. and Fri. The 
NCN needs outlets in Marin and Mendocino Comities, 
(.’heck in on 3635 kc. at 7:00 p.m. local time. Traffic: W6- 
WLV 309, W6KVQ 284, WA6AVD 18. W6BWV 11. WB6- 
OGF 4, WB6GVI 2.

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY—SCM. Ralph Saroyan, 
W6JPU—It is with deep regret that 1 have to announce 
the untimely death of W6HKV. Harold always con
ducted himself as a gentleman. He was exuberant in hjs 
ham activities and his equipment was always kept. in the 
best of condition. He enjoyed life and. I suppose, ham 
radio was uppermost in his heart as fie very rarely 
missed jiny club meetings of the Fresno Radio Club 
and never missed any of the R-9 Radin Club. He at
tended nearly every ham convention in the northern part 
of the state, and I do believe he made 90% <»f the ham- 
fests here in Fresno. Two days after the Fresno Hum- 
fest, Harold suffered a very severe stroke at his work, 
was in a coma for a week, then a brain operation lasting 
four and one-half hours was performed, but his heart 
couldn’t take it. Among the hundreds attending his 
funeral were W6QON, W6JXY, ex-W6AKK and W6LTO. 
W6PPO and W6JUP were pall bearers. I will miss Harold 
very much, and T know that those who knew him. also 
will miss him. He was tre Mayor of Kingsburg for the 
past. 13 and one-half years. W6JUK is on 6 meters 
working DX using an eleven-element beam. W6LOC is 
building a new house with a. good antenna farm. W6ZYR 
has a, Swan 500. W6PPO is off the air for the first time 
in 22 .years as his exciter went kaput. Traflic: WB6- 
HVA 239, W6ADB 196. WA6SCE 30, WB6TFU 23. K6- 
OZL 20.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY—SCM. Jean A. Gmelin. 
W6ZRJ—Asst. SCM: WON VO. sEU: W6VZE. RM: W6- 
QMO. W6ACW is active on NCN whenever possible but 
very QRL with work, W6ASH is busy with Red Cross 
coordination as well as the O«car Bulletins from W6EE. 
Times for the bulletin sked are 0200Z Fri. on 14030 anil 
0500Z Sat. on 7015. K6YKG reports copy of NPG dur
ing Armed Forces Day. K6LFZ. EC for Hollister, re
ports activity on Mission Trail and MARS. W6MMG was 
busy planning for Field Day with the NPEC. W6ZRJ 
is busy with .school work and has been accepted for a 
summer NDEA Institute in Media at San Jose State 
College. Even teachers have tn go to school sometimes. 
WB6TZF operated portable at the Boy Scout Camperce 
at Hunter Liggett, mostly on 40 nieters. W6RFF is 
busy with work and college courses but finds time for 
NCN when possible. W6YHM is not in Maska for the 
first summer in several years. Don is filling on various 
schedules while in the field with the USGS. K6HGV is 
active with Navy MARS. W6QBY is a new call on NCN. 
Paul is operating from Redwood City. W6AUC is active 
on several nets, as OO and worked K6AUL who was on 
location with the FSGS in Northern California. W6PLS 
is very busy with QCWA work and reports that DX 
conditions have been poor. K6DYX is filling in on TCC 
schedule and sending bulletins. W6DEF reports the ac
tivity for Redwood City. Hal sent a fine AREC letter 
to his members explaining operation of the group. Hu 
also was making plans for a week at Tahoe. W6YBV 
works NCN as well as RN6 and PAN. W6RSY made the 
BPL. W6ZRJ sends code practice at 10. 15 and 20 w.p.m. 
on 3590 kc. Tue. through Thurs, GMT at 0230Z. Traffic: 
(May) W6RSY 697. W6YBV 352. W6DEF 111. K6DYX 
36. W6PLS 35, W6AUC 27. W6QBY 25. K6HGV 10. W6- 
YHM 8. W6RFF 6. WB6IZF 3, W6ZRJ 3. (Apr.) W6ASH 
30. W6ACW 4.
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NEW B. T. I. LINEAR
STOPS THE SHOW

At Ham Conventions Everywhere
THE IS HOW ^bti) DID IT...
At least twenty-one 
important and advanced 
features built-in the brand new
/BTll LINEAR AMPLIFIER
v J MODEL LK-2000

YOU’RE THE EXPERT — CHECK FOR YOURSELF
■ 1. Designed for maximum legal input all modes. 2000 
watts PEP SSB—1000 watts CW-AM-RTTY. ■ 2. Full 1000 
watts plate dissipation using Eimac 3-1000Z. ■ 3. New 
tank circuit design provides greater output on higher fre- 
uencies including 10 meters. ■ 4. High Reliability Solid 
State Power Supply using Computer Grade capacitors for con
tinuous duty. ■ 5. Instant transmit—no warm up—accom
plished by BTI Solid State Supply and use of thoriated 
tungsten filament in 3-1000Z. ■ 6. Longer tube life because 
of exclusive after off cooling. ■ 7. A.L.C. output provides 
higher audio level without flat topping. ■ 8. Tnnad cathode 
input for minimum distortion and higher efficiency (50 ohm 
inp.). ■ 9. Choice of Line Voltages—220V AC @ 10 amps 
or 115V AC @ 20 amps (Solid State Supply permits efficient 
115 VAC operation). ■ 10. Metered relative R. F. watts 
output to antenna. ■ 11. Built in metering and switching 
for Dummy Load accessory which when attached provides dum
my load for linear or exciter. ■ 12. Meter overload protec
tion. ■ 13. Changeover relay feeds exciter direct to an
tenna when linear is off. ■ 14. All relays have D.C. coils 
for hum free operation. ■ 15. Safety switch and shorting 
bars for personal safety and component protection. ■ 16.

High voltage overload circuit breakers. ■ 17. Fused fila
ment and control supplies using lighted fuse indicators. ■ 
¡8. Distinguished console (TVI preventive) design (29" H x 
16" W x 14%" D.) ■ 19. No exposed high voltage in lower 
console. ■ 20. Precision console casters for easy mo
bility. ■ 21. Grounded grid, zero-bias linear operation.

BRAD THOMPSON INDUSTRIES, long recognized for innovation in the electronics 
field, realized the need for a quality linear amplifier which would offer more features 
with reliable and rugged construction, at a price within practical limits.
Well-engineered, foolproof, simple operation, reasonably priced, fully guaranteed, the 
B. T. I Linear Amplifier provides the signal impact you’ve been wanting.

B. T. I. (Amateur Division) 
83-810 ijamarisk Street—P.O. Box CCCC 
Indio, California 92201
Write immediately for free 4 page illustrated 

specifications brochure or
Contact your local distributor NOW.

s895
COMPLETE READY TO GO!
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I ROANOKE DIVISION

PROTECTOR!

* I?!®

NORTH CAROLINA—SCM, Barnett 8. Dodd, W4- 
BNU—Asst. SCM: James O. .Pullman. WA4FJM. SEC: 
WA4LWE. RM : K4CWZ. PAM : W4AJT. V.H.F. PAM : 
W4HJZ. W4NAP. EC for Rockingham County, reports 
they now have a 6-meter AREC net meeting Wed. and 
Sun. at 2100 EDST on 50.3 Mc. K4VAZ has a new Swan 
330, also has a new six-element bentn up 100 feet for 6 
meters. Two new Novices now enjoying <sii-meter c.w. 
are WN4FRQ and WN4FRR. WA4HVH is sporting a new 
pair of 4-4OOAs. WB4CVM has his brand-new General 
Class license. WB4BGL is now asst, manager of NCN(E) 
and WA4ZLK is the new asst, manager of the Novice 
net. W4NAP has a new five-element beam up on 6 
meters. The new Novice net is progressing nicely and 1 
am very pleased with the traffic reports from its mem
bers. W4HJZ reports very good aurora on May 25. He 
worked W1-, 2-, 3-, 8- and 9-Land on 2 meters.

Net
NON (E) 
NCN (L) 
THEN 
NONH
SSBN

Freq. 
3573 kc. 
3 5 73 ko. 
3 865kc. 
371 Oke . 
3938 kc.

Time 
2230Z 
0200Z 
0030Z 
2100Z 
2330Z

Days QTC
Daily 179
Daily 123
Daily 121
M-W-F-S 41
Daily 30

Mgr.
W4IRE
WA4CFN
WA4GMC
WB4BGL
WA4LWE

oT, QSTs get older, they be
come more valuable. Have your 
1967 copies been scattered 
about the shack? If so, why not 
file them neatly. The best way to 
accomplish this is to place them 
in sturdy, good-looking QST 
Binders.

Traffic: (Mav) WB4BGL 268, W4EVN 193. WA4CFN 128, 
WB4DVÖ 67. WA4ZLK 59. W4RWL 52. K4CWZ 47. WA4- 
VNV 46. W4LWZ 34. W4AJT 30. K4EO 29, WA4FJM 26. 
W4BÑU 25, WN4DWN 20, WA4VTV 14, K4ZKQ 14. 
WA4NTTO 12. W4OSG/4 12. W4NAP 10. WB4DDK 8, 
W4ACY 6, WÄ4KWC 5, K4TTN 5. WB4CVM 4, WA4UVH 
4. WN4EQW 3. WN4FGU 1. I Apr. I WN4DWN 18, WA4- 
NUO 4, W4UWS 4. ( Feb.) W4UWS 3.

Finished in reddish-brown fabri- 
koid with stiff’ covers, each 
Binder holds twelve issues of 
OST, opens to any page and lies 
flat. Your copies are protected 
and always available for easy 
reference.

SOUTH CAROLINA—SCM, Clark M. Hubbard, K4- 
LNJ—SEC: WA4EC.T. Asst. SEC: W4WQM. KM: K4- 
LND. PAM: WA4EFP. Beth. WA4EFP, was elected 
S.S.B. net manager and chairman of the advisory board. 
WA4QKQ and K4GRG were elected assistants.

SCN 3795ke, Daily 0100Z/M00Z MayTraffiM55
b'CSSBN 3915 kc. Daily OIOOZ May Traffic 131

The Anderson Radio Club 2-Meter Net meets Thurs. and 
Sun. on 145-44 Mc. The 10-Meter Net meets Thurs. and 
Sun. on 28.775 at 2130Z. The hurricane season is upon us. 
Watch the nets and weather. The Greenville V.H.F. 
Society is planning a. v.h.f. convention in early Nov. 
Watch for annouucemeuts. WA4LTS is back after trips up 
east. Traffic: WA4APD 130. WB4BZA 128. WB4DXX 55, 
WA4VZQ 48. K4VVE 46. W4PED 38. WA4NWI 36, W4JA 
34, W4NT0 33. K4LNJ 30, WA41CF 25, WA4HFA 21, 
W4WQM 20.

• Holds 12 issues of QST

• Opens to any page and lies 
flat

• Protects and preserves your 
copies

• QSTs always available for 
reference

QST BINDERS (POSTPAID) 
Each—$3.00

Available only in the United States 
and Possessions

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY 
LEAGUE

Newington, Conn. 06111

SOUTH CAROLINA QSO PARTY 
August 26-27, 1967

All amateurs are invited to participate in the 
second South Carolina QSO Party, sponsored by 
the Low Country Amateur Radio Club, Inc. of 
North Charleston, S. C.

Rules: 1) Contacts will be made during the 
periods from 2000 GMT to 0500 GMT on Aug. 
26 and 27, and 1400 GMT to 0500 GMT on 
August 27 and 28. Full or part time operation is 
permitted. 2) All bands, all modes and the same 
station may be worked on different bands and 
different modes for extra points. 3) The general 
call will be CQ SC. 4) Exchange QSO number, 
report and state, province or country. South Caro
lina stations give county for QTH. 5) Score one 
point for each contact and multiply by the 
number of different S. C. counties worked. S. C. 
stations multiply by states, provinces or countries. 
6) Certificates will go to the first place winner in 
each state, province or country and the first three 
winners in S. C. 7) Suggested frequencies, plus 
or minus 15 kcs. of 1820 3550 3950 7040 7240 
14070 14240 21070 and 21270. 8) Logs showing 
date, time, band, mode, and location of station 
worked with claimed score, to be mailed no later 
than Sept. 15, 1967 and sent to: Contest Chair
man, LCARC Inc., P. O. Box 5026, N. Charles
ton, S. C. 29406.

VIRGINIA—SCM, H. J. Hopkins, W4SHJ—SEC: K4- 
LMB. RM : WA4EUL. PAM : W40KN. W4CGE, who was 
very active in phone and c.w. nets several years ago, 
passed away in May. Another successful Roanoke Ham
fest was held and PAM W40KN wan awarded ati KC- 
200 transceiver ut the affair. WA4TDQ petitioned the
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FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERS

The choice is yours at Raytheon
Choose your location from an extensive 
variety of solid growth assignments with one 
of America’s foremost growing companies. 
Field engineers familiar with maintenance, 
installation, training, publication of hand
books and operating manuals, and engi
neering writing are needed in the following 
exciting fields:

• Sonar
• Communications
• Digital
• Heavy Ground Radar
• Microwave

Raytheon is a stable growing company 
whose broad-based operations provide un
limited opportunity. The Electronic Services 
Operation has immediate openings both in 
and out of the country on traveling or per
manent assignments. Career positions exist 
at all levels of technical capability.

Raytheon’s comprehensive benefits program 
includes hospitalization, surgical, major 
medical, life, disability, travel and accident 
insurances, company sponsored educational 
opportunities, and other allowances and 
benefits.
Total compensation includes attractive start
ing salaries, overseas and overtime bonus, 
and per diem as applicable.
This is your chance to become an important 
member of Raytheon’s winning team. Write 
today to Thomas H. Fitzpatrick, Manage
ment and Professional Recruitment, 
Equipment Division Headquarters, Ray
theon Company, Dept. 81, Box 520, Wal
tham, Mass. 02154.

RAYTHEON
EXCELLENCE IN ELECTRONICS

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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YOU EARN YOUR FCC
FIRST CLASS LICENSE
or your money back!

5 NRl COMMUNICATIONS COURSES 
INCLUDE FCC LICENSE TRAINING 
Earning an FCC License can be quick and easy the NRl 
way. You can concentrate on a short FCC License course— 
’‘specialize’* by training in Mobile, Aviation, or Marine 
Communications—or go all-out with the job-simulated NRl 
course in Complete Communications. It is the only home
study training plan that includes professional lab equip
ment specifically designed to give you on-the-job, "hands 
on" experience as you train.

Whichever NRl Communications course you choose, with 
an FCC License you’re ready to operate, service and install 
transmitting equipment used in broadcasting stations, avia
tion, on board ships, and in mobile and Citizens-Band radio. 
And you MUST PASS your FCC exams or NRl refunds 
your tuition in full. Can you do it? The NRl record of success 
is outstanding. 87 <7 of NRl graduates pass their FCC exams.
Get full details today about five courses that include FCC 

License preparation, plus seven other training plans offered 
by NRl, the oldest and largest school of its kind. Mail cou
pon. No obligation. No sales
man will call. NATIONAL 
RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Electronics Div., Wash
ington, D.C.

APPROVED UNDER Gl 
BILL If you served since January 
31, 1955. or are in service, check 
Gl line in coupon.

MAIL NOW for FREE CATALOG
I toAil NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 19-087 .
। Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016 ।

| Ptease send complete data about FCC License training, other f 
| NRl courses checked below. (No salesman will call.) |
| n FCC License Q TV-Radio Servicing (with color) |
I Complete Communications Q 
| D Aviation Communications [']

| Fl Marine Communications ("J
| Q Mobile Communications Q
I Pl Math for Electronics Q
| □ CHECK FOR FACTS ON NEW Gl BILL j

| Name________ Aga |
I I
| Adrtf« ---- _,.... _ j

I City ----- ___________________ 7lp__ _ j
| ACCREDITED MEM BER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL J 

Advanced Color TV I
Industrial Electronics |

Basic Electronics |
Electronics for Automation |
Electrical Appliance Repair I

FCC aud received the new rail W4QDF: he was first 
licensed over 50 years ago. WA‘2UR1(4 has njueived the 
CWA 45-w.p.m. certificate and has applied for ARRL 
Life Membership. WA4FCS again is active in the suction 
after an overseas absence. W8FCI/4 also can lie heard 
on the nets again: he was formerly K4TSJ. WA4TMX 
has accepted an engineering scholarship at Cornell. The 
SCM office- inis weired many comments about rhe poor 
operating characteristics of some in our suction trailic 
nets. Stale or undelivered traffic and lousy unintelligible 
c.w. Seem to be tiie chief complaints. Net managers are 
urged to review their training prognuns and standards. 
For the remainder of the summer, nets operate on indi
cated frequencies and GMT times, manager’s call also 
is given.

3680
3935
3835

2230 & 2300
2200 & 0200 
231)0

WA4EUL 
W4OKN

Traffic: I'Mavi WA4DXJ 403. K4CG 269, W4ZM 269. 
W4DVT 256, W4NLC 177. W4ÄHA 153. WA4EUL 117, 
K4FSS 105. K4KNP 89. WA2UF1.4, 75. WB4DHT K3. 
W4MHJ 50. W4SZT 50, W40KN 38. WB4PBG 37. WB4- 
PBG 37. WB4DRB 32. W4BZE 22. W8FCl;4 20. WA4- 
VRN 18. WA4WFQ 17. W4SHJ 14. W4KX 13, WA4FCS 
11. WA4SZT 9. W4MK 8. K4SUM 8, WA4QOC 7, W4- 
ZMT 5, WA4DAI 4. W4JUJ 4, W4PTR 4, WA4UMX 4, 
WA4WQG 4, K4ITV 3. W4KFC 3, W4OP 2. (Apr.) 
W4BWF 84.

WEST VIRGINIA—SCM. Donald B. Morris. W8JM 
—SEC: W8SSA. RMs: W8HZA, K8TPF, W8LMF. 
PAMs: K8CHW, W8IYD.

Nd Time Freq,
WVN 0000 GMT 3570
WVN 2230 GMT 3890

Days QTC Net Mgr.
My 74 W8HZA
Mom-Fri. 65 WA8RQB

WA8BUM moved to a new location in Princeton. WA8- 
UKO provided excellent photos and publicity for the 
►State Radio Convention. WA8L.AL mobile keeps in 
touch with home through his son’s station, WA8PWM. 
W8IMX and WA8IMX are active in the state's traffic 
nets. Remember the Blank Diamond £Iam Picnic Aug. 
27 at Bluefield. W8GQE received good publicity on his 
14-Mc phone traffic. Another father-and son team is 
K8WMQ and K8WWW.,W8ETX and W8IRN are new 
QCWA members. The Kanawha Radio Club won tho 
ARRL Field Day Trophy at the State Convention, 
W1UED represented ARRL Headquarters. W8EHA has 
retired and now finds more time for radio. Is your 
club represented on the State Radio Council and what 
new projects would you like to see? Your comments 
would be appreciated, W8LD and W8QG are active on 
75-meter s.s.b. Traffic: W8SQO 73, W8IMX HU, WR. 
HZA 57, WA8RQB 31. K8BIT 24, W8CKX 24. \V3- 
FKB/8 5, W8IYD 4. WA8KQX 4. WA8LAL 4. WA8- 
IMX 3. W8JM 3. K8MQB 3, K8CHW 2. WA8UKN 2, 
WA8NDY 1. WA8PWM 1. WA8PXF 1.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
COLORADO—SCM. Richard Hoppe, K0FDH—Asst. 

SCM: A. Hankinson, WAONQL. SEC: W0SIN. RM: 
WA0LCM. PAM: W0CXW. Congratulations to K0- 
YFK and K0ZSQ on their BPL awards, which they 
both earned by way of hard work in public service. 
K0YFK continues his nice work on the Colorado 
Weather Net and K0ZSQ burned plenty of midnight 
oil in sending Mother’s Day messages for servicemen 
at Lowry AFB. WAONQL spent considerable effort and 
time with the Boy Scouts and is to be commended for 
his work in teaching and trailing. When the National 
Traffic System changed over to Daylight Saving Time 
we lost our NTS liaison with the Columbine Net, the 
largest phone net in Colorado. To fiU this gap, the 
Colorado Evergreen Net was established and is meet
ing nightly at Q2O0Z on 3808 kc. Colorado amateurs 
wishing to help distribute traffic are invited to partici
pate. For those of you who wish to utilize NTS fnr 
outgoing traffic, remember that CCN is now your only 
outlet. This net meets at 0030Z on 3780 kc. nightly, so 
get out that rusty old key and join us. Traffic: K0- 
YFK 851, K0ZSQ 590. WA0LCM 176. W0KAU 132, 
WA0MNL 91, WAONQL 89. W0UAT 86, WA0JEV 
68. W0DGM 52. W0PGX 45, K0DCW 39, WA0JTB 22. 
K0SPR 20, WA5PVE 4.

NEW MEXICO—SCM. Bill Farlev, WA5FLG—SEC: 
W5ALL. PAM: WA5MCX. Our SEC wants to thank 
everyone for the help and cooperation during the recent 
forest fires. Your SCM is writing this month’s column 
from the banks of his favorite fishing lake in Arkansas. 
Yes, it’s vacation time and he is a portable. Worked 
New Zealand on 10 meters the other night using the 
75-meter coax dipole. Why don’t you take the rig ou 
your next vacation? You never know’ what help you
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..IS NOW THE WORLD’S NO. 1 TRIO
After 36 years in use, Astatic’s D-104 is still the No. 1 microphone by far 
with ham operators the world over.

The same engineering that made the D-104 famous has now created 
the two top microphones for MOBILE RIGS —the Astatic 531 and 539.

These Astatic Mobil Mikes are far out in front with every perform
ance feature. To guarantee that you are getting the No. 1, stick with 
the No. 1 TRIO. From Astatic, the leader.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE, DETAILS
A THE ASTATIC CORPORATION

Conneaut, Ohio 44030 U. S. A.
In Canada: Canadian Astatic Ltd.,Toronto, Ontario 

Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc.
431 Greenwich Street, New York, New York 10013, U. S.A.
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Summertime
is

I
*

PUNISHED Bi Th! 00
■N «K«c RUA’ ILACjt

I 
f2 Antenna Time

THE

. . and you’ll have an easier time 

planning and erecting that new skywire 

this summer if you get your dope from 

the ever-useful Tenth Edition of the 

ARRL Antenna Book!

I
«

I!

^lanning an elaborate beam t<> snag those 

rare DX stations? Looking for information 

on mobile whips? From basic theory to 

how to build ’em, horizontals, verticals, 

rotaries, fixed beams, transmission lines, 

v.h.f., u.h.f., together with dimensions, 

photos, drawings, radiation patterns, you’ll 

find details in the information-packed 

ARRL Antenna Book.

i

$2‘00 $2.25 Elsewhere
3

AMERICAN RADIO
RELAY LEAGUE, INC.

Newington, 4
Conn. 06111 £

might be even though you may nut have the most 
sophisticated of antenna systems. W5HDR has the use 
of a new Swan 350 and is really working 15 meters. 
Had a nice visit with him and learned that he plans n 
trip tn Florida soon for a vacation. W5PTQ is all set. 
to depart tor Guam to teach for the next two years. 
Wish some one would come up with a hamfest in the 
cool pines of Cloudcroft for this summer. ,\ny takers? 
Traffic: WA5FLG 53, WA5RBU 34, WA5MIY 3.

it

UTAH—SCM. Gerald F. Warner, W7VSS—SEC: W7- 
WKF. RM: W70CX. Section Nets:

BUN Dailv 7272 kc. 183PZ
UARN Sat-San. 3987.5 kc. 1I00Z

WA7GTU, K7SOT and WA7FKT have earned Section 
Net certificates for their work in BUN. WA7ADK re
ports business as usual after repairing severe lightning 
damage. The gang at BYTT club station W70HR has 
gone home for summer vacations, following a very 
successful year of traffic-handling. Communications for 
this year’s Friendship Cruise on the Green and Colo
rado Rivers was handled bv WA7BRB. K7MMO, W7- 
RQT, K7NJY, W5FDW and W7VSS. W7RQT confinuts 
to work new states on 2 meters via Aurora. Traffic: 
(May) W7LQE 161. W7OHR 13«, W7OCX 68. WA7BME 
34, K7SLX 17, K7SAI 8. WA7ADK 2. (Apr.) W7JSS 5.

WYOMING—SCM. Wavne M. Moore, W7CQL-SEC: 
W7YWE. RM: WA7CLF. PAMs: W7TZK, K7SLM. 
OBSs: W7TZK. K7SLM. Nets: Ponv Express, Sun. at 
0830 on 3920: YO, daily at 1830 on 3610; Jnrkalopc, 
Mon. through Sat. at 1215 on 7255. New appointment: 
K6UJV,7 as OO. Phil now lives in Cheyenne. WA7CLF 
was voted us Wyoming’s Ham of the Year at the 
recent hamfest. WA7EWC should have his new trans
ceiver on the air by now. I know everyone joins me 
in wishing the best for K7CSW and his new bride— 
the former Ruth Toman. Another signal on the air 
from Casper is WN7HDB. K71TH has been working 
in South Dakota and on one of his trips got caught in 
a Wyoming blizzard, but was able to help some stranded 
motorists and the Highway Patrol. Traffic: W7TZK 
47. WA7BFV 15. WA7DNZ 15, K7SLM 14. K7AHO 10. 
K7P0X 8. W7NKR 6. K7YPT 6. W7CQP 4, K7WUR 
4. W7BHH 3, W7BKI 2.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
ALABAMA—SCM, Edward L. Stone. K4WHW—SEC: 

W4FPI. PAM: WA4EEC. RM: WA4EXA. With a great 
Field Day now out of the way, let’s all get busy on 
our v.h.f. gear and plan for a bang-up good V.H.F. 
QSO Party during the week end of Sept. 9-10. The 
Huntsville ARC’s officers am W4NML, pres.; K4TUT. 
vice-pres.; WA4WGF, secy. WA4GGD is now one of 
our OPS appointees. WB4BLX is a new ORS. The 
North Ala. DX Club is growing in numbers and con
tacts. This fine group welcomes ¿11 serious-minded 
DXers in the »action to join in with them. K4WHW 
nnd W4FPI were guests of the Limestone ARC June 3. 
The club would be most happy to visit with any of 
the other clubs and offers any assistance possible tn 
vour group. Traffic: (Mav) W4FVY 125. WA4FYO 125, 
WA4UXC 102. WB4DIN 93. WA4EXA 93, K4WHW 65. 
K4AOZ 60, WA4EXB 50. WB4DCR 42, WA4GGD 38. 
K4BSK 37. WB4EKK 32. WB4BLX 27. K4UPL 21. 
K4PMO 20, WB4DGF 17. WB4CYU 16. WA4MTG 15. 
K4H.TM 12. WA4VUG 12. W4FPI 9, K4KJD 8, WA4- 
AQM 7, WA4EEC 7. K4NJY 4, W4DGH 3. W4YRM 3. 
K4EAO 2. W4NML 2. WA4WLD 2. WA4ZFA 1. (Apr.» 
K4NUW 58. WB4BLX 47. K4HJM 4.

EASTERN FLORIDA—SCM. Jesse H. Morris, W4- 
MAB—SEC: W4TYT. Asst. SEC: W4FP. RM C.W.: 
W4TLE. RM RTTY: W4RWM. PAM S.S.B.: W40GX. 
PAM 40M: W4SDR. PAM 75M: W4TUB. V.H.F. PAM: 
WA4RMC. Spring has sprung and v.h.f. is doing busi
ness in a grand fashion. Many who were practically 
nut. of business because of line nnise are now back in 
business, thanks to our much-needed rain, I1PEG and 
his XYL were flu? guests of W4EDT and his XYL in 
Atlantic Beach recently. The Italian visitors also made 
trips to other parts of the state before returning to 
their homeland. WN4FLW reports much activity since 
receiving his license. Daylight Saving Time has forced 
most of the early nets tn slip au hour in order to be 
effective. I would like to mention here for all to read 
about the outstanding OO activity of W4UF. W4EXM 
and his XYL will be visiting in Clearwater in Sept. All 
traffic-handlers, please read about counting traffic by 
W1NJM in June QST. WA4OHO is now QFN manager. 
It is with much sadness that we report the passing of 
K4KDN. Herb was manager of the Gator Net and 
had a long history of public service. And finally we 
should note that most of those reports at the end of
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Our 1968 catalog of 
precision quartz crystals 

and electronics for 
the communications industry 

is now available.

It will cpst you nothing.

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1634 Linwood Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106



•••••BARRY ELECTRONICS •••••
• 3 KW. VARIABLE INDUCTOR. Ceramic in- • 
• »ulation. Consists of 29 turns of copper stripping. • 
• Approx. 35 Microhenries inductance. Excel, clean • 
♦ condition. A ¡$50.00 value onlv $17.95. •
J PRECISION COUNTER DIAL MECHANISM J 
* with rugged worm gear. Ideal for tuning variable * 
• inductors, variable vacuum or air capacitors. From • 
• finest Navy gear. With dial lock. $7.00. •
• Choke Sale!—All Hermetically-sealed. Ceramic* 
• insulation. All Swinging Chokes— •
• A. 1.85 Hy. w 1.25 A./3.2 Hv. 50 Ma./ 12 Ohms, $5.95. •
• B. 2.0 Hv. 1,0 A./8.0 Hy. &/. 50 Ma,/20 Ohms. S6.95. •
• C. 2.2 Hy. fi' 1.6 A./4.15 Hv. w 70 Ma./16 Ohms. $7.50. •
• FILAMENT TRANSFORMER. Pri: 120 VAC • 
• (g 60 CPS. Sec. ÿ 1: 6.4 VCT (œ 35 Amps. Sec. ;2: • 
• 6.4 VCT (!'■ 16 Amp’. Hermetically-sealed. $6.95. • 
; 2,000 PIV SILICON RECTIFIER © 1 AMP. ?

$1.00 each (ten for $9.50).
• Sale on Premier Deluxe Standard 19" enclosed • 
• Relay Racks. •
• A. Overall dimensions: 21 sf"W X 24H"H X 18"D. • 
e (»35.00 Valuej Only $13.50. •

B, Overall dimensions: W'H.
• (»32.00 Value) Only $12.00. *
• C. Overall dimensions: 21*i"W X 18"D X 35M"H. * 
• <38.00 Value» Only $15.00. *
• HEWLETT PACKARD TRANSFER OSCIL- • 
• LATOR (Measure to 18 GHz With Counter • 
• Accuracy). .Model 540B. Excellent condition, - 
s With Book. In original cabinet. (Reg. S1050.00). ■ 
• Sale $575.00. " •
• SOMMERKAMP MODEL FR-100-B, F-Line • 
• Receiver. $250.00. •
• SOMMERKAMP MODEL FL-200-B, 130 Watt • 
• SSB.CW. AM Exciter Xmtr. §350.00. •
! IENNINGS UCS-300 VACUUM VARIABLE « 
■ CAPACITOR «19 41. 10 Mmfd to 300 Mmfd • 
• (a 10 KV. Orig. Box. Only $65.00. •
• UCS-300 DRIVE SHAFT COUPLER $10.75. •
• JOHNSON 4X150A AIR SYSTEM SOCKET J 
J ?124-110-l. Basic socket with mounting ring and 
• low inductance 2700 pf. screen grid by-pass ca- • 
• pacitor. Onlv $7.50. •
• 17,000 V.DiC. «« 2 AMP. POWER SUPPLY. • 
• Variable from 150 to 17,000 VDC. Pri: 220 VAC, 3 • 
• Phase. Write or call for further details. J
Î LATE MODEL STANDARD DIAL DESK J 
• PHONES. Wonderful extension phone. $19.50. •
• SALE NEW RG8A/U FOAM CABLE («) 12é per • 
• ft.; RG58A/U <d .05é per ft. •
• GONSET GSB-201 LINEAR AMPLIFIER. • 
• Covers 80. 40. 20. 15 & 10 Meters, 2,000 Watts Î 
Z PEP SSB 1,000 Watts CW (400 W. AM).$299.00. Z 
Z NEW ST ACO ADJ UST-À-VOLT VARIABLE •
• TRANSFORMERS: Model 100BU/0 to 115 V. • 
• (a 1.25 Amps (a- $9.10; Model 300BU 0 to 135V • 
• (if. 3.0 Amps. (<v $14.45; Model 500BÜ 0 to 135 • 
• V. 7.5 Amps (« $19.25. 2

TUBES, TUBES. TUBES, & SEMICONDUCTORS 
. . , LARGEST DIVERSIFIED STOCK IN USA. 
QUOTATIONS ANSWERED DAILY. WRITE OR 
CALL FOR YOUR TUBE NEEDS. (We also BUY 
factory terminations and from individuals. Need unused 
Tubes, Semiconductors, Equipment and Vacuum- 
Variable Capacitors . . . send us your offerings by 
mail or call).

WHEN IN NEW YORK CITY STOP TN MON. TO 
FRI. 9 to 5:30; SATURDAY 10 to 2. Parking at 501 or 
557 Broadway. Free Parking on Broadway on Saturdays. 
VACATION: July 24 thru Aug. 7th.

BARRY ELECTRONICS DEPT. Q-8
512 BROADWAY. NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012
WALKER 5-7000 (Area Code 212)
n Enclosed is money order or check and my order. Prices 
FOB, NYC. Shipments over 20 lbs. will be shipped collect for 
shipping charges. Less than 20 lbs. include sufficient postage. 
Any overage will be refunded. Fragile tubes shipped via Rail
way Express. Minimum order $5.00.
□ Send 10c for 72 page Greensheet Catalog #18.
Write for your copy.
□ Send information....................................................... . ..............

Name,.. 
Company 
Address ,.

State..... 

Title

Zip

this which are indicated as lute were not late at all 
but merely indicates that vour SCM goofed last month. 
TraHic: (Mav) WA4SCK 768. WA4BMC 552, WA4NEV 
364. W4FPC 227, WB4BPL 118, WB4DSP 109, AV4SDR 
106, W4FP 102. WA4YII 98. K4IEX 88, WA4HDH 82. 
WAIVER 81. WA4QLZ 78. W4MVB 73. WA4OHO «2. 
K4DAX 58, W4AKB 56, K4COO 53. W40GX 53. W4- 
ERW 50, WA4MRK 43. W4SMK 43. W4YPX 42, K4- 
1LB 39. WA4TWD 39. W4VDC 38. W4IAD 37. WA4- 
TJS 37. WA4DEL 33. WA4BGW 30, K4QCG 29. WA4- 
I.VE 28. WA4CTQ 27. W4NGR 27. K4BY 26. K4LPS 
24. W4ZAK 21. W4BKC 17. W4GDK 16. WA4WOW 16. 
W4DVO 15. WA4EYU 15. W4TJM 15. W1CWI 14. W4- 
GTT.T 14. W4KRC 14. W4VPQ 13. K4ENW 12, W4SCY 
10, K4SJH 10, WA4WZZ 10. W4QBY 9, WA4NBE 8. 
W4PBK 8. W4TRS 8. WB4CAP 5. K4EBE 3. (Apr.) 
WB4BPL 106, W4FP 105. WB4DSP 82, WA4MRK 52, 
K4DSN 43. W4KRC 11. K4ENW 7.

GEORGIA—SCM. Howard L. Schonher, W4RZL— 
Asst. SCM: James W. Parker. Sr.. W4KGP. SEC: W4- 
DDY. RM: W4CZN. PAMs: K4PKK, WA4WDE. W4- 
NXD operates a Swan 350 and attic dipole. WB4AYN 
reports 6-metor DXing good but net consistent with 
openings to VE3 and the Northern States with the 
Cal. and Tex. area at times. W4ISS reports on a solar 
flare in May. W4VHH has a kw. and 40-element beam 
on 144.129. K4HQI advises of good 50-Mc. conditions 
«luring Mav, with all districts except 6 and 7 plus 
VE2. 3 and 4. K4TQU and K4PZS demonstrated 420 
gear at a meeting of the Athens V.H.F. Society. K4- 
HQI worked his 44th State on 50 Me, W4LRR reports 
a new baby girl and lots of DX. WB4EBS has a new 
SB-101. WA4NJP is on 6 and WA4EFY on 2. K4TXK 
is getting good results (1)1) miles) with a half-watt nn 
2. DL5KS is looking for Columbus contacts. W4DDY 
reports 16 stations active in the arec net on 145.71 Me. 
W4GXU—“More power for Georgia on 160.”

Net Fm.
GS8B 3075
GSN ::595
GTN

Time St**. QNI OTC
(1000 GMT 31 818 73
2400* 0200 62 487 153
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Traific: (May » W1FÔE 502, W4CZN 130. K4AH0 92, 
K4BAI 85. WA4WQU 74, W4PIM 73, WA4RAV 69. W4- 
RZL 63. W4DDY 55. AV4FDN 45. W4FQX 29. WA4- 
JES 13, K4AJF 8. W4GXU 8. WA4LLI 7. (Apr.) W4- 
FOE 468, WA4MZI 6. K4TXK 2.

WESTERN FLORIDA—SCM, Frank M. Butler, Jr., 
W4RKH-SEC: AV4IKB. PAM: WA4ZGI. RM: W4BVE. 
Section net reports:

Net Freq.
WFPN 3957 kc.
QFN .3651 ke.

Time Days
2200Z Daily

2230/0200Z Daily

ONI QTC
31 531 130
62

Pensacola: W4EUB is now custodian of the Corry 
Field club station. WA4ECY. Pensacola ts well repre
sented on QFN. with K4BSS/4, AV4COE. WA4ECY. 
WA4TIF and K4LAN, Ft, Walton: WA4VST has his 
ARC-1 converted for 2-meter s.s.b, Defuniak Springs: 
W4ECM was hospitalized for some time in the Pen- 
sarnla area, but took his HW-12 along to check into 
WFPN. Panama City; WA4ZGI is the new Bay County 
EC. The Tyndall MARS Club has a 2-meter repeater 
in operation. K4VFY is the section’» top contest man. 
K4OOC is going into 2-meter f.m. in a big way with 
base station and 2 mobile rigs. Chipley: W4TKB has a 
146,94-MC. f.m. base station on the air. Blountstown: 
WA4CIH is announcing for the local BC station. K4- 
YSQ t'omiiiiites to Tallahassee daily. K4NML only 
hams on week ends when home from school at Troy 
State. Bristol: WA4VXD took nn 18-mouth J<»b assign
ment in Thailand. Quincy: The GENTS Club had 
Jim Lovette. of DAVCO. and your SCM as guests at 
the June meeting. WA4CZK works 75-meter s.s.b. now 
with an SB-lO'DX-100. Traffic: K4VFY 353. K4BSSM 
150. W4BVE 104, MTA4EOQ 34. W7BNR/4 34. W4TKB 31.

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION
ARIZONA—SUM, Floyd C. CoIvar. W7FKK—SEC: 

K7NIY. PAM: W7CAF. RM: K7NHL. Endorsements: 
K7OIX as OO. New appointments: W7CAL as OO 
and WA7GOG as ORS. It is with deep regret that we 
report that WN7GRZ, of Tucson, has become a Silent 
Kev. WA7GIO passed the General Class examination. 
New Novices are WN7HHL WN7HHG and WN7HPD. 
The DX King of Arizona. W7AH. lias been working 
on his beam. Delegates tn the Amateur Radio Council 
of Arizona are the Arizona. Amateur Radio Society, 
W7QNO; the Arizona Amateur Radio Club. W7CAF: 
the Coconino County Amateur Radio Council, W7WGW: 
the Copper State Roadrunners. K7UJV; the General
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HOWTO

Performers appreciate the
Broadcast Engineer’s skill. He 

makesan important contribution 
to a smoothly-produced program.

Get an Exciting Job “Inside” Radio or 
Television...as a Broadcast Engineer

No college or high school diploma needed—just a Government 
FCC License. Here's how you can prepare in your spare time

r
ooxiNG for a job with more money and 
j more excitement? Become a Broadcast 
Engineer!
When you work at a radio or TV station, 

you’re where the action is. You’re in. on news 
as it breaks. You hear new records before 
they’re released. You often know the behind- 
the-scenes stories of important events. You 
mb shoulders with famous people in show 
business, athletics and politics. And you may 
get to announce news or music and become a 
local celebrity yourself.

There are deeper satisfactions too. In emer
gencies you help save lives and restore order. 
During the great power blackout of 1965, 
radio helped prevent widespread panic.

Yes, broadcasting is exciting. And breaking 
into it is easier than you might imagine. Right 
now, there’s a desperate shortage of broad
cast engineers—a Job that pays from $185 to

”1 GIVE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE CREDIT FOR 
MY GOVERNMENT 1ST CLASS FCC LICENSE,”

says Matt Stucxynski, sen
ior transmitter operator. 
Station WBOE. “Even 
though I had only six 
weeks of high school alge
bra, CIE’s AUTO-PRO- 
GRAMMED™ lessons 
make electronics theory 
and fundamentals easy.

.Alter completing my CIE course, I took and 
passed the 1st Class FCC Exam, I now have a 
good job in studio operation, transmitting, proof 
vf performance, equipment servicing. Believe me, 
CIE lives up to its promises. I really enjoy my 
work and I’m on my way up.”

1W— Cleveland Institute of Electronics
WhP I 1776 E. 17th St., Dept. QT-55 . Cleveland, Ohio 44114

$215 a week at big-city stations once you 
have a little experience under your belt.

AU You Need Is a License
Yuu don’t need an engineering degree to qual
ify. You don’t need a high school diploma. 
All you need is a Government 1st Class FCC 
License. If you have one, most stations will 
welcome you with open arms. In fact, Radio- 
Electronics magazine says: “If you can’t get 
a good job with one...you'd starve to death 
in a candy store.”

For some men, getting an.FCC License is 
easy. For others it’s hard. It depends on how 
much electronics you know when you take 
the licensing exam.

Our specialty is making it easy..For over 
30 years, we’ve been teaching men electronics 
in their homes. No lost income—no classes 
to attend. Yet our graduates learn their elec
tronics so well, 9 out of 10 pass the FCC 
exam. Without our training, two out of three 
men fail! For this reason we can back our 
license-preparation courses with our iron clad 
Warranty: Upon completion of your course, 
you must be able to pass the FCC exam...or 
your tuition will be refunded in full.

What makes our course so good? For one 
thing, we use auto-programmed™ lessons. 
You build your knowledge of electronics the 
way you'd build a brick wall—one piece at a 
time. Each "piece” is small and easy to 
handle, And it rests securely on the pieces 
that came before it. It’s easy to learn this 
way, even if you once had trouble with your 
studies.

And you get more personal attention than 
you might in a busy classroom. Your instruc
tor doesn’t merely correct and grade your

•work—he analyzes your thinking to make sure 
you are staying "on the right track.” Then he 
mails back your assignment the same day he 
received it, so you can read his notes and 
corrections while everything is still fresh in 
your mind.

These 2 Free Books
May Change Your Life

If you itch for a better-paying, more inter
esting Job, the two books we offer may have 
your answer. One tells how to qualify for the 
many fabulous career opportunities-in elec
tronics. The other tells how to get your FCC 
License and break into broadcasting. Both 
are free. No obligation—just mail the coupon. 
It may be the turning point of your life.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.L BILL
All CIE courses are available under the 
new G.l. Bill. If you served on active duty 
since January 31, 1955, or are in service 
now, check box In coupon for G.l. Bill 
information.

| Cleveland institute of Electronics
j 1776'E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114
, Please send me without cost or obligation:
» 1. Your 40-page book “How To Succeed In 
| Electronics” describing job opportunities 
* in electronics today,, including those- in 
| broadcasting, and how your courses can 
. prepare me for them.
I 2. Your book on “How To Get A Commer- 
| cial FCC License.”

f Name.............................. .........
| Print,
I Address______ _ ______________________

| City State____2ip____ ___

j Occupation Aga

, Dcheck here for G.L Bill information
J Accredited Member N ationa! Home Study Council, 
I A Leader in Electronics Training... Since 1934
L_____________________________
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Electric Amateur Radio Station, K7UMR; the Kaiser
Empioj’ees Amateur Radio Club. WA7DTL; the Phoe
nix V.H.F. Radio Club. W7GJK ; the Scottsdale Ama
teur Radio Club, K7GPZ. Traflic: K7NHL 425, W7-
FKK 21.

The new, fidi coverage 
sideband transceiver.

DRAKE TR-4 
Now at Grand Central Radio.

Full frequency coverage on all amateur 
bands 10 through 80 meters. No additional 
crystals required. Upper and lower sideband 
on all bands. 300 watts PEP input on SSB. 
Two special 9 Me crystal filters. VOX or 
PTT built in. Solid state VFO with linear 
permeability. 1 Kc dial accuracy.

Complete Audio Demonstration Department.
Write or see us for the best deal.
You know you can depend on us.

■ Grand Central Radio
124 East 44th Street. MU 2-3869. 
One door east of Lexington Ave.

THE “MINI-BALUN"
Small light weight — efficient — weather 
proofed. Have your antenna radiate — not your 
co-ax. Use for dipoles, doublets, yagts, etc. No 
center insulator needed. Hang-up hook for in
verted "V". Has ferrite core and co-ax fitting. 
Takes full legal power—1 to 1 impedance ratio 
3 to 30 Mes. Net ppd in USA-$9.00

BILADA MFG. CO.
P.O, Box 263__  ____  _ Manasquan. N..T. 08736

BIG NEW 
18 INCH 
GLOBE!

An Excellent World 
Map Equal to a 5 ft. 
Flat Map

Printed In v
Nine Colors

time dial set to your local time. Gives time in h 
any part of the world.

^•asy to locate maritime mobiles by latitude and < 
/ longitude. h
/ ^potatable East/West and North/South for easy ’ 

access to any position. <
A beautiful, useful addition to any ham shack. \ 
Mark your DX contacts with adhesive colored dots ;

< showing at a glance the scope of your contacts < 
> much better than words. It makes a very excellent ' 

; conversation piece. Satisfaction guaranteed.
r Price $16.50 postpaid in U.S.A. Postage extra foreign. ;

BOWERS, Box 296 Massapequa, LI., N.Y. 11758

LOS ANGELES—SCM. Donald R. Ethercdge, K6- 
UMV-RMs: W6BHG. W6QAE, WB6BBO. PAMs: K6- 
MDD, W6MLZ, W60RS. Congratulations to May BPL- 
ers: K6EPT, W6GYH, WB6BBO, WB6QXY. K6BPC. 
The newly-formed San Francisco Valley DX Club 
meets the 3rd Tue. of each month at 19260 Sherman 
Wav. Reseda. Officers are W6PUY, pres.: W6FET, 
vice-pres.: K6UJW. secy.; W6BUD and W6FSJ, board 
members. WA6TYR is promoting 50-Mc. c.w. work. 
WB6KVA is now an Army MARS member! WA6WJT 
is doing a fine job with the West L.A. AREC. W6- 
YRA, at UCLA, is QRT until after the summer, ac- 
eordmz to WB6QMF. K9ELT/W6DQX spent a week 
in W9-Land on a vacation. K6EA will be operating as 
W0MFW for a few months. K6QPH, from the land of 
the So. Cal. V.H.F. Club, is back in action with a 
new Inverted Vee on «0. W6TXJ, new RACES Aren 
A Coordinator, reports he has capabilities on 2 through 
160 meters. K2PHF/W6DGH is working on his doc
torate at UCLA. A new owner of a Swan 350 is WB6UHF. 
W6PUZ. V.H.F.-OO, is working Central and South 
America via 50 Me. Congratulations to WA6WKF <>u 
being reelected operations manager of the So. Cal. Six 
Net! K6BPC handled traffic tlirough SCN while at 
Paramount Festival Days operation and also provided 
communications for the parade via W6FNE. K6AVQ. 
WA6ARC, WA6KIK. WA6KVS, WA6WKF, K6QPH and 
WB6IMV. The Southwestern and Pacific Division joint 
ARRL Convention will be held Sept. 8. 9, 10 at the 
Ambassador Hotel m Los Angeles. Don’t miss it! 
Traffic: (Mav> K6EPT 1546, W6GYH 1109, WB6BB0 
866, WB6QXY 592. K6IOV 322. W6FD 208, K6CDW 
199. W6AQE 174, WA6KZI 154, W6MLF 126, K6BPC 
118, W60E0 95. WA6WKF 89, K6ASK 65. WB6SCK 46. 
W6BTV 45. WA6TYR 38, WB6KGK 34. K5ANS/6 29. 
WB6QMF 28. W6BHG 27. WB6KVA 26. W6HUJ 22, 
WA6WJT 21, W6USY 18. W6YRA 17. W6DQX 15. WA6- 
T'CR 14. W6TN 10, K6EA 9, K6QPH 9. W6PCP 8, 
W6TXJ 8, WB6GGL 6, K6UMV 5, W1KUX/6 4. WB6- 
AEL 4, W6DGH 2. (Mar.) WA6TYR 37.

ORANGE—SCM. Roy R. 'Maxson, W6DEY—The San 
Bernardino Microwave Society holds meetings the 1st 
Thurs, of each month at Corona City Hall 7:30 p.m. 
per K6HTJ, corr. secy. W6FB advises the Desert RATS 
held its Annual Picnic May 21 nt Whitewater Fish 
Hatchery. OT K6VF, of Sun City, also visited and 
viewed Fred’s antique wireless gear. K6IME, SCN mgr., 
asks traffic operators to please note the extra SCN 
sked at 0430 GMT. WA6TAG. EC, will be in Idyllwild 
for the summer and advises a new AREC member 
is WB6NXB, in Yucca. W6WRJ. SEC. notes that WB6- 
RVM is the new Asst. EC for the 75-Meter Net and 
WA6GQJ. Olancha, is EC fnr Inyo County. RM WA6- 
ROF’s new QTH is 6372 Cvmbal St., Yorba Linda 
92686. WB6UTC received a 35 w.p.m. sticker. WN6- 
WKN is active with a DX-35 and an 8*120.  WB6.RJX 
got. RCC. PAM WA6TDN is newly married and con
verting the XYL to ham radio. Club secretaries, please 
advise the place, time and dates of your meetings. 
We need 6- and 2-meter .ECs for AREC expansion. 
Traffic: (May) WB6JFO 175, WA6ROF 145,. WB6TYZ 
140, WB6ÜTC 55, K6IME 54. WB6AKR 50, WA6KVA 
14. W6WRJ 10. K6GMA 6, W6FB 5. (Apr.) WB6RJX 
129, WB6TYZ 36.

SAN DIEGO—SCM. Don Stansifer, W6LRU/WA6- 
VUI— The San Diego V.H.F, Club was active during 
the V.H.F. QSO Party from Tecafe Peak. W6EWU, 
Asst. SCM and longtime AREC/ARPSC worker, re
turned home in June from a European vacation. SEC 
W6SK reports a total of 138 AREC members in the 
section as of June 4. Sorry to »port the passing of 
W6ARN, of Ocotillo, an active AREC member. OVS 
WA6OSB was off the air recently because of a change 
of address. The Palomar Radio Club had 61 contacts 
on three bands during the Fiesta in Sun Marcos. The 
newest club in the area is the Chula Vista Amateur 
Radio Club. K6TW0 is Radio Officer for civil defense 
in Chula Vista. New intake for the W6 QSO Bureau 
is San Diego DX Club member W6RCD, who reports 
that over 40.000 cards were received during the month 
of May for California hams. WB60HZ and WB60IA 
vacationed in Alaska. Remember the convention in 
Los Angeles, Sept. 8-t0. Traffic: K6BPI 8230, W6VNQ 
539. W6E0T 502, W6BGF 296, WA6TAD 34, W6LRU 
24. WB6MPD 10, W6NWG/6 9.

SANTA BARBARA—SCM, Cecil D. Hinson, WAG- 
OKN—SEC: WB6NDP. The Satellite ARC did the 
type of preparation that all should do prior to Field
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We believe the 
new 2K-2 is 
the finest linear 
amplifier ever 
made for the 
amateur service

2K-2 FLOOR CONSOLE $675.00

The new 2K-2, Floor Console, 2KD-2 Desk Model and 2KR-2 RF Deck are destined for 
greatness. Following the pattern of excellence established by the world famous 2-K, the 
new 2K-2 reaches previously unattainable levels of achievement. Its exceptional sim
plicity of design, extraordinary concern for reliability, superb linearity with attendant 
signal sharpness, remarkable power output and modern design all combine to make 
the 2K-2 the finest linear available to the amateur today.
Wouldn’t you like to own the finest? Write today for full information. Note to commer
cial and military users: please ask about the new 4-K high power linear.
6% FINANCE CHARGE • 10% DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF 
PAID IN 90 DAYS • GOOD RECONDITIONED APPARATUS • Nearly all makes & models.

Our reconditioned equipment carries a 15 day trial, 90 day warranty and may be traded back 
within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment. Write for bulletin.
TED HENRY (W6UOU) BOB HENRY (W0ARA) WALT HENRY (W6NRV)

CALL DIRECT ... USE AREA CODE

Butler 1, Missouri, 64730
11240 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif., 90064
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif, 92801
6116 N. 27th Ave, Phoenix, Ariz, 85017

816 679-3127
213 477-6701
714 772-9200

602 AM 4-3895
East Coast Rep.: Howard Laughrey, 2 Elizabeth St., Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514, (914) CE 8-3683

"Worlds Largest Distributors of Short Wave Receivers''
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TUNAVERTER
POLICE-FIRE-AIRCRAFT-AMATEUR

—TUNABILITY—USABILITY—QUALITY—
TUNABLE, CALIBRATED 
solid state converters 
to change your auto 
and home radios into 
excellent, sensitive, se
lective, calibrated VHF 
receivers!

"Your little converters are 
would recommend them to

• 6-1 reduction tuning!
• HF—2 gang tuning!
• VHF—3 gang tuning!
• FREE 24" conn, coax!

• 2 WEEK MON

absolutely tremendous! I 
anyone."

Paul English, Canada 
• Plug into auto radio!
• American Made!
• 9 volt btry powered!
• Size 2Va x 3% x 41V' 

BACK GUARANTEE
Models for AM & FM
BAND MODEL 
Marine Marine 
SW & WWV SWL 
CB A 10 M 273 
6 meters 504 
2 meters 1450 
Police, I f 308 

fire, A H 375 
Marine J I 1564

Aircraft 1828

COVERS 
2.3-3.0 mc 
9.3-10 mc 
26.9-30 mc 
50-54 me 
144-150 mc 
30-38 mc 
37-50 mc 
150-164 mc 
118-128 mc

OUTPUT 
550 kc 
550 kc 

1500 kc 
1500 kc 
1500 kc 
1500 kc 
1500 kc 
1500 kc 
1500 kc

Radiation loop for use with home radios 
Fast AIR MAIL add $.85 ea.

PRICE 
$19.95 ppd 
$19.95 ppd 
$29.95 ppd 
$29.95 ppd 
$29.95 ppd 
$29.95 ppd 
$29.95 ppd 
$29.95 ppd 
$29.95 ppd 
$1.25 ppd

Order from: or see your dealer.

HERBERT SAICH & CO. mm«
Woodsboro Q8, Texas 78393 Tnmp/rinx fiadlo Products

Day. They had a Field Day Antenna Party one week 
ahead of time as a dress rehearsal. The Satellite ARC 
Net is on 2 meters Mon. and Fri. at 8 p.m. on 146.25 
Me. Coming events for the Satellite Club are: Aug. 13 
—Picnic and Transmitter hunt. Sept. 16—a steak din
ner. K6AAK has purchased a Hy-Gain Hy-Tower for 
installation at his summer retreat at Bass Lake. WB6- 
UHE is gathering parts to build a linear to go behind 
his SB-100 Heathkit. I must complain that for several 
months I have not received either activity reports or 
traffic reports. Surely someone somewhere is doing some
thing.

WEST GULF DIVISION
NORTHERN TEXAS—SCM, L. L. Harbin, W5BNG 

—Asst. SCM: E. C. Pool, W5NFO. SEC: VV5PYI. 
PAM: W5B00. KM: W5LR. Sometimes I wonder about 
the various clubs that take the time and trouble to get 
affiliated. Do yon do this just to get recognition or 
are you sincere in trying to promote amateur radio? 
In your letter of acknowledgement of becoming an 
affiliated club you were requested to inform your 
SCM of your activities. Then? seems to be n reluctance 
on the part of the secretary to drop a line to the 
SCM informing him of yuur activities. Some dubs do 
and others wonder why two or three dubs are always 
mentioned and others are not. Some groups that are 
not affiliated keep me informed of their activities more 
than the affiliated clubs; therefore, they get the pub
licity. All of you can understand that I can not be 
a member of all the clubs but 1 would appreciate 
getting a dub bulletin so that 1 may include your 
activities in this activities column. The Tarrant County 
Six-Meter Net elected the following new officers: WA5- 
NVC, net mgr.: WA500G. secy.: WA5OTR, NCO; K5- 
HAG. treas. Thanks to Mr, W. R. Christianson, the father 
<»f WA5KXX. for donating a Chevrolet Van for the uw 
of this net. The KC Club of Ft, Worth has started a 
Novice training class. K5HWX has departed for Zu
rich, Switzerland, to teach a few hours in the seminary 
mid will attend, the university while there. W5BFA is 
in the Army, stationed at Ft. Polk. La. W5PCZ is a 
new OO. Traffic: K4UBR/5 200. WA5AGH 35, WA5- 
RAN 35. W5PBN 20, W5J3M 7.

c
LINE

VHF
UHF

FOR THE BEST IN
VHF-UHF
• CONVERTERS
• PREAMPS
• EXCITERS
• LINEARS AMPS
• FILTERS
• VFO’s

E. T. CLEGG ASSOCIATES
Box 376, Morris Plains, N. J. 07950

(201) 267-7414

I0-IS-20M QUADS
*Pre-Cut * Pre-Tuned *Triband

2, 3 & 4 ELEMENT QUADS 
FIBERGLASS OR BAMBOO

from *59  .95

■■ . T:

.....Í'

• ROTATE WITH TV ROTOR
• HIGH F/B RATIO
• VERY LOW SWR
• LOW Q BROADLY TUNED
• HIGH GAIN
• EASY TO MATCH
• LOW WIND RESISTANCE
• ONE FEED LINE FOR 3 

BANDS. NO SWITCHING 
Ask about 6-meter quads 

406 Bon Air Dr.
Dept. A 

Temple Terrace 
Florida 33617 

Phone 988-4213

OKLAHOMA—SCM, Daniel B. Prater, K5CAY— 
Asst. SCM: Sam Whitley. W5WAX. SEC: K5ZCJ. RM: 
W5QMJ. PAM-75: W5PML. PAM 6 meters: K5VFR. 
PAM 2 meters: WA5LBI. We are happy to report that 
WA5OHX has accepted the EC postion for Kay 
County, The Oklahoma Central V.H.F. Club has ap
plied for a dub station license with WA5DOA as 
trustee. The permanent location will be Oklahoma City 
Civil Defense Center. W5HXL heads up the new theory 
and code classes which begun June 8 at Aeronautical 
Hamshack, K5UPK is busy assembling an SB-101. A 
new Novice in Vinita is WN5SBW. W5QMJ, RM for 
Oklahoma, is settled in his new location and is back 
on the air. W5QAY was in charge of Field Day oper
ations for the Central V.H.F. Club at Oklahoma City. 
The emergency plan tor amateurs in < »klahoma was 
mailed Before I left on vacation. If you did not re
ceive a copy and want one, please let me know. \V5- 
TKT is the new Radio Officer for Oklahoma County 
Civil Defense, K5TZH received his license and is oper
ating 40-meter c.w. with a homebrew transmitter. OLZ 
reports 23 sessions. QTC 97, QNI 56. SSZ reports 19 
sessions. QTC 88. QNI 51. Traffic: K5TF.Y 1753, W5- 
MFX 29. K5JGZ 28. W5PML 22, WA4KZA 10, K5MTC 
7, WA5MDN 4. WA50HX 4, K50CX 2.

SOUTHERN TEXAS—SCM. G. D. Jerrv Sears. W5- 
AIR—SEC: K5QQG. PAM: W5KLV. RM: W5EZY. 
W5KR was appointed RACES Radio Officer for the 
four-county Rio Grande Valley Area; also new’ Emer
gency Coordinator for Cameron County. Art is an old- 
timer with worlds of experience. Nice to have him 
aboard. WA5LNV is vacationing in California. OO 
W5NGW has been helping with the QSL Bureau for 
Southern Texas, He says he hates to see all the 
“•luscious” cards go into the Dead File for a year and 
then be destroyed for lack of a self-addressed stamped 
«•nvdnpe. Come on. .you guys, if you work any DX at 
all get your SASE to the QSL Bureau immediately. 
WA5QKE has been off the air with rig trouble. Rest 
of luck in getting squared away. EC W5DAA spent a 
good part of May in the hospital. He is getting along 
fine now. EC WA5NHL says the Huntsville ARC 
operated its Field Day July 4. .Ill scores should have 
been tabulated bv the time vou read this. Best of 
hick to JL K2EIU/5 finished his SB-101, a 3-bnnd 
quad at 60 feed and doing all the good, TEX Traffic 
Net participation is holding up well. Come on in, 
fellows, get vour kev wet and join TEX at 0100 and 
03O0Z daily on 3770 kc. Traffic; (May> WA5LNV 73. 
K2EIU/5. 45. W5AC 44. W5BGE 42, W5EZY 42. W5-
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ticated gear. Slow motion 
4.5:1 drive shaft con- 

anodized aluminum knob.

2 SPEED 
DRIVE UNIT

Shown 
approximately 
actual 
size.

$1.50 ea.

Model 4489

PRECISION 
BALL DRIVE 

DIAL

36:1 under control of one knob.
Model 4103/A......................

PRECISION 
PLANETARY-VERNIER ~ 

for exceptionally 
fine tuning

trolled from 1" dia. 
Direct drive operated

10 for $13.50

Superb craftsmanship by Jackson 
Bros, of Eng'and. Ball bearing 
drive. 1/4" dia. Shaft l^fe" long; 
6:i ratio. Vy FB for fine tuning. 
Easily adaptable to any shaft 
Comparable value $5.95 Model 
4511 DAF.

Improved model with improved clutch mech
anism for even longer life. New black escutch
eon is plastic coated to insure great dura
bility. Co-axial spindle provides 6:1 and

For professional, sophis-

satin
by W dia. dial. Mounts on

.$7.50

S-120

.$7.50

NEW 6/36 
DRIVE

Another superb product of Jackson Bros, of 
England. 4" dia. dial with 6:1 ball drive 
ratio. Fits standard W' shaft. For that 
velvet touch . . .

4 BAND COMMUNICATIONS- 
TYPE SHORT WAVE/AM 
RECEIVER. WE HAVE NEVER 
BEFORE OFFERED THE S-120 
AT THIS NEW LOW...

outside of any thickness panel.
Model 4832/2K ..................

$4.95

ATTENTION: HAMS 
Help us celebrate 

the opening of our 
NEW N.Y.C. STORE

SPECIAL PRICE OF 

S4995
Add $1.50 for shipping 

and handling

FEATURES:
★ Three short wave bands —continuous coverage 

from 1640 Kc through 30 Me.
-Ar One Extended-range standard broadcast band.
★ Triple antenna system-Ferrite loop for AM;

15-ft. wire plus telescope whip for short wave. -
★ Electrical bandspread for razor-sharp 

tuning;,large illuminated “slide rule’’dial.

Hurricane SR 2000 Transceiver $995 
P-2000 AC Power Supply $395

Now a 5-band amateur transceiver from Halli
crafters with professional electronic engineer
ing. Full coverage provided for 80, 40, 20, 15 
and 10 meters.

COME VISIT ARROW’S NEW 
NEW YORK CITY STORE AT 

97 CHAMBERS STREET

ARROW^electronics INC 516 — MYrtle’Z SIZ* 18*1

97 Chambers St, N. Y., N. Y. • 525 Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N. Y. 
212 — Digby 9-4411 516 — Pioneer 2-2290

1 18 Isaac St., Norwalk, Conn. • 225 Rte. 46, Totowa, N. J.
203 — 838-4877 201 — 256-8555
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BROAD BAND 
3-30 MC 

BALUNS
1:1 OR 4:1 RATIO

NOW BALUNS MADE THE WAY THEY SHOULD BE
MADE. ONE FOR DIPOLES-ONE FOR BEAMS, AND
AT THE RIGHT PRICE. FOR

FOR 
DIPOLES 

MOD. 5075-D

[wog]
cá »

Weather and 
Moisture proof. 

Handles Maximum 
legal power.

Equipped with 
Coax

Strain Relief. 
Solder 

or Solderless.
Specify Ratio 

ONLY $7-95 
Flu« Postaga

BEAMS 
MOD. 5075-B

6151 DAYTON-LI BERTY ROAD DAYTON. OHIO 45418 
PHONE: AREA CODE 513 — S35-5028

“The Quad People”

SURPLUS NEEDED
Guaranteed highest prices. Shipping paid. We'll buy, 
trade or give you new equipment of your choice. Send 
list or telephone for immediate quote. Payment in 24hrs.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.
SPACE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

4178 PARK AVE., BX., N. Y. 10457 . (212) CY 9-0300

I EXCELLENT SELECTION—AT EXTREMELY I LOW PRICES —48 HOUR DELIVERY
Thousands of frequencies in stock. Types in
clude HC6/U, HC18/U, FT-241, FT-243, 
FT-171, etc.

SEND 100 for catalog with oscillator cir
cuits. Refunded on first order.

2400C Crystal Drive, Ft. Myers, Ha. 33901

BROAD BAND BALUN tin net ppd.
• Flat in the amateur bands In U.S.A,
from 3 to 30 Mcs. • Full legal power • Fully 
weather sealed • Matches coax to antenna or 
balanced line. • Improves efficiency and radia
tion pattern.
Two models, 1 to 1 or 4 to 1 impedance ratio 

Size VA" OD x 4" long. Wt. 4 oz.

FUGLE LABS 1835 Watchung Ave., Plainfield, NJ. 07062

ABQ 38, WA5MBC 32, K5MHF 24, WA5QKE 20, W5-
TFW 12. (Apr.) K5HZR 183.

CANADIAN DIVISION
ALBERTA—SCM, Harry Harrold. VE6TG—SEC: 

VE6FK. PAM: VE6ADS. ECs: VE6SA, VE6SS, VE6- 
XC, VE6PL. VE6AFQ. ORSs: VE6BR, VE6ATH. 
VE6ATG. OPSs: VE6HM. VE6SS, VE6ADS. OOs: 
VE6HM, VE6TY, VE6AKV. OBSs: VE6HM, VE6AIF. 
VE6TG is in the hospital at the present time. VE6FS 
is keeping us posted on his condition and I am pleased 
to report that Harry seems to be progressing quite 
welt This month’s column was written by VE6FK. 
VE6AFQ and the Southern Alberta AREC did a very 
commendable job during the severe May snowstorms in 
Southern Alberta^ As you all know our two phone 
traffic nets have now been amalgamated as the Alberta 
Public Service Net. The APSN meets daily at 0130 
GMT (1830 MST) on 3770 kc. Many of the larger cen
ters still are not represented on the net. It only takes 
about a half-hour of your time and isn’t a difficult 
operation, so how about letting us hear from Vegre- 
ville. Camrose, Grand Prairie, Ponoka, etc, VE6AKA 
has built up a matching device for a mobile whip. It’s 
nice to hear VE6NW back on the air after a pretty 
long absence. The Galaxv makes a pretty nice come
back rig. Traffio: VE6ATH 183. VE6HM 62. VE6FK 
23. VE6XC 21. VE6AOO 13, VE6ADK 5, VE6FS 4, 
VE6SS 2, VE6WN 2.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—SCM, H. E. Savage, VE7- 
FB—I would like to thank the amateurs of B.C. for 
their confidence in me by returning me as SCM for a 
third term of .office. VE7JI now is on with s.s.b. and a 
20-meter beam. VE7BQF still is improving on the 
“Slot” for 2-meters, plus beams for other bands. VE7- 
BQH has been working DX on 2, with the help of 
meteor showers. VE7BLO won certificate No. 17 for 
working one hundred Canadian stations for Centennial 
Year—at least one in each province. Nanaimo ARCs 
new officers are VE7GR, pres.; VE7BDR, secy. The 
coming year looks real good. VE7A0X posted Hong 
Kong for several years. During the rush hour on a 
bridge full of traffic VE7MQ ran out of gasoline and 
was lucky for VE7AOF, who was in the rear and on 
2 meters, fell in behind and pushed. VE7QT was re
elected pres, of the Victoria SWC. VE7BQA passed the 
Advance Class test. The Kootenays were well repre
sented at the C.D. Conference. Both ECs attended. 
VE7OF now is on 2. VE7AIY and VE7AKB both 
have s.s.b. KW2000As. VE7UJ and VE7BCM are con
structing an s.s.b. transmitter of their design. VE7- 
DH has gremlins in both rigs, too busy “rockhound- 
ing.” VE7DBN is busy with junior baseball and as a 
volunteer fireman. VE7RV, skin diving? Traffic: (May) 
VE7BHH 162, VE7BQA 58, VE7BLO 32, VE7BLS 9. 
(Apr.) VE7BLS 17.

B.C. CENTENNIAL QSO PARTY
September 1-30, 1967

In honor of the Canadian Centennial celebra
tion, the British Columbia Amateur Radio Assn., 
Inc. is sponsoring a QSO Party, Sept. 1-30, in 
1967, inclusive, with rules as follows.

I) One point per QSO with each station. Each 
station may be worked three times on 1 band; i.e., 
c.w. RTTY and phone. For this contest, f.m., 
a.m. and s.s.b. count as phone. 2) B.C. stations 
score by QSO points times ARRL sections times 
DX countries. Out of B.C. stations score by QSO 
points (no multiplier). 3) Certificates go to the 
top scoring station in each ARRL section and 
DX country. The top station out of B.C. wins the 
Dogwood Trophy. 4) Send logs to Les West, 
VE7AKB, 960 Keith Road, West Vancouver, 
B.C., Canada.

MANITOBA—SCM, John Thomas Stacey, VE4JT— 
SEC: VE4JC. PAM: VE4EX. RM: VE4EI. We wel
come two new hams to the Brandon area, VE4OZ and 
VE4YC, both products of the Brandon ARC code 
and theory class. VE4LG has his FET receiver work
ing FB. VE4SC is finding 6 meters lewarding. VE4RE 
has completed a 20-watt transceiver for 6 meters. VE4- 
EI is operating portable from Flin Flon. VE4WT broke 
an arm cranking up a tractor on the farm. The Phono 
Net reports an active roster of 31 stations with an 
additional 13 reporting in on a casual basis. Our RM 
again reminds us that MTN will move to 3615 kc. 
Oct. 1. With NTS shifting to Daylight Saving Time 
MTN will operate at 01.00Z Oct. to May and 0001Z 
May to Oct. The Phone Net will continue at 1900 local
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WRL gives you a FREE 2-week trial
ON THE
Great NEW GALAXY V MARK 2

5 BAND TRANSCEIVER^-^

• New 400 Watt Power

• New Precise Vernier 
Logging Scale

• New Solid State VFO
• New CW Sidetone Audio
• New CW Break-In Option
• New CW Filter Option

6 WAYS BETTER-
r,,s 542Q00

jp G NEW Features

Satisfaction Guaranteed! (Serving Amateurs over 31 years!)
■ We have the great new Galaxy V 

Mark 2 in stock, and we’re so confident 
you’ll like it that we’re going to make it 
easy for you to step up to this powerful 
80 through 10 meter transceiver on a 
“no risk” two-week FREE trial! Just 

mail the coupon in for details. Remem
ber, we give the highest trade-in on 
your present equipment...offer an easy 
monthly payment plan (no finance 
company— you deal directly with us).

Send in the coupon today, just 
check off your interests and mail.

■■■■■■■■a ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Dept. QST-2OS

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES
3415 West Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa Zip 51501

Please send me the following: (F.O.B. Council Bluff's, Iowa)
□ Information on 2-week trial
□ Galaxy V Mark 2 Brochure □ A.C. SUPPLY-$79.95
□ GALAXY V Mark 2-$420.00 □ Quote me a trade
□ Fixed Station Package — $597.55
□ Mobile Package-$606.50 O FREE WRL 1967 Catalog
□ Enclosed is my Money Order □ Check □ Charge it

Name Call_____________ __

Address___ ___________________________ _ _____________ __
City—_______________________ State___________Zip__._____„
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YOUR BEAM IS RIGHT IN THE

DXtra Strength Signal Zone
WHEN IT’S AT THE TOP OF AN

E-Z WAY TOWER
The E-Z Way is the Safe, Sure Way to 
place your beam at high signa!strength 
levels K

CHECK THESE FAMOUS E-Z WAY FEATURES
■ CRANKS UP & DOWN

Quick and E-Z height adjustment.
■ TILTS OVER

E-Z access to beam and rotor-no climbing.
« FREESTANDING

No guys, even fully extended in 60 MPH 
winds.

■ DETACHABLE ROTOR HEAD
Mounts rotor inside tower with roller 
thrust bearings.

■ SAFETY RESTS
Relieves strain on cable and winch.

FACTORY ASSEMBLY
E-Z installation —protection against parts 
loss and damage.

. AND NOW. . .
< HEAVY DUTY GEARED WINCHES 

E-Zier raising, lowering and tilt-over. 
Safe, reliable operation.

e from 12 Tower Models and 3 Mounting Kits— 
For full details send for Catalog H-65-J.

P. O. BOX 17196 TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

ALL-BAND ANTENNA CONNECTOR

BUDW1G MFG. CO., 
ENJOY EASY,

HYE-QUE I molded connector has 
eyelets for securing antenna elements, 
heavy copper leads, coax PL259 con
nector for feedline, and tie-point for 
antenna support. Drip-cap protects 
connector. Reinforced. At your deal
er's. or $2.95 postpd. Companion in
sulators. 2 for 99^ ppd. Instructions 
included.
P.O. Box 97A, Ramona, Calif. 92065
restfulkeying

With VibropleX
Sending becomes fun instead of 
work with the SEMI-AUTO
MATIC Vibroplex. It actually 

does all the arm-tiring nerve 
wrecking work for you. Ad
justable to any desired 
speed. Standard models have 
polished Chromium top parts 
and gray base. DeLuxe mod
els also include Chromium 
Base and red finger and 

thumb nieces. Five models to choose from, priced at $19.95 
tn the 24K Gold Plated Base “Presentation**  at $39.95.

VIBRO-KEYER
Works perfectly with any 
Electronic Transmitting Unit.
Weighs 2’4 lbs., with a base 
3H"by4^".HasVibroplex’s 
finely polished parts, red 
knob and finger, and thumb
Eieces.Standard model $18.95; De- 
uxe model includes Chromium

Plated Base at only $24.95.
Order today at your dealers or direct

THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC.
833 Broadway New York, N. Y. 10003 

FREE 
Folder

time the year round. All stations are urged to support 
one of the traffic nets. Contact the RM or PAM for 
net details. Applications for appointment as OPS. OO 
and V.H.F. PAM would be welcome by your SCM. 
Net reports: Phone—.sessions 31, QNI 354, QTC 11. 
C.W-sessions 31, QNI 126, QTC 117. Traffic: VE4LG 
98. VE4RW 90, VE4NE 81. VE4JT 54, VE4SC 12, 
VE4XN 8, VE4EI/4 6, VE4JK 3, VE4FO 2, VE4EX 1, 
VE4MK 1.

MARITIME—SCM. J. Harley Grimmer, VE1MX— 
Asst. SCM: R. P. Thome. VO1EL SEC: VE1HJ. VE1- 
FQ, VE1ZP und VE1RT are in the hospital and we 
wish them all a speedy recovery. Congratulations to 
VE1PL, who won the Bermuda Contest this year. 
The VEls seem tn have a monopoly on this contest. 
VE1TL recently received his Advanced amateur ticket. 
VE1AFB aud VE1OI are active on 2 meters in the 
Halifax area. VE1AFB recently caught an excellent 2- 
meter opening, working many stations in the W1 and 
W2 area and hearing a W4 in North Carolina. Con
gratulations to V01AW on earning his USA-CA award 
for working 500 U.S. counties. VE1AMR has been 
chasing rare DX on 40 c.w. lately. VE1AI recently 
acquired a TA33 Jr. rotator and 40-ft. tower. Con
vention time is drawing closer and from all indications 
the Moncton Chib has a top-notch program lined up 
for all members of the family. It is becoming quite 
difficult to get sufficient items of interest to fill this 
column. I am sure that many of you are undertaking 
interesting projects, so how about dropping me a 
short note so that 1 can include them in this report? 
Traffic: VE1RT 17, VE1ABS 10, VE1AMR 10, VE1OM 
5, VE1MX4.

ONTARIO—SCM, Richard W. Roberts. VE3NG— 
The gang in Galt will be host to HI7XTM from 
Santa Domingo during the month of June. Sam is a 
native VE3, from Galt, of course. Operators from 
Hamilton and Toronto districts AREC were alerted to 
proceed to the village of Kilbride near Hamilton to 
search for a missing school girl, age 10. thought to 
have been abducted. The Scarborough Club has a centen
nial cover for its paper. The Quinte ARC did valuable 
work in assisting the Picton Flying Club Air Rally. 
Observers were at Belleville. Napanee and Consecon. 
Mobiles were used to communicate with the main base 
at Picton Airport. The Ottawa area now has its 2- 
meter repeater station operating. The call is VE3CRA. 
frequency 146.940 Me. Location is Gatineau Park, north 
of Ottawa. Two-meter buffs note when you visit the 
Ontario Division ARRL Convention in Ottawa in Oc
tober. With a heavy heart, I regret to inform vou of 
three Silent Keys. VE3DSG, VE3EOS and VE3CJL. 
To all of their families and loved ones, our sincere 
condolences. The Canadian National Institute for the 
Blind wishes to know the names and calls of all 
sightless hams in Canada. Forward the above info 
to Dave Lloyd, VE3AW, 16 Hawthorne Ave., Toronto. 
The following gals were elected for 1967-68 to the 
offices of the Ontario Trillums: VE3DGG, pres.; VE1- 
AKO, vice-pres,; VE3BBO, secy. This is Canada's 
first all-gal radio club. The gals have an interesting 
bulletin paper named T.O.T. Tapirs. The editor is 
VE3CLY. 44 Innisdale Dr.. Scarborough. Traffic: VE3- 
ATI 77. VE3DBG 58. VE3NG 55, VE3DVE 53, VE3- 
BZR 52. VE3EAM 46. VE3BUR 31. VE3GI 28, VE3- 
’DU 24, VE3AWE 21. VE3ETM 9. VE3VD 4.

OUEBEC—SCM, J. W. They, VE2O.T—SEC: VE2- 
ALE. RM: VE2DR. PAMs: VE2BWL. VE2AGQ. Our 
thanks to those responsible for the operation of VE2 
XPO at Expo 67. This station is open to all licensed 
amateurs visiting the World Fair areu. VE2PX has had 
much to do with this station. The Boy Scouts at 
Grand Mere now have the call VE2CPS. During May 
and June operations on 80 meters were very poor und 
many schedules had to be changed tn $uit. A wdl- 
attende'd meeting of appointees was held in Quebec- 
City in late May. Here we discussed AREC, net and 
related problems. Those attending were VE2AP, VE2- 
WM. VE2BAI. VE2DBF. VE2BWL. VE2BYS. VE2- 
AGQ, VE2ALE, VE2BU, VE2BUB and VE2OJ. VE2- 
RM, atop Mount Rigaud is now in full operation. Par 
VE2ALE: Nous remercions VE2BWL arrangment as
sembly 27 May 67 a Ste. Foy aussi tradiction pratique 
operation ARRL en langue Français, V2BAI fait 
grand ouverage AREC a Chicoutimi. Tous les amateurs 
langue Français doit rapports les activities chaque mois 
a VE2OJ ou VE2ALE. Une autre grand mercie a 
ROLLA’ de pops (VE2PX) pour son grand travaille 
Expo 67 station VE2XPO et son equipage. VE2ATE 
fait rolav de hi Maurice 2 meter au reaseau section 
west du Quebec v.h.f. chaque hindi et. vendredi soir. 
Traffic VE2DR 75, VE2AJD 44. ArE2OJ 33, VE2AGQ 
30. VE2BVY 23. VE2EC 19. VE2BGJ 15, VE2ALE 13.
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RADIO fl SHACK

SOLID STATE

World's First ££ 117V/12V All-Transistor 
Communications Receiver Is Available Now 
In 150 Radio Shack Stores Coast to Coast!

THE " DX-150
• Over 30 semiconductors — no tubes, no 

nuvistors — the DX-150 is 100% solid state!

• SSB/CW I AM reception, covering 535KC 

through 30MC in 4 slide-rule bands!

• Product detector for SSB/CW, plus fast 
and slow AVC; variable-pitch BFO!

New, big, exciting, professional—the 
Realistic DX-150 obsoletes tube receivers 
and warm up, banishes forever your depend
ence on house current to stay in opera
tion. For example: the DX-150 will run 100 
hours on 8 D-cells if current fails, or isn’t 
available, or on field day. Additionally, it

will operate from a car’s cigarette lighter or any other mobile 
or base 12VDC source! Of course a 117VAC power supply is 
built in. DX-150 is a husky brute: 14Va x 9V4 x 6V2", with a 
massive silver extruded front panel, solid metal knobs, grey 
metal cabinet, 14 pounds of quality.

ONLY

11995
• Illuminated electrical bandspread fully 

calibrated for the Amateur and CB bands!

• Cascade RF sfage; ANL for RF and AF; zener- 
sfabilized; OTL audio; illuminated "S" meter!

• Built-in monitor speaker plus front-panel 
¡ack for external (optional) matching speaker!

I THERE’S A STORE NEAR YOU!

A NEW STANDARD OF RECEIVER VALUE!
Priced Radio Shack's way (factory-to-you) the DX-150 saves you 
about $100 off traditional pricing methods. Yet it offers 11 front 
controls; dual power supply; 12W slide-rule dial in 5 colors; 
continuous coverage from 535KC through 30MC, including 160 
through 10 meters; separate detector circuits for AM (diode) 
and SSB/CW (4-diode bridge); sensitivity good to 0.5/tv at 30MC. 
Nobody but nobody but 44-year-old Radio Shack could have 
created this unique product for $119.95. You better believe it!

REALISTIC DX-150 CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
ARIZONA — Phoenix 
ARKANSAS — Little Rock 
CALIFORNIA —Anaheim,

Bakersfield, Covina, Downey, 
Garden Grove, Inglewood, 
La Habra, Long Beach, 
Los Angeles, Mission Hills, 
Mountain View, Oakland, 
Pasadena, Pomona, Reseda, 
Sacramento, San Bruno, 
San Diego. San Francisco, 
Santa Ana, Santa Monica, 
Torrance, West Covina

COLORADO — Denver 
CONNECTICUT— Hamden.

Manchester, New Haven, 
New London, Orange, 
Stamford, West Hartford 

FLORIDA — Jacksonville, 
Orlando

GEORGIA — Atlanta 
ILLINOIS — Chicago 
KANSAS — Wichita 
LOUISIANA— New Orleans 
MAINE— Portland 
MARYLAND —Langley Park 
MASSACHUSETTS — Boston, 

Braintree, Brockton, Brookline, 
Cambridge. Framingham, 
Lowell, Medford. Natick, 
Quincy, Saugus, Springfield. 
Waltham, West Springfield, 
Worcester

MICHIGAN — Detroit
MINNESOTA — Minneapolis, 

St. Paul
MISSOURI — Kansas City.

St. Joseph, St. Louis
NEBRASKA — Omaha
NEW HAMPSHIRE —

Manchester
NEW JERSEY— Pennsauken
NEW MEXICO — Albuquerque
NEW YORK —Albany.

Binghamton. Buffalo, New 
York, Schenectady. Syracuse

OHIO — Cincinnati, Cleveland
OKLAHOMA —Oklahoma City.

Tulsa
OREGON —Portland
PENNSYLVANIA —

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
RHODE ISLAND— Providence.

bast Providence
TENNESSEE —Memphis.

Nashville
TEXAS — Abilene. Arlington, 

Austin, Brownsville, Corpus 
Christi. Dallas, Fort Worth, 
Houston, Lubbock, Midland, 
San Antonio, Sherman, Waco

UTAH — Salt Lake City
VIRGINIA — Arlington, Virginia 

Beach
WASHINGTON —Seattle

■St ft t — 7 "n■linjii
IlfllUl .Ö00 oVon
■niin| ___ _____-X

Exact-match external Voice - Frequency 
speaker cuts out built-in monitor, includes 
lead and plug. 20-1500: $7.95 (4 lbs.)

12VDC portable pack with all cables, plugs, 
8-long-life batteries; includes plug-to-plug 
and plug-to-lighter cord sets. 20-1501: Only 
$7.95 (wt. 4 lbs. w/batteries)

ORDER BY MAIL! IN PERSON! FREE FOLDER!
I RADIO I East: 730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215
I SHACK j West: 1515 So. University Dr., Ft. Worth, Tex. 76107

(Please rush me the item I’ve checked below. Dept. SZ
I enclose $___________, plus 50<*  for postage and handling:

I □ FREE 1968 Catalog □ Matching Speaker, 20-1500, $7.95*

I □ FREE DX-150 Folder □ 12 VDC Power Set, 20-1501, $7.95*

1 □ Receiver, 20-150, $119.95*  * Plus Shipping Cost:
I IMPORTED (4 /bS i 4 /bs„ 4 ibs.
I N a m e (print)____________________________________ _______________________

I Street__ _______________________________________________ .__________________

I City--------------------- _----------------- ......State_______________ Zip
A «M MB BOE*  MOB EBB BBB IM MB BB.BB ■■ M ■■ MB BM wr
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Now...2000Wattspxp
Full Power/Minimum Size 

FOR APARTMENTS • SUBURBAN HOMES 
Marine and Portable Operation 

Packaged for APQ and FPO Shipping

Bands 6-10-15-20 Meters
Power Rating 2000 Watts P.E.P.
El Length 11'

f Turn. Radius T

•v- Total Weight 11 lbs.
Single Feed Line 52 ohm

1 SWR at Resonance 1.5 to 1.0 max.

6-10-15-20
METERS

The time proven g 
B-24 4-Band an- w 
tenna combines O 
maximum effi- p 
ciency and com- B 
pact design to B' 
provide an excel- gs 
lent antenna ss 
where space is a 
factor. New end Si 
loading for max- B 
imum radiation 
efficiency. No is 
center loading.

Model B-24
Net $59.95

MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA 
for 6-10-15-20 METERS

Needs no ground plane radials. Full elecrical 
’A wave on each band. Excellent quality 
construction. Mount with inexpensive 
TV hardware. Patented.
Power Rating 2000 Watts pJe.P?
Total Weight______ 5 lbs. _____
Height 11*
Single Feed Line 52 ohm
SWR at Resonance 1.5 to 1.0 max.

Model C4 Net $34.95
Send for Free Brochure 

if there is no stocking distributor near you 
order direct from factory. We pay 

shipping to your Qth if in Continental U. S. A.

1001 W. 18th Street • Erie, Pennsylvania 16502
• LEADERS IN COMPACT ANTENNAS .

LEARN CODE
Code Sound Language!

“The specialized language of sound” brings you a complete study 
of the International Morse Code. Satisfied users say—"Complete 
in every detail"—"Easy to learn!”—“CSL is the best!”--Increase 
YOUR receiving speed, master the code now!
CSL NR 1 i NR 2 (1 tape) for the prospective Novice, Technician, 
General or Amateur Extra First. 3 to 25 wpm. j
CSL NR 3 & NR 4 (1 tape) for the advanced operator with a sin
cere desire to copy code sounds at rapid speeds. How to copy 
behind, etc. 25 to 55 wpm. Both tapes, plenty of copy—plain and 
scrambled, numerals and punctuation.

Magnetic tape, 7" reel, dual track, 2 hours. Immediate delivery. 
Send check or money order. (Specify which tape.) $6.95 each.

Both tapes on one order, only $13.50.
SOUND HISTORY RECORDING Dox 16015, Washington, D. C. 20023

"It Seems to Us ...”
(Continwed from page .9) 

where you can lay hands on it quickly in an 
emergency. We will be allowed to transmit 
soon and then you will need it.”

The object was duly received at Ilq. The 
Editor, fully mindful of the historic significance 
of the occasion, took the instrument to one of 
the first Board meetings in New York, May 3, 
1919, subsequently duly reporting in QST that 
“each face noticeably blanched when the aw
ful Woulf Hong was . . . laid on the table. ” 
By an action still a part of the League’s offi
cial records, that Board voted that the Wouff 
Hong be framed and hung in the office of the 
Secretary of the League. There it remains to 
this day.

We know the significance of the Wouff 
Hong. We don’t know the significance of its 
weird shape. Not even the beloved T.O.M. 
(revealed, after his death, as none other than 
our first president, Hiram Percy Maxim) ever 
explained that. Nor was the precise manner of 
its use ever prescribed, although it perhaps 
may be guessed with a little imagination. But 
as the years passed, it continued to grow in the 
affections of amateurs the country over, old- 
timer and youngster alike. It became the 
inspiration of the Royal Order of the Wouff 
Hong, the amateur secret society of ARRL 
convention. Today, it is thoroughly entrenched 
in the lore of amateur radio as its most sacred 
symbol.

The Wouff Hong! — see it when you next 
visit ARRL Hq. IqgfA

Mobile At 160
(Continued from page 59)

stalled. This differed from its predecessor only 
in that it had a lower compression ratio and 
fed power through a faster rear axle ratio, which 
allowed fewer engine r.p.m. for a given car speed. 
The rear end of the rig was modified also, with a 
foot of safety wire to ensure that the power plug 
stayed put.

A 24-hour race seen at one sitting can be a 
tiring thing, and a recapitulation of it more so. 
Suffice it to say, most of the excitement was en
gendered by the Ferrari prototypes seeking ven
geance on American soil for the resounding de
feat handed them the previous year on their 
home grounds at LeMans by Ford. Our Touring 
Oar class could not hope to compete for an overall 
win, and even to finish such a race may be a 
major accomplishment. The radio, however, 
played its expected role in this race, wliich 

(Continuul on page 155)
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LAFAYETTÈrad,° electron|cs
Value Leader in Amateur Gear Since 1923

LAFAYETTE 400 SERIES 6 AND 10 METER AMATEUR TRANSCEIVERS

99-2575WX—Model HA-410 for 28-29.7 MC

99-2579WX—Model HA-460 for 50-52 MC

• Nuvistor RF Amplifier
• Dual Conversion
• Built-in 117 VAC and

12 VDC Power Supplies

LAFAYETTE MOBILE LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 
FOR 15 THROUGH 2 METERS
• Built-in 12 VDC Toroid Power Supply
• Built-in RF Switching
• Built-in Metering Circuit for Exciter 

Or Linear RF Power Output

Made In U.S.A.
40-0106WX HA-250 For 15-6 Meters......$79.95

40-0108WX HA-260 For 2 Meters.......... $139.95

6

As 
Low 
As

7995

LAFAYETTE PORTABLE AND MOBILE 
AND 2 METER 2.5 WATT TRANSCEIVERS 

• Efficient Solid-State Circuitry.
• Crystal Controlled Transmit Positions.
• Tuneable Superheterodyne Receiver.
• Uses Standard 8 MC Crystals.
• Complete With Leather Carrying Case 

And Batteries.
99-2570WX HA-650 $89.95

99-2581WX HA-144 $189.95

fnippi Just Off Press!
I-KIÍX. 1968 CÄTÄL0G 680

OVER 500 PAGES
Write: P.O. Box 10, Syosset, L. 1., N.Y. 11791
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., Dept. VH-7
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c/4t tractive black and gold ARRL em

blem decals are available to League mem

bers from Headquarters. They measure 

approximately 4 by 2 inches, will adhere 

to almost any surface, metal, glass, wood, 

plastic, and come complete with direc

tions for applying. Use them to dress up 

your car, station equipment and shack. 

They’re supplied at 10 cents each — no 

stamps, please — to cover costs.

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
M Newington, Connecticut 06111
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JDEALAC SKYBEAMSDE/MV13 144-432 Me
432 Mc-14 element

• MULTIPLE REFLECTORS
• DIRECT 52 OHM IMPEDANCE
• VERY HIGH GAIN
• PARABOLIC QUALITIES
• ALL HARDWARE FURNISHED

24 element models available. Vertical elements act as center 
of a "ilish" increasing gain and concentrating forward 
power.
NEW ITEMS
10 Element 52 ohm Yagi 144 MC .............. $18.95
4(5 Element 52 ohm WS Yagi 50 MC ............  33.50

Write for information on our “full line.”

AIN Dept QS PHONE 312-568-1973
WAKI IX INC. 27 E. 112th PI., Chicago. III. 60628

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
For licensed amateurs, with technical qualifications 
for mail order amateur-CB salesand service. Previous 
experience desirable. Interested applicants should 
possess capability to handle sales correspondence. 
Salary commensurate with ability.

Call or write Mr. Wickman.

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES 
3415 West Broadway Council Bluffs, Iowa

Phone 328-1851 - Area Code 712

(Continued from page 133)

like most of its type, is won or lost in the pits.
After the race was underway, Walt began to 

read back periodically the vital statistics of the 
ear: oil pressure, oil temperature, water tempera
ture, fuel pressure, and maximum engine r.p.m., 
which were recorded in the pit. A crude telemetry 
system to be sure, but it would show any trends 
toward deterioration, which, if caught in time, 
might be corrected before failure occurred.

Reception in the pit was improved over the 
day before. A pair of large-cushioned headphones 
shut out the terrific din of the Ford, Ferrari, and 
Porsche prototypes, but there was another prob
lem. During yesterday’s sedan race, the squelch 
had never even sputtered until Walt spoke; today 
was different. From the moment the first Ferrari 
engine was cranked until the pack was halfway 
around the course, the squelch never closed, 
and the racket created by half a dozen 12-cylinder 
engines turning 9000 r.p.m. must be heard to be 
believed! Discrete ignition pulses cannot be 
recognized; the din sounds more like white 
thermal noise.

Walt’s relief driver during the 24 hours was 
Tom Yeager, owner of the car. Prior to his first 
stint at the wheel, Tom received a full rundown 
on car and course conditions via radio from 
Walt, and radio silence was maintained during 
his turns at the wheel. Base-station operation 
was shared with Don Wiggins, W4EHU, who 
also took the photographs of our endeavors.

The radio was particularly indispensable when, 
just after daybreak, Walt lost a rear wheel in 
the road course while charging hard to recoup 
time lost in the pit. ¿After alerting the crew to 
his problem, Walt walked back to the pit for 
the necessary tools and parts, and returned to 
the car to effect repairs. Under the international 
rules of racing, only the driver may repair a 
disabled car outside the pits. The mechanics 
may tag along and advise, but any assistance, 
even from a spectator, means automatic dis
qualification. The rules offer no objection, how
ever, to the driver’s requesting that the needed 
items be made ready prior to his return to the pit.

The thirty minutes lost in replacing the rear 
axle shaft were irrevocably gone. It remained 
only to finish and hold onto our position, and 
that we did. Of the 30 finishers out of 60 starters, 
we finished 16th overall and 4t.h in our sedan 
class. Although many factors would have con
tributed to a higher finishing position, it is clear 
that what degree of success we enjoyed was 
due in large measure to our communications 
advantage. Any future undertaking of this sort 
will certainly include dual earphones of greater 
power capability for the driver, and probably 
a chest mike and foot switch. The base station 
will have a noise-compensated squelch, particu
larly if we expect any Ferraris around.

And speaking of the Ferraris, it is no w a matter 
of record that they obtained the revenge they 
sought. Perhaps next year we will be there to 

j witness the new confrontation, if not to par- 
। ticipate in it. [hS"E3
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3 Bulging warehouses

211 ALBION ST., WAKEFIELD, MASS.

MOVIN'

Sale
6-MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Poly Paks, the only company of its kind in the world 
due to its tremendous purchasing power, quality and 
factory testing procedures. GUARANTEES all items 
AS ADVERTISED for 6 months or vour money back. 
A ‘FIRST’ ANYWHERE
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US' $1SEMI-KON-DUCTORS
J 5 2N706 500MW. 300MC NPN PLANAR, TO-ls 
'I 2—85 WATT 2N424 PLANAR, >ili<*on.  TO-63 npn $1

I DUAL TRANSISTORS IJ PNP (2N2807) | | NPN 2N2U00 
i 3—40W NPN SILICON MESA 2X1618. transistor $1 

J 4 2N170 TRANSISTORS, by GE. npn for Rrn‘1 rf . .$1
I 4—2N255 POWER TRANSISTOR EQUALS............$1 

[J 2N3088 “N” Channel FET’S Very High Input Z - $1

INTEGRATED
BRAND NEW CIRCUITS

IJ
Ü

1 AMP

*2.80
J3.0(>

breaking down.

A controlled ava
lanche rectifier 

the rated
PRV may be ex-

7 16 25
AMP AM, AM,

200 ( I
300 r Ì 1.05 
400 r11.60 
500 r J2.10 
600 IJ 2.50

so n 30 r
100 fl 50 £

□ n

5 2N107 TRANS’TRS, bv GE, pnp, pop, audio puk $1 
3—2N1613 3W NPN SIL. 120 me, by "Rhem” . . $1 
3—45 AMP POWER RECTIFIERS, --dud, silicon. . .$1 
4 2N43 OUTPUT TRANSISTORS, by GE. pnp. TO5 .$1 
2—1000 MC-TRANSISTOR 2N918 NPN SILICON . .$1 
4 2N333 NPN SILICON transistors. Transitron .
4 BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSISTORS, 2N1641 ... .^l

A ‘FIRST’ ANYWHERE 
with data chart.

SN7360 Quadruple 2-input NAND/NOR Gate
SN7400 Quadruple 2-input Positive NAND Gate
SN15833 Dual 4-input Expander
SN15832 Dual 4-input Expandable Buffer I
SN15846 Quadruple 2-input NAND Gate
SN7304 DualTKFlIpJIop^^se^lea^'''“^"

SN7453 Quad AND/OR Invert «%-
SN7473 Dual Master/Slave Flip-flop t? i
SN7490N Decade Counter ¿o' a.
SN7491 9-bit Shift Register -*  .T
SN15848 Fast-rise-time J-K/R-S Flip-flop

ho

co
6
«

I SOLID STATE ARC-5 power supplies!

in 117 VAQ/60 aoc
. DC «16 * 99524 volt 3 amp

□2000
1.5 A $1.49

HAM TUBE SPECIALS

5U4 Silicon Tube $1*75  
5R4 Silicon Tube .. 4.25 
8H6A Silicon Tube $11,25

7^? logo p IV
SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS

5
X rn

I SILICON RECTIFIERS
PIV Sale PIV Sale PIV Sale i

50 n 6< 600 11 19« 1400 IJ 694.1
100 1 1 7« 800 IJ 23« 1600 LI 894
200 ( ] 9« 1000 11 40« 1800 U 99«
400 □ 11« 1200 LI 59« 2000 î 1 1.50

Af^aaaf SILICON new» CONTROLLED
RECTIFIERS

1 
PRV AMF

48 □ 70 n so 
— „ 70 ni.05f}1.20 
80ni.05ni.30fjl.70 
--“1.60 □1.90Û2.20 

2.10 n2.30U2.70
1 LJ3.00ÌJ3.30 

,..0Qyn3.30LJ3.90

‘GLASS AMP*  * Handles
------------------ 2 Amps

ONE AMP 
SILICON 

RECTIFIERS

AMPS l'acH’1’!1 50 PIV
J 7« 
’I 22«
J 75« 
.1 2.50
J 4.50

100 PIV 
fj 11« 
LI 40« 
I 1 90« 
□ 2.95 
i 1 5.50

200 PIV 
1 1 17« 
Í' 1 65«
1 Í 1.25
1 I 4.05
LJ 6.89

3
15
45

160
250

jVHh’d i

AU !
»(’«•st*  '

AMPS 400 PIV 600 PIV 800 PIV 1000 PIV
3 1 i 22« II 31» ri 40« n 59<

15 l.l 90< ri 1.35 H 1.59 LÌ 1.79
45 I 1 1.59 U 1.90 11 2.50 U 2.95

160 1 1 5.75 1 1 7.50 1 ] 9.25 IJ 10.95
250 □ 9.59 f ’ 12.50 ‘ 1 15.00 I 1 19.95

49c
QtOOLS each

1 AMP

rn 
O
£
00
ça

1 AMP 
MICROMINIATURE 

SILICON RECTIFIERS

Volti Volt»
20

Volts
¡3

Volts
100 
no

4000PIV

PIV 
. 50 
100 
200 
400

Sale PIV Sale
7t 600 I I 19«
9« 800 i i 29c

! 11< -1000 : ! 45<( 
! 13< 1200 . ■ 59c

PIV
50 

100 
200 
400 
600 
800

1000

Sale

9<

V I 
10 
12

16

30
33
36

Ä6
62
68
75
82

130 
IfiO 
160 
180
200

MICROMINIATURE

SILICON RECTIFIERS

Terms: Check or M.O. with order. 30 DAY CHARGE

1Oc FOR OUR ‘"FALL" * IARGAIH CATALOG ON:
Semiconductors Poly Pakt Ports

Add postate— Rated, net 80 days.

Poly Paks, the only company of its kind in the world
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THE LEAGUE EMBLEM
With both gold border and lettering, 
and with black enamel background, is 
available in either pin (with safety 
clasp) or screw-back button type. In 
addition, there are special colors, avail
able in t.he pin style emblem only, for 
Communications Dept, appointees.

► Red enameled background for the SCM.

Green enameled background for tho RM, 
PAM, SEC or EC.

Blue enameled background for the ORS, 
OVS, OBS, OO or OPS.

THE EMBLEM GUT: A mounted printing 
electrotype, high, for use by members on 
amateur printed matter, letterheads, cards, etc.

Pin, Button or Cut: $1.00 Each, Postpaid 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
Newington, Connecticut 06111

EASY TO LEARN CODE
It is easy and pleasant to learn or increase 
speed the modern way — with an Instruct©» 
gvaph Code Teacher. Excellent for the 
beginner or advanced student. A quick, 
practical and dependable method. Available 
tapes from beginner’s alphabet to typical 
messages on all subjects. Speed range S to 40 
WPM. Always ready. No QRM. Beats 
having someone send to you.

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS!
The Instructograph Code Teacher liter
ally takes the place of an operator-instructor 
and enables anyone to learn and master code 
without further assistance. Thousands of sue-
cessful operators have “acquired the code’* with the Instructograph 
System. Write today for full particulars and convenient rental plans

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
5071-Q NORTH BROADWAY, CHICAGO, ILL. 6064 

4700-Q S. Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90043

MOBILEFiXED SQUALO
Squalo is a full half wave, hori
zontally polarized, omni-directional 
antenna.
ASQ-2 2 meter, 10" square $ 9.95 
ASQ-22 2 meter stacked 16.95 
ASQ-6 ó meter, 30" square 13.95

432 Mc. Solar Patrol
(Continued from page 81)

3.5-db. noise level. Auroras are associated with 
high solar noise levels, the ‘‘magic number” for 
the writer apparently being a minimum level of 
about 4.7 db. This level and higher has been 
observed on ten separate occasions, and seven 
individual auroras, apparently related, have been 
reported. Aurora appears more likely when high 
noise levels are observed on two or more succes
sive days. Delay between noise peak and aurora 
has been one to three days, though some occurred 
on the same date. More observations should give 
a clearer picture, and improve forecasting. Thus 
far t.he relationship of and transequatorial 
50-Mc. propagation to solar noise is not well de
fined, though this could improve when the Ft 
layer rises into the 50-Mc. region more consis
tently.14 Sporadic-^’ seems hardly related, if at 
all.

The equipment and techniques described 
should not be considered the ultimate or best 
way. This is simply an account of a 432-Mc. 
experiment, in the hope that it will shed some 
light on the subject as it relates to amateur v.h.f. 
enthusiasts, and perhaps stimulate others to do 
similar work. Possibly observations by a number 
of stations could be coordinated to provide an 
auroral warning service for the v.h.f. community, 
during the peak years of Cycle 20.

The writer owes special thanks to Third Army 
MARS for the dish and related equipment; to 
W1HDQ for propagation reports; to Sky and 
Telescope for auroral reports; to the American 
Association of Variable Star Observers for sun
spot data; t.o K2TKN, W3GKP, W3OII, 
WA0IQN and others for their assistance in mak
ing this project possible.

Late Report On the afternoon of May 23, W4IIHK 
recorded solar noise on 432 Mc. in excess of 15 db. 
Visual observation showed exceptionally large spots 
approaching the center of the solar disk. On May 25 
came the most widespread auroral display in recent 
years. V.h.f. communication via the aurora was 
reported as far south as Sarasota, Florida, and 
auroral contacts were made in Southern California 
for the first time. The disturbance continued through 
May 30, with peaks on the 25th, 2.8th and 30th. 
For more details, see The Il'orW Above »0 Hc„ 
ivAyQST. __ __________________________

i4 The correlation between solar activity and extreme 
peaks of Fa-layer m.u.f. was first observed by G6DH in the 
1930’s. For Ins slant on it, relating to 50-Mc. DX, see 
“Any DX Today?” January, 1948, QST, p. 27. The correl
ation with transepuatorial 50-Mc. DX is indicated in a sum
mary of 1950 work by South American 50-Mc. operators, 
in “The World Above 50 Me.,” May, 1950. QST, p. 49.

"HAM STIK" 6-10-15-20 Meter 
Adjustable Dipole
with Universal Mount 
Ideal For Small Lois. 
Apartments, Vacationing

MODEL #HS-i $23.50 Net
SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
DEPT. A-I .... ... ■ ____________ _

SWITCH
TO SAFETY!
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AIDES/TECHNICIANS
• (Instrumentation • Research • Engineering

Are you interested in pursuing employment with Xerox as any of the above ? Do you 
have an ASSOCIATE DEGREE or five years of related technical or scientific research 
work experience ? Are you now making full use of your capabilities and working to 
your potential? If not, then Xerox has growth opportunities for junior and/or senior 
technicians which will enable you to work as part of a professional team on a variety 
of challenging programs.

INSTRUMENTATION AIDES/TECHNICIANS
Positions require familiarity with various research instruments so as to calibrate and 
maintain in good working order. Opportunity for advancement will be dependent up
on individual merit and ability.

RESEARCH AIDES/TECHNICIANS 
Electrical/Electronic

Experimental research of an applied nature relating to materials and product devel
opment. Engineering laboratory atmosphere working with senior level personnel on 
a variety of challenging research assignments. Previous experience from a wide 
range of areas may be applicable.

ENGINEERING AIDES/TECHNICIANS 
Mechanical

Development engineering positions available with a wide range of projects from 
which to choose. Positions lead to advancement and responsibility based upon per
sonal merit and ability.

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC
Positions assisting engineers in product design and development projects. Projects 
range from pure electronics to fully integrated electromechanical. Manufacturing 
and test equipment engineering positions are available.

Further education is encouraged and supported; salaries are commensurate with indi
vidual abilities and experience; a liberal employer paid benefit program, including 
profit sharing, is available to all employees. Relocation and interviewing expenses 
will be reimbursed.

These positions are in Rochester, New York. Please forward your resume, including 
salary history, in confidence to Mr. M. Kizner, Dept. SPX-151, Xerox Corporation, 
P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, *New  York 14603.XEROX

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)
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HANDBOOKS
• BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK by William Orr, W6SAL 
New edition. Theory, design, construction and the in
stallation of rotary beam antennasl SWR data! Multiband 
beams, 40 meter beams, 20 meter DX beams! How to 
make your beam work! 200 pages. $3.75
• VHF HANDBOOK by Orr, W6SAI and Johnson, W6QKI. 
First complete Handbook covering the VHF spectrum! Many 
VHF construction projects! Design and construction of VHF 
transmitters, receivers and antennas! Make your VHF sta
tion work! $3.75
• ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK by Robert 
Lewis, W8MQU. All about design-construction—layout and 
Jesting of electronic equipment. Non-technical guide for 
kit-builders and your best key to better performance of 
your equipment! S2.95
• ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS by W6SAI. 
Construction and tuning data. Multi-band Quads. Charts, 
drawings and photos for your Quad. Full complete data 
on home-made Quad antennas. The new X Q Quad. $2.85

• S-9 SIGNALS by William Orr, W6SAI. inexpensive 
DX anlennas for your station! Multiband ground plane, $5 
beam antenna, 2 and 6 meter beams, Demi-Quad beam, 
and others! $1.00
• NOVICE & TECHNICIAN HANDBOOK by W6SAI and 
W6TNS. All about amateur radio in nontechnical language! 
How to learn the code. How to assemble your ham station. 
Transmitters! Receivers! DX! How to Get QSL cards. S2.95

• BETTER SHORTWAVE RECEPTION, by Wm. Orr, W6SA1. 
Your introduction to shortwave radio. How to hear DX. 
How to buy a receiver. Amateur radio. How to align your 
receiver. Antennas! QSLs. Getting your ham license. $3.25

At your radio dealer now!
Add 15<£ per order to the publisher:

RADIO PUBLICATIONS Inc., Wilton, Conn. 06897

Sena Ne 
for 

brochure

INSTANT SHACK NEATNESS!!
3 thumb tacks, or 6" scotch tape and $1.00 will 
frame and display 60 QSLS in plastic. Each holder 
has 2u compartments. Tried, proven, and accepted 
as the modem successor to all previous methods 
■if displaying and protecting QSLS. 3 holders, $1.00, 
or 10 for $3.00 PPD and Guaranteed

Free sample available to dealers or clubs

TEPABCO Box 198T, Gallatin, Tenn. 37066

KEY IV'VV KEYER < 
Preferred by better operators 

ELECTROPHYSICS CORP. 
> 898 W. 18th St., Costa Mesa, Calif.

ü Based on the famous CUBEX MK 
m mechanical design. Kit includes 
8 — 13 ft. Fiberglas Arms, 2 Cubex 
Quad End Spiders and 1 Cubex Boom- 
Mast Coupler.
WE INVITE CRITICAL COMPARISON!

COMPLETE
KIT ONLY$CQ95J > F.O.B.

The CUBEX MK UI and MK m-FG now available in multi-elemenf mod
els. Also single, dual and tri-band models. Write for FREE BROCHURE.

CUBEX COMPANY
P.O. Box 732, Altadena, California

Client Bej#

I
t is with deep regret that we record the 

passing of these amateurs:
KI CM IT. Harold S. II. Emery, Framingham, Mass. 
WA1GNY, Thomas J. Leedom, Kensington, Conn. 
K1MAX, Edwin R. Stanley, Peabody, Mass. 
W1MMY, Clarence G. Eggers, Sharon. Mass.
W10G, Donald B. Lovis, Lexington, Mass. 
W10NW, Stanley Maiko, Salem, Mass.
W1VQH, Leo Choquette, N. Dartmouth, Mass. 
W2BE1, W. W. Filson, Audobon, N. J.
ex-2DC, 2FD, John Stofan, Teaneck, N. J.
W2IY, Edward W. Dugan, Jersey City, N. J. 
WA2KNA, James H. Sayers, Albion, N. Y. 
W2LF, Eugene II. Handler, Rochester, N. Y. 
W2LY, Roger Barrington, Merchantville, N. J. 
W2LYF, William Rieger, Friendship, N. Y. 
WA2LYH, George L. Rebel, Glen Cove, N. Y. 
K2OJY, Minford Starr, Billings, N. Y.
W2RGA, George T. Smith, Rochester, N. Y. 
WA3DA0, Gordon T. Rosborough, Hyattsville, Aid. 
K3DLA, Stanley E. Fey, Willow Grove, Pa.
W3EUY. Joseph F. Faulstich, Baltimore, Aid. 
W3HC, John Thompson, Wilmington, Del.
W4GXR, Quimby Smith, Syland. N. C.
W41VK, Phillip L. Pugh, High Point. N. C.
K4JKR, Joseph G. Mullen, Williamsburg, Va.
K4KDN, Herbert W. Hamilton, Winter Haven, 

Fla.
W4KLI, Leonard S. Jones, Newport News, Va. 
W4POJ, Raymond F. Cripps, Albany, Ga.
W4VBJ, William Kopelman, Miami Springs, Fla. 
W5DPX, Oscar N, Travland, Beeville, Tex.
W5FYL. Cleo W. Schutte, Odessa, Tex.
W5OKQ, Redford S. Adams, Meridian, AHss. 
K5ROB, Charles Stokes, Midland. Tex.
W5TGW, Walker Barton, Bertram, Tex.
W5ZQN, William S. Mason, Sr., Beaumont, Tex 
WßAGN, Arthur A. Hansen, Ocotillo, Calif.
W6ASP, James N. Petersen, Santa Monica, Calif. 
WA6HIY. Oscar Bonter, Sherman Oaks. Calif. 
W6HKV, Harold E. Strand, Kingsburg, Calif.
K6HTG, John J. Alarkovich, Alodesto, Calif. 
K6TXS, Charles L. Edwards, Santa Ana, Calif. 
W6VPP. Edward H. Hagey, Glen Gardner, N. J. 
W7ENX, Richard G. Price, Burton. Wash.
WA7EWF, Hubert E. Clements, Aberdeen, Wash. 
W7R0H, Charles F, Gibson, Centralia. Wash.
W8AYR, James R. Hayes. Mingo Junction, Ohio 
W8HG, Carl Schardt, (.'leveland, Ohio
WA8WIQ, S. Harold Denton, Charleston, W. Va. 
W9AST, Ernest M. Patchman, E. Chicago, Ind. 
CX-9AWN, Lloyd V. Berkner, Washington, L>. C, 
W9COA/K9ZHW, Norman E. Winzel, E. Troy, 

Wise.
W9DA, Herman Gisseler, Chicago, Ill.
ex-9EGT, 8AAIC, Ervin E. Trommer, Alilwaukee, 

Wise.
W9FTB, Arthur E. Wood, Champaign, Ill. 
W9GW, James Wells, Crystal Lake, Ill. 
WA9HJA, Kennith I. Chase. Champaign, Ill. 
W9MQL, Serenu« R. Stutsman, Bristol, Ind. 
W9SVV, Robert H. Slough, Elkhart, Ind.
W9VPN, Fred W. Manning, Indianapolis, Ind. 
W9ZJ, Charles A, Lampel. Fort Wayne, Ind. 
W0FMA, Roy C. Rishoi, St. Louis, Alo.
K.0A1NP/K4AIZI, II. L. Hunzinger, Princeton, 
Iowa

K0RDK. Henry R. Salmans, Salina. Kansas 
G2AHL. John Rouse, Surrey, England 
GGOU, E. Willis, Hants, England
VE3CJI . J. C. Lennox, Windsor. Ont.
VE3DSG, John A. Jarrett, Toronto, Ont. 
VE3EO8, Ken ii. Young, Hamilton, Ont. 
VE3QP, Cliff C. Riseborough, Blenheim, Ont.
VE7MP. Harold W. Gwyther. Powell River, ß. C.

Because of the need for accuracy in our "Silent Keys” 
listing, please send all notices to the ARRL and include both 
name and call of the deceased
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new!

ALLIED RADIO, DEPT. 13 H, P.O. BOX 4398 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680

Send me your free 1968 Catalog

NAME (Please Print)

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

1968 
ALLIED 
CATALOG

MAIL THIS 
COUPON 
IF CARD 
HAS BEEN 

REMOVED

518 PAGES
Stereo Hi-Fi 

Famous Knight-Kits 
Tape Recorders & Tape 

CB 2-way Radios 
Walkie-Talkies 

FM-AM & AM Radios 
Shortwave Receivers

Portable TV
Phonographs 

Amateur Gear
Intercoms & PA 

Automotive Electronics 
Test Instruments 

TV Antennas & Tubes 
Power Tools, Hardware

Tubes, Transistors 
Parts, Batteries, Books
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A COMPLETE LINE OF

am

OFFERSfrom 
stock

VERTICAL ANTENNAS
MODEL 18AVQ ... A high-per
formance all-band vertical for under 
$50.00 . . , You asked for it . . . 
HyGain built it. Automatic band 
switching all-bands 10 thru 80 
meters. Features individually tuned 
Hy-Q traps that provide peaked 
performance on each band. Takes 
maximum legal power. Feeds with 
52 ohm coax. SWR less than 2:1 
on all bands. Simple to install on 
ground or rooftop. Withstands 100 
MPH winds when properly guyed.

Model 18AVQ $49.95 NET

OTHER MODEL VERTICALS 
IN STOCK.
14AVQ 10 thru 40 Meters $32.50 
12AVQ 10, 15 & 20 Meters $24.50

ALSO CHECK WITH US FOR OTHER 
HYGAIN PRODUCTS.

RADIO
P.O.BOX 312 CONCORD, N.H. 03301

FONE 603-225-3358

DX - - DX - - DX - - DX
SHORT PATH QSL-ing
nnN'T WASTE STAMPS 0fl4 TH^COMPETITION 
D0NTÆ! coupons D0| J-™*  SC0RE
90% of active DX stations have STATE-SIDE QSL managers. 
Our copywrited “QSL MANAGERS DIRECTORY" lists over 
2000 of these managers and has now been up-graded to a 
complete service—you receive :
THÉ QSL MANAGERS DIRECTORY
QUARTERLY SUPPLEMENTS listing changes—deletions— 
additions.
A COMPLETE LIST OF QTH’s for the above managers. 
TOTAL PACKAGE PRICE (U.S. and CANADA) $3.95 per year. 
(4.95 elsewhere—airmail) SEND ORDER TO:

BOOKBINDER PUBLISHING CO.
DEPT. D P.O. Box 54222 TERMINAL ANNEX

Los Angeles, Cal. 90054 (Founder W6GSV) 
European Agent: DX NEWS SHEET—GEOFF WATTS 

62 Belmore Road, Norwich, N0R72T ENGLAND

Gimmicks and Gadgets
(Continued from page ¿7)

type control, lit, used was salvaged from a com
puterboard obtained at a surplus store. A Mallory 
MCT-1 miniature control would be a suitable, 
and much less expensive, substitute.

The r.f. choke, RFC\, was necessary to elimi
nate r.f. feedback in the audio system when the 
preamp was used on v.h.f. No trouble was en
countered on h.f. using 1 kw., but 2 meters 
was another problem. The preamp itself was 
suspect (W1CER reports that the MPF series 
work well up into the v.h.f. region); however, the 
source of the trouble was t he length of connecting 
cable between the unit and the Communica
tor. RFCi, inserted in series with the output, 
cured the problem. If feedback is encountered, 
the origin should be pinpointed, and a bypass 
capacitor, r.f. choke, or both, should be used. 
If the trouble is the preamp itself, filtering should 
be done in the gate lead.

Getting your feet wet with new devices is 
always fun, and other projects with FETs will 
soon suggest themselves.

How’s DX?
(Continued from page 87) 

regrets our term "7-Mc. VOA noise" in June’s column,, 
George, who has worked extensively with Voice of America, 
is understandably proud of the vast task the outfit has 
undertaken with a barrage of rigs ranging from 250 to 
1,000,000 watts un frequencies from 176 kc. to 20 Mc. 
"Noise” just seems more descriptive than “interference”, 
though, especially if you try to cut those sidebands with 
amateur peanut whistles. We’ll compromise and stick to 
“QRM”, George  ..._ WA9LIO already has filed a
limerick for next May’s DXHPDS clambake. Not bad 

W7VCB is trying some old-style Lazy-li beams, 
a design used by the t^ix gang to terrorize DX in the ’30s, 
Ken regularly feeds data on nonamateur 14-Mc. interloper*  
to Intruder Watch. Do you? Consult HR1MAS
for specs on a fresh Radio Club of Tegucigalpa certification 
commemorating establishment of new amateur regulations 
in Honduras W2QHH, pioneer collector of DX
testimonials, finds his DX activity curtailed by local niose 
and a fatiguing mail route . ... . _ "Later this vear I plan
to activate TG9EP/4/6/7,” discloses TG9EP. “There an
no TG1-2-3 call aieas.” , -----KL7FLB reportedly gads 
about on OM Pletcher’s celebrated Tee island 
SCDXC’s organ reveals that W6AM can cut in only nine 
bidirectional rhoinbics these days  ____ _ _ Utah DX Asso
ciation now is 17 strong-------- W8ZCQ, in the CA.RA-

' scope, skewers W/Ks who would sneak disguised voices 
out of the phone subbands to cajole sideband juicies up 
ward. [qg'TL-j

VERNIER DIALS—9 to 1 and
Combination 36 to 1 & 6 to 1

♦Dial allows fast tuning at a 6 to 1 ratio with fine tuning at 
the 36 to 1 ratio over any 6-division portion of the scale.

MODEL 
NUMBER

TURNS 
RATIO

NO. OF 
SCALES

NET 
PRICE

MD-5 9 to 1 4 $ 8.25
MD-6 9 to 1 6 $ 9.00
MD-7* 36 to 1 & 6 to 1 6 $15.00
MD-8* 36 to 1 & 6 to 1 6 $15.00

J. W. MILLER COMPANY
5917 So. Main Street • Los Angeles, California 90003
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AN INTERFACE BETWEEN TELEGRAPH CIRCUITS

REQUIRING BUFFER STORAGE OR SPEED CHANGE
The Model 1300 Electronic Storage Unit provides buffer storage of standard 
5, 6, 7, or 8 level telegraph information. It is ideally suited to function as 
an “on-line” interface between telegraph circuits operating at different 
speeds or to store routine messages necessitated by busy circuits or high 
priority traffic. The unit is intended to directly replace conventional electro
mechanical punched paper tape equipment now used for similar purposes. 
Basic storage capacity , . . 14,400 bits (2,400 5-Ievel characters).
Input is standard Serial 5, 6, 7, or 8 level teleprinter code, 60-200 wpm. 
Output is standard Serial 5, 6, 7, or 8 level teleprinter code, 60-200 wpm. 
Solid-state digital design occupying 3%" of standard 19" relay rack.
Model 1300 Electronic Storage Unit / $2400.00 FOB / Frederick, Md. f 90 days delivery

F R E D E RIC K E L E CTR O N ICS Corporation
HAYWARD ROAD, FREDERICK, MD. 21701 

PHONE: 301-662-5901

»»»»»»»^»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»^»»»»»»

UP TO DATE...
The 5yth édition of the Radio Amateur’s LICENSE 
MANUAL is ^complete, up to date and revised to include 
latest informs lion on amateur licensing. Contains informa
tion on questions included in FCC amateur exams, all the 
dope on fretjuency privileges for the various classes of 
amateur licerses, the full text of RACES regs, details of 
the U.S.-Canàda Reciprocal Operating Agreement, code
practice schedules, and the current FCC examination 
schedule. A ikeful manual for all, newcomer and oldtimer 
alike. Always up to date.

LICENSE © 
MANUAL

«l/iLL the dope between two 
covers . . . complete and easy 
to understand.

Order YOUR copy today 

PRICE 501 POSTPAID
• NOVICE • CONDITIONAL 
• TECHNICIAN • GENERAL

• EXTRA-CLASSI
The American Radio Relay League, inc.

j Newington, Conn. 06111
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BUY THE BEST

FIBERGLASS
SUPER-QUAD

2-3-4 Elements or more Available
2 ELEMENT, 3 BAND KIT

CONTENTS
• 8 FIBERGLASS Arms Specially rein- 

forced at butt and eiement inter
cept points

• 2 Quad Arm "X" Mounts
• 1 Boom to Mast "T" Mount
• 1 Instruction Manual

Less boom & wire 
F.O.B. Dayton, O.

Special Instruction Manual, complete plans ...... $1.00
WRITE FOR BROCHURE OF

INDIVIDUALLY PRICED COMPONENTS

6151 DAYTON-LIBERTY ROAD DAYTON, OHIO 45418 
PHONE: AREA CODE 513 — 835-5028

“The Quad People"

Technical Correspondence
{Cmdinufd from page 55)

13 and 6 degrees at Channel 2. An aircraft near a 
TV tower may be too high to provide a strong 
reflection. You probably will detect aircraft more 
readily when thej' are nearer your end of the path. 
The geometry of a 40-mile path shows that with a 
3-degree elevation of the pattern you will not detect 
aircraft higher than about 10,000 feet. On lower 
channels (wider vertical pattern) the maximum 
aircraft height would be about 22,000 feet.

If two amateurs point their v.h.f. antennas at 
aircraft they are not limited in this way, except ab 
the percentage of their total radiation reaching 
the aircraft gets progressively smaller with in
creasing aircraft height and distance. Without tilt
ing the antenna, the radiation angle can be raised 
by moving the array closer to ground. A half wave
length, 10 feet at 50 Me., would be good.

Practice in communicating via aircraft reflections 
is best done with stations near the maximum direct- 
ray distance. This can be estimated from Fig. 1, 
or by the formula D (miles; — 1.32 x II (ft.) 
where II is the height of the antenna above average 
terrain. Cooperating operators should move their 
antennas to the same side of the direct line, until 
signals drop to where they cat: just hear each other. 
Air traific tends to be in lanes, bu the side of the 
direct path that will see the most aircraft should be 
used. Once the presence of aircraft is detected by 
fluttering signals, the source may he tracked by 
making short transmissions and moving the an
tennas for maximum signal. Do not expect results 
from aircraft passing overhead, unless the antenna 
is both small and low, or has provision for controlling 
the elevation angle.

General cooperation in the matter of antenna 
aiming may make it possible to communicate over 
obstructed paths without precise control of the 
antenna. The average 10-db. antenna will have an 
azimuth beam width of about 60 degrees, so aiming 
is not critical. Some evidence of aircraft will be 
found if stations are transmitting with their an
tennas aimed at the general area that has been 
shown by experience to provide most frequent 
interceptions.

The information of Fig. 2 represents results ob
tainable with average installations. This is a tech
nique mainly for those who are interested in trying 
something a little different. Hopefully there will 
be enough of this kind of hams in many areas to 
make things interesting, especially on a cooperative 
basis.— He uni Root, IV1Q.\G, Gf-orgr St.,
Littleton, Mass. 01460 iElSYA

THE CLEANEST

itiCTROHIC
COMFRiSSÔR

The AutoLevel is the first major breakthrough in 
volume processing in years. This unique device 
regulates the input signal to provide 14 db of com
pression. It is ideally suited to SSB and AM and 
may be used with ALC systems. A built-in bypass 
switch allows you to feed the microphone straight

TALK AROUND
through. Provision is also made for push-to-talk 
operation. The AutoLevel is not a clipper com*  
pressor - all regulation is accomplished with a 
fast-acting photosensitive resistor that electron
ically regulates the input with a minimum of dis
tortion, If you would like to increase your average 
output and still maintain a clean signal, the Auto- 
Level is the volume compressor for you • • •

Features:
• 14 db of compression (minimum)
• 115-volt ac power supply
• Input bypass switch
• All silicon transistors
• G-10 fiberglass printed circuit board
• Simple installation^ installs inmicrophone lead).
• Price: $87.50

RAYTRACK CO. «2111 SPRINGHILL DRIVE • COLUMBUS, OHIO 43221
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W2AU BALUN LETS ENTIRE 
ANTENNA RADIATE!

STOP WASTING YOUR SIGNAL! 
REMEMBER, YOUR ANTENNA 
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
PIECE OF GEAR YOU OWN.
• No Radiation from Coax 
• No Center Insulator Needed 
• Perfect for Inverted Vees 

(Use Hang-up Hook)
• Built-in Lightning arrester
• Broad-Band 3 to 30 Me.
• Takes Legal Power Limit
• Two Models:

1:1 50 ohm coax to 50 ohm 
balanced
4:1 75 ohm coax to 300 ohm 
balanced

• A must for Inverted Vees, 
Doublets, Quads, Yagis etc.

$12.95 AMfiETTEUR

QTC?
Whether you are a dyed-in-the-wool 
traffic man or just an occasional traf
ficker, your sense of good public 
relations tells you that ARRL Radio
gram forms are a must in your sta
tion. Attractively printed on a new 
high grade paper, message blanks 
add that final touch to this impor
tant public service.

W2AU Complete pretuned Fiberglas Quad............$99.95
W2AU Complete pretuned Vinyl Quad...................... $64.95

UNADILLA RADIATION PRODUCTS 
Unadilla, New York 13849

CQ de W2KUW 
BEST OFFER!!

Paid ... ...................  for any piece of aircraft or ground
radio units, also test equipment. All types of tubes.
Particularly looking for 4*250  • 4-400 • 833A • 304TL 
• 4CX1000A • 4CX5000A et al. 17L • 51X • 390A 
• ARM • GRM • GRC • UPM • URM • USM units. 
TED DAMES CO., 308 Hickory St., Arlington, N.J. 07032

OFFICIAL RADIOGRAM FORM
Pad (70 blanks) 35$.

Message Delivery Cards 
each 3$ plain, 7$ stamped.

THE AMERICAN RADIO NEWINGTON,
RELAY LEAGUE, INC. CONN. 06111

☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ tt vt t. “h TT

NAME.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS.

CITY.

n HOW TO 
IMPROVE YOUR

0 TWO-WAY RADIO!
The right communications microphone may 

double the talk power of even the finest trans
mitters! Learn how unwanted noise can 

be eliminated—reliability improved- 
intelligibility increased by proper 

microphone selection. 
Write for our helpful 

free booklet today!

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. S72Q
631 Cecil Street
Buchanan, Michigan 49107
Please send the free E-V booklet on choosing communications 
microphones. I am Interested In the tollowing areas of two-way 
radio:  Amateur Aviation CB .—,— Business.

.STATE.
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- with a MATERIAL DIFFERENCE!
Use, is one of the most dependable 

testimonials of endorsement, and Telrex 
products are in use in 139 Lands

“Beamed-Power’WENNAS “BALUNS” 
I.V. KITS and ROTATOR SYSTEMS!
Most Technically-Perfected, Finest Communication 

Arrays in the World! Precision-Tuned-Matched 
and “Balun" Fed for ‘'Balanced-Pattern” to assure 

"TOP-MAN-ON-THE-FREQUENCY" Results

Enjoy World renown TELREX performance, 
value and durability! Send for PL67 tech, data 
and pricing catalog, describing professionally 
engineered communication antenna systems, 
rotator-selsyn-indicator-systems, “Baluns”, I.V. 
Kits, Towers, “Mono-Pole”, “Big-Berthas”, ac
cessories, etc. etc.

Communication
COMMUNICATION » \ ■ Eng}newing

SYSTEMS f/If Laboratories

ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY 07712, U.S.A.

/ can give you personal service on 
helping you select better gear per 
dollar foi your operating pleasure. 
Over 30 years* experience. Bigtrades, 
easy terms. Used bargains
VAN SICKLE RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Gene Van Sickle, W9KJF, Owner 

4131 N. Keystone Ave. 
On the northeast side of 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46205

sent code 
thousands

LEARN CODE BY TAPE?
YES! And the CODEMASTER sys
tem offers a planned program of 
instruction to bring you to 15 
WPM or more. Perfect, machine-
employed in the system which has taught 
of operators. Two-hour tape, either 7-inch or

3%-inch (specify), $5.95 postpaid U.S.A.

CODEMASTER • Box 29, Portsmouth, R.I. 02871

f his popular addition to the ARRL family of pub- 
9 lications for the radio amateur, THE RADIO 

AMATEUR’S V.H.F. MANUAL, by Edward P. Til
ton, is a book about things that work on v.h.f. It 
begins with the first history of v.h.f. ever written, and 
progresses through a discussion of the nature of the 
world above 50Mc., to receiving and transmitting 
principles, techniques and construction. The com
plete V.H.F. Manual is profusely illustrated with 
numerous photos, charts and diagrams. Emphasis 
throughout is on tried and tested equipment and 
practice. THE RADIO AMATEUR’S V.H.F. MAN
UAL is an exciting addition to the radio amateur’s 
library.

the American radio relay league

’2.00
Postpaid 

U.S.A.

NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
$2.25 Elsewhere
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VARIABLE OUTPUT MICROPHONE

© 1967 Shure Brothers, Inc.

• NEW! VARIABLE 
OUTPUT LEVEL

• TRANSISTORIZED
Built-in two-transistor pream
plifier and volume control 
enables you to attain, and 
maintain 100% modulation— 
provides additional audio gain! 
Even compensates for equip
ment that lacks sufficient gain 
to attain 100% modulation. 
Ultra-reliable Controlled Mag
netic element with specially 

tailored response 
insures highest 
“talk power”. Ad
justable height, 
super-rugged 
“Armo-Dur” case. 
For AM, FM, Side
band, CB. Only 
$29.70 net.

Shure Brothers, Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave.

Evanston, Illinois 60204

I would like to become a member of ARRL and help support its many 

services to amateurs and amateur radio. Here's my $6.50 (in the U. S. 

and Canada, $7.00 elsewhere). Sign me up for a year's membership and 

twelve big issues of QST!

My name..........................................................................Call.....................

Street............................................................................................................„

City............................................................... State................ Zip................
(Please see the other side of this page for a list of available League publications,)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
QS-867
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budget-priced walnut communications desk 
groups equipment neatly, right in your living room

SEND FOR BROCHURE DIPLOMAT
OF OTHER MODELS $139.95

You can operate your amateur radio equip
ment right in your living room with this 
inexpensive, “wife-approved” communications 
desk from Design Industries.

You'll like its custom features . . . func
tionally tilted top surface holds your equip
ment at just the right operating angle . . . 
deep cable trough keeps desk top neat, yet 
leaves connections accessible . . . three 
drawers give you plenty of storage room.

She’ll like its rich walnut finish and modern 
furniture styling.

You’ll both like its low price.
The DIPLOMAT communications desk 

accomodates Collins, R. L. Drake, Galaxy, 
Hallicrafters, and most other modern equip
ment.
Sold Only Through Authorized Distributors

DESIGN INDUSTRIES, INC.
P. O. Box 19406 214 528-0150 DALLAS, TEXAS 75219

would like the following League publications shipped to me postpaid. 1 am 
9 enclosing payment of $____ ________. (These prices apply only to the USA.)

Ship to this address:

NAME..................................................................................... CALL................................

STREET ...............................................................................................................................

CITY......................................................... STATE................................ZIP.....................

□ ARRL HANDBOOK $4.00
The standard comprehensive manual of ama
teur radiocommunication

□ UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO $2.00 
Written for the beginner—theory and how-to
build it.

□ VHF MANUAL $2.00
A new and thorough treatment of the amateur 
v.h.f. field

□ LICENSE MANUAL 50«
Complete text of amateur regs, plus Q&A for 
amateur exams

□ HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR $1.00 
All about amateur radio and how to get 
started

F”1 A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS $1.00 
1—1 Use this In conjunction with the Handbook

[“I ANTENNA BOOK $2.00
I—I Theory and construction of antennas

rn SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
■—1 The best s.s.b. articles from QST $2.50

m THE MOBILE MANUAL $2.50
>—J The best mobile articles from QST

□ HINTS AND KINKS $1.00
300 practical ideas for your hamshack

□ OPERATING MANUAL $1.00
The techniques of operating your amateur 
station—DXing, ragchewing, traffic, emer
gencies, etc.

(Please see the other side of this page for an application for membership in ARRL and 12 issues of QST)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
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HEY! HOW ABOUT THAT

I 
I
I 
I

S.W.R. BRIDGE
• MODEL SWB-2
• READS FORWARD AND 

REFLECTED POWER 
SIMULTANEOUSLY

• “EASY READ" METERS
• USE FOR REFERENCE 

POWER METER
• DUAL 1OO-MICROAMP 

METER MOVEMENTS
• LOW INSERTION LOSS
• S1ZE-5"X2"X2”

$15.95
SINCE 1933

Allow SOf for 
(Woking and shipping.California residents include 4'. talcs fax.

THE BEST 
VALUE WE 

HAVE 
EVER 

OFFERED!

FAST SERVICE

MAY BE LEFT 
IN LINE, UP 

TO 2000 WATTS.
GOOD THROUGH 

2 METERS

Phone CY 4-0464

QUEMENT ELECTRONICS
1000 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

"Northern California's Most Complete Ham Store"

NOW!
in Easy 
to Build 

Kit Form!

~Œ1 HünÎÉ^TE)

$249.95
Financing Available Bandit 2000B

(Set of Cetron Tubes available for $58) 
Grounded grid operation, 2000 watts PEP (twice average 
DC), 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meter operation . . . 115 or 230 
volt operation . . . Relay operated with exciter controls 
. . . Solid state rectifiers . . . Many other features . . . 
size 1434" x 6%" x 14" deep . . . Weight 45 lbs. Avail
able in color to match Drake or Collins. No extra charge, 

Hunter Qnr University ’station.
SLUILLCI JULCZ, ¿FILL. Des MojneSt |Owa 50311 y

TRANSISTOR BOARDS
#103 2EA 2N706. 6EA IN917 ................6 Boards $3.00
#101 6EA 2N71I . ............ 2 Boards $3.00
#301 3EA 2NI4I1 ....................................4 Boards $3.00

Above, new, minimum salvageable lead length ’/$ Tn. 
Audio Tape, ‘4 in. Wa mil, approx. 4000 ft., 2 reels $7.50 

Shipped Prepaid Continental U.S.A.
LEEDS RADIO

57 Warren Street Tel: (212)-267-3440 N.Y.C., N.Y. 10007

f A NEW and DIFFERENT CLOCK^

© C. L. spring 9" H x 12" W x 3'/a" D
Only $2995 Postpaid

See the correct time for any part of the World—In
stantly. Colored map with time zones, synchronized to 
large numerals. Easily read twenty four hour clock <lial. 
Plug in, set once. Eliminate time zone calculations. Time 
is no longer a Problem!Jiunter Sales, dne n University Station, V » Dm Moines, Iowa 5MII

LRL-66 ANTENNA 66' LONG. 80 THRU 1OM Power rating 2 Kw. P.E.P. or over on 80, 40,15
On 20 and 10 1 Kw. P.E.P. Transmitter input

1IIIIIIIK

PRICE 
$30.00 

in Conf. 
USA, ppd.

OPERATES ON 5 BANDS AUTOMATICALLY 
2 1. Loading coil*  for 80 & 40M doublet operation

2. Adjustable ends to set 80 meter resonance 
3, 4. Decoupling stubs for 20 & 10 meter*

e

LATTIN RADIO LABORATORIES Box 44

S. Center insulator with female coax 2 
connector to take PL-2S9 plug

6, Fittings on insulators to tie on rope
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301
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Instant Credit, Instant Shipment On Time Payments & Cash Orders

Trigger—for the most complete inventory 
of amateur and CB equipment. Everything 
in stock for your convenience!

Trigger has cut the red tape of time consuming 
credit delays. Just pick up the phone and call 
us (no collect calls, please) and your goodies 
will be on their way—usually the same day!

another important 
TRIGGER service:

WE BUY USED HAM 
GEAR FOR CA$H 
PROMPT SERVICE...

PROMPT CASH!

No company processes foreign 
orders and inquiries with 
greater dispatch than Trigger

TRIGGER Attn: W9IVJ Qedz^i
7361 North Avenue {
River Forest, Illinois Amount I
RUSH THE FOLLOWING: Enclosed I

I 
-.. .... ...... ...... -.....    I

NAME j

ADDRESS..........................      I
CITY STATE ZIP !

ORDER BLANK TO: trade ur present gear, order । 
equipment, sell ur gear for cash. |

STORE HOURS Weekdays 11:00 A.M.—8:00 P.M.
(CENTRAL TIME) Saturdays 9:00 A.M.—3:00 P.M.

WHY IT WILL MY YOU TO DEAL WITH TRIGGER
■ Amazing Trades
■ No Down Payment Required
■ Low Budget Terms
■ Midwest Bank Credit Cards Accepted
■ Fast, Efficient Service
■ No Waiting
■ 20 Minutes From Downtown Chicago Or

O’Hare Airport
■ Near Junction Of Routes 64 & 43
■ Plenty Free Parking
■ Open Weekdays Until 8:00 PM
■ COME IN, BROWSE AND GET ACQUAINTED, AND 

SET THE MOST COMPLETE INVENTORY OF HAM 
AND CB GEAR—ATTRACTIVELY DISPLAYED,

NEW EOUIPMEHT OH LOW BUDGET TERMS
Ameco Hallicrafters Numechron
Astatic Hammarlund Regency
B&W Hy-Gain SBE
CDR Johnson Shure
Cush-Craft Mark Mobile Swan
Dow Key Millen Trimm
Drake Mosley Vibroplex
Eico National Waters
Finco New-tronics Weller

and many other major brands

LIKE-HEW EOUIPMEHT UH LUW BUDGET TERMS
■ Ten-Day Trial ■ 30-Day Guarantee

Tops in performance and appearance, thoroughly and beau
tifully reconditioned, and clean as a pin. Alignment, calibra
tion as good as new, and frequently better. Listed below are 
but a few of the hundreds of items and accessories currently 
available. Write for complete listing and prices.

LIKE-NEW BARGAIN SPECIALS FOR AUGUST
DRAKE TR4......$519 5X111............................$147 GALAXY 3£ AC...$239
DRAKE R4A.............. 339 5X115.......................... 579 HD1ÖDA........................ 134
DRAKE T4X.............. 339 8X122........................... 209 HOI45C........................ 169
SWAN 350............... 299 5X130.................... 127 HÖ170AC..................... 279
38E 34...................... 349 SX140................  77 SP600JX..................... 399
SB2LA LINEAR... 199 NC109........................... 79 58300........................... 199
CLEGG 66ER........... 149 NC125................  89 0X100B........................ 87
INTERCEPTOR.... 257 NC183D........................ 199 HX10.......................  219
JOHNSON RANGER. $9 NC303...................  239 SENECA VHF1.... 177
KNIGHT T150A... 87 NCX.5............................. 179 HA14 £ HP24.... 137
AMECO TX62..».. 119 NCX5............................ 389 CENTRAL 100V... 379
S108........................... 74 NCL20OO..................... 499 PSH LA400C............ 119
SX110........................ 79 GONSET G77A... . 77 HICKOK 752A.... 249

__~। LIMITED nOAMTITV NEW EICO KITS
j SpEClMJ 7 53K sss TRANSCEIVER $749.95

75IAC GH 1520C $99,95
110-90 WATT CW $67
725-60 WATT CW $59

722-VfO W/AC SUPPLY $34

ALL TELEPHONES (312) 771-8616 A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD ANY UNIT ON LAY-AWAY.

7361 NORTH AVE. • RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS 60305
(WEST SUBURBAN CHICAGO)

SUNDAY TELEPHONE 
SERVICE

11 A.M.-3 P.M.



HAM-ADS
(1) Advertising shall pertain to products and services 

which are related to amateur radio.
(2) No display of any character will be accepted, nor 

can any special typographical arrangement, such as all 
or part capital letters be used which would tend to make 
one advertisement stand out from the others. No Box 
Reply Service can be maintained in these columns nor 
may commercial type copy be signed solely with ama
teur call letters. Ham-ads signed only with a box num
ber without identifying signature cannot be accepted.

(3) The Ham-Ad rate is 35$ per word, except as noted 
in paragraph (6) below.

(4) Remittance in full must accompany copy» since Ham-Ads are not carried on our books. No cash or con- 
tract discount or agency commission will be allowed.

(5) Closing date for Ham-Ads is the 20th of the sec
ond month preceding publication date.

(6) A special rate of 10$ per word will apply to adver
tising which» in our judgment» is obviously non
commercial in nature. Thus, advertising of bona fide 
surplus equipment owned, used and for sale by an in
dividual or apparatus offered for exchange or advertis
ing inquiring for special equipment, takes the 10$ rate. 
Address and signatures are charged for, except there is 
no charge for zipcode, which is essential you furnish. 
An attempt to deal in apparatus in quantity for profit, 
even if by an individual, is commercial and all adver
tising so classified takes the 35$ rate. Provisions of para
graphs (1), (2) and (5), apply to all advertising in this 
column regardless of which, rate may apply.

(7) Because error is more easily avoided, it is re
quested copy, signature and address be printed plainly 
on one side of paper only. Typewritten copy preferred 
but handwritten signature must accompany all au
thorized insertions. No checking-copies can be supplied.

(8> No advertiser may use more than 100 words in any 
one advertisement, nor more than one ad in one issue.

(9> Due to the tightness of production schedules, can
cellation of a Ham-Ad already accepted cannot he 
guaranteed beyond the deadline noted in paragraph (5) 
above-

Havinx made no investigation of the advertisers in the 
classified columns except those obviously commercial in 
character, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for 
their integrity or for the grade or character of the prod
ucts or services advertised.

OLD Old Timers Club now over 160 members with verified 2- 
way contacts before 1926. Life membership $15.00. Bi-monthly 
"Spark Gap Timers" $2.50 annually. Roster free to members. 
Write Secretary. W5VA, Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas 78403. 
T2th~ANNUAL Hamfest by Four York County Ciubs again 
sponsored at Adams County Fair Grounds. 4 miles north of 
Abbottstown, Penna. Sept. 3, 1967, rain or shine. Registration 
begins at 0900 hrs. Talk-ins 50.62 and 14562 Me for the mobiles. 
Plenty of eats, drinks, transmitter hunt, for XYLs and ladies, 
/Auction, etc. For info write K3POR, LeRoy Frey, 170 S. Albe- 
marle St., York, Penna. 17403. Keystone V.H.F. Club........  
“SAROC" Thanks all participants and exhibitors for a won
der fun-convention. Stellar Industries, EG. & G., Southern 
California Edison Company, Brad Thompson Industries, Mis
sion Ham Supplies, California Highway Patrol. Henry Radio, 
Tristao Towers, Weatherbie Electronics Center, Swan, Tri- 
Ex Towers, Collins, Hallicrafters, Hy-Gain, Radio Products. 
Linear Systems, Hotel Sahara, MARS, Raytheon, Superior 
Engraving. United States Airforce, WCARS-7255. W6SAI. 
I96R "Saroc" at Hotel Sahara, Las Vegas, Nevada. World 
Entertainment Capitol. January 4-7. QSP. QSL-card, zip and 
telephone number for details to Southern Nevada Amateur 
Radio Club. Box 73, Boulder City. Nevada 89005.  
The Wood County Amateur Radio Club announces its annual 
HAM-A-Rama Sunday July 9 at the Fairgrounds, Bowling 
Green, Ohio. Write to W8PSK, 324 South Grove St., Bowling 
Green, Ohio 43402 for details. _ ................................................  
I OUISVILLE Ham Kenvention—Sept. 8-9, 1967. Beautiful Ex
ecutive Inn Motor Hotel, Waterson Expressway at State Fair 
Grounds, Louisville, Ky. Participate in the technical sessions, 
forums, banquet and flea marke. Bring XYL for day of wom
en’s activities. For information write Louisville Ham Kenven- 
tion. Box 20094, Louisville. Kentucky 40220.
THE Friendly Favorite: Warren. Ohio. A.R.A. Hamfest. Aug
ust 27, Newton Falls. Follow arrows from Rt. 534 and Turnpike 
Exit 14, Contests, Swap Shop, XYL-YL program.
FAIRBANKS, Alaska Centennial Exposition, KL7ACS Official 
Station. Visitors call on 3866 or 145350, Informal get-togethers, 
Kings Kup, Noble Street, noon Saturdays. Commemorative 
QSLs issued._______ __ .................... .......... .......... ...._________________
FULL Day of demonstrations and entertainment at one of the 
world’s largest science museums. National Amateur Historical 
Radio Conference, Sept. 23, Dearborn, Michigan. Write W2QY, 
69 Boulevard Parkway. Rochester, N.Y. 14612. ... .................
MOTOROLA used FM communication equipment bought and 
sold. W5BCO. Ralph Hicks. 813B No. Federal Hiway, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida.______________________ _ ________________ _
WANT Cailbooks. catalogs, magazines, pre-1920 for historical 
library. W4AA, Wayne Nelson, Concord, N.C. 28025._______  
SELL:Eimac 4X250B tubes. Guaranteed gud condx, $6.50 each, 
$10.00 paid repair in U.S.A. Send check or m.o. Everett 
Stidham,- Jr., W5LQ. -722 So. 30th, _Muskogee, Okla.._________  
HALLICRAFTERS S-40 reevr $20 plus delivery. Gerald Black, 
R-^L Essexville, Michigan 48732._____________________  
TUBES, Diodes and Transistors wanted. Astral Electronics 
Corp., 150 Millar St, Elizabeth, N.J. 07207.  
SELL, swap and buy ancient radio set and parts magazines. 
Laverty, 118 N. Wycomb, Landsdowne, Penna.

QSLS?? Largest variety samples 25$. DeLuxe 35$. (Refunded)
"Rus" Sakkers, W8DED, P.O. Box 218, Holland, Michigan
49423. (Gospel QSL samples 25$). Zipcode Directory $1.50 post
paid (does not contain large cities’ complete lists).
QSLS "Brownie” W3CH. 3111 Lehigh, Allentown, Penna. 
Samples 10$. ( atalog 25$__________________________________  
C. FRITZ—QSLs that you’re proud to send, bring greater re
turns! Samples 25$ deductible. Box 1684, Scottsdale, Arizona 
85252 (formerly Joliet, Illinois).
QSLS-SMS. Samples 10$. Malgo Pres’s, BÓx“373, M.O., Toledo, 
(Jhio 43601._________________________ ____ ___________________
ÌìFXUXE QSLS Petty,” W2HAZ, P.O. Box 5237, Trenton, N.J. 
,08638. Samples, 10$.______ ______________________ _____________
QSLS. See our new "Eye-Binder” cards. Extra high visibility. 
Samples, 5$. Dick. W8VXK, 1944 N.M. 18, Gladwin, Mich.
10$ Brings free samples. Harry R. Sims, 3227 Missouri Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. 63118.......................... ......................... ........ ............ ...........
CREATIVE QSL Cards. 25$ for catalog, samples, 50$ coupon. 
Personal attention. Imaginative new designs. Wilkins Printing, 
Box 787-L Atascadero, California 93422. _______________
RUBBER Stamps $1.15 includes tax and postage. Clints’ Radio 
W2UDO. 32 Cumberland Ave., Verona. N.J, 07044.__________ 
QLS, finest YLRL’s. OMs, samples 10$ W2DJH Press, War
rensburg. N.Y. 12885.______________________ ___ ____________ _
QSLS, SWLS, XYL-OMS (sample assortment approximately 
9$) covering designing, planning, printing, arranging, mailing, 
eye-catching, comic, sedate, fabulous, DX-attracting, prototypal 
xnazy, unparagoned cards (Wow!) Rogers K0AAB, 961 Arcade 
St.. St. Paul. Minn. 55106. _____ ______ _________________
3-D QSL cards, recognized leader among raised designs. Compli
ments aplenty! Prized collector’s item. Samples 25$ (refundable). 
3-D QSL Co., Monson. Mass. 01057
QSL, SWLS, WPE. Sampies... 10$ ” in adv. Nicholas & Son 
Printery, P.O. Box 11184. Phoenix 17, Ariz. -85017, ___
QSLS 300 for $4.35^ Samples 10$. W9SKR, George " Vesely 
Rte. #1. 100 Wilson Road, Ingleside, Ill. 60041.____________  
QSLS 3-color glossy 100, $4.50, Rutgers Van-Typing Service. 
Free samples. Thomas St., Riegel Ridge, Milford. N.J._______  
OSLS-100 3-co’lor glossy $3.00; silver globe on front, report 
form on back. Free samples. Rusprint, Box 7575, Kansas City. 
Mo, 64116,____________ _________ ______________________ ______ _
QSLS stamp and call brings samples. Eddie Scott, W3CSX. 
Fairplay, Md._______________________ ___________ _______
ORIGINAL EX-IN double holders display 20 cards each in 
plastic, 3 for $1.00 or 10 for $3.00 prepaid and guaranteed. 
Free sample to dealers or clubs. Tepabco, John K4MNT, Box 
198T, Gallatin. Tenn. 37066._____________________________
QSL’s: Quality with service. Samples free. R. A. Larson Press, 
Box 45. Fairport, N.Y. 14450._____~_
QSLS. Fast. Catalog 10$. Fiimcrafters, Box 304, Martins Ferry, 
Oh’o 43935. _____ _____
QSL’s. Free samples, attractive designs. Fast return. W7IIZ 
Press, Box 2387, Eugene, Ore. 97402._________________ _______
QSLS. Kromkote glossy 2 & 3 colors, attractive, distinctive, 
different. Choice of colors 100-$3.00 up. Samples 15$. Agent 
for Call-D-Cals. K2VOB Press, 31 Argyle Terrace, Irvington, 
New Jersey 07111. ___ ________________ _____________________
PICTURE QSL Cards for your shack, etc. Made from your 
photograph. 1000 $14.50 Also unusual non-picture designs. 
Sampies 20$. Raum’s, 4154 Fifth St., Philadelphia, Penna. 
19140._____________________________________ ________________
QSLS. Fast service. Free sampies, Bolles, W5OWC. Box 9363, 
Austin. Texas.__________________ ____ ____
QSLS" Radio Press. Box 17112. San Diego, Calif. 92117.
QSL, SWL, cards that are different. Quality Card stock. Sam- 
ples 10$. Home Print. 2416 Elmo Ave., Hamilton, Ohio.________ 
QSLS. 100, $1.25 postpaid. Samples, dime. Holland, R3, Box 
649. Duluth, Minn. 55803_____________________ __________ _____
CRAZY QSLS. Very attractive. Samples 10$ or SASE. 
WA8NYB, Print. 645 Reynard Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45231.
QSLS. Fast service. 100, $3.00. Free samples. Joe, WB2Yltf 
518 Glenmere Ave., Neptune, New Jersey 07753. ___
QSLS. Second to none. Your persona! combination from fan£ 
est selection Glossy reds, blacks, calypso, Pinecraft, vellum 
and crystalion. All ink colors. Many card styles. Fast service. 
Samples, 25$. Includes your call in beautiful M inch letters. 
Ray, K7HLR, Box 1176, Twin Falls. Idaho 83301. _
RUBBER Stamps, name, address: $1.25 postpaid.” Mertin, Box 
656. Fayetteville. Arkansas 72701. 
PERSONAL. Different, low cost colorful QSLs. Samples^ 16£ 
Carl. WA6ZH D. 5437 Charlton Way. Hollywood, Calif. 90028.*  
CANADIANS: Best used gear list in Canada. Free Etco, c/o Mary, VE2ANN, Box 744, Montreal 3,_____________ z
CANADIANS. Must clean out the place. Receiver TMC GPR^ 
90 and SSB adaptor. Model GSB-1. like new, in perfect work
ing order, $375.00; SX-42 receiver complete with R-42 speaker, 
cabinet and tilting base, spotless, like new, $275.00; receiver 
CR-91 (surplus AR-88), $150.00; tubes 813, $3.00; 829, $4 00*  
1000 Kc xtal, $1.50. C. Gutman. 7526 Mountbatten Rd., Cote 
St. Luc. Montreal 29, Que., Canada.________ _________  
FOR Sale: Transmitter, Knight T-60, 60-watt 8(E6M cw7am. M0.00 Heath VF0^YiF'h W3DYL, 1224 McK® 
St., Philly, Penna. 19111. _________
FOR Sale: Perfect SB-4ÔÔ Heath transmitter, $200.00; HÉ-56 
Lafayette 6-meter converter $12.00. Richard Hennis, 3409 Sevier 
Drive. North Little Rock, Arkansas 72116. ___ __ _ ______ 
SFLL: Heath MR-1 w/speaker. MT-1 w/station power supply" $80. K3QPV, Chapel Hill Rd., Huntingdon Valley/Penna.^^ 
WANTED: Military and commercial laboratory- test"equipment 
Electromcraft. Box 13, Binghamton, N.Y. 13902,
SAVE On all makes of new and' used ham equipn^tTWrite”or 
call Bob Grimes, 89 Aspen Road, Swampscott, Massachusetts 
617-598-2530 for the gear u want at the prices u want to pay.
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TUBES Wanted. All types higher prices paid. Write ur phone 
Ceco Communications, 120 West 18th St., N.Y. 11, N.Y. Tel: 
242-7359.___________________ __ ____ _________________
DUMMY" Loads, 1 KW, all-band,■“'$7.95; wired, $12^5. Ham 
Kits, P.O. Box 175, Cranford, N.J.___  ___ _______
WANTED:...2 to 12 304TL tubes^_ Callanan. W9AU, 118 S. 
Clinton, Chicago 6, 111._____ _............___ _ _______
MANUALS for surplus electronics. List 10i. S. Consalvo, 
4905 Roanne Drive, Washington, D,C. 20021. ____ __
WANTED: CoIIins’Parts. BC-610, GRC-2, Autodyne, Bethpage, 
L.L, N.Y. 11714
TELETYPE: “Buy 28s, self parts. W4NYF, Schmidt, 405 NW- 
30th Terr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MICHIGAN Hams! Amateur supplies, standard brands. Store 
hours 0830 to 1730 Monday through Saturday. Roy J. Purchase, 
W8RP. Purchase Radio Supply, 327 E. Hoover St., Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 48104, Tel. NOrmandy 8-8262. ........ ........... .........
We Buy all types of tubes for cash, especially Eimac, subject to 
our test. Maritime International Co., Box 516, Hempstead, N.Y. 
RTTY Gear for sale List issued monthly, 88 or 44 mhy toroids, 
five for $1.50 postpaid. Elliott Buchanan, W6VVC, 1067 Man- 
dana Blvd., Oakland, Calif. 94610. ___ ___________________
CASH Paid for your unused Tubes, and good Ham and Com
mercial Equipment. Send list to Barry, W2LNL Barry Elec
tronics, 512 Broadway. NYC 10012. Call 212-WAlker 5-700. 
Vacation closing: July 24-Aug. 7th.______________________  
WANTED: Tubes, all types, write or phone Bill Salerno, 
W2ONV, 243 Harrison Avenue, Garfield, N.J., Tel: GArfield 
Area code (20D-773-3320.__________ _____ __ _______________ _
HAM Discount House. Latest amateur equipment. Factory 
sealed cartons. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for lowest 
quotation on your needs. H DH Sales Co., 170 Lockwood Ave., 
■Stamford, Conn. 06902. ___ _ ______________ _____ _
ESTATE Liquidation offers. Big list. Parad Engineering Ser- 
vice, 284 Rte. 10, Dover, N.J. 07801._________ „
WANTED: Model #28 Teletype equipment. R-388, R-390AT 
Cash or trade for new amateur equipment. Alltronics-Howard 
Co., Box 19, Boston, Mass. 02101.______ _____________________
TOROIDS, 88 mh uncased. 5/S2.50. Postpaid. Humphrey, 
WA6FKN, Box 34, Dixon, Calif.
SELL: CQ. QST, Handbooks, old radio magazines, any quan
tity. Buy Old radio gear and publications. Erv Rasmussen, 164 
Lowell, Redwood City. Calif. ______ ________ ___ ____
NOVICE Crystals, all bands, $1.30 each. Free list. Nat Stin- 
nette, Umatilla, Fla. 32784,__ ____ _______________
WEE Catalog. Loads of electronic Bargains, R. W. Electron
ics, Inc., 2244 South Michigan Ave., Chicago. Illinois 60616. 
AMATEUR Paradise Vacation. Livingstone Lodge, Mascoma 
Lake, Enfield, N.H. Cosy cabin for two weekly. $50.00. Swim
ming. Fishing, Boats. Sports, ham radio, Dartmouth Golf, ten
nis, hot showers, fireplaces, light-housekeeping, children half. 
Lake Shore Camp Sites. Literature, Al Q. Livingstone. W2QPN, 
Livingstone Lodge, RFD Enfield, (Mascoma Lake), N.H. 03748.
WANTED: Tubes and all aircraft and ground radios. Units like 
17L, 51X, 618T or S. R388, R390. GRC. Any 51 series Collins 
unit. Test equipment, everything. URM, ARM, GRM, etc. Best 
offer paid, 22 years of fair dealing. Ted Dames Co., 308 Hickory 
St., Arlington, New Jersey 07032.____________ ____________
INTERESTING Sample copy free! Write: '‘The Ham Trader,” 
Sycamore, Illinois 60178. ___________________________________  
SELL: Hallicrafters SX-62A with Q-Multiplier, excellent condi
tion With 15*  speaker in portable cabinet, $300.00. M. Pelle
grino, 65 Maspeth Ave., Brooklyn. N.Y. 11211. Tel: ST 2-5830. 
WANTED: For personal collection: QST, May 1916; Learning 
the Radiotelegraph Code, 4th Edt.: How to Become a Rad;o 
Amateur, Edition 12; The Radio Amateur’s License Manual, 
Edition 10, 11, 12. List of Stations (1914): Map of Member 
Stations (1914), W1CUT, 18 Mohawk Dr., Unionville, Conn. 
06085.______ ___
HAM’S Spanish-English manual, Gabriel K4BZY, 1329 N.E. 
4th Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304.__  ___
HALLICRAFTERS SE-i50 transceiver P-150 A.C. supply. New 
tubes. Perfect. Want to build. Ship prepaid stateside. All rea
sonable offers considered. R. T. Evans, Box 95, Britt, Iowa

COLLINS 51J4 wanted. Wilt consider one needing work if com
plete. Please write condition and price to Winram, 175 W. 12 
St.» New York 10011. _____________________________
FOR Sale: Complete set UTC, “LS” Series, transformers for 
broadcast or amateur transmitter including power, bias, audio, 
and high level modulation. Power adjustable 1 KV to 4 KV at 
1.2 amps., continuous duty rating. Perfect condition, and priced 
to sell. Geo. W. Smith, Jr., W5HIP, Rte. #1 Box 71-Z. Potts- 
boro, Texas 75076. ___ __ _____________________ _____
SSB: Heath HX-10, HR-10 mobtle/fixed combination: TA-32Jr, 
all accessories. Good condition. Joe Spivack, 7 Linden Ave., 
Belmont, Mass. 02178.
TR-4, $480.00; AC-4, $83.00: DC-3. $123.00: R4-A. $33o“oO: 
T4X. $330.00; MS-4, $17.50; RV4-, $83.00; L-4, $58.00. Fac
tory-sealed boxes, fully warranted, Mel Palmer, K4LGR, Box 
10021, Greensboro, N.C. 27404.
BEST Offer paid for any piece of aircraft or ground radios 
tubes or test equipment. In a hurry? Cash-in-advance arranged 
Turn those unused units into money. Air Ground Electronics 
64 Grand Place, Kearny, N.J.
BILL Ogg at Evansville Amateur Radio Supply, 1629 S, Ken
tucky, Evansville, Indiana 47713, says check these Summer 
Bonus Savings! Bonus #1: a free, matching AC-Supply with 
the purchase of a Swan-350 or Galaxy MK II at $420.00 each or 
Swan 500 at $4.95. Bonus #2: a free, matching, AC supply plus 
a MS-4 speaker and Turner 454X with the purchase nf a Drake 
TR-4 at $599 or a T4-X, R4-A combo at $799. We prepay most 
shipping charges. Send us a stamped envelope for a deal you’ve 
been looking for.

HEATH HO-IO monitor, $45.00; National NC-303 with 6 meter
converted, $270.00; Utic 650 with VFO and mike, $140.00;
Jones Bendix Micromatch, $20.00. K1SCJ. Richard Ravich, 10
Coolidge Rd., Marblehead, Mass. 01945.  
COLLINS Owners: Now is the time to get that long awaited 
conversion. If you want the very best in receiving capabilities 
this upcoming season, a VCZ front end conversion is your an
swer. 75A4’s. $69.95; 75-S series, $34.95 complete. In stock: 
converted 75A4A’s for immediate shipment. Dealers in fine used 
Collins gear. Write for details. VCZ Sales, 5 Pinetree Rd., 
Ramsey. NJ. 07446. Tel: (20D-327-9494.
CASH. Want 32S-3 in A-1 condition only. Fifi Lopez, XE0YL, 
Box 7565. Mexico City.
EXCELLENT Opportunity for licensed amateur, with technical 
qualifications for mail order Amateur-CB sales and customer 
service. Previous experience desirable. Interested applicant 
should possess capability to handle sales correspondence. Call or 
write: Mr. Wickman, World Radio Laboratories, Inc., 3515 W. 
Broadway. Council Bluffs. Iowa 51501. Phone 328-1851
FOR Sale: SR-101 and SB-200. Wanted, kits to wire, Heath 
preferred. 12% of cost, some in stock. Professionally wired. Lan 
Richter, K3SUN, 131 Florence Drive, Harrisburg. Penna.17112. 
WANTED: Military, Commercial, Surplus, Airborne, Ground, 
Transmitters, Receivers, Test-sets, Accessories. Specially Col
lins. We nay cash and freight. Ritco Electronics, Box 156, Ann
andale. Va 22003., Tel:(703)-560-5480 Collect.  _ ....... ... 
EXCELLENT Heath SB-300 receiver, SSB c.w. AM filters, plus 
manual. Going transceiver. Just aligned and sharp. $265.00 
shipped prepaid W. Rohrbach, 34 Lincoln Ave., Chatham, N.J. 
07928.
HAMMARLUND HQ-160 revr, $150.00; SP-600JX, $285,00: 
Heath DX-100, $85.00; SB-10, $65.00; Johnson Courier 500W 
Pnear, $90,00; DB-23 Preselector. $10.00; 110VAC coax relay, 
$8,00: Astatic mike, $10,00 All in perfect condx, w/manuals. 
Sabelbcrg, Box 142, San Andreas. Calif, 95249.............. ..........
WANTED: Schematic diagram and operating instruction man
ual for Globe Scout, Model 65 transmitter. Al Berman, W9APV, 
622 Pleasant Ave., Highland Park, Illinois 60035, Tel: 432-6522.
FOR Sale. KWSI and 75A4, Late serial and modified. Excellent 
condition. Manuals and cables included. Dr. C. L. Samuelson, 
539 So. Main St,. Findlay. Ohio 45840  _______ ______
DRAKE 2B, 2BQ, Calib. manuals, very fine. Ship prepaid to 
first $175.00. certified. W7HWL, 1932 Bonita, Las Vegas, Ne
vada 89105......... ................... .. ........... ................................
WANTED: Full time sales representative needed to sell a qual
ity line of nationally known 2-way radio equipment in the North 
Central and Mid-Western areas of the country. Salary, Commis
sion, plus expenses. Liberal company benefits. Ideal opportunity 
for ham or CB’er with a knack for selling. Must be willing to 
travel. Reply: Mr. Warren Whittel, P.O. Box 536, Baltimore, 
Md, 21203.  , __________________________
ESTATE Liquidation of W2ZVO: SB-10, mint condition, Viking 
with manual. First certified check for $250. I will ship. 
34 mhz, 46 to 56 mhz. See ARRL Handbook 1951. excellent con
dition. All with manuals. For best offers. Will answer all replies. 
Mrs. E. W. Hague, c/o Gene Fry. K2CW, 69 Ashland Road, 
Summit, N.J. 07901. Tel: (20D-273-7488. ...... ............ ......
REAL Deal for Novice: HQ-145, Heath Q-Mult., spkr, DX-20, 
T-R switch, and more. All in FB condition Jim Nestor, WN8- 
WHL. 2008 Smithville Western Road, Wooster, Ohio 44691. 
Tel: (216)-345-6778,
CLEGG Zeus TX and power supply; Clegg Interceptor with 2 
coax relays, all manuals: D-104 mike, $750.00. Superior Instru
ment Co. VTVM. $20.00: Heath 6 meter converter, $25.00. 
Mrs. Helen A. Roark, Executrix of the Estate of WA4GXR, 
P.O. Box 267. Franklin, Ky. 42134.__ _________ ______
HAITIAN Dispensary needs portable generator. Situation not 
permitting amateur operation, I solicit help from brother hams 
to obtaJn a 3.000 watt generator for my d’scensary here in 
Ouanaminthe, Haiti. Willing to pay reasonable price or will 
appreciate S&H or TV stamps to help obtam this badly needed 
item for heloing my poor. John Henault, O.M.I.. W1EPA, 
76 School St., Revere, Mass. 02151 Tel: AT-42029. Will be 
stateside from July to October at above address.
HEATH HR-10 revr, $49.00: TA-33JR beam, $49.00 (with 
AR-22R rotator, $69,00). WB2EYZ, 2154 57th St., Brooklyn. 
N.Y. 11204. Tel (212)-256-5014.
WALKIE-Talkies. Two Heath GW-21A 100 mw. hand-held CB 
transceivers in excellent condition, ideal for conversion to 10 
meters. $50.00. W7DQS. 2418 E. Pierson, Phoenix, Ariz. 85016. 
WANTED: Mainline TT/L F.S.K. converter as described in 
August 1965 OST. Would prefer auto start capability. Quote 
nrice. Bart Perrotti, WAI BAL. Lakeville. Conn. 06039, ______ 
WANTED: National HFS Mv«t he in vy gud condx. K2UUR. 
13 Georgetown Parlin. N.J. 08859.
WANTED: McMurdo-S:!ver 100 Kc. IF amnliriert” Luck AGC 
unit: 32-B or Invader 200 SSB. W9TMH. 1652 Milwaukee Ave., 
Ch’cago. Illinois 60647
GONSET: Comm. IV, 6 meter. $200,00. like new, been used 
on the air for two months only, Mob’Te halo included. WA8- 
MLRU, Mike Beall, White Pigeon. Michigan 49099.
BEST Reasonable offer takes QST magazines 1956 thru I960: 
CQ magazines 1947 thru 1960: HG-10 VFO. HT-40 transmitter, 
S-40 receiver; Hv-Gain Monobrake, large inverted prop pitch 
motor; Tetrad frequency standard. W3EPV, 817 Hamilton 
Boulevard, Hagerstown, Md. 21740.
LICENSE Plate with call-letters. Only $1,00. With reflective 
paint. $1.50 Special club rates. Guaranteed. Permanent, im
pressive. E. L. Crouch. K4ANE, 2040 Broad St., Paducah. 
Kentucky 42001.
SELL: RME DB-20 Preselector, $15.00; Century tube-checker, 
floor model, $50-00; Eico 625 tube-checker. $15.00: 24-hour 
clock, $6.00. W2UGM- 66 Columbus Ave., Closter, New Jersey 
07624. Tel: (20D-768-1884.
WANTED: KWM-2/2A.’ 75S-3B/C...S/Line“ accessorie£”GTve 
price, condition, year made, Heinlein, W7BIF, 107 Wyoming, 
Boulder City, Nevada 89005.
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MUST Sell for college expenses: Homebrew TV Camera un- 
eluding tubes, vidicon, lens, and converter). Best offer wins. 
Lee Wimbs, 3006 Northampton, Greensboro, N.C. 27408.
DRAKE R-4 receiver, few hours of use in perfect condition 
with manual. First certified check for $250. 1 will ship. 
Philip Cohn, W1FMA, 84 Birch Road, Longmeadow» Mass. 
01106. '  . 
RTTY Channel Filters, octal mounted, 2125/2975, $5.95 pair. 
FSK units for 32-S-3. variable shift, easy installation, $14.95. 
88 mh. toroids, uncased, 5 for $2.50. Harman Zachry. WA6JGI. 
3232 Selby Aye., Los Angeles, Calif. 90034.  
WANTED:Thordarson 2ÖD82. Astor, 488 Paine, Wyckoff 
N.J. 07481. ............................... ............................................_....... _
VHFTRS: Heathkit Twoer. $35.00; SBA-300-4. two-meter con
verter. $15.00. Both excellent condition. You pay shipping. 
Gary Confrey, WA1EDJ. Rte. 80, Killingworth. Conn. 06417.
SELL: Twoer. never used, in A-l condition. Triband beam 
wanted. Like to trade. WB6VCM, 959 Clinton Rd., Los Altos, 
Calif. 94022._____________ .....__________ _______________
SELL: Complete station NCX3. NCXA, NCL2000, SC-101A. 
Ameco two-meter converter. Waters model 334. keys, mikes, 
extras: $500.00. Pick-up deal. W3EIX, Box 1014, Secaucus, 
N.J. 07094. Tel: 863-4681,............................................ .............................
HO-170ÄC. guaranteed like new condx. Will ship prepaid. 
$275.00. WA8LTX. Tom Knott. 4011 Windward Drive, Lan
sing, Mich. 48910._____________________ __ _____________________
HEATH HW-32 with calibrator and HP-13 supply. $125.00. 
Julian Eng, 1 Herald Plaza. Miami. Fla. 33133 ..... ...............
SELL: Hallicrafters SX-140 K receiver, works well. $75.00. 
Charles Rhodes. 172 Park Lane. Titusville. Fla 32780;  
HT-37. SX-IOTA“ perfect, $195.00 each. TA-33 Jr. $25.00. WA5- 
AXS. 618-18th Avc., Texas City. Texas 77590. ____________
SELL/Trade BC-221J frequency meter. Excellent. With cali
bration book technical manual, 115 VAC regulated power 
supply, lift-cover cabinet. $95.00, Want high power telescope 
(equivalent Lafayette Polaris) or recording barometer. Sell 
new Tecraft Criterion converter, Mod.144. xtals for 75A4 
$45.00 Dumont oscillograph Type 164-E. manual, good, $25.00. 
K2CR, Dick Zucker. Water Mill. L.L, N.Y. 11976. (Tel: (516)- 
726-4585).
1916 QSTs needed for personal collection. Price secondary. 
Ted Dames, W2KUW. 308 Hickory Street, Arlington, New 
Jersey 07032.
MINT Condition Collins 75S1 receiver with Waters rejection 
tuning. Original owner. $300.00, W1FYG, 66 Hourigan Dr., 
Meriden. Conn. 06450. Tel: (2031-237-0634.
EICO 753 SSB/AM/CW transceiver. AC supply, microphone, 
calibrator, excellent. $145.00. Twoer, DCPS. $25.00. WB2 
KDB. 351 Howe Ave., Passaic. N,J. 07055 
FOR Sale: Mint condition. Collins 516E-1 power supply. 
351D mobile mount. $200, W2TG.
DRAKE 2-B, xtal calibrator. Heath Q-muIt., speaker, $190.00; 
Apache transmitter, $100. Both in mint condition. SX-43 re
ceiver Older model but good shape. $55,00. Philadelphia area. 
K3DCY. Tel: (2151-886-5912.
HEATHKTT Mohawk RX-1 receiver. 160-2 meters. AM. CW, 
SSB. Perfect in A-1 m’nt condx. Electrically and physically.
Latest model. $175.00. Mike Matich. WA9NVN.1101 Ewing 
Ave..„Chicago, Illinois 60617. Call (312)-768-3099.
SELL: HO-170À receiver. $240,00: Heath Marauder transmit
ter. $225.00. both mint condition. Perfect Johnson Thunderbolt 
amplifier and extra new 4-400A. $285.00. Health Ham Scan, 
$60,00: monitor ’scope. $50.00; Lafayette bug, $6.00, Knight 
SWR monitor. $10 00. Johnson KW low-pass, $9.00. Michael 
Zakin. WA2SZM. OL-80837........................................... .........................
FREE Subscriptions to electronic magazines are available to 
.malified buyers of electronic components for their employers. 
Send $1.00 for details and addresses of sixteen free magazines. 
Universal Company. Box 1165. Richardson. Texas 75080,_____  
LETTTNE240-40 watt phone/cw. $20.00; Miessner “EX” sig
nal shifter, 807 output <bandswitching) $15 00: Bigrig: 4- 
866s power supply, modulator Pr. 805s. new 300 watt modula
tion transformer, final nr, 100TH (just have one), uses plug
in coils. Enclosed 5’A ft, metal cabinet, door in back. $70.00, 
K4CCY. 206 Hcndcrlite. Salisbury. N.C. 28144.  
APACHF TX-L $120.00; HO-160 revr. $115.00. Both $225.00. 
WA2GPF. 14 Grove Street. Waldwick. NJ. 07463.____________  
WRITE, Phone, or visit us for the best deal on new or recon
ditioned Collins, Drake, Swan. National. Galaxv. Gonset. 
Hallicrafters. Hammarlund. Hy-Gain, Johnson. Millen. Mos
ley, SBE, Henry Linear, and most other equipment. We try to 
give you the best service, best price, best payment terms, 
best trade-in Write for price lists. Your inquiries invited. 
Henry Radio, Butler, Missouri 64730.
WANTED: Heath SB-401 or SB-400, any condx. For sale: 
Knight T-150A AM, CW. 150-watt xmtr and coax relay, 
$60.00 »nd. Fred Scharmann, WA8MQ0. French Creek Rd., 
Avon, Ohio 44011,_____________ ____________ ______
HENRY 2K mint condition. Serial No, 130. $475.00. Dn 
CnorgA Mack, W4HUE, 4108 SW 5th St., Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla. 33314._____________
BEST Offer Hammarlund HO-110 revr. with clock, speaker. 
S-meter and new 2-meter dial. H. Mancine, K2ZOS, 1330 Mama
roneck Ave., Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543.
SP600JX1 $200.00; BC-221 P/Soly Calif, book, $25.00; (2) 
4CX1000A. good, make offer; Vibroplex bug, $10-00; Avail
able Sept Trade? Need Johnson KW Matchbox. D. Meeves, 
USNGA, 215 North 7th St, Council Bluffs. Iowa 51501.
GOING To college. Selling mint condition SX-101A. $180,00; 
HT-37 with extra pair finals, $230.00. Will deliver to 100 
miles or you pay shooing. D. Johnson. 1358 Birch Hill Rd.. 
Mountainside, N.J. 07092.
'MUST Sell: 75S-1 with Waters Q-mult.. $250.00 mint. GSB- 
100. $165.00; NCL-2000 without 8122 tubes, $325.00. Bruce 
Zaleiski, W0KYP, Rte. 1, Kathryn, North Dakota 58049.

FOR Sale: Heathkit SB-400, $300.Uu. nammarltmd HQ-170C.
$180.00. All offers considered WA7BNM, Bruce Horn, Box
402, Coos River, Coos Bay, Oregon 97420........................... ................
VIKING 500. in excellent condition. Spare tubes, ready for 
SSB. Best offer over $250.00. RME-6900. Looks and operates 
like new. $150.00. Moving to an apartment and need smaller 
rig. Henry Oles, 616 Coitsville Rd., Campbell, Ohio 44405.
QSTS 1937 thru 1958, complete set. Also 2 copies 1936: 7 in 
1935, 9 in 1934. 9 in 1933 and Dec. 1932. AU vy gud condx. 
Best offer. Prefer pick-up deal, otherwise you pay freight. Al 
Palmer, WIKIO, in Wilfred St., West Hartford, Conn. 06110. 
CRYSTALS: Airmailed: SSB, Nets. MARS, Novice, Marine 
etc. Custom finished etch stabilized ET-243, .01% any kilo
cycle or fraction, 3500 to 8600 kilocycles $1.90. (five or more 
this range $1.75 each ) (Nets: ten or more, same frequency 
$1.40). 1700 to 3499 and 8601 to 20,000 $2.75 with overtones 
supplied above 10,000. 10.000 to 13.500 fundamentals $2.95. 
Add 50*  each for .005%. Add 75*  each for HC-6/u metal 
miniatures. Have many crystal groups for construction articles 
in ARRL publications including QST, “Handbook,” SSB and 
Mobile manuals and other. Inquire. Write for order-bullet*  n. 
Crystals since 1933, Airmail 10*/crystaL  surface 5*.  C-W 
Crystals, Marshfield.Missouri 65706.”
INVADER 200. like new condx. $239.50. Collins 32V-3 in 
excellent, mint condition, $195,00; HRO-60 with coils A.B.C, 
D.E.F and AC 15 meters band-spread, crystal calibrator 100 
and 1000 Khz. narrow band FM adaptor and speaker, $250.00. 
Hallicrafters SX-42, clean and in perfect working order, 
$95.00 14AVQ and LC80Q with relay, $20.00. Roger Batista, 
WB2ZBM, 1219 Taylor Ave.. Bronx. N.Y.C, 10472.
FOR Sale: DX-40. $23.50; HG-10, $19.50: Vibroplex“"“Bug” 
$9.50: S-108, $44.95; 6M xmitter. $24.00. Mise, items. Shipping 
extra. K4JCX. Box [62. Oak Ridge. Tenn. 37830. 
FIELD Effect Transistors. MPF-102, MPF-ÍÕ4. TIXM-Ï2, 
$1.20 each. Bob, W3TOO, 4015 Montpelier Rd.. Rockville, 
Md. 20853
COLLINS 75S-1 revr, best offer above $250. W5LCD....7150
Cliffbrook. Dallas, Texas Tel: 239-8196. 
FOR Sale: HW-12 and HP-23, both in exclnt physical and 
electrical condition, Tim Garrett. WA4VVM, P.O. Box 272, 
Halifax, Va. 24558.
2 KW PÉP SSB amplifier, Johnson Thunderbolt, Serial 96353. 
Not a scratch—perfect condition. Relay operated, time delay 
step start. With instruction book, $295.00, Large broadcast 
quality modulation transformer, 12,000/4000 ohms, .75/.5 
amps., 52DB. Wanted: Ranger II. W3LL, 324 Broadmoor Rd.» 
Baltimore. Md. 21212. Tel: 301-435-0226.
FOR Cash, All in good operating condition. Mosiev 71 ft. 
tower with all cables, anchors, etc.. $195.00: SX-101A (used 
100 hours), $245.00; HT-32A. $245.00: GSB linear 201. $175.00; 
Astatic 10D mic. w/stand. $22.00; Ham-M rotator w/control 
and trans, cables. $65.00; Mosley TA-33 w/40 m. kit, $65.00; 
RF Analyzer MM2. $50.00: Micro-Match indicator and coupler, 
$15,00. Gordon M. Dunning, K3CBS. 800 Woodburn Rd., 
Rockville, Md. 20851.
THREADED Brass items: rebuilding beam. Write Walt on 
fasteners. Many brass items, washers, in stock. Write for list. 
See July ad. Sample washer card. 10*.  Washer, machine or 
wood screw samples. 25*  postpaid. Walt, W8BLR. 29716 Briar
bank. Southfield» Mich. 48075.
SURPLUS Specials: Oscilloscopes 3*  CRT, for 19*  rack mntg, 
$39,50; regulated pwr supplies (3) voltages Max. 225-250V at 
550 Ma,. $39.95. Write for complete details on these and many 
other interesting items at bargain prices. Electronics Surplus 
Co., P.O, Box 1225, Boston. Mass. 02104.
DISCOUNT Prices and time payments. New equipment in fac
tory sealed cartons at discount prices. Pay only 10% down, 
monthly payments as low as $10.00. Swan SW-350. $365.00: 
SW-500. $430.00: SW-250. $286 00: Ham-M. $99.95. Drake 
TR-4, $511.00; R-4A, $349.50; T-4X, $349,50; L-4, $599,00: 
Galaxy V Mk IL $365.00. SB-34. $360.00; SBE linear. $219.00. 
Save up to 25%. Write for quote before your purchase. Re
conditioned bargains, NCX-3. $199.00: SW-240. $179,00; Eico 
753. $159 00; SB-33. $159 00: SW-350. $299.00. Galaxy V, 
$299.00: HT-37, $179.00: HT-32, $179,00: GSB-100, $125.00: 
SX-117. $199,00, Send for list, Bryan. W5KFT. Edwards Elec
tron ics, 1320-19th St., Lubbock, Texas 79401. PO-2-S759.
SCR-522 with nnwer supplies. Good condition. $50.00. Cash 
and carry, WB2TKL.  
SELL: SB1-LA Vnear, in excellent condition, $165.00. Flora 
Strickhausen. 715 Tyler. Apt. 36. Topeka, Kansas 66603, 
CHEAP: SX-110 with manual, $60,00. No scratches, no “bugs.” 
K3MTG. Mt. Vernon, Oxford. Penna. 19363.
WANTED: Collins 30L-1. 312B-4. and SM-2 microphone. 
Clean, reasonable, for cash, no trades. All inquiries answered. 
Jesse A. Warren. 2311 Buckingham. Westchester, Ill. 60153. 
WA9KWC.  ' 
COLLEGE Forces sale of Heath SB-100. $300.00: DX-60. 
$40.00: HG-10, $20.00. Assorted other gear. WA4JXC, 204 
Larkspur, Rome, Ga. 30161. ______
HEATH Apache, SB-10 and Mosley CM-1 receiver. First $200 
certified check. Freight collect. E. J. Furno. WA4KJX, 13310 
108 Ave. N., Largo, Fla. 33540. _____ ___ _
VIKING n and Globe VFO, in excellent condition. $90 takes 
both, or make offer for either. Shipped c.o.d WA8SRQ, 6606 
Evening St., Worthington. Ohio 43085, 
FOR SALE: Swan 350 and AC Power supply, late model, excel
lent condition. $365.00. G. W. Boles, 5305 North Drexel, 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73112. telephone: Wl 6-6963.
COMPLETE Set of QSTs from 1917 to present. Will sell as set 
only. Best offer. Write: Mrs. Barbara L. Kurtz, 23 West 
Northern Ave., Apt. A, Springfield, Ohio 45504. Phone: 322- 
7464 after six.
FOR Sale: Heathkit DX-60 transmitter. 90 watts, runs at 75 
watts for Novice. Like new. $60.00. 10 Novice crystals. $10.00. 
Both for $65.00. R. L. Jewell, 18 Mendon Dr., Locust Valley, 
L.L, N.Y. 11560.
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K5VCP selling HT-37, $210.00; Drake 2B. 2BQ, 2AC xtal 
clbrtr, $200; HA-1 T-O keyer w/Vibroplex key, $50.00. Equip
ment looks new condx, works perfectly. W/ original cartons, 
manuals. Xmtr revr delivered within 150 mi. radius. KSVCP, 
6829 Rowan, Houston, iexas 77036.
TOROIDS-88 mhy., center-tapped, unpotted, 5/S1.50 postpaid. 
Never out of boxes; TX-62, $120.00: TR4A rotator, $24.00; 
model 26 like new, $55.uu. Paße pr nter paper. $5.50/ case. 
Heath VF-1 VFO with FSK, $12.00; SX-28, $40.00; HQ-140XA, 
$25.00. Viking Valiant, $150.00 (like new;. Wanted: Capacitor 
decade, Gonset 2 meters. Polycom 6 and two. Audio oscillator, 
Tri-Band beam. ARK-15 receiver. Van, W2DLT, 302Z Passaic, 
Stirling, N.J. 07980,
COMMUNICATIONS Specialists. Amateur equipment repaired, 
kits wired, te.ted. custom bu Id.ng. J-J Electronics, Windham 
Road, Canterbury, Conn. 06881.
PLEASE Write for 3-page list of Ham and Lab Bargains. Ex
amples: Tektronix 511 ’scope, $50.00; H-P 520 counter, $40.00; 
Beckman 1556 counter, $40.00; G.R. 1302 o_c.Hator, $40.00: 
Brush DC amplifier, $20.00. Hammarlund SP-400X $60.00: 
RCA missile launch panel, $35.00: Webcor stereo recorder, 
$40.00: swivel office chair (trade?) $15.00, etc. Large SASÉ 
appreciated. WA9DYE, 114 Laxe View Ave., Milwaukee. Wis. 
53217. Want: (Trade?) revolver. .22 auto rifle, microscope, 
portable electric typewriter, consider others.______  _________
RIDERS Radio manuals, 18 vols., $2.00 each; RCA audio osc., 
$10,00: Silver VTVM. $15.00: Weston set analyzer, $10.00: 1/6 
HP repulsion motors: large switchboard meters, some surplus 
gear. SASE for list. W1TF, E. A. Turner, 2 Virginia Circle, 
Reading, Mass. 01867.  , _____  
NEED Linear, SB-200 etc. Can offer mce Ranger I. Navigator, 
or HO-129X in part. Late Ranger i, $85.00: HQ-129X, $80.00: 
Navigator, $62.00. WA4L1G, 306 E. Gilpin Ave., Norfolk, Va. 
23503.
HEATH DX-60 transmitter, HR-10 receiver, HG-10 VFO. HM- 
11 SWR bridge. Turner 454C mike, and speaker. New condi
tion, package deal only: $175.00. Ihomas Ellett, WA0IAK, 
1809 Meadow La., Ames, Iowa 50010. ______ _
COLLINS 32S-1. 75S-1 with 500 OPS 
Rohn commercial tower, AR-22, TA-33. 
Box 313, Richardson, Texas 75080. _

filter. 312B4, 516F2.
$1000. W5BKU, P.O.

WANTED: SX-24, SX-25", Junker S-Meter, must be good. 
Nagle, 806 Pocahontas, Oxon Hill, Md. 20022.
FOR Sale: Almost new Hy-Gain 10-meter beam, 10-15 meter 
quad; Hy-Gain 20/40 meter beam. LM freq, meter w/book. 
Eico sig generator, Eico 5“ ‘scope, Johnson Navigator 10-160 
meter, 60 watt cw trans; real bombs. Work either ABI or Class 
C. W6IBD, 780 South Grand Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91030. 
Tel: MU-22915.
COMPLETE Station: Collins KWS-1 transmitter S/N895 1 Kw 
cw/ssb, Collins 75A-3 receiver, plug-in product detector, vernier 
tuning. 3 and 1 kc. mechanical filters, DB-23 Preselector. 
Heath SWR bridge. Q-muttiplier, ah built into $300 metal 
console cabinet with formica top. Original price. $3000; first 
$800 takes all. Will split KWS-1 alone, $450 firm, 75A3/3 kc 
filter $250.00 or offer, cabinet $100. Gordon Kittel. K3A1G. 
16 Jacqueline Dr., Paoli, Penna. 19301, Phone (215J-647-2750.___ 
SFT-L: Perfect, like new, NCX-3. NCX-A in box 1'6 years. 
Late model. First $285.00 takes it. New Reath MM-1 meter, 
wired, $29.00. L, Conner. Box 11, Grandview, Ind. 47615. 
Phone MI-94921.
KWS-1. excellent condition. Best offer over $500. .Sry, no 
shipping. Earl Crawfis, W7ATV, 2909 E. Grovers. Phoenix. 
.’Viz. 85032. .....   _......................
HRO RAS receiver. $40 00; 3 antique wall telephones, $75.00 
(trade?): Atwater Kent 55C. RCA radiola 66. plus many antique 
radio parts $75.00. WA9IYF, Box 22, Milan. Ind. 47031.
GOING SSB. Sell: In use. Apache TX-1. $90.00. Also mint, 
perfect Heath I P-20 regulated supnly, $75.00. Also new tele
type regenerative repeater, $20.00. Pick uo deal only. Gariepy. 
2624 Kroemer Road, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 46808. ______
SELL: Hammarlund HO-170 revr. like new condx, $200; HG- 
10 VFO. $25.00; HT-40 xmtr with 9 xtals and ant., $60.00; 
Mosley CM-1 revr, $100 00. Ship F.o.b. with manuals. Joseph 
Danielson, 189 Oak Knoll, Niles, Ohio 44446.
COLLINS (R-388) 51J-S receiver: Hammarlund HC-10, Pano
ramic Panadaptor, PCA2T200, all for $400. Hallicratters HA-2 
with power supply. S2U0.00. Sorry, no shippi ng! Jim Geras, 
W2MVR. 108-12 227th St., Queens Village, L.I., N.Y. 11429. 
Tck_(212)-HO-48377. _ ____________________ _____ _
EICO Sig gen. 315, new condx. W2AV 1:1 balun. Mosley TA-31 
Senior WTl sh-o. Best offer. WB2OQK, 1129 Astor Ave., 
Bronx, N.Y. 10469.................................................  
FXCFILENT Reath Warrior, 2B trade/best cash offer. 
WB6SBJ, tel: (415)-322-2959. ....... ................. .................................
REPAIR and install Amateur Radio Transmitters, receivers and 
accessories. Ted Drell Elecfon.es. Inc. 4103*4  Dumaine St.. 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70119. _______________
SX-122 with cab'brator. *̂̂5  00. W. Thiele, 215 E. Main, 
Somerville. New Jersey 08876.______ _____ ________________
WANTED: 32S-L 2 or 3. State price on your first reply. 
WA3BKR. 1009 Frederick Road, Meadowbrook, Penna, (near 
Philly) 19046............ .............. .......................................... ................
RTTY Sale Model 28 KSR. $300 00: 75S-2. $275.00. 75S-3, 
$375.00: HX-10 $200. Abo TD, report's. TU. etc. Send for list. 
W3BKY. 1681 Bellemead Dr., Altoona, Penna. 16602.
VHF: TX-62, VFO621, $150.00: NC-300, clean, $150.00: Ameco 
6-meter converter and preamn. $15.00: Mohawk 417A 2-meter 
converter. $25.00. All for $275.00. WA9RDZ, 406 W. Rudisill. 
Ft.. Wayne, Ind. 46807. Tel: 745-7279.
KWM2, 516F2. ser. No 10652. $725 00: KWM-L noise blanker, 
AC supply, $400.00; 30L-1. $325.00. All clean. 10-B, new, 
$55,00*  20-A, $8 > co Harve*  We Is. *‘Z” Match, $55.00. 
K6KYB, 2903 Yearling St.» Lakewood, Calif. 90713.  
SALE: Transmitters T-60. Elmac A-544, manuals and GD-396 
headphones, all $60,00. Will sell separately. Sherm, WN4FJO, 
1509 Carolina. Kingsport. Tenn. 37664.

EXPANDING national sales organization needs new amateur
products and accessories.. You make it and we’ll sell it. our
trade name or yours. Mann Enterprises, P.O. Box 292, Deer
field. Illinois 60015
SHOP Around, get the best deal you can and then try Gel! 
21 years of service to amateurs in South Texas and now ready 
to serve Hams anywhere. Bob Douglas, W5GEL. Douglas Elec- 
tromes. Box 6697, Corpus Christi, Texas 78411.
HT32A, $250.00: 2B/2BQ/50’and 100 Kc "cal., $200.66; KW 
Kompact/AC p.s. $105.00; all parts for pair 3-400Zs linear and 
PS, $200. David Windisch. K3BHJ, 3402 Oakenshaw PL, Balti
more, Md. 21218. Call (30D-235-0466.
SELL: 40-20 M„ AM KW/Suoply, $115'00. 60*  ft. windmill 
tower, rotor, and 20M beam, $175.00. F.o.b. Swap on 75A-4, 
75S- xceiver, and etc. W9CKQ. Rt. 2, Box 209-A, Geneseo, III. 
61254.
WANT Any HRO-7 coils or HRO-5 or HRO-M Especially BC 
band and 15 M band-spread. W2HUG. 226 Linden Place, New 
Milford, N.J. 07646.
COLLINS PTO, 70E-24 for 75A-4, new, $39.00: 70E-23 for 
K>S-1. new. $39,00. 70E-15 for 511, new. $49.00. Richard E. 
Mann. 430 Wilmot Rd.. Deerfield, Ill. 50015.
SELL: National NC-200 (new). $200.00; Heath HX-10. $175.00; 
HA-W. ^0.0»: HW-32. $60.00; HA-14, $75.00; HP-14. $50,00; 
SB-620, $90.00: Ham-M. $65.00: DB-23. $20.00. Prop-pitch 
motor, $15.00 (pick-up). F.o.b. K8RFC, A. Gouker, Box 544-A, 
R M, Sawyer. Michigan 49125.___
TOOOOBES: 6146B. $4.00; 6CW4, $L40: 81 IA. $4.25; 4D32, 
$15.90. AU new. boxed, guaranteed. Free catalog. Vanbar 
Distr.. Box 444Z. Stirling. NJ. 07980. __ ____
DRAKE R'4, mint condition, with extra xtals. $295.00. Cush- 
Cratt 28 element 2-meter quad. $25.00. Robert Hanna, WA1- 
hEC. o8 Marron Ave. Stoughton. Mass. 02072.
GALAXY III, AC supply, $195.00. W5HNZ, Rte 3, Box 15, 
Haynesville. La,_71038,________ _________________ _____
PANADAPTOR, SP-44. like-new condition, instruction books 
and cable. $45.00. G. M. Anderson. K5GFB, 520 Pasadena 
Ave., Metairie. La. 70001. __ ________ _____
WANT; Good homebuilt RTTY only transmitter, ready to go. 
400 watts or more. No iunk! Thompson. 5 Palmer. Gorham. 
N.H, 03102. ___  __ ____
WANTED: C-W, filter for Collins 75A-4. Stan Pierce, 23 
Linden St.. Norwood, Mass. 02062. ___ _______________
DRAKE TR-4 transceiver with AC power supply. Still in waran-

Il otwnal cartons, with manuals, plus 10-D mike and 
SWR bridge: .$695.00. Al Kreibich, W0FSH, 3240 So. Birch 
St., Denver. Colorado 80222. __ _  _
IV-RCA-TK-20 film camera, with TM6-B master monitor and 
console, trade orsell .Want:, 75S-3B. Also sell RTTY complete 
Model 19. $100.00. Model 15. $75.00. Model 14 TD, $35 00: 
Model 14 reperf, $40.00. AU sync motored. Mainliner H Til. 
t1^',00' ,?COS° -i”" 4 'n . l’crb-ct SX-115, $275.00. W4AIS, 7 
Artillery Road. Taylors, S.0^29687.__  __
COMMAND , Sets: BC-459A 40-meter transmitter, BC>696”80- 
meter transmitter, BC-455B 40-meter receiver. $12.00 each. 750 

a”,4 250 volt power supply. $25.00. Barton, 1315 Angle Rd., 
»-13, Kingsville, lexas 78363._______
“HOSS TRADER” Ed Moory offers two each of the following 
equipment opened and displayed at our store, and at Hamfests, 
with factory warranty. SB-34. $309.00: NCX-5, $439.00; TR-4. 
$479 00: T4-X. $339.00: R-4A, $338.95: L-4. $549 00.- Swan 3JO 
$339.00; Swan 500, $398.00; new NCL-2000 linear, reg. price 
$685.00. Cash price. $488.00. Sorry, no new Collins equipment 
below their advertised price. Package deal: New Mosley TA-33 
beam and demo Ham-M rotator. $195.00; Special Rohn 50 ft. 
heavy-duty foldover tower, prepaid, $189.95; Demo Ham-M 
rotator. $89.50. Used Swan 500, $375.00: used Ham-M, $85.00.

w?r: t>U!?ker?'A,o$M?18Pi '• S75-00- Ed Moory 
Wholesale Radio Co,, Box 506, DeWitt, Arkansas 72042. Tel: 
(a.c, 50D-946-2820._______________
COMPLETE Station: 90W, CW-AM trans^educes to 75w for 
Novice, $40.00: HG-10 VFO w/power supply. $20.00. Lafayette 

speiiK?r: $40-00. Judd Goodman. WB2-
VOG, 101 HiHwood Lane, Plainview. N.Y. 11803 Tel- 516- WE5-5726 call after 6:00, _ _ 0
WANTED: Johnson Matchbox 250-275 Watt. KlWHYrSculiy 
Road, Somers, Conn. 06071, Tel: 749-7950._______
RUY Of a lifetime: $1.800 firm price, no deals. Sell only as 
complete package. Will not ship, sry. Collins 32S-3 with 
5I6F-2 power 75S-3B 500-200 Kc filters, 30S-L 312B-4 console, 
Henry 2K linear with power supply, Hallicrafters HA-1, Vibro- 
Keyer. Electro-Voice 664 mike. Millen 92200 Transmatch. 
Singer PR-1 Panadaptor, Central Electronics MM-2 ’scope with 
RM adaptor, Simpson #262 VTVM, all manuals and cables. 
K6TQR. Phone: 664-4317,
KNIGHT T150 transmitter, 80-6 meters, like new. $90; HQ-170A 
VHF, with matching speaker, like new. $250 00. Franklin 
Chaiom. 1437 Ocean Parkway. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230 Tel- 
DF.-6-0918 after 6 P.M.
MUST Sell: Drake Model 2B receiver, Drake model 2BQ “O” 
multiplier, less than thirty operating hours, like new; best offer 
over $200. Also Johnson Viking Adventurer xmtr and Johnson 
Viking VFO, Make offer for one or both. Write to Rad MichieL 
son, Green Street, Smethport, Penna. 16749.
HAMMARLUND HQ-170A purchased new eight months ago, 
absolutely perfect condition. $175.00. Don Payne. W4HKQ, 
Box 525, Springfield, Tenn. 37172. Nite phone: (6151-384-5643. 
SELL: Heath HR 10, $50.00; Eico 720, $50.00, with manuais. 
Dow relay, $7.00; QST preamp, $5.00: c.w. filter, $7.50. 2M 
xtal conv., tuner and power supply. $25.00: 2M 8-el. Hy-Gain 
beam, $12.00. Will answer all inquiries. K3WUN, Leon Stetz- 
ler, 23.3 9th, Shoemakersville, Penna. 19555.
HT-17 transmitter, excellent for novice, $25.00. Vibroplex kev 
with case, $15.00. K3DGO, 566 Swamp Road, RD-3, Doyles
town, Penna. 18901.   „ ________
WANTED: Atko Min-Keyer. Carsner, Box 407, 935 Geary St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94109.
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WANTED; Record cylinders for Thomas A. Edison Amerola 
ftramaphone for personal collection. Must be in good condition. 
’Trade? WA0JTB, 427 Delaware Way, Sterlmg,_Colorado 80751. 
SALE: NCX5 transceiver with power supply, used about 2 hours 
on receive only. $400.00. Charles Gifford, 2035 Koehler Ave., 
Dayton, Ohio 45414. ______________________
DRAKE TR4 AC3, DC3, MMK3. Faultless, one owner. Package 
deal postpaid $575.00. Will separate. Consider part trade good 
general coverage receiver. WA5ERC, Chuck Crisler, 154 Ronald 
Blvd., Lafayette, Louisiana 70501.
SELL: Hammarlund HQ-100AC, with speaker. $150.00; Heath 
DX-60, with crystals, key, $60.00. Ameco PCLP Nuvistor pre
amp, $20.00. All in like-new condx, no scratches. Manuals in
cluded. Will ship. Ken Adamo, 25 Curtis PL, Staten Island, 
N.Y. 10301. _ __ __________________________
SWAN 350. latest factory modification including provision for 
remote VFO. Mint condition. $325.00. W6OVW, 244 Loring 
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90024. Tel: 279-1660^ ~
HALLICRAFTERS SR-500 with mobile power supply, brackets, 
mike and speaker, $275.00. WA0IMK, Bill Brogdon, 13720 
Vincent Avenue South, Burnsville, Minn. 55378.
GALAXY^RV1...VFO, neveiTused, ~$50.00 in factory carton. 
Galaxy C.W. monitor. $15.00; Original Vibroplex Bug, $15.00. 
Everything is in outstanding condition, with no scrapes nr 
scratches. Phil Gluckman, WB6SSA, 19790 Merribrook Drive, 
Saratoga, Calif. 95070. ____
WANTED: Novice crystals, will pay cash or offer trade. Mike, 
4744 North Temperance, Clovis, California 93612. _  
BC-61OE and associated equipment for trade or for sale. Richard 
F. Pennington, 103 Merrill St., Parsons, West Virginia 26287.
SELL: Johnson Ranger L $100.00; Hammarlund HQ-110, $90.00; 
Vibroplex Speedkey w/case, $12.00. All in excellent condition. 
Shipping collect. Certified check or money order only please. 
WA1FKT. David Heeley, 30 Brookshire Road, Hyannis, Mass.
02601. _____
HEATH SB-300, perfect, filters. Deliver N. Calif. $265.00. WB6- 
TOQ, 11450 Enchanta Vista, San Jose, Calif. 95127.

SELL: Stancor A-3899 Poly-Pedance 600 watt modulation trans
former. Only 8 months old, cost $155.00. Will sell for $125.00 
w your best offer. Also Ameco 621 VFO. used only about three 
months. Will sell for $40.00. Leo Vander Linden, WA9HNJ, 
3330 E. Northland Ave., Appleton, Wisconsin 54911. 
WANTED: Heathkit “Chippewa” KL-1 linear and companion 
KS-1 power supply. Gene Beckwith, K2SFP, Powers Road, East 
Pembroke, New York 14056.
FOR Sale: Lampkin 205A, $165.00; Hallicrafters S-38, $20.00. 
WRL TC-6A, 6 meter Transceiver, $25.00. W8YLJ, RFD 2, 
Bryan, Ohio 43506.____________ __________
DRAKE 2B, 2BQ, at AC, $195.00; Drake 2BS, $6.00; Elmar 
AF67, $25.00. Harold Beebe, W9OEQ, Box 25, Mokena, lU. 
60448. „ _. ................ ......... ..............
SELL: SX-101 Mark HI, $140.00; DX-100, all modifications, 
$80.00; HT-41 linear, $125.00. Shipped collect. K5LTW, R2, 
Box 124, Sherman, Texas 75090. ____ ___ _____
JOHNSON Pacemaker SSB xmtr, $135.00; National NC-270 
revr, $110.00; both for $240.00. Good condition. Fred, WA4URA, RFD 4, Clarksville, Tenn. 37040. 

DRAKE TR-4, matching RV-4 remote V.F.O. and cabinet, and 
AC-4 115 V.A.C. pwr. supp. In mint condx. Used total of 30 
hours. RV-4 never used. For sale with original cartons and 
book, $485.00. First certified check takes all. No hagglers, 
Please. Doug DeMaw, W1CER7W8HHS, c/o ARRL Hq.___
USED Radio texts wanted: Jasik. Harvey, Jordan, Harper, La- 
Port, Knowlton, Henney, OSRD, etc. Also back issues BSTJ, 
Proc IEEE (British) Part B, A1EE and a set of BSP’s. W3AFM.
HAMMARLUND HQ-170 VHF with matching speaker, 6 
months old. like new condx, $300. Heath DX-60, $50.00; VFO 
HG10. $25.00; 14AVQ vertical antenna, $20.00. All in A-l 
condition. Robert Martin. P.O. Box 288. Umatilla, Fla. 32784.
SELL*  10-12 5" Heath ’scope-probes. $55.00; T-O keyer and 
key, $80.00; AR-22 rotor, $20.00. Local deaL Jim MinikeL 517 
Fast Emerson Avenue, Monterey Park, California 91754. WB6- 
MQE........................ .............................................. .....................
WANTED: Hy-Gain or Telrex beams. Three element or larger 
40M, five element or larger 20M, five or six element 15M, six 
element 10M. K5JZV, 5847 South Pittsburg, Tulsa. Oklahoma 
74135.
COMPLETE Station, DX-60, Knight VFO, SX-110; all good, 
clean. Best offer takes it. Also have Gonset VHF Communi
cator VFO. mint. WB2UZE. 198 Delaware Ave., Freeport, L.L, 
N.Y. 11520. Tel: (516)-379-9578. 
JOHNSON 6NZ Thunderbolt $419.00; 6N2 converter, $27.00; 
Ameco six meter converter, $12.50; six meter SSB transmitting 
50 watt converter, $30.00; two meter SSB transmitting converter, 
$15.00. W9JCE, 370 Aspen Lane, Highland Park, Illinois 60035.
RTTY Fans: Read the RTTY Journal, exclusively on amateur 
radioteletype. Articles on how to build, operate, DX. VHF, 
class, ads, etc. Sample copy 3W, $3.00 per year. RTTY Journal, 
HOT 837. Royal Oak. Mich. 4806&
HT-44 with PS-150 in excellent condition. $240.00. WA9KZF, 
Fred Bobzien, 525 Winsor Dr., Antioch. Illinois 60002.
Tor Sale: HRO-60 with coils A,B,C,D,E and speaker. Product 
detector, crystal calibrator, upper and lower sideband. Beautiful 
condition. $225.00. W. R. Cook, 2706 W. I2th St., Erie, Penna. 
16505. 8330441. ~
WANTED: Tn-Ex tower, prop pitch motor, Telrex beams, 
baluns. What have you? W8PRM, Box BOA, Bridgeport, W. 
Virginia 26330.

WARNING!

ith that attention-getting word, the town 
clerks of New England traditionally called 
to the voter’s mind the impending Annual 
Town Meeting, cornerstone of the demo
cratic process for nearly two centuries.
The League, too, is a democratically-run 
organization, though its government must 
be representative in nature (like Congress) 
rather than direct (as in the Town Meeting) 
because our 80,000-plus voters are spread 
out over seven million square miles of terri
tory.

Representation in the League starts with 
nomination, and League voters in the Atlan
tic, Canadian, Dakota, Delta, Great Lakes, 
Midwest, Pacific and Southeastern divisions 
are hereby warned that nominations for di
rector and vice director of those divisions 
are now open. Any ten members can join 
in the nomination of a member, as is ex
plained more fully in “Happenings of the 
Month,” with petitions due at headquarters 
before noon of September 20.
The membership roster, for election pur
poses, also closes on September 20. Get 
your amateur friends signed up now, using 
the membership blank to be found else
where in this issue, or an approximate copy 
of it.

ARRL membership with QST $6.50 in 
the U.S. and Canada, $7 elsewhere. 
Additional family members at the 
same U.S. or Canadian address, $1.

THE AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE, Inc.

NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 061II
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better sent...
better received

with Belden wire and cable
... easy to use packaged lengths.

Antenna Rotor Cables
Sturdy, flexible, plastic insulated 
cable for rotor applications. Color 
coded. Chrome, vinyl plastic jacket 
resists sun and aging.

Power Supply Cables
Excellent mechanical and electrical 
characteristics for long service life. 
Special jacket offers maximum re
sistance to abrasion and ozone. 
Use as power supply cords and 
interconnecting cables. Ideal for 
remote control circuits, special 
press-to-talk microphone circuits, 
and other applications.

Belden
FOR FULL INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR BELDEN ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
The Belden line gives you maximum efficiency with lowest losses under 
all conditions of operation. There's a Belden wire or cable to meet every 
ham transmitting and receiving need. Shown here is only a small portion
of this complete line.
BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY« P.O. BOX 5O7O-A, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680

Shielded Hook-Up and Grid Wire
Provide most effective TVI sup
pression. Vinyl insulated with 
tinned copper braid shield. Avail
able from 24 AWG to 12 AWG.

Coiled Microphone Cable
Provides low impedance for mobile 
microphone applications. Neo
prene jacket remains flexible at low 
temperatures. Available with or 
without shielded conductors.

Ham Transmission Lines-
Parallel Type
Uniform quality control provides 
uniform impedance. Brown poly
ethylene for best weather resis
tance and lowest losses.

Ham Transmission Lines—
RG/U Type
Designed for lowest losses, longer 
service life, and maximum depend
ability. Cables are essentially flat 
with no peaks in attenuation to re
duce signal on either high or low 
frequencies.
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WANT MORE FOR YOUR MONEY?--------
Easy!
1. Get a new Hallicrafters SR-2000 transceiver
2. Get it from the one and only

“HAM HEADQUARTERS, USA”®
For top trades or cash allowances, easy terms, and more real value, all ways, 
it will pay you to deal with the acknowledged leader.

73 W2AVA

• Maximum legal power (MLP)
• Receiver Incremental Tuning (R1T)
• New-type true noise blanker

0 
ha//icrafiers 
cd onnn ssb/cw/am OK"4UvU transceiver
• Amplified Automatic Level Control (AALC) 
• Built-in VOX or PTT

SPECIAL VALUE!
Come examine the COMPLETE Hallicrafters line, and all 
else that is new and best in Amateur equipment, at our 
----------------- TWO BRAND NEW STORES-------------- —

8 BARCLAY STREET 
NEW YORK CITY

IN LOWER MANHATTAN 
OPPOSITE CITY HALL PARK 

AND. WOOLWORTH BUILDING

Just blocks East of our 
famous old landmark store location. 

PHONE: 212-BArclay 7-7922

2265 Route 110
E. FARMINGDALE, LI. 

tAt Smith St. between
Amityville and Huntington

OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
(Saturdays 'til 6)

Only 22 minutes from N.Y.C. Tax.
L.L Expressway to Exit49S, South 

2 miles to our big parking field.
PHONE 516-293-7995

QUEENS-BROOKLYNITES
Drop in at our convenient 

JAMAICA STORE, 139-20 Hillside Ave. 
RE 9-4101

For prompt ORDER DEPT, shipments 
to most any part of the globe, 

mail your orders to:
20 Smith St., E. Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 

Or, PHONE 516-293-7990
Cable “HARRISORAD" TELEX 12-6789

^FOR^

ELECTRONICS
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Join the National
200 club

Own the most versatile 5-bander on the market 
...priced even lower than a kit rig!
National’s new 200 is fast becoming the most popular 5-bander on the market. . . and it’s 
no wonder! Here’s an ideal rig for mobile, portable, or home operation . . . the fastest way 
to move up from single band or triband. The price? ... an amazingly low $359! Perfor
mance? . . . here’s what Jim Fisk WIDTY said in a recent issue of a noted amateur radio 
publication: “When National came out with their new model 200 transceiver a few 
months ago at a lower cost than any other five band transceiver on the market, I just 
couldn’t believe that it would perform as well as the more expensive models. But — after 
using it for several weeks in chasing DX, I find that they have done a superb job and it 
performs right along with the best of them. The sensitivity is fine, the selectivity af
forded by the steep-sided crystal filter is excellent, and the audio reports, if I am to 
believe the fellows on the other end, have all been good. Reports of, 'tremendous audio 
quality,’ ‘really sounds good,’ and ‘very clean and crisp,’ have been normal reports during 
the time I have had the 200 on the air.”

Feature this for $359! ■ Complete coverage of the 80 through 10 meter bands. ■ 200 
Watt PEP input on SSB, plus CW and AM. ■ Separate product and AM detection plus 
fast-attack slow-release AGC. ■ Crystal-controlled front end and single VFO for high 
stability, and identical calibration and tuning rate on all bands. ■ Crystal lattice filter 
for high sideband suppression on transmit, and rejection of adjacent QRM on receive . . . 
plus solid-state balanced modulator for “set-and-forget” carrier 
suppression. ■ Operation from new low-cost AC-200 supply or 
from NCX-A or mobile power supplies. ■ ALC. ■ 45/1 planetary / 
split gear tuning drive. ■ Automatic carrier insertion in AM and 
CW modes. H Panel meter automatically switched to S-units on 
receive. ■ Universal mobile mount included.

-¡^National Radio Company
37 Washington Street, Melrose, Massachusetts 02176 

on?359. 
with National’s full 
One-Year Guarantee



Next to good band conditions
you need this RCA’library”
Power Tubes • Receiving Tubes • Transistors
Here from RCA is Amateur Radio’s most comprehensive “library”
of tube and transistor references. You’ll find a storehouse of technical 
facts on hundreds of RCA tubes and transistors: application hints; 
installation tips; pages of circuits; characteristic curves—helpful 
regardless of mode and band you operate, QRP or QRO, DX or 
rag-chewing. Next to good band conditions, these RCA publications 
can help you to better QSO’s by maintaining equipment
that’s always at top efficiency. Get the manuals you want from 
your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES. HARRISON. N.J.

RCA Transistor 
Manual SC-12 
$1.50*

I The Most Trusted Name 
I in Electronics 
®

('SUGGESTED RESALE PRICES»

» w

RCA Technical Bulletins < 
on single types of power 
tubes, receiving tubes, / 
transistor and silicon i 

rectifier types are avail
able from RCA Commercial . * 

Engineering Dept., 
Harrison, N.J, 07029

I
RCA Transmitting 
Tub© Manual TT-5 
$1.00*

RCA Receiving 
Tube Manual RC-25 
$1.25*

I fiJW-

i-.


	NOW

	the AMERICAN

	DIRECTORS

	JOL Aim JLZ JL	Jmw Jtdl JLl XX At


	LEAGUE

	It Seems to Us...”

	M^-StravslS

	BY E. H. CONKLIN,* K6KA

	New Vacuum Relay

	BY CHET OPAL,* K3CUW

	August 1967


	An RTTY Bandpass Filter For 1275/2125 c.p.s.


	WStraxsM,

	BY BYRON GOODMAN,* W1DX


	NEW BOOKS

	432-MC. SOLAR PATROL

	Table I — 432 Mc. Solar Noise June, 1966—February, 1967

	Back Copies and Photographs

	BY WALT KNOOP*, W2PXR




	Hints and Kinks

	MAKESHIFT RUBBER FEET

	MORE TIE TABS

	SB-200 TIP

	NYLON-LINE INSULATORS

	IMPROVED BREAK-IN MONITORING

	ANOTHER SIMPLE CB CONVERSION

	BATTERY CONNECTORS

	BY LEWIS B. GILMER,* K2ETM

	NEW BOOKS

	The Millimatch

	BY LEWIS G. McCOY,* W1ICP


	NEW BOOKS

	BY DOUGLAS A. BLAKESLEE,* W1KLK

	The Star SR-700E

	and ST-700E

	Heathkit Crystal Filter Modification Kit SBA-100-2

	EMERGENCY COAX CONNECTOR

	USING AIRCRAFT REFLECTIONS IN V.H.F. COMMUNICATIONS




	Electrical :

	Safety J

	W Strays

	BY W, HENRY HORNE,*W4MZP

	August 1967

	RTTY CLARIFICATION ON SIGNING

	AMATEUR RADIO WEEK


	August 1967

	ATLANTIC PROVINCES CONVENTION

	Moncton, New Brunswick

	Sept. 2-4, 1967


	August 1967

	SOUTHWEST/PACIFIC DIVISIONS CONVENTION

	Los Angeles, Calif.	September 8—10

	ARRL KENTUCKY STATE CONVENTION

	Louisville, Kentucky September 8-9, 1967




	M^StraysU

	BY HAROLD W. MORGAN, M.D.,* K0JTP

	First-Day Covers Still Available

	August 1967

	3T0t)H &0U£!C,

	TWO SOCIETIES ELECTED, THREE MORE APPLY

	MORE RECIPROCITY



	Correspondence From Members-

	TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT

	FEWER NEWCOMERS—CONTINUED

	"MEAN HAM" PUBLICITY

	STOLEN EQUIPMENT

	DUES

	STARTING RIGHT

	PUBLIC RELATIONS

	ARMED FORCES DAY

	GARBLED COMMUNICATIONS

	TYPICAL NOVICE GEAR

	August 1967

	West Coast V.h.f. Conference

	How:

	August 1967

	Whence:


	August 1967

	BRASS POUNDERS LEAGUE


	August 1967

	WlAW SCHEDULE, AUGUST 1967

	CODE PROFICIENCY PROGRAM


	August 1967

	ELECTION NOTICE

	ELECTION RESULTS




	ays«J


	EIMAC

	ATLANTIC DIVISION

	EIGHTH NEW JERSEY QSO PARTY August 19-20, 1967

	CENTRAL DIVISION

	Heathkit SB-620 "Scanalyzer". . . . Only $119.95

	FREE 1967 CATALOG

	DAKOTA DIVISION

	DELTA DIVISION



	10 KW

	FOR FIXED PLANT AND TRANSPORTABLE USE

	BEAMS

	ALL-BAND VERTICALS

	GOTHAM, 1805 Purdy Ave, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139

	HUDSON DIVISION

	MIDWEST DIVISION

	ZERO DISTRICT QSO PARTY

	NEW ENGLAND DIVISION


	Who gives you ™ ham gear so COMPLETE at prices sb low?

	LIGHTWEIGHT!

	CPC

	Eledrical Specifications

	♦Per EIA RS-329

	.. 50 Ohms 	1.5:1 ..10.0 Mc

	250 Watts

	Mechanical Specifications




	sky needle TM 370

	ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION

	3rd Edition

	IDAHO QSO PARTY

	NORTHWESTERN DIVISION


	Whats NEW from Mosley!

	SOLID STATE


	FREQUENCY CONVERTERS

	r WHY

	F SETTLE ► FOR	*

	HUF? !

	GET THE ENTIRE BAND-BOTH CW AND

	PHONE WITH ONE TUNING ADJUSTMENT! 10-15-20-40 METERS j

	ROHN

	carparatian

	POLY tri QUAD ANTENNA KIT

	POLYGON PLASTIC CO.

	ROANOKE DIVISION

	SOUTH CAROLINA QSO PARTY August 26-27, 1967




	The choice is yours at Raytheon

	YOU EARN YOUR FCC

	FIRST CLASS LICENSE

	ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION


	..IS NOW THE WORLD’S NO. 1 TRIO

	SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION

	•••••BARRY ELECTRONICS •••••

	SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION



	Get an Exciting Job “Inside” Radio or Television...as a Broadcast Engineer

	THE “MINI-BALUN"

	awiiitwu ct/ViA/ ib ^vwqpif.*.



	TUNAVERTER

	POLICE-FIRE-AIRCRAFT-AMATEUR

	WEST GULF DIVISION


	FOR THE BEST IN

	Box 376, Morris Plains, N. J. 07950

	2, 3 & 4 ELEMENT QUADS FIBERGLASS OR BAMBOO


	SURPLUS NEEDED

	BROAD BAND BALUN tin net ppd.

	CANADIAN DIVISION

	B.C. CENTENNIAL QSO PARTY



	WRL gives you a FREE 2-week trial



	GALAXY V

	Satisfaction Guaranteed!

	■■■■■■■■a ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

	DXtra Strength Signal Zone

	E-Z WAY TOWER



	11995

	I THERE’S A STORE NEAR YOU!

	A NEW STANDARD OF RECEIVER VALUE!

	REALISTIC DX-150 CUSTOM ACCESSORIES

	Now...2000Wattspxp

	LEARN CODE

	LAFAYETTE 400 SERIES 6 AND 10 METER AMATEUR TRANSCEIVERS

	ririririrxxxrxrxrxr i : xnn

	• MULTIPLE REFLECTORS

	EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY




	MOVIN'

	US' $1SEMI-KON-DUCTORS

	7^? logo p IV

	SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS

	I SILICON RECTIFIERS

	1 AMP


	4000PIV

	1Oc

	TO SAFETY!

	INSTRUMENTATION AIDES/TECHNICIANS

	RESEARCH AIDES/TECHNICIANS Electrical/Electronic

	ENGINEERING AIDES/TECHNICIANS Mechanical

	ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC

	RADIO PUBLICATIONS Inc., Wilton, Conn. 06897

	INSTANT SHACK NEATNESS!!

	CUBEX COMPANY




	1968 ALLIED CATALOG

	VERTICAL ANTENNAS

	FIBERGLASS

	Technical Correspondence

	W2AU BALUN LETS ENTIRE ANTENNA RADIATE!



	QTC?

	CQ de W2KUW BEST OFFER!!

	n HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR

	0 TWO-WAY RADIO!

	“Beamed-Power’WENNAS “BALUNS” I.V. KITS and ROTATOR SYSTEMS!

	CODEMASTER • Box 29, Portsmouth, R.I. 02871



	DESIGN INDUSTRIES, INC.



	HEY! HOW ABOUT THAT

	$15.95

	SINCE 1933

	FAST SERVICE

	Phone CY 4-0464

	1000 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE	SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

	LEEDS RADIO

	Instant Credit, Instant Shipment On Time Payments & Cash Orders

	another important TRIGGER service:

	ALL TELEPHONES (312) 771-8616

	NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 061II



	Easy!

	1.	Get a new Hallicrafters SR-2000 transceiver

	2.	Get it from the one and only

	Own the most versatile 5-bander on the market ...priced even lower than a kit rig!

	-¡^National Radio Company






